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A CUPIICULUM IN COMPOSITION AND LITERATURE

FOR JUNIOR HIGH HONORS ENGLISH
by George .Hi ocks;' Jr.

:

Within the past feW yearsandespecially since the advent of Sputnik, honors.
classes within all atadeniesubject areas havetecome increasingly popular, andz

many school administrators feel compelled to incorporate special honors claises into
the school.schedule: 'Such groups have been provided for on the groUndsthat, some

how, grouping bright students will provide the Special; challenge,frirthemiyhich is
their due and which ii,neceisary.if bur country isto survive as a nation. The problem

in English has .been and is, however, tharontelhe special groups havo'been sched*,
uled, the teacher continues to use ihe'old curriculum, progressing mare rapidly per-

haps, but with the distinct advantage of having 'a class full of high IQ's. u The admin-

istrators and teachers in Such programs all too frequently regard .the 'subject of Env-
lish as a series of courses Which are set Op to*be completed by' the student. They
feel, consciously or unconsciously, that when the student has comp.leted,the courses;

he has completed his educatiorein'EngliSk. The *goal, then, forhonors*classes is
simply to complete the series of courses earlier than the average classes, with two:
or three extra works throvn in:each year as Special. treats.:, The .eisential approach

remains' same. .q.

On the grounds that understanding literature involves much More than
acceleration, addition of works to the curriculum, or the date and place of origin
of various works,: a group of junior high 'scholl teachersundertookthe construction
of a single 'unit whiCh at Once wOuldfprovkie experience and knowledge' leading to r.

better understanding' of .literature- and justify the scheduling ofspeciai,eidsses for' -,-

brightltudents. -was fromilhelmall beginnings of a single unit-developed by
Barbara Lamb,- .gernard 'McCabe, 'and the .author that the entire junior high school

honors pi ram at Euclid Central grew.
The firer unit' in the 'program: was one oh.satire., .Some,of`the planners had

noticed that adults as Well.as ninth'graders,frequently either .misinterpreted satire
or failed, completely to understand the satirical intent ofwariousworks they:en
countered by:chance. ; Since both 'adults and junior high sttidentsieemed to' en-
counter similar; difftatiltlei; the.problem could not be attributed to age 'or lack
of general experience: The teachers planning the unit recognized that satire
presented special difficultiesespecially that which has come, to be knowntis

Menippean satire. Formal (ve'rse) satire is straightforward abuse hurled-by the
satirist himself or by a character through whoni the authorspeaks,'but in Menem
ippean satire the authortecriticisms' are seldom straightforward. He,seldom
says explicitly what -he.means. The targets'of the satire are attacked :through

plot actiort,, exaggeration; .irony, allegory, orsonie other, device which may
make the satire more devastating but, arthe same time, more Subtle. In order

to recognize and understand satire, the student needs to understand the purpose,
techniques, and targets'of.satire in general andito.gain experience in reading
specific satires using various techniques and attacking various problems.. He ..
must learn to recognize exaggeration, interpret satiric irony,- infer allegorical
significanCes; and above all recognize tharsatireimplies an ideal universe
whose standards serve as a basis for criticism of the real universe. The under
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standing of satire is not simply a matter of maturity or age but can be taught. The

problem in planning this first unit was how to teach.
The first time the unit was taught it was introduced with a brief lecture by

the teacher explaining the nature and purpose of satire, The unit then moved to
the examination of familiar cartoon, fables, some short satiric poems and essays,.
and finally to examinations of Animal- Farm and Huck leber Finn. All of these
were read and discussed by thecicV7is37.711ole o owed y individual reading
and analysis of titles on a special bibliography.

Later, the unit was refined so, that students examined allegory, irony, ,

and ,exaggeration as special satiric techniques. Small, group discussions of short
works were also introduced as a step between class and individual analysis.

This first unit in the honors program was judged successful, The next step
was to ask what other techniques and problems the,students must understand in order
to understand literature. Eventually the planners arrived,at three basic areas which
they felt were important in understanding, literature:, 1) special aspects,of the deno-
tative level of meaning, 2) techniques used to achieve second levels of meaning,
and 3) form and genre.

1 $ Special problems at the denotative level of meaning. For the most
part honors students read and understand plots, characters, and the relationships
between characters well. They readily gain empathy with characters about whom
they read if the book is primarily concerned with what happens, and they readily
objectify emotional situations when the' emotions are complicated or obscured by
a wealth of ideas or details. But bright students do have difficultywith the inter-
pretation of the ideas implicit in a work. They do have: difficulty in analyzing
the forces operating on a character when those forces are not physical, or personal.
Although they have knowledge of the grosser aspects of social strata. through tel-
evision and movies and general experience, they have, not objectified class inter-
action, social position, and social mobility, and therefore fail to recognize or
comprehend such aspects of works they might encounter. And finally, they do not
realize that the way a character acts in a given.situation may be .a .statement of
credo, of man's relationship to other men, of man's place in the universe.

All of these problems suggested that particular units,coulci be devised to
focus the students' attention upon particular ideas andprocesses which,,would
be helpful in his present and future reading. Some units like those on Courage
and Justice focus attention upon the idea or theme conveyed by ,the.work. These

units begin by examining the nature of courage and justice and proceed by exam-
ining the concepts of courage and justice implied in specific works. Thus the
approach, to a particular work begins with examining the denotative or plotilevel
of the story, and the first abstractions are statements about what happens specif-
ically and how specific characters react.' At the next level ofabstraction the
student'is encouraged to make statements about the courage or justice reflected
in the actions of the characters and in the,situations of the plot. Next he
examines the implicit concepts of courage or justice underlying the plot, and
finally he examines what the work has 'said about man in general in relationship
to his world. This final stage of abstraction is the point where the reader begins
to deal with theme.

4.
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:OtheruPits Which' involve 'the same process of abstraction from( the plot
level center in man's relationship to various aipects.of his environment. At the
seventh grade level one unit deals with man in relation to his physical; environment,
whilwat the eighth grade level one unit deals with man in relationto;social organ-
ization and another with'man in relation to cultural institutions. The unit dealing
with social organization 'examines the.effects-of status, power, wealth, and mom

bility upon narrative figures as they move through the course of events described

by the.authoi. The..unit dealing with the cultural environment:examines the effects

which the various cultural institutions have upon the narrative figure.:.
2. Techniques used to achieve second levels'of meaning. Nearly all

readers in junior and senioTighsa0;liW'rranyadu t and college readers
fail to recognize and interpret symbols in a literary work and may completely ignore
all but the most obvious allegory: The problem with.reading satire has, already been

mentioned: Therefore a series of units dealing with allegory and symbolism was

introduced to the 'curriculum. The objectives of these units *ere several: to make

the student aware of techniques used by, uthors to ,convey meaning beyond the deno-
tative level of a work, to make the student aware of the 'relationships existing among

these techniques; and to enable the.student to make interpretative statements about

works whose meaning exists at more than-one, level .

The first unit in the curriculum dealing explicitly with levels of meaning is
a very simple one in the seventh grade: Ibis unit introduces the idea of symbols
as they exist in fables and simple allegorical poems and in Edgar Allan Poe's story
"The Mosque of.the Red'Death. "An all of these the symbols have clearly defined
referents and the symbols have precise and clear relationships' to one another.. The

student .first objectifies what he already knows about conventional symbols and then
enters upon a, discussion of particular fables whose personae andsituationsare clearly
symbolic. He deals with the problems of what the animals and situations represent.
From fables he moves to simple poems which give many 4.7.1;res to the meaning of the
symbols. With "The Masque of the Red Death" the clues are diminished.and the
student is confronted with a more difficult problem, of interpretation.

In the eighth grade unit on allegory and symbolism the student develops
a definition .of allegory, works.with interpreting material which: presents fewqr
clues to meaning; and finally deals with works whose symbols have multiple mean-
ings and are not directly related to one another. In other words the student shifts
from the rigid, fairly simple symbol characteristic of medieval allegory40 the
flexible and, complex symbol, of mr.xlern writing. The student can no longer rely
upon a single word.orphrase to identify the referent of a symbol, and he fre-
quently has cliffitulty making the transition. His tendency to oversimplify must
be constantly confronted with the text. Gradually, then, he comes to recognize
that many literary works` contain symbols less rigid and less obvious than those-of
allegory and that the symbols of such works are frequently complex and subtle
in their meanings.

In the ninth grade, the student re-examines his earlier definition of al-
legory, tries to establish the relationships between literal, metaphoric,.alle-
gorical, anti symbolic levels, and attempts to redefine allegory to include
works which are not allegorical in the medieval sense but which nonetheless
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contain some of the characteristics of allegory. He examines the differences in
quality and function between the symbols of Everyman and those of Steinbeck's-

The Pearl. He deals with works whose symbolF67gTess highly clued and express .

compTe7emotions and ideaS. Despite his sojourn into critical theory during his

analysis of the various levels of meaning, the main emphasis of the unit is not on
critical theory but on building the students' ability to interpret a work. If In
the eighth grade the student had a tendency to use a single word or phrase to
explain a symbol, and if he tended to create a private explanation or interpreta-
tion of a work, without regard to the text,, by the end of the ninth grade unit he
should be aware of both these shortcomings. His interpretations should be both
more complete and more closely dependent upon close textual analysis of a work.

In addition to the series of units concerned with allegory and symbolism
the eighth and ninth grade units on satire deal with levels of meaning. in a tome".

what more restricted sense.. A college itudentonce commented that 1984 was do
immoral book because it recommended and set, up as ideal the kind ofrociety
described by Orwell in the book, Certainly this student needed to learn some-,

thing about, levels of meaning. The satirist uses special techniques to, convey
his criticism which exist not at the level of denotation but at the level of the
connotative values of the words and phrases which make up a work.- The 'satir-
ist says one thing and means another. He often implies his criticism. The stu-

dent must learn to understand these implications.
3. Form and genre. The shape and/or form of a work contributes mean-

ing to the wTic Vccr7Mo s the meaning of the work in special ways, so that the
consideration of form in general and of forms in.particular becomes a'necessary

part of the curriculum in literature. Form hi:general 13 that which any artist
imposes upon experience during the process of composing--the selection and
arrangement of events and ideas. The general form of a work may be tight and
restricted, observing the classical unities of space, time, and action and cow-
centrating on the events of a moment as they have arisen from the past and will
project into the future; or the general form may be loose'and sprawling, pre-
senting a panoramic view of man as he confronts the problems of his existence.
Form in the particular sense refers to those generic forms which can be defined
and differentiated on the basis of both structure and subject matter. Genre
will be used to designate form in the particular sense in which tragedy, epic,
comedy, formal verse satire, pastoral, and the epigram are forms.

BeCause a particular 'work may exhibit a form which other works do not
possess, form in the general sense can be examined only in relation to specific

works. IC is possible, of course, to compare' the effects of similar forms and to
contrast the effects of differing forms. The compact structure Oedipus Rex,

for instance, has the effect of'drivin0 the attention to'the immediate, 'central
problems of the play: man's role in creating his.own destiny, his struggle against

it, and his submission to it. The whcle impact of these problems is °conveyed
through the figure of Oedipus. The other characters, as it were, .are only
dramatis personae, the machinely for staging the events of the play and the
emotions of the man. Oedipus, on the other hand, is the dramatis tapientia,
the purveyor of emotion, idea, and theme. .More specifically, the steps of

-- ""
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of the plot by which Oedipus seeks and learns the truth about himself 'thrust 'home
thn ineluctable nature of his fate.

Dostoyevsky's. novel Crime and Punishment it closely structured,:but in a
different way, and 'this difference in structure RIps to achieve different effects.
The central plot line moves directly' from consideration of the crime' through com-
mission, suffering, and punishment. The major thernercind interest center in
Raskolnikov and the workings of his morbidly introspective and philosophical
mind. The themes of crime and its casuistry, of moral responsibility,' and of
human depravity and dignity find their primary expression 'in Rasktilnikov. But

in contrast to dramatic personae of Catileus'Rex, the characters of Crime and
Punishment are important in themselves as welTas in the development and varia-
tiorThrge major themes of the book. A number of characters commit "crimes,"
but some are depraved and some are not. Through the secondary characters
Dostorivsky explores a number of related themes including the causes and effects
of "crimes" committed out of :helplessness, necessity; egotism, and depravity.
Thus the moral questions raised in the book exceed those raised in Oedipus Rex
not only in number, but in precision. Oedipus Rex raises large questions.
Crime and Punishment raises. large questions and proceeds to refine by raising
smaller, related questions.

In contrast to both of these, Huckleberry*Finn haS a large, 'sprawling
structure which permits a large number of characters in a great manyverried
situations. While the events of "the book are tied together in Huck Oinn, a
fascinating and IOVable character, the major emphasis tends to be not on Huck
Finn as a character, but on The people, events, and things around him. HuCk.

is an observer of and a commentator upon the society .through which he paises.
Huck must make mord! decisions, but these decisions; While revealing Huck's
magnanimity and tenderness; reveal even more emphatically the'stupidity,
prejudice, and egocentricity of his society.

These three' Unique forras,"`then, shape the meanings of the various
works in different ways'. The compact directness or Oedipus Rex maket Oedipus
the central focus of the entire play. The looser itrUbtuame and PUnish-
ment permits the expansion of the central themes to the actions
Cialcters and complements the'emphasii on Raskolnikov. The loose, pano-
ramic structure of Huckleberry Finn, on the other'hand, turns the focus outward
from Huck Finn to the society °Me river bank.

Forth in' the particular sense, in the sense of genre, concerns not only
the shape of the'work but the prototypes of the characters and the tone of the
interaction of both Shope and Charocter. In classic formal verse Satire, for

instance, the main character appoints himself critic and pursues his course
cursing and.denouncing all the ills of hit socieiy: Even 'in his self-righteous-
ness, however, his scurrilous condemnation of whallie designates as'evilas
he moves from One'social class to another and fidrii One physical location to
another, reflects something base in his own nature-- something which finds a
certain depravedpleasure in bringing to light ailacondemning vileness. This

seems to be true in varying degrees of most formal verse satire of the classical
period and of some` English satire. Holden Caulfield of The Catcher in the Rie,

/
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has much in common with the satirist. The major difference is that Holden does
not consciously see himself as a satirist. He scorns and abuses the things around
him, but fails to recognize that he himself is a part of the very smuttiness he
scorns. Huck Finn also serves as a satirist but not at all in the classical sense.
On the contrary Huck hardly ever abuses the society around him, and when he
does,his abuse is directed only toward specific, obvious charlatans such as the
King or the Duke. Through most of the book the general charlatanism of the
age escapes him.

At the beginning of the story Huck sees himself as generally inferior as
do the other characters. Later on when he confronts the problem of whether
or not to help Jim, he sees his decision to help the slave as a confirmations of
his own moral depravity. Yet Huck remains the vehicle of Twain's satire, but
satire of a different sort than that of formal verse satire. Irony is Twain's most
powerful weapon and he uses it as a skilled swordsman uses a rapier. The most
famous example, of course, is Huck's decision to help Jim and "go to hell."
Huck knows Christians and knows what good Christians would do--send Jim
back to slavery. But Huck, as usual, cannot force himselflto make a man
suffer. Huck's belief that he will go to hell for exorcising charity and broth-
erly love is a condemnation of the hypocrisy of his society as surely as if he
had denounced it openly. Throughout the book Huck acts with charity and
compassion, and throughout the book he is regarded as uncivilized because
he ignores social forms. By the end of.the story Huck has discovered the
irreconcilable opposition between ethic and behavior, between what is
preached and what is practiced. The only move left for him is to "light out,
for the territories."

Thus in Many.ways HUck is like the classical satirist with the impor-
tant difference of his noivetghis inability to understand man's inhumanity
to man. Thus he never *sinks to the level of those around him as Holden
Caulfield nearly does. Huck sees himself as the one at fault, acts according
to his conscience, and rises above the baseness and petty actions of men.
For this reason, although we smirk with a satirist but cannot love him, we
can love Huckleberry FL A.

In similar ways the interaction of form with content in other genre
provides much of the meaning of a work, In the. honors program at the ninth
grade level, materials have been prepared to increase the student's ability
to analyze several works belonging to a particular genre, to synthesize the
common characterisitcs of the works, to arrive at an understanding of the
interaction of form and content in the genre and in particular works, and
to apply this knowledge in the reading, of additional works.

The first unit in the series examined, the form and 'content of heroic
myths and leads to the',examination of epic, fragedy, comedy,' and satire.
The sequence from one unit to the next is StrOng and provides many ,oppor-
tunities for contrasts and comparisons of the relationships existing among
both the content and torrri of the several genres. The three emphases of
the curriculumspecial' problems at the denotative level, levels of
meaning, and formdo not exclude other aspects of individual works from

e
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consideration, nor does it suggest that the great problems with which literature
deals are ignored. On the contrary these three emphases tend to focus atten-

tion on the special ideas and problems raised by individual works. In the course

of three years the student discusses the ideas of courage, justice, power, society,
.culture, fate, individualism, sin, guilt, repentance, the hero, and many others
either as.central to an entire unit or to a specific work.

The honors program in its present forni exhibits.not simply differences iry
degree from the average program but differences in .kind. To begin with the
individual selections included in the program are more difficult than those in
the average program. But more significant, the concepti taught are different.
They demand that the student, examine a text carefully and hold a great many

factor's 'in mind in order to draw inferences. From the sevenTh to the ninth grade,

while analysis of the denotative level continua, there is an increasing em-
phasis on the role of such things as symbol/ irony, form and genre:' The stodent

must evaluate a number of possible answers to the problems'set up in a par-
ticular unit. He must entertain several answers eimultoneobtly when he deals.

with a work which exists on more than one level. He musf move freely between
the concrete and abstract. Since the units are organized. into a serieil of prob-

lems, he is constantly confronted with problem solving sittlations, many of vhir.1.1

he must deal with individually. Each unit culminates in an individual reading
assignment which demands that the student:bring to b4ecr not only the ideas of
the present unit but those Of unitsiveviously studied'. 'These problems also

require that the student'purue his analysis systematicall)i*cind organize the

resultant insights and ideas.
.1 .

The writing :assignments in the hani)rs prograntare upon,more.abstratt
topics and deMand tharthe Stud&I t.deal with a forger number of ideas than in

the average program, The creative writineassignments,..while includiniriome
of those present,in thc; average program, are generally adapted to the specific
units in the honors prOgram.

These' differences exist becatise the honorsstudentis able 'to abstract,"
to deal witifa mult.ipliciy.of factors, to evaluate a series of possibilities,

to organize ideas systeniatiOaily; and to read 'difficult material.. Wills English

program is tx; challenge the bright student, sharpen his mental abilities, and

increase his sensitivity to literature, anct the'reforelo life, it must...cease to
be content with ci single.answer to a plot level .question, a question which
neither theeteacher nor the student can become excited about. lt mlust give.

the stUdent the' background and skills to :confront the prOblems:w1.0h have
concerned mankind so much tho he .has written about them. It must excite .

both the teacher and thestudent so' ihcitnothing need be taken for granted
on the basis of tradition or authority and so that an atinclphereaf mat inquiry
can be established not only in the ciossidom but in the minds of theitirdents.

4,
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THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE GIFTED
`by Elyse Fleming, Ph.D.

The outcome of any effort to educate the gifted will be a function of the
sophistication of program designers in intermeshing curricular objectives with the
characteristics of those for whom the program has been designed. To do any less
is to risk failure for even the most carefully thought-out curriculum in the hands
of the most carefully trained and imaginative teacher.

An awareness of what is known and what is yet to be discovered about
gifted children is a first but unavoidable step in the process of curriculum design.
Unfortunately, it;,. the past, where the need for drawing up such specifications has
been recognized at all, it has tended to be summarily dismissed under the assump-
tion that the sole differentiating characteristic between the gifted and the notr-so-
gifted is quantitative; the gifted have more intelligence, and therefore, should be'
rewarded by more projects, papers, book reportst and books to be read. Margaret
Mead (1962) reports that this special education practice has given rise to gifted
children tutoring each other in "how not to get a high IQ score" and thereby
avoid a great deal of extra trouble.

There is, in fact, a great body of knowledge bearing upon the nature of
those with high intellectual ability which is available for providing the important
structure underlying honors programs. It has, however, tended to be regarded as
interesting research in an academic sense with little direct bearing on the business
of the schools. 'To be sure, much of the literature on the gifted is concerned with
problems of identification and selection, as if after detection and subsequent seg-
regation, the program will somehow take care of itself. It has only been within
the most recent period that sporadic attempts have been made to translate the very
rich body of knowledge concerning characteristics into dynamic scheol programs
(Fliegler, 1961).

One of the deterrents to rapid application of knowledge undoubtedly lies
in the area of confusion over definition as whin ten different school districts may
be utilizing ten different definitions of academic talent further compounded by
elastic definitions in use within the same system. The difficulty has ,now been
further complicated by an expansion inipur understanding of the term giftedness
to include dimensions other than high verbal abstraction creating further difficulty
in identifying the reference group. It may be recalled that whereas Terman (1926)

employed an IQ of 140 on the Binet, Conant (1958) speaks of the top 15 to 20
per cent in the intelligence distribution. For purposes of Clarity, 125 seems to
be the most commonly employed cut-point at least in the State of Ohio (Stephens,
1962), but these delineations are admittedly going to differ from community to
community and from test to test. Until such time as creativity measures have been
refined, it may be assumed that most of the productive, creative children will be
identified by group intelligence scores of 115 and higher. Where corresponding
achievement is also a condition for admission to programs, as it ordinarily is,
talent loss will inevitably occur. Realistically most honors programs include and

are designed for, high IQhigh achieving youngsters. Losses will therefore occur
in groups combining relatively low IQ with high creativity or high achievement
as well as high IQ and low achievement or low creativity; this in spite of the
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increased humility of'O'sychiilogisti regardingiiitiltations of 'measurement forany' of
the aforemeritionedi.civalities.

Delimiting concern, to high tibilityhigh achieving youngsters for the ino-
ment, it seems necessary' to undeiscore tha fact that this group cilsolepresents great
heterogeneity, While most 'of the classical research has' concerneditsilrwith this
identifiable group, inferences arciivn tend to imply that the psychologiial tharac-
teristics which -they manifest are uniform fora Members -of 'the group: !n
research has revealed` oillytthe 'prevailing charOcterittics in a statistical sense

while masking the great variability- between gifted individuals and Within the'same
giftedIndividual for different abilities, traits; and .characteristiaat differing
points in time. The gifted are, in fact, tharatteriZed by more differences than
similaritiei by virtue of the greater range of human variation'whiCli they tah rep-
I.esent, ."

a

'While:ocknOwledging the crucial role of individual -differences, this
servation, is of little'asiistance and some annoyance where planning for,large groups
of accidemiaally talerited individuals. The 'educator,' like the behavioral scientist
in the shelter of his .laboratory, must operate on'thebasis of central'' endenties
within grourii; building in sufficientflexibility far those not conforming to the
group ifieciri: 'Within this limitation, ,It seems appropriate to .tOrn'to evidence
accumulciting with regard 'to-the characteristics of the igifted:

The. best known and 'Most respected contribution jo'knowledge about the

gifted comet, of course; from the'langituilinal Study initiated by Terman (1954)
in Califorhicf during-the Twenties and.tonti'n'utrig into thep'resent under the lead-
ership of;his associates. DeSigned to tefute. iteretitii)icn thinking about the gifted, .

this study revealed persorial; social, familial, Ond"acaderdid'-attribtiteS of a par 11
ticular kind of 'gifted individual 'residing sin California dlthost forty years'-ago'.
Some writers are presently suggesting that replication is iri order in the light of
certain biases operating With respect to selection at that timeas'well as changes
in the social order occurring since the initiation of the Terman study (Hughes.

and Converse, 1962).
Summaries of traiti.possessed by the gifted generally Include' reference

to high abstract ability; ability to transfer or generalize, possession of wide
interests and broad informational backgrounds, verbal facility,' ability to reason
by analogy; intellectual curiosity, sensitivity to' the world around them, abil-
ity to see complex relationships, retentive memory, and *rapid acquisition of
facts to name a few of the descriptions. employed. Again, it' should be rioted,.
that not all gifted possesi all of these attributes nor are they always obseroble°
in those Who poisess thern.

InasMuch as much of the research has been based on successful or
achieving 'arid productive - gifted; "certain rion-intellective characteristics are
often noted as well. Goakdirectedness; perseverance, self - confidence or

. ego strength, high energy level, curiosity and tenacity are.among this group.
During the earlier period when it was believed necessary to separate cogni-
tive abilities from personality attributes, the gifted were also &Scribed as
being mentally healthy, popular, mato!, trustworthy and, in ihort, typifying
the qualities listed in the Boy Scoitt Ocithe

t
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Subsequent research has been directed,toward more intensive study of sub.,
groups among the gifted, more careful study of the nature of intelligence itself,
and the inter-relationships existing between so-called cognitive and nom-cog-
nitive traits in recognition of their inseparability. This more recent and sophis-
ticated view of the problem, while generating more questions than answers, ulti-
mately will provide more useable guidelines for program development than the
hitherto general descriptions of broad traits noted above. This is not to discredit
the considerable contributions made earlier nor ta minimize, their importance in
the construction of objectives for honors programs, butrather to suggest that de-.
tailed study has produced some specific, dynamic properties of giftedness essential
to the formulation of well-articulated educational strategies.

Guilford's (1959, 1962) investigations into the multidimensionality of in-
telligence represent a rich source of stimulation in thinking about the education
of the gifted, for it tends to underscore the great complexity of human intelligence
and its manifestations. While the measurement of divergent thinking or creativity
as opposed to former emphasis on academic aptitude has received the most popular
acclaim, the Guilford model suggests other kindspf,intelligence which are ex.,
tremely relevant to talent cultivation in the gifted. Guilford points out that in-
formation in terms of content may be concrete, semantic, symbolic, or behavioral,
that is, having to do with social intelligence. It is particularly the latter two
kinds of information which need emphasis in special education.programs for the,
gifted, althoUgh little is as yet known about the nature of the behavioral factor.
In terms of the products of information, Guilford speaks of units, classes, rela-
tions, transformations, and. implications. Here the latter three demand emphasis
in terms of the types of life roles which the gifted will play. Lastly, Guilford
classifies intelligence in terms of the mental operations or processes involved,
pointing out that in addition to memory and cognitive operations, there are also
convergent or one - right - answer, kinds of thinking, divergent thinking or varia-
tion in response, and evaluation. Again, educational programs for the gifted
are beginning to incorporate mental activities which demand more of the lat-
ter two abilities. The elegance of this conception may be realized when thought
is directed to the possible interaction of the three dimensions yielding some 120
possibilities for different "intelligences". ; The hope is that specific educational
planning for the gifted can be directed toward the cultivation of, for example,
the "evaluation of behavioral implications," for it has been observed that most
of our school programs tend to be concentrated in the area of memory or simple
cognition and convergent thinking about concrete units and,relations which
clearly may not be appropriate either to the present characteristics or the adult
roles of the gifted. The refinement of instruments which measure these various
abilities should also allow us to describe typologies of giftedness in order that
we may plan educational programs responsive to the strengths and weaknesses
shown in profiles of different kinds of gifted children.

One attempt to differentiate sub-groups within the high IQ classifica-
tion has been made by Drews (1961) who describes four different kinds of high
IQ adolescents. She has identified rebels or socially unacceptable non-con-
formists, creative intellectuals, social leaders, and high academic achievers.



It may be speculated that each group would represent rather differentprofiles of in-
tellectual factors demanding quite differenteduccitional emphases in atadeinic pro..
gramming. .

By implication, Guilford.", research as well as that of Drews suggests that
the gifted differ from the average or retarded in ways other than simply.the.quan-
titative.. fact, Soine.More*pecific research by Gallagher and Lucito :(1961)''
and Thompsonand Finley (1964 suggests that this is precisely the case,. that is, even
with conventional measures ofintelligence, the gifted tend to show a qualitatively
different organization or patterning in the direction of relative strength in verbal
comprehensidn, general information, and vocabulary as opposed to the relative
strength of the retarded in concrete-perceptual areas of intelligence. rt.irWc.
Hunt (1961) speaks of the hierarchical structure and organization. of intelligence.
These unrelated lines of evidence are giving increased support to the notion that
the gifted, by virtue of quite different. patterns and organization of intelligence
when compared to the normal, need a quite different.kind of education. Further,
Klausmeier and Loughlin (1961) have demonstrated thatthe gifted tend to possess
the ability to correct their mistakes ,independently, to verify their solutions, and
to use logical approaches to problem solving when compared to the non-persistent,
random, and inefficient methods employed by the less intelligent.

Without engaging in an as yet supportable argument concerning the basis

for differences in cognitive functioning and problem solving strategies, the assump-

tion is made that many of these talents can be nurtured and sharpened in the ap-
propriate educational environment. Gallagher and Ashner (1963) and Spaulding
(1963) have reported that the emotional atmosphere of the classroom as developed
by the teacher can determine the kind and quality of thinking that goes on. Teach-
ers have tended to undersell the significant roles which they play in stimulating high
level intellectual activity in spite of the fact that older evidence has been produced

in the biographical studies of creative individuals which underscores the critical role
teachers play in intellectual development (Roe, 1953). .

While human experience does not indicate that individuals are,dichotomized
into the cognitive vs. the affective, earlier psychological efforts tended to separate
the intellectual from the personality attributes of the individual creating that im-
pression. Investigations of the characteristics of creative individuals provides some

insight into the reciprocity that exists among human attributes within the same indi-
vidual. Here goal-directedness, openness to experience, need for achievement and
recognition, preferenCe for complexity, tolerance for ambiguity, independence,
self-sufficiency, self acceptance, andinner-directedness are some of the attributes
referred to by the incongruous term of non-intellective-intellective traits (Taylor,
1962). These attributes are of a different order of magnitude when compared with
earlier observations about the emotional adjustment of the gifted included in Ter-
mares work. In fact, some rather recent and careful work by Smith (1962) indi-
cates that the gifted adolescent may not be any better personally or socially ad-
justed than his normal peer. On the other hand, neither is there evidence to
suggest that the creative, giftedare any:I.ess,well-adjusted (Wonderly and Fleming,
1964). The case for a corresponding excellence personal functioning for the
gifted comparable to his intellectual functioning is tenuous indeed. This would



seem to suggest that educational programming cannot be based on assumptions of

emotional maturity commensurate with intellectual maturity, so that while the

gifted will be preoccupied with moral and ethical decisions, their capacity for

dealing with these areas may indeed be a function of chronological age interacting

with idiosyncratic personal factors.
What of the honors curriculum in English as a vehicle for the development

of the talents and abilities of the gifted student? Aside from the very complex

issues arising with regard to the motivation of the underachieving gifted (and

there is some evidence to suggest that honors programs may also be an answer

for them ; Karnes, 1963), the characteristics which gifted, achieving young-

sters manifest and need developed would seem to demand a uniquely differ-

entiated program emphasizing the exercise of high level cognitive processes

utilizing appropriate materials toward the end of providing strategies for crea-

tive coping with and enjoyment of the world in which they will livek, Since it

has been observed that Jefferson was the last man to have read all that was in

print during his lifetime, the principle of proliferating greater and greater a-

mounts of material for the gifted is not feasible. Rather, the direction which

may more profitably be taken has been enunciated by Virgil Ward (1961) in his

axioms for educating the gifted wherein he suggests,
"That the educative experience of the intellectually
superior should be consciously designed as generative

of further development, extensively and intensively,
along similar related avenues." (p. 141)

"That in the education of the gifted child and youth

the scope of the content should extend into the gen-
eral nature of all chief branches of knowledge." (p. 144)

"That the curriculum for the gifted individual should

but introduce and initially explore the concepts ex-
tending over broad expanses of knowledge." (p..145)

"That the content of the curriculum should be organized

in a manner which reduces to generic areas the concepts

undertaken for instruction." (p. 148)

"That the instruction of intellectually superior indi-
viduals should emphasize the central function of mean-
ing In the acquisition of fact and principle, and the
varieties of reflections of meaning in the developed
communicative devices of man." (p. 161)

"That classics of the world's literary and educational
store should be treated as foundational in the devel-
opment of the thought of man and that the gifted
should be instructed in such great works." (p. 175)
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Prominent educators like Bruner (1'?60) and Gallagher (1964) have empha-

sized concentration upon process rather than product, concepts and structure of

knowledge rather than informational content, inquiry training and discovery meth-

ods rather than reproducing the known. What has perhaps been averlocsked some-,
what is the need for a reasonable balance among the divergent-convergeht,
cognitive-evaluative activities allowing for the developing organiim to mature
into increasing ability to deal formally with the logic of.knowledge. In a sense.

this represents an admonition against over-concentration with divergent-eval-
uatiori activity and impatience with the immaturity of the gifted 'learner who may

be able during adolescence:to deal only at certain cognitive or emotional levels

with, for example, mythology or tragedy. Interpreting the Bruner-Piaget
potheses about the development of concepts in the light of empirical results on

emotional maturity suggests caution in 'eXpectation of the level of understanding

gifted adolescents may attain. By the same token, education is a.cumulative,'

dynamic process and although no gains may be; immediately observable when dif-
ficult concepts are introduced, a foundation for greater understanding in the

future may, in fact, have been established:
Evaluation is not only a goal for the gifted. student, for the feasibility

of programs and the degree to which yoUngsters can grow within them can only

be ascertained through informal, individual assessment of teachers engaged in

action research on the firing line as well as the more elaborate but to more

valuable fOrrnat evaluation of Firograins is a totality. At this point, we have

some promising clues as to the dtrectian- in which programs for the talented

should go. The gifted themselves will help us chart the course if we too can

manifest the creativity, sensitivity and good judgment we demand of them.
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A UNIT ON MAN'S USES OF POWER
by James F. Mc Campbell

The Euclid Central unit on "The Uses ,of Power;" although it follows the
same principles of development as other units of the curriculum, is.modified to
meet the problems peculiar to honors students. Because honors students are; more
responsive than most students, there is less need to supply motivating experiences.
Their responsiveness evinces itself in their ability to relate their previous exper-
iences in terms of unit concepts. They are better able to objectify their eicper-
iences and see them in relation to an abstraction. The slower student is more
concretely involved in his experiences. The argument with his parents about the
deadline hour on Saturday night is simply an argument with his parents. Ha sees
no relationship between this event in his life and the discussion of "uses of power"
in his English class. He is bound in the concrete experience, and less able to
look at his experiences from a more abstract point of view. As a consequence
the teacher must provide activities which help him see the relationship between
his personal experience and the concepts with which the unit deals. With honors
students, because they are befter able to objectify their experience and relate it
to many points of view, there is less need to help them relate to the concepts of
the unit. They are more responsive to abstractions.

Also honors students are more willing to discuss their ideas. Because
they have achieved success in the school situation, they are not afraid to ver-
balize their ideas. They will respond more willingly and more immediately. The
activity and encouragement necessary to develop an introductory discussion in an
average class are minimized with an honors class. As a consequence, the stim-
ulating story, the discussion of personal experience, or the explicit work on def-
initionall methods of motivating interest and creating understanding--can be
minimized or replaced by a more direct abstract introduction to the unit. A
simple statement -"We are going to discuss man's use of power. "in many
classes would cause no reaction whatsoever. In an honors class it will elicit
responses. The most satisfying response is one such as "What does that mean?"
because it gives the teacher an opportunity to throw the question back to the
students. The discussion which results may go in any direction, but with the
teacher recording responses on the board, and directing the discussion to in-
volve all the students, they will soon have a variety of ideas to begin their
work and will begin to see their world in terms of the unit concepts.

For example, in a twenty-five minute discussion, one class developed
the following notes:

Types of power
Physical

Industrial
Machine
A-bomb

Political-governmental
National
Presidential
Legislative
Military
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Economic
Intellectual

Brainwathing
Spiritual- religious

Power of the 'individual
Personality
Morality
Will power
Self-confidence

Important' questions
What types of poWev are there?
Now do you get power?
How.do you spell poWer?
What can power be used for?
Does everyone have some type of power?

v.

This is, of course, the res;Jit of d brainstorming technique. It should be
thatdeveloped to. the point fet there are available from discussion enough ideas to

give every student an area of concentration or a point of view, which he is inr
tereste& in pursuing. The teacher might ask the students to continue the develop-
ment of id as as a homework assignment. They should be given:suggestions about,
methods they might use to further,develap their ideas,writing a poem, developing
a questionnaire,. reading Bartlett's Familiar Quo,tations, comparing dictionary clef,.
initions, etc.mbutsince these students are creative, they should be given the
opportunity to develop their own approach. If the teacher makes clear to the stu-
dents. that their work will be graded on originality of approach and value in ex-
panding the class's thoughts, he may expect some interestIng.results.

Of course many other methods of developing ideas might be used " - lecture,

guest speakers, movies, filmstrips, small group discussion, etc.but because these
students are able, they should be given as much responsibility asipossible for devel-
oping ideas.

The next problem is to help the students develop from the wealth of ideas
available to them specific problems to be: solved or goals to be reached in the
course of the unit. The central purpose of the unit is to give the Student a point
of view which will serve him in his future reading,. and the teacher has in mind

many other goals for the unit--both those general goals of any English class and

the specific goals that seem most important tomach student at this particular point
in his development. But a major problem of this unitobjectified and made .ex-,

plicit for the students - -is the analysis of the moral implications, of man's uses of

power. The student must add to this problem his awn. objectives for the unit. To
help him make his objectives explicit, the teacher might use an activity sequence

of whole class discussion, small group discussion, individual writing.
To begin,the class discussion, the teacher can ask the students who have

done the best homework assignments to present their work to the class.. These

reports and the results of the brainstorming session provide,a wealth of ideas for

the students to draw upon. If the students then write a brief paper defining power



and formulating questions they would like to pursue in the course of the unit, they
will have a sound basis for discussion in small groups. To provide a model for the
small group discussions, the teacher can chair a small group himself, guiding their
analysis and discussion of the papers to deepen their understanding and improve
their stated objectives. As the class observes this process, they will see what they
are to accomplish in their small groups.

Two corollary activities would be valuable at this point. First, the teacher
might objectify the role he has played as chairman pointing out the techniques he

used to encourage and direct the group members in their analysis of their papers.
Second, the teacher might ask the students to criticize his theme. Writing the
theme with the students will give the teacher insights into the prOblems he has set
for the students. Letting the students criticize his work will give the students a
great deal of satisfactionthey will probably exhibit their most astute critical
ability in this situation, .Also, the teacher's theme will be another source of ideas
for the students.

After the students have criticized each others' papers in small discussion
groups, they are ready for their first major theme assignment, for which the teacher
should offer explicit directions. The theme should include the materials already
discussed--a definition and a statement of questions to serve as objectives - -but
should also include an explanation of the reasons why these objectives are Impor-
tant and a statement of the answers they would make to these questions now
without developing their knowledge through reading. This first major theme will
not only help the students objectify their thoughts, but will also give the teacher
a basis for diagnosing the students' level of interest and type of interest. On the

basis of this diagnosis he can both aid individuals in developing more valuable
goals and adapt the unit materials to fit.the specific questions the students have
set for themselves to study. This theme will also serve as a comparison for eval-
uating the students' growth in later themes.

When the students have objectified goals for the class as a whole and for
each individUal student, they are ready to begin reading literature which will
help them satisfy the needs they have stated. The reading skills of honors stu-
dents call for different reading assignments than the average student would use.

The above average student has a large vocabulary. Consequently, he
can comprehend main ideas and important details in works which might confuse
the average student. The ability to follow more unusual syntactic patterns is
a second skill at which honors students excel. The first reading assignment,
Shakespeare's Richard Ill, offers a challenge in both of.these areas. This play
also offers other"7reading challenges which are more appropriate to honors stu-
dents than average students. Plot clues are far fewer than most writing offers,
family relationships are difficult to follow, and Richard's intrigues ar complex.
An additional problem at the literal level is the imaginative skill necessary to
visualize the action of the play. The quick shifts of scene, and the visual-
ization of actionleft more implicit in the dialogue than explicit in stage
directions--offer problems which the average student could not surmount. At
the symbolic level, the honors students' ability is again evinced. Far less

direction and discussion, far fewer questions are necessary to elicit intelligent

4
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analysis of the metaphoric language and the syMbolic passages (for example, the
dreams) in the play. Also the virtues and vices, wisdom and foibles whiCh the
characters illuminate in their attitudes and actions are much more apparent to
gifted'students.

Finally, the gifted student has a higher level of frustration. This play
is diffictilt reading for.the best of us. As'adults we persevere, finding richer
meaning with each reading. So, too, With the bright student; he is more likely
to accept difficulties of reading as problems* to overcome than as excuses for
giving up. He will try.

All this is not to say that the teacher can simply hantUthe student.a copy
of the play with' the exhortation to read it carefully. If the task is beyond him,
he wilt give up. The teacher must foresee the problems which the stUdent.will
have a'nd clovelop activities and materials which will Make these problemi man-
ageable. A chart of family relationships, vocabulary guides, diagraming stage
setiings, prepared readings of difficult Sections, and study guides to direct; read-
ing--all play a necessary part in helping theltudents in their reading., With
such direction', the reading of the play will be a valuable perience in itself
as well as an aid in answering- the questions which the student has, developed as
major foci of the unit. .When the student has finishedthe play, he should'61?- ,
jectify his learning. An expository themeea character study, a dramatic read-
ing, a debate -uany number of methods might 'be used, but the student should in
some way synthesize his ideas about man's uses of power at this point. The

teacher must of course evaluate the results to determine the emphases that he
must use to aid the student in arriving at a Mier, deeper,understanding.

After this final discussion of the play, growing from, the students' an-
alysis, the students are ready to write.their second major theme. This theme
should analyze the play in terms of the objectives of the unit --both the whole
class objectives and the provate objectives of each student. Because, this

second major theme should modify and extend the ideas of the first theme, each
student should have the.first theme 'in his hands when he begins to prepare for
writing. He should understand that his grade will be determined not only by
the adequacy of his analysis of the play, but also by the growth it exhibits in
comparison to the first paper.

The second reading assignment is Machiavelli's The Prince, which
forms an excellent contrast to Richard III. It is as inteliMunalytical
as Richard III is emotionally evi:Vr"."14, as concrete and direct in exposition as
RiciZaill is metaphoric and incidental in drama. The two works are similar
only in Fe' illumination, they give the unit theme. Innumerable questions
suggest themselves in Richard III, but The Prince, raises one predominate
question--is Machiavc.igiir Can tVman of power ignore conventional
morality?

The discussions which spring from this book deal with some of the most
significant problems of man's existence: They can be 'one of the most signifi-
cant, stimulating learning, situations the student will encounter, but they can
also fail. Such a discussion taxes any English teacher's skill. A profound
question or a hopelessly illogical statementitsually are the stimulus for a long-
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winded answer by the teacherand the discussion is ruined. Yet a superficial
babble among the students is just as inadequate. The teacher must allow such
discussions fullbut not free--reign. In the maze of multi-directed individ-
uals he must impose direction. In a spontaneous disCussion he must just as spon-
taneously interpose statements and questions which force the students below the
surface of glib verbosity. Certainly the teacher must structure the situation to
aid him in guiding learning, but writing pat answers to formulated questions can
be as empty as directionless gab. It is the need to create balance between
direction and spontaneity which makes teaching an art. It it success in this
art which makes teaching rewarding.

However, it is impossible to direct thirty individuals adequately without
giving them individual attention. An. individual conference is particularly appro-
priate at this point in the unit. From the background of activities in which they
have been involved, the students have ample ideas for explicating their ideas
about man's uses of power. They have also had opportunity to test and modify
these ideas in small group discussion with other students. With adequate guidance
from the teacher in the form of questions, explanation, and models, a third
major expository theme should produce a fairly adequate picture of the students'
knowledge. In individual conference, then, the teacher has the opportunity to
help the student develop his thought. By comparing the three writing assign-
ments the teacher can measure with the student the growth that he has shown.
He can also help the student think through his ideas more carefully, improving
and refining them by rewriting the theme. Finally the teacher can help the
student focus more carefully on the problems he has yet to face adequately.
Such a .focus helps prepare the student for the final major activity of the unit.

This activity meshes well with the individual conferences. The best
students read The Tempest; the others do indiVidual research.

At eaclii rade evel Euclid Central has two honors classes which are
divided homogeneously. As a consequence, there is considerable difference
necessary in the approaches to the two groups. The Honors I class reads
The Tempest. Again there are many methods and activities which can be used
in approaching the play, but because the teacher needs the time to hold in-
dividual conferences, the methods used to begin the study of this play are
planned to allow as much student self-sufficiency as possible. The students
are given small group and individual tasks to prepare for presentation to the
class during the study of the play. For example one group of four or five stu-
dents can prepare a particularly difficult part of the play for presentation to
the class. Another group of two or three can prepare a vocabulary guide for
the first act. A group of six or seven can prepare a debate about The Prince.
The first three or foUr students to have individual conferences can prepare
titer papers for presentation to, the class. Homogeneous pairs can aid each
other in improving their papers, Individuals with particular difficulties in
composition can be given exercises to help them improve. Such activities
give the teacher time for conferences, help solve individual problems, and
aid in preparing for reading The IlTitnest.,

The study of the playol lows t e pattern of the ,previous works.
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Vocabulary and'study guides make reading easier and focus attention on the im-
portant aspects of the play while a variety of activities in class helps maintain
interest and develop undentanding. While some of the Honors II group.might be
able to handle The Tempest, others cannot. They have just completed the 'study
of two difficu,lt works; for many, a third would be too frustrating. .Insteadi the
final major activity is individual. Each is assigned the task of finding literary
works which will illuminate the specific questions that he has set forhimself to
answer. The time they spend in. the library finding maNrials, reading them, and
preparing them for presentation affords the teacher opportunity to have the inw.
dividual conferences.

Certainly any literary work deals in some way with the uses of power, so
the students might be given full responsibility for finding the works they wish to
read. However, the reading will undoubtedly be much more productive if the
teacher suggests specific works which will help the student. Remember that the
student formulated his objectives as the first major activity of the unit. The
teacher, with the help of the librarian, can find specific works which will ill-
uminate the particular.probleni that each student has chosen to study. The major
works of the unit have emphasized the whole class problem of moral issues in-
volved in the use of power, but this assignment will emphasize the specific
goals of each student*

As the students finish their final assignment--be it The .Tempest or
individual reading--they prepare a final report on.their learning from the unit.
Again the methods of presentation may vary as widely as the teacher wishes to
allow, but the teacher must make sure that this final activity involves a syn-
thesis of the learning that has taken place.

The student has.been presented with a unit concept which can aid him
in his future reading. He has formulated specific objectives- problems to be
solved, questions to he answered, goals to be attained. He has read literary
works which develop his reading skill and help him attain his objectives. He
has had teacher direction in his study, an opportunity to test his ideas in small
peer groups, and the chance to objectify his thoughts in writing. He has been
forced to evaluate, modify, and deepen his thinking. He has presented his
ideas to others. He has learned.
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A UNIT ON THE MYTHICAL HERO
by George Hillocks, Jr.

The pamphlet entitled "The Basic Issues in the Teaching of English" raises

the following problems:
"How is the student to acquire the requisite knowledge about subjects

necessary for the understanding and enjoyment of literature? Poets, novelists,
and playwrights have drawn upon a wide range of mythology, Biblical passages,

and historical events which are often unfamiliar to the modern student in school

or college, but cumulatively significant for an understanding of Western culture.

How can the student be given or get this background? Are there alternatives to

the heavily annotated texts which must be read slowly? What are the possibil-

ities of short courses in classical, Biblical, and English backgrounds, and what

are the appropriate levels for them? Could such courses be made valuable in

themselves and not remain mere preparation for something?"
In regard to mythology the final question posed is an important one.

Can a unit in mythology be more than the mere reading of the story in the hope.

that someday the knowledge of the story may be useful to the student? Is the

teacher justified in introducing-such stories for their own sake? Can the myths

be used to teach' reading skills beyond those which involve main ideas .and im-

portant details? Is it possible to gain insight from the myths into man's view

of himself in relation to the universe?
Assuming that a knowledge of myths contributes to an understanding of

western culture as is suggested in "Basic Issues," and assuming that reading of

myths for their own sake may have some innate value, the problem of how to

present the material in a sound pedagogical framework still remains.
At a recent conference the author heard a teacher explain a unit on

mythology which had been developed for presentation to gifted students in a

large metropolitan school system. The teacher had been "shocked" to find

that students could reach the ninth grade without ever having heard of King

Arthur. A unit on Arthurian knights (including Beowulfapparently a hither-

to unknown or unrecognized member of Arthur's Round Table) and classical

myth was developed. Students were asked to know the names of mythological

characters and what each did. Learning activities involved reading the stories,

making posters, drawing pictures, and having parties which students attended

in the guise of Olympians. The tests involved required students to recall the

names of gods or heroes or to identify na nes by attaching pertinent adventures.

The whole unit can be reduced h, something that students very well

might do outside class--especially bright students. All that need be done is

to read through a required list and memeiize names and the attendant events.

Slower students might well play a few games which involve names and events- -

games which will prompt their memories. However, this approach seems to be

predominant whether the students are bright or dull.
Strangely enough the study of myth lends itself particularly well to the

teaching situation. First, the school library usually has at its command a

large variety of materials. Second, there is little difficulty in finding versions

of the same myth at a variety of-reading,levels; Third, if is possible to give
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students experience in practicing reading skills other than those of finding main
ideas and important details. Fourth, the study of myth lends itself to a problem
solving.opproach:and to expository composition. °Fifth, the study of myths,
especially the 'heroic myth, can illuminate man's view of the hero, the origins'
of literature, and man's view of his place in the universe.

A unit plOnned for ninth grade Honors students at Euclid`Centfal Junior
High School was designed to teach the use of comparative techniques in the
study of litetaure, to make students aware of the significance of mythical*
heroes,' to illustrate the origins of literature, and to prepare a foundation for
the examination of literary forms and heroes of other types which are studied
later in 'the year.

The approach is essentially a comparative one in which the pattern
characteristic of what are commonly called heroic myths was derived induc-
tively by.the stUdents; The pattern delineated by students is analogous to
that derived'in. three works'on heroic myth: Joseph Campbell, The Hero with
a Thousand Faces, Lord Raglan; The Hero, and Otto Rank, "The My7.67f the
Birth of.the Hero."

Briefly stated then, the pOttern as derived from the combined inves-
tigations of Rank, Raglan; and Campbell might be stated as follows. The
infant hero, frequently of divine or noble birth, is exposed or exiled or
threatened in some wdy because his existence promises discomfiture,to a
person in power. The infant is saved from death by a crone, peasant,
shepherd; or some'similar beneficent and protective figure and is raised in
a distant land by foster parents. His childhood, when accounted for, is
filled with precocious deeds. Upon his reaching manhood, the hero 'returns
to his father's kingdom and is in'some way given the recognition called`for
by his noble birth. He then sets Out .on a journey into the unknown, frequently
symbolized by desert, sea, or wasteland.' The course of the journey may or
may not be complicated by tests or trials, but upon arriving at his destination
the hero will certainly become involved in the performance of a difficult task
which frequently involves combat. In many instances the hero receives magma
ical aid or divine assistance in the completion of his task'.. Such aid can range
from magic powder or 'a magic ring to the goodwill of 'a goddess. The hero will
meet and in many cases wed a maiden or princess whom he has met in the course
of his journey or in the land of his destination. Generally the ruler of the
strange land will 'appear either as a beneficent father' figure or asan ogre whom
Campbell has called the monster Holdfast. Often the maiden or princess courted
by the hero is the daughter of this ruler. After obtaining a prize of some sort
(in Campbell's terminology, the ultimate boon) which may range from golden
riches to the previously mentioned maiden, the hero begins the return journey.
The hero may or may not encounter difficulty in leaving the land'of his jour-
ney, depending upon the aspect 40 the ruler whom he has encountered there.
If the ruler is benign,the hero will leave with honor; if the ruler, is malign,the
hero may have to resort to magical flight. Finally upon his return, he is hon-
ored and raised to a position of honor and leadership or kingship.

It is important to note that the preceding pattern has been derived from
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many myths and that the pattern must be viewed as a composite Or archetype
with which many myths will agree in essence but differ from in detail.

The pattern of the heroic myth as described above or in a slightly more
simplified form was derived by the students in class with the help of questiom
such as the following;

1. Who are the hero's parents? 2. What circumstances surround, the
hero's birth? his infancy? 3. Is the hero exiled from his home? Why?
4. Does the hero undertake ci perilous journey to a strange or distant land?
5. What task or tasks does he undertake? 6. How is the task accomplished?
What sort of aid does he receive? 7. Does the hero eventually meet a woman?
Does she help the hero in any way? 8. What does the hero do when the task
is completed? 9. What happens to the hero when he returns to his homeland?

The initial reading of the Greek myths of Jason, Bellerophon, Theseus,
Perseus, Oedipus, Orpheus, Prometheus, and Persephone (any number of other
myths can be included later) with the aid of such questions is followed by com-
parison of the narrative elements which the myths have in common. At first
such a procedure presents some difficulty because students tend to fasten their
attention on the details of the stories. Thus if Oedipus takes a journey by land
and Jason takes one by sea, they may see no similarity at first. Likewise if
Oedipus is cast out upon a mountainside to die as an infant,and if the infant
Perseus is put to sea in a chest with his mother, the students may ignore the
similarities. The teacher's questions must lead the student to make abstrac-
tions in order to see the similarities of the journey and the attempted infan-
ticide presentin both myths. When the various similarities among the myths
have been isolated, the students can arrange the abstracted incidents in the
chronological order in which they ordinarily appear in the various myths. At
this point in the unit the students examine an Eskimo folk tale called "The
Boy in the Floating Coffin" which follows the pattern described gbove very
closely.

Two questions now arise. What do these events signify? Why do
the various stories bear such striking resemblances to one another?

The second question can be answered through class or individual
research, using materials such as the books already mentioned and a number
of introductory essays to compilations of myths many of which are available
in school libraries.

Students answer the first question in dealing with a series of more
re fined problems surrounding the hero's noble birth, the attempted infan-
ticide, the hero's journey to a strange land, the supernatural aid he receives,
his task and its meaning for his society, his ascension to a ruling capacity,
and his ultimate, violent death.

The teacher's questions should lead the students to infer that the hero
of myth is not an ordinary man and that his differences from ordinary men are
of both degree and kind. The hero is braver, stronger, and more intelligent
than ordinary men. He is of royal birth and therefore of more importance to
the society. He has magical or supernatural powers which enable, him to
overcome not only ordinary environmental difficulties, but the difficulties of
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strange, unnatural lands and monsters. Thepowers to,overcome such obstacles

make him different in kind. .

The attempt to do away with the intant.hero is frequently prompted by
'the threathe poses to the existing ruler, frOluently the hero's father, grand.'=,

father, or uncle. The attempt, however, always fails and the hero, after re-
turning from his journey and task, deposes the ruler and becomes ruler himself.
The hero, however, must grow old and must give way to his successor just as his

predecessor has given way to him. This- cycle suggests the eternal struggle .for

power between generations, between youth and age. In reality as in the myth
the older generation, in its reluctance to relinquish power, may attempt, Will-

. ingly or not, to do away with the younger, just as the younger generation,. in
its eagerness for power, .may attempt to slay the older. It is the younger gen-
eration that is ultimately successful.

The hero's journey to a strange land, usually a land which is outside
the realm of human experience, and the execution of his task, serve two pur-
poses. On one level the journey and task prove the hero,. while the task is
ordinarily of benefit to the society. On another level the hero, in confront-
ing and battling the forces of the unknown, suggests that the unknown forces

of the universe are not omnipotent; the ogres are not immortal, nor the fires of
hell unquenchable. 4-,

.4t this point in the unit the teacher introduces the concepts of ritual
in general and of the seasonal ritual iii particular. The paucity of materials
in most School libraries suggests that the best approach is through a care.'uily
planned lecture by the teacher. The lecture should.pioceed from what the
student already knows about modern ritual practices and the symbolic .charac-
terof the waxing and waning of the seasons to the particular rites ofthe
seasonal pattern as it has been described by T. K., Gaster in Thespis and
E. 0. James in The Ancient Gods. Wherever possible the student should be

called upon to supply modern parallels and encouraged. to ask questions. The
lecture describes the four basic rites of the.seasonal ritual: mortification,
purgation, invigoration, and jubilation. '

The rite' of mortification involved and still involves' the susperision

of normal activities through such means as fasting, the temporary suspension

of all business transactions, and the real or symbolic slaying of the king. All
of these:indicate a world which has, been wrenched,out of. its normal cycle
temporarily and correspond to the annual symbolic winter death, an event
frequently anthropomorphized by primitive people.'

The rite of purgation generally assumed the form of cleansing by
fire and water, an act to which.our modern spring cleaning may be distantly
related. Part of this rite was sometimes the expulsion.of the scapegoat who

was selected by or perhaps and driven' from the community carrying all the
evil of the group with him.

The rite of invigoration generally included a mock combat Isetween

the forces of old and new, between winter and summer, or between evil .

and good with the king acting the part of the positive force, whatever it
may have been; initiation of new members into thetribe; and a sacred
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marriage between the king and a priestess or a symbolic remarriage of the king to
his queen. Various magical rites were performed to stimulate vegetation and fe-
cundity.

Finally, during the rite of jubilation, the king was resurrected and rein-
stated or, if he had been actually slain, his successor was installed. This process
was joyfully accompanied by feasting and celebration:

Ultimately, the significance and purpose of these rites were concerned
with bringing new vitality to the corporate body of the group. The rites of mor-
tification are essentially a vacuation of the old in preparation for the coming of
the new vitality, and at the same time they are an assertion that the death of any
individual affects the corporate vitality of the entire group. The rites of purga-
tion cleanse the topocosm in preparation for the renewal of life, while rites of
invigoration actively induce this renewal through ritual combat, sexual activity,
and magic. Upon'the conclusion of these, the rites of jubilation serve to cement
the topocosmic bonds of the community -'not only among the members of the com-
munity but between the people and their god as well as the king who is his repre-
sentative.

The actual lecture given to the students is an elaboration of the foregoing,
and includes a number of examples of each rite. When the lecture is complete,
the students compare the ritual pattern to the mythical pattern already established.
In view of the ritual the mythical pattern takes on added significance. The jour-
ney of the hero, for instance, corresponds to the deposition and symbolic death
of the king in ritual. The return of the hero corresponds to the reinstatement or
symbolic resurrection of the king. The task performed by the hero of myth is the
durative aspect of the mock combat in which the king engages in ritual. The

task of the mythic hero has both purgative and invigorating aspects. It drives
out evil forces which threaten the community and thereby stimulates the pros-
perity of the community. The position of the hero in myth and the king in rit-
ual are also similar. Both represent the: people in the sense that they act on
behalf of the people. It is for the sake of the community that the king under-
goes ritual death and resurrection and battles the ogres, and it is for the sake
of the community that the mythic hero undertakes his journey and task. On the
other hand, neither can be viewed as a representative man. Both have status
and power beyond the reach of most men. The mythical hero has been granted
supernatural powers and the king is frequently regarded as on incarnation of the
god.

With this background firmly established,the students may approach the
last two steps of the unit, a class reading of a work such as Beowulf or the Epic
of Gilgamesh and individual reading of folk tales, romances, or fairy tales.

Beowulf is approached primarily from the point of view of the myth and
ritual but is examined as an introduction to epic and as it reflects the ideals
and values of the Anglo-Saxon man. The translation used 4 by Norma Lorre
Goodrich in the New American library volume, Medieval Myths. This parti-
cular work and the particular translation were chosen for the unit because students
liked it so well as outside reading in another unit--outside'reading selected by .
individual'students. The translation and adaptation moves quickly and adheres
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rather closely to the original text, omitting only such extraneous incidents as the

fight at Finnsburg.
The final step in the unit involves individual reading and the major compo-

sition assignment--an analysis of elements of myth and ritual reflected in the ma-
terials in an ethnic group of tales.

The unit has examined the rise of myth from ritual and the significance of
the mythic hero. It will serve as a background for the examination of epic and
tragedy and their heroes. But most important, it has examined one phase of the
various roles played by heroes and the idea of heroes in our culture. Thus the

unit is valuable in itself. The student has not simply read myths and memorized
names and events; he has examined their significance.
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The following student compositions are *e proof of the pudding. Published
in one of Euclid Central's student writing publications, they are illustrations of the

results possible from the program described in this bulletin. The first studerdcom-

positiona letteris a vivid illustration of the tone of intellectual inquiry which

this curriculum attempts to establish.
Careful definition and subtle discriminations developed from close reading

and careful discussion the search for additional information beyond the usual class-

room sources, the willingness to question authority--all these are attitudes that the

program hopes to develop.
The next two compositions deal with allegory and symbolism. This study of

allegory and symbolism is one of the first units at each of the three grade levels.

Although these two compositions .deal with a work specifically as a problem in sym-
bolic interpretation, the learning from these units should have carry-over into other

units of the curriculum.
The two original satires illustrate the value of creative writing as another

method of reinforcing the learning of the unit. Such writing obviously indicates
the students' understanding of satire and creates entirely different composition
problems than expository composition. The next composition, is an expository exam-

ination of Brave New World. The English curriculum must provide opportunity in

both types of composition.
The study of the hero is the basis for units on Myth, Epic, Tragedy, and

Comedy. The seventh composition shows how the students are capable of ab-

stracting an understanding of the genre from their reading, while the eighth com-
position shows the application of the conception of the hero and the concept'of
the genre to a specific work.

"Levels of Meaning in the Odyssey" illustrates the application of not only
the unit concepts of the Epic hero, but also the concepts of symbolism learned in

a previous unit. Thus the composition shows the ability to synthesize learning from
various units in approaching a, specific work of literature. The final composition
illustrates the final step of each unit. It applies the concepts of the hero of myth

to an independent reading assignment.
All these compositions have grown from the honors curriculum and indicate

the integral relationship of the units which make up that curriculum. The preceding
page outlines the entire curriculum, showing the points in the sequence from which

these compositions developed,

414
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Dr. 1. W. Coolidge
Department of English
College of Wooster
Wooster, Ohio

Dear Professor Coolidge:

Our ninth grade English Class recently made a study of Everyman and our
teacher suggested that we seek your opinion regarding the class discussion.

The question was'--"Is ter man an allegory?" Our reference is the
Thorndike-Bamhart Diction which defines an allegory at "a story with an
underlying meaning of er than the surface meaning".

There are two sets of opinion; some of the class agree with most writers
that Everyman is a classical example of allegory and that the Thorndike-' Barnhart
definition is incorrect. The others consider the Thorndike-Barnhart definition
correct and the play therefore not an example of c"Cy.

Eve man is a 15th century morality play which protrays Everyman as
being hunted and summoned by Death to make an accounting of his life. He
sought someone to accompany him on this journey and called on his friends--
Knowledge, Beauty, Strength, etc.birt they deserted him and only his Good
Deeds remained with him.

I would consider Ever)man, a classic example of personification which
gives inanimate objects movement. It's. Cr fact that knowledge, discretion,
death, etc. are intangible and don't have the freedom to walk,' talk or have
movement. But, in Everyman these virtues have the ability to act as humans.

According to the Thorndike-Barnhart Dictionary, an allegory is not to
to be obvious, but rather employ hidarl nTating. An example is Aesop's
Fables, which portray animals acting' the role of humans. The stories are
usually meant to have a moral or lesson. The second level of meaning is
usually conveyed by symbolism.

In this play; Everyman is 'portraying every man; Knowledge charac-
terizes man's knowledge; Beauty is beauty; God, Fellowship, Good Deeds,

etc. "each portrays himself.

There is no first level of meaning, for the story is already written on
the second level. The structure of the play leaves no room for judgement,
interpretation or imagination on the part of the reader.

We have come to the conclusion that the Thorndike-Barnhart def-
inition is incorrect, and we should like very much to have your opinion.

Very truly,

Connie Mantey (1962)



TWELFTH NIGHT
An Allegorical Interpretation

by Barbara Ward (1961)
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Twelfth Night or What You Will is one of Shakespeare's more famous com-
edies. ,In it Shakespeare describes tlinisillusioned !osier, Orsino, the Dukewho
loves Olivia; Olivia who loves Viola, a girl disguised as a boy, and Viola. who
loves the Duke Orsino.. Eventually these tangled love' ffairs are straighti;fed out,
with Orsino and Viola in love, while Olivia marries Sebastian, Viola's twin broth-
er. Meanwhile, Sir Toby Belch and his friends are playing a joke on Mcilvo lio,
Olivia's self-important steward. They succeed in making a complete fool of him,
and at the end of the play, when everyone else if happy, Malvolio departs seek-
ing revenge.

The central theme of the play is love, the different ways and shapes it has;
and the different ways it develops. At the beginning of the play the love is mere
fancy, simply love for its own sake. The characters begin to realize that their love
is unreal but will not accept the fact. They keep trying to make their dieams come
true. Then suddenly the charaaterslind true love which has no unreality yet ful-
fills their fondest hopes:' °There is comedy.in the unrequited love of Malvolio fdr
Olivia, although he 'loves the position more than he loves her; He loves himself
and believes that all others must too. The play illustrates how, as a person grows-
and matures, his ability to understand others and himself grows along with is

ability to love and be loved.
Each character*Illustrates-this theine in various ways: the Duke, ,ii pas-

sionate love for love's.sake; OINia, a wild foolish love for a near stranjer; Viola,
a patient tender love for her master. Toby loved life, a good joke, a good brew
of ale and someone to share it with. Sebastan, likeNiola, loved sensibly, even
if on first sight, true and strong. Maria, like Toby, loved life, jokes, and com-
panions to enjoy them with. Malvolio loved himself; posttiO'n and plower, longed
to becoMe better than all otheis. Feste, jester, tied everything together,
sensed*people's moods and reacted, to thorn. He alone kept his sanity in the fide
of love. He was a wise fool'knowing much and able to turn people's wordi'against
them. When the characters begin to have new feelings the love:theme expands
as their loves change and*deepen, 'tempered by time and experience. Malvolio's
self-love is very strong and when he is fooled he cannot see it because this love
makes him take himself too seriously.' The characters develop the types of love
by living them, discarding each until at the end the truest and best is found by
those ready to receive it.

There.are different 'levels of meaning for all writing. One such level
developed bsy the use of symbolism is allegorical. This is my opinion of this play's
symbolism. Feste stands for Love, the Duke foraPassion, Viola for the Mutual
Respect that love is based on, Olivia for Wild Impulsiveness, Sebastian for the
reason that'calms the Wild Impulse, Malvolio for Self-imPortance, Toby for
Indulgence; and Maria for Common Sense.

Feite'is love and could seem wise or foolish. He flitted everywhere,
touching an influencing all. Passion doesn't know his own mind and fixes on
an unattainable goal. His love burns brightly until Mutual Respect cools his
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fire into deep and steady love. Olivia is a Wild Impulse suddenly and unreasonably
attracted to Mutual Respect. Mutual Respect could not stop the Wild Impulse from
giving more than the object of her affections could. Reason, which is much akin to
Mutual Respect, came and calmed the Wild Impulse into a reliable drive. Indul-
gence never enjoys Self-importance.sa. it sets out to prove Indulgencd works better
and shows up Self-importance. Cormon Sense also dislikes Self-importance. She
immediately figures how to gets rid, of him. Common Sense married to Indulgence
makes .a unique and lasting union.

The scene is set in Illyria. It is an imaginary place because it symbolizes
a place where Love and Passion and Wild Impulse sway all. Mutual Respect and

Reason are new but finally manage to win their rightful place with the other three.
Love comes everywhere. Passion coupled with Mutual Respect and Wild

Impulse together with reason rule supreme over all.. Indulgence wins Love better
than Self-importance ever can. Indulgence and Common Sense make a happy
union and all these together make a happy life and a happy world.

The play Twelfth Night was written to illustrate the love theme and how
the different types of love act on people and on. other types of love. It points out
that self-love is never appreciated in a person but that love and respect of others
always is. That may be the message Shakespeare intended; ills, however, what
I got out of his excellent play, Twelfth Night.

The Sun and Moon as Symbols in The Rime of the Ancient Mariner
by Barbara Kruger (1963)

One aspect of the established symbolism of The Rime of the Ancient Mariner
by Samuel Taylor Coleridge that particularly interested me was tie SiZTilai Moon,
and their effects on the Spectre-ship.

That the Sun and Moon are opposite poles is made obvious in the poem be-
cause of their opposite effects. In lines 170-220 these effects may be seen. When
the Sun shines on the Spectre-ship, the Mariner and his crew are afraid. Then the
Sun is replaced by the Moon, having an immediate effect on the ship's crew. The
Mariner's fear of death when the sun shone on the Spectre-ship is changed to fear
of life, the exact opposite, under the Moon's influence. Just the fact that the
Sun and Moon are never in the sky at the same time in the poem, illustrates their
opposition.

The Moon and Sun, as part of this theory, represent the natural and super-
natural aspects of life. The Sun appears in the,daytime, when people go to work,
clean house, and do other natural things. The daytime is associated with natural
happenings. This association is illustrated when the ship first leaves the harbor,
and when the Sun shines on the slimy sea. It is natural for a ship to leave harbor,
and for a man to fear physically the surroundings described in lines 110-130.,

In contrast, when we think of the Moon, shining at night, we think of
strange things that happen in the darkness. Several examples of this association
are seen in the poem, as when the spirit guides the mariner's ship back north,
as the moon glows. Another supernatural event was the Mariner's fear of life,



after the death of his crew, as the Moon glowed.
One of the best examples for the preceding theory is found in lines 160-220,

when the Spectre-ship appears. When the Mariner and crew see the Spectre-ship
illuminated by sunlight, they see natural, physical death, and are physically afraid.
It is natural for man to fear death. At this time death, as illustrated by the symbol
of the Spectre-ship, has negative physical attributes, because man fears it, and
gives it attributes he thinks fitting for something he fears. It is described as skel-
etonlike, similar to a prison grate, and ugly. It is also described as "gossamere,"
for man, in his natural vanity, likes to think of death as frail in comparison to
himself.

In contrast, when the Moon rushes out and the men die, the Mariner no
longer fears death. The Spectre-ship is not even visible. The Moon, the super-
natural, illuminates death for the Mariner, and he sees that in supernatural life
there is no death. The Mariner no longer has a natural, physical fear of death,
but realizes that the spiritual torture he must endure is worse than physical death.

The theory of the Moon representing the God of mercy, and the Sun rep-
resenting the God of law, as developed by George H. Clarke is ridiculous. In
lines 470 "475, the Moon is described as a shadow, fading. Does this mean that
after all the Mariner has endured, God's mercy is fading from him, leaving him
where he started? If ever the Mariner needs mercy, it is in this place, for after
such a sinful life, he had much repenting to do.

The conclusion reached through my theory, that the Moon, the super-
natural, is fading because the Mariner does not need such.violent, supernatural
examples to show him that there is a "God, is more realistic. A critic should
include ell of the examples of a symbol in his theory, and not use just the ones
that suitTis purpose.

In conclusion, the Sun and Moan are one of many sets of opposite sym-
bols found throughout the poem. Another such set is the Spectre-ship and the
pilot's boat, the former delivering the Mariner into suffering and the latter re-
moving him from it. Because there are many such sets of opposite symbols, not
all directly related, I don't think that the poem is an allegory.

Though the Sun and Moon are lust one of many sets of symbols, they are
oneof the most frequent-and.selativelit importantsets in the poem, and add much
71- its plot and symbolic level.
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A MOUSE EYE VIEW
by Sonja Jerkic (1960)

Now; as all this may seem rather strange to you, t will tell you what 1 did
not find out until much later, The farmer had been told that animals, like people,
need social activity. This "togetherness atmosphere" would increase work and
productivity So the farmer had decided to let the animals have a party if they
would take care of the decorations and clean up.afterwards. The 'farm animals
agreed., To make sure that nothing went wrong,. the farmer had sent his farm hands
to keep an eye on things.

A great deal of noise and a general air of festivity pervaded the barn. As
the evening wore on, though,. I feltthat everything was .not as it should he. Though
there were groups of animals' milling around, it certainly seemed as if.they were seg-t
regated--groups of chickens, groups of ducks, groups of horses--no mixtures Of
course, I'm only .a mouse, so I might be. wrong.

Anyway, these groups :struck me AS slightly amusing. There were the chick-
ens, standing in a corner,- clucking.and cackling about some of the other animals.
Every once in a while, a couple of them would get together and start scratching in
time to the music, but none of the other animals paid any attention to them. .

Then there were the geese. They started out in a little group the way the
chickens did. Pretty soon, though, they began waddling to:one of the stalls. When
they got there they would start preening themselves and washing their bills and,
later on, they even began powdering their bills.wtth straw dust to keep them from
shining. It didn't do them any.good.. The only people they talked to:were themselves.

I think the group that. took the cake was the horses. They were, lined up
agairt one side of the lsern,looking,as if they were holding up the .wall Each one
had ©n a harness that had been waxed and polished until it shone but, looked as if
it choked its owner.. They had been 4.e-shoed but they fidgeted as if the shoes.
pinched their hooves. On the whole, they, looked .so uncomfortable that t wished
they had been in their stalls asleep. f

The farm hands.saw all this too, and decided to try to stop it. There was
a long trough of food outside for,refreshments arid.they decided to bring it in, in
hopes of getting the ball rolling. Those poor, de,,lucled men.. If I hcid been lust
a little slower I would have been trampled to death. I hadn't seen the hogs,
standing in a dark corner, but they saw the food and dashed out so fast thatit
made my head swim. They pushed and shoved and elbowed everyone else out of
their way until they got to the trough where they settled down to enjoy themselves.

Meanwhile, outside, the farmer's hounds had met some desperate-looking
wolves and, instead of running them off the property, had joined them to raid the
chicken coop. Luckily, one of the roosters had stayed behind and, when he saw
the danger coming, had set up an alarm that brought the whole farm. The farmer
came running out of the farmhouse with his gun held high and his lantern swinging.
He took a pot shot at the fleeing pack but missed them.

His farmhands filled him in on the details of the wolves and the party. He
finally realized that this "social atmosphere" would not improve work or produc-
tivity and this thought made him so mad that he called off all parties then and there.
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NEMO'S NEMESIS
by Mark Hobzek and Mike Orazen. (1960)

Gazing up at the fifty foot neon'sign "Super Colossal Super Market, ". Nemo

C. Cow marvelled at this ultra-modern establishment. He entered quickly; but-
timidly, and 'stared incredulously at the size of the store. As he looked down at
the mat he was standing on, he observed that it resembled a conveyor belt. Glid-
ing along, he suddenly felt cold,steel fingers grasp hisshoulders and put him in an

atomic powered shopping cart,. which then careened down a seemingly endless aisle.

Recovering from the shock of this experience, he gazed in wonder at the in-

numerable varieties 'of food and.other articles, The store. contatned everything from

the simplest food to atomic fired spark plugs. Astonished and over -awed with the

beauty of the most attractive packaging and arrangements, he felt compelled to buy

many.items he saw.. 7

),.eaping from his cart, he began heaping items into, the conveyance, as

though he were hypnotized. There was.nothinatinusual about his actions in the

Super C4lossal Super Market, for everyone was stuffing his cart with luxuries,'

because 611 the merchandise was so enticing.
ropelling the vehicle down an aisle, hefound it crowded with people..

To his 41ight he discovered he was in the "Free Sample" aisle.. The featured

article of the day was a miniature can of America's newest sensation for the hOme-

owner, Instant Striped Paint, After picking up his free sample of.the item no

home s(1:)tild be 'without; he noticed that the lini was slowing up. As he moved

fartheri along, he learned the cause of the disturbance. An irate customer had

jumps upon a soap-boic, 'and was shouting above the murmur of the crowd that

Instan Striped Paint Should be taken out of the Super Market and ,returned to the

hardw re store where it belonged.
Leaving 'the free sample aisle, he wandered aimlessly until he,founci a

rack w ich featured,a road map of the Super Market. (for a mere ,$1.50) without

which e could not find his way out of the market..
Forging ahead, Nemo. found :his way to themisle,,,Ivhich led; to the check-

out c unters. While waitingfor a 'traffic light to;change, this attention was

draw to a large sign with bright red.letters. It.announce4 the beginning* a

natio -wide contest, in which the ,grand. prize was fifteen minutes to c'011e6t

all t e merchandise one could gather in the sypeir markef. The direetions were

simpl Just complete in thirty-three.words.or less "I like Ravishing Rose green

phosp orescent finger-nail polish because--". Although Nemo was not ac-
quai4ted with the product, he ,took an'entriblank.

/ Upon reaching the check-out,counter, he realized how much mer-
charidise he had accumulated. The cashier totaled the bill whiCh came to an

ova helming.$76.69. , Nemo jokingly .told the cashier to charge it to the

man gement, but after a menacing look from the cashier, he quickly pulled
out is wallet. After paying his bill, Nome was thrOted to learnithat because
he ad purchased over W:00 worth of items he was given,a coupon worth

$5.00 off the final purchase price of a new automobile. Along with this ticket,
he was given some Summit Value.Stamps. When a .book of these stamps was com-

pleted, it could be redeemedlor.vauable premiums.
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As Nemo walked home, toting five bags filled with groceries mid other items,
he recalled his recent experience. The Super Colossal Super Market and all its super-.
facilities made him proud to be a citizen of his country, great because it developed
such fine modern conveniences.

BRAVE NEW WORLD: A Review
by Dotiglas,Vukcevic (1960)

Can you imagine yourself living in a world where all people are completely
happy, yet all of totem have been trained and conditioned to be happy? A world
whose people hae absolutely no worries, weren't afraid.of.deathi--took it in the
natural course of events- -were never ill a day of their lives, didn't have to worry
about nagging wives or parents, didn't even have to worry about becoming old,
and were blissfully ignorant of disturbing passions such as anger, fear, and jeal-
ousy? I'm sure this thought sounds very interesting and inviting; and in Brave
New World by Aldous Huxley you would find just such a Utopia, of perfect comfort,
chemically pure contentment, and complete social everyone gets what
he want:van& never wants what he doesn't get. He would be living with people
who could freely make their own decisions; but who unwittingly thought in pre-
disposed channels. I know all of what I have written may sound preposterous
and absurd to those who have not read Brave New World, but I:believe, along
with Mr. Huxley, that he does not write beyond the thread of impossibility.

The most important idea upon which Brave New World is based is mak-
ing people love their servitude. 'In 'order to ciarev-Ohis the following devices
are employed.

A technique of suggestion called "hypnopaedia," or sleep-teaching,
instills in the individual, through'thouiands,of continuous repetitions, the
"correct" ideas which will make hini happy in his particular "caste."

An ingenioUsly developed science of biology enables, through artifi-*
cial means, the mass production of babies. Their lives are then predestined
for them through different chemical processes. This allows the government to
socialize everyone and still get all types of work done. '

A delicious wonder drug known as soma" has "all the adVantages of
Christianity and alcohol, but none of their defects." After,usage of this drug,
the result is a pleasurable holiday from reality.

A foolproof system of eugenics standardiZes the human product, there-
fore stabilizing the civilization by making it easier for the world controller
to manage the people.

Obviously Mr. Huxley is directly satirizing, .by exaegeration, the
"progress" of our scientific civilization. He dramatizes the choice between
a return to primitivism, or a forward march toward the material and industris
alized Utopia--a choke, at Huxley-has since observed, "between insanity
on the one hand and lunacy on the other:"

Mr. Huxley describes to the reader, both the tremendous price that
this Utopia has paid for its happiness, and just as impartially, he vividly
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gives the reader a picture of the hardships which would be encountered in the way
of life defended by the Savage. k crave New World, God and Good have been
obolished because they present sin, guilt, and sei-rcriscipline, .whiCh are all menaces
to stability. Beauty and solitude have also been abolished because they redute mass
consumption, the economic idea on which our Brave New World thrives: As Mus-
tapha Mond, World Controller, said, ,13eauty rs--4;rd and attractive; and we don't
want people attracted by old things. Wevant them to like the riew pneS." High
art has been sacrificed for happiness, with scent organs and feelings taking its place.
The ironical thing about.Brave New World is that it has even had to treat science,
the base of its origin, as a potential enemy because science is truth seeking and
therefore is revolutionary. Huxley gives a clear picture of the Savage's cost for.
his way of lifedisease, poverty, physical suffering, the'kight to live in constant
apprehension of what may happen, tomorrow, and the right to be unhappy, and un-
stable. :

All in all, I believe that Aldous Huxley's Brave New World 111 brilliant
example of criticism in disguise. Although he stretches t e story to fantastic ex-
tremes, Mr. Huxley believes that unless,we destroy our civilization in a nuclear
war, this "Utopia" will be upon us in a few short generations. Certainly, this
is a iv...4rible thought, and brexposing it in the form of,a satire, Mr. Huxley is
actually helping us .to put up our defenses againit it.

THE NATURE OF TRAGEDY
by Karen Heckert (1961)

One of the hardest words to define in the English language is "tragedy."
What is tragedy? We will here attempt to explore the dramatic aspect of tragedy
and formulate a definition for it. ..

Acciiraing to Aristotle, the first great drama critic, tragedy is essentially.
the drammof a noble person overthrown by a flaw in his character. Not mere
misfortune or',hance determines this downfall.,..but the intervention of a super-
natural power, such as the Greek gods, Fortinbras'.ghost, or Macbeth's Weird
Sisters. These powers put the tragic figure's character to the test, and that
tragic flaw betrays him. This can be clearly seen in all five of the tragic figures
I will use as examples, Oedipus, Creon, Dr. Faustus, Hamlet, and Macbeth.

Oedipus is overconfident and arrogant. He believes he stands so high
that not even the gods can shake him, His character is such that he cannot
afford to doubt, even a little. When the test comes, his fear of uncertainty
drives him to discover the truth that destroys him.

Croon is proud, too proud to admit a misjudgment. By refusing to admit
his error, he condemns his pretentions to death along with his noble niece.

Dr. Faustus craves infinite power and knowledge. To repent his bargain
with Mephistopheles would be to admit his fallibility and relative unimportance
beneath God's will.

Hamlet is burdened avenging the wrongs of a whole country, symbolized
by his decadent uncle. He becomes disillusioned and disheartened by his rel-
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atives' conduct and loses faith in himself, and his sense of justice.
Macbeth yields to ambitions stirred by a wife possessed by evil, lie allows

himself to be pushed into crime; yet cannot fight his. conscience when it returns to

haunt him. He is unable to stand firm, like a sapling that bends with the wind,
yet he is torn out by the roots by the very powers to which he yielded.

One of the most essential elements of tragedy is the evocation of pity and

sorrow in the audience called empathy. To understand the tragic figure we must

be able to identify ourselves with him, to feel his fears and sufferings.. Yet, we
cannot feel too much. To lose that sense' of objectivity that allows us to relate

the play's characters and events to our own values would result in mere melodrama.

We must realize that the misfortunes that afflict' the tragi6 figure are of his own

making and not those of heedless chance.
This brings us to another element of tragedy, irony. The main character

acts in such a way that he defeats himself. Oedipus discovers his guilt in trying

to disprove it. Crean loses his pride through trying to retain it. Dr. Faustus'

bargain to gain power gives him none, but delivers him into the power of Lucifer.
Macbeth's crown only gains him strife and death.

All these men are destroyed by a fault in their characters, yet the destruc-
tion would be futile if it did not in some way correct the flaw. Therefore, to give
a tragedy a satisfactory ending we must again raise this noble,figure brought low,

caulk the cracks in his character, and demonstrate that his suffering has not been

in vain. False pride must be replaced by humility, doubt and indecision by cour-

age. Good defeats evil, and the tragic figure is no longer truly tragic, for he
has not suffered and died in vain.

We conclude that tragedy is the drama of a noble man inadvertently de-
stroying himself through.a flaw in character. The tragic figure is purified by

suffering,' his flaw is burned away with pain, and he is left more noble than

before. During this catharsis the audience experiences empathy with the pro-

tagonist but does not become completely involved.
We see on the stage a reflection of life. The good suffer, as they do

in reality, yet the suffering is for a puipose. The essence of tragedy is the

nobility of man and his final triumph over pain and circumstance.

NSW
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DEATH OF A SALESMAN - -A Tragedy?
by Pat Irwin (1962)

Is Death of a Salesman d tragedy? To answer this question we must describe
tragedy In terms of its requirements and then attempt to'ascertain whether or not
Death of a' Salesman conforms to the pattern'of tragedy which we have established.

1'ragedy is centered around the self-made decline of a central character
who embodies superiority and on essentially strong character. Conflict is used as

an instrument to reveal' some flaw in the tragic hero's character. The hero's free
choice to struggle against fate, connected with the conflict, leads to his self-'
destruction or 'selfvunishment. As a result of the main character's decline he may
experience catharsis; which entails a purgation through suffering. Irony, apparent
in all tragedy, usually is a revelation of the character's-major Ho*, which invar-
iably leads him to hiS fate regardless of his attempts to escape destiny. Empathy
and aesthetic distance are also incorporated in-tragedy. Aesthetic distance allows
the reader to look at the play from a detached and rational standpoint. However,.
when it is combined with empathy one is compelled to sympathize with the tragic
hero'but to refrain from becoming vicariously involved with him.

Now that the pattern of tragedy has been established we may proceed to
relate the pattern to Death of a Salesman in an 'attempt to discover its merit as a
tragedy. This play piTtir.sysiklily Loman as the confident businessman endovied
with the firm belief that the road to success is paved by "personal, attractiveness"
and the quality of being "well liked." When his environment suddenly closes in
on him and his false world of pride begins to crumble, he tries to escape into the.
past. This attempt*. leads to a rapid .degeneration of his mind as well as'an'irra
tionally formed reason `for suicide.

Willy Loman possesses an intricate network of psychological conflicti..
This complex system' of.'conflicts conceals the true Willy Loman and con011tates
the task of deterinining if the true Willy ,Loman has a basically strong character
and the quality of superitirity. The primary causes' of his. enigma are his inces-
sant contradictory statements and his aim to evade reality, enabling him to revel
in the artificial superior self-imaoe he has

of
of himself. This evasion of

reality can hardly, be torsidered'the mark of a strong character. Another reason
for his contradictions is his fear of acknoWledoing his own failings. Whenever
he makes a refel-enCe 'to any of his possible inferiorities he always contradicts
himself to re-establish his self-Image of superiority. This shows that his doubts
are never totally confirmed because his mind recoils from any admission imply;.
ing his weakness.

In the tragedy Oedipus Rex, Oedipus seeks the truth of his own free will
rather than avoids it and thereby causes his downfall. However; Willy Loman,
by failing to recognize the truth, is also .led to self-destruction. Oedipus made

an extensive inquiry concerning the key to his fate, disregarding preisure'from
any outside f.rces. This type of behavior known as "inner directed" is connected
with the factor of free choice, the ability to make decisions unbound by any

outside influence.
In contrast, Willy Loman is a victim of determinism. All his actions are

directly or indirectly controlled by some outside force. Because of his weak
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character he is unable to rise above his environment and other forces which oppose

him. Instead he succumbs to his surroundings and never questions his values or

goals; This point is evidenced in his admiration for his brother, Ben, whose theory

of success was comprised of luck and simplicity. By following his brother's. theory,

Willy believed he, too, would become a success. He failed to realize that real

success is a product of work and the courage to prove oneself as an individual who

develops and follows his own standard of honesty and courage. Willy remains a

conformist directed completely by the goals and standards of others.
Although several characters try to rescue WI Ily's mind from absolute

decline, they are unsuccessful because his tendency to withdraw from reality

has gone beyond the point of correction. This tendency accounts for his retreats

to the past which supply a refuge where he can reinstate his self-confidence.
They also provide an opportunity to re-experience exaggerated instances of ma-

terialistic gains. Because one of his main purposes in life is .to attain success

through "personal attractiveness," he develops a dangerous pride. His quick tem-

per is often used to defend his pride. Both pride and bad temper are looked upon

as degrading characteristics and further contribute to the decline of his character.

The previous analysis of Willy Loman shows clearly that his character is

essentially weak and that his superiority is only a self-image, compared to his

true inferiority. Although Willy Leman fails to fulfill the first requirement of

tragedy he does meet the second qualification. His struggle against environment

and culture, or actually his destiny, is evident in every action. The enclosing

apartment buildings, the increasing deterioration of his possessions, the failure of

his sons and the emphasis on success all combine to make him a victim of his en-

vironment. Although he struggles against it, his fate has been pre-determined

and his battle is in vain. The presence of determinism in Death of a Salesman

may be disputed by some people. Some may argue that WiiiiTomtin wasn't com-

pelled to make the decisions he made. or hold the materialistic views he held; -

but if he hadn't followed the course of action he pursued, he wouldn't have been

Willy Loman.
Willy Loman, unlike some tragic figures, does not,experience catharsis.

He died as he had lived, in a vivid dream of success and recognition. His

failures had not dimmed his aspirations or the image he had created of himself.

He hastily excused each failure and thus prohibited any confession of his faults

or any impulses to amend his errors.
Irony is definitely present in the play. His ideal was to die the )(death

of a salesman" which he believed entailed a display of respect and remembrance

on the part of a vast majority of his acquaintances. He used suicide at a kind of

revenge to sell himself to the few who doubted him, although he was certain that

those who didn't respect him were in the minority. The irony was that his suicide

only served as. proof that those who respected'him were in the minority and that

all his aims were in the wrong direction. In Oedipus Rex, the irony differed from

that of Death of a Salesman in that Oedipus was fully aware of the steps he took

leadingTiTitoThis ciany; whereas Willy Loman was completely unconscious of

the fact that all his actions contributed to his decline.
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Empathy and aesthetic distance were both effectively used by Arthur Miller.
One can't help pitying Willy Loman despite the fact that his decline was self per-
petrated. Perhaps this is due to the fact that Willy Lamm was so helplessly unable
to escape from his fate as a victim of his environment. Even when we can pitlp his'
situation we may at the some time see him in his true light--an optimistic fake.

After examining Death of a Salesman, we can make several judgments.

The play contains all of the elements of the tragic hero pattern except the qualities
of strength of character and superiority of the hero, a true struggle against fate,
and catharsis. However, because these elements are the most important in the
pattern of tragedy, 'the, outweigh the elements of tragedy which are found in the
play. Because of this,Death of a Salesman is not a tragedy in the classic sense.

14=~11110=1

Levels of Meaning in the Odyssey
by Carol Rasmussen (1963)

At plot level the Odyssey Is an. adventure story which has held the rapt
attention of people for over 2000 years; however, by looking at its higher
levels of allegorical and thematic and ritual, we can find in Homer's words

a much broader meaning.
On the allegorical level Odysseus signifies the ideal' human mind, his

character consisting of all desirable traits and the only defects those basic to

all human nature, and his j ourney the journey of the mind as it seeks maturity,

or enlightennimt, when these defects no longer exist. TheiTrojan.War signifies
Odysseus' first awareness of they adult world, the time when .he thrust into it ,
and the battle with the pretenders, the final reaching of maturity, after which
all defects in his character Which made his life so miserable disappears. opening

a new aura of feeling for him.
Each of the episodes in which Odysseus becomes involved signifies a cer-

tain defective. trait in human nature which must be overcome in order. to reach

maturity. 'The Cyclops episode signifies selfishness, the Circe episode the ele-
ment which makes each sex desire to overpower and destroy the other, the
Winds episode jealousy and greed and the harm that they can do, Calypso and
the Sirens materialistic and sensual temptation, and the Helios incident con-
ceit and man's ,tendency to take for granted andeven misuse tilings which are

not his in the first place. The first danger Odysseus meets,, the Lotus-Eaters,

seems to sum. up all of these ideas and, in the story and its allegorical inter-
pretation both, provides q general preview of things to come. The Lotus -.
Eaters represent the "wayward" element in a man which makes it easy for self-

ishness, jealousy and greed to blind him in such a way as to make him give up

all else in pursuit of some materialistic and/or sensual temptation and still

leave him with the.conceit to think that he is the wisest of all.
On the ritual level the journey of Odysseus signifies the rites of mor-

tification climaxing in his visit to Hades. During the journey certain normal

activities are suspended, in Hades much howling and wailing and shedding of

tears takes place, and Odysseus, in whom the rites are Vested,:is an evacuation
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of his former selfhood. Rites of purgation are signified by the battle with the pre-
tenders and the cleaning up that follows, in which evil is expelled from the house.
The rites of invigoration are characterized by the reuniting of Odysseus and Penelope

and also by the ceremonial reinstatement of Odysseus as the head of the household.
Last, the rites of jubiliation are represented by the return of the dead (Odysseus) to

his father and wife and the everlasting happiness predicted for Odysseus and his family.

The two basic thematic concepts present in other examples of heroic poetry

are also present in the 2cIrsey. The first of these, trial by ordeal, is signified by
the journey of Odysseus; he alone out of all of his men has the.strength and.courage
to withstand the hardships which beset him. The second concept, trial by combat,
is signified by the battle with the pretenders at the end of the story, in which
Odysseus, the good, triumphs over bad, the pretenders, because he is favored by

the gods.
As you can see the alzny is more than just an adventure story. By giving

us an insight into the Greek culture of its time it reveals, through various levels

of interpretation that, although the Greeks were a somewhat primitive people, they
had a keen understanding of the psychological processes of the human mind and lived

in a comparatively refined society.

The French Folk Hero and the Hero of Myth
by Diane Frank (1963)

The hero of the French tales, legends, and fairy stories is basically the
same as the hero of Greek myth. However, before comparing the two, it is nec-
essary to point out two types of French hero. The first is the poor commoner, who

manages to become a hero, through wit. An example of such a hero is the story of

the Miller and the Ogre.
The milleiCid-his villagers were plagued by an ogre. The ogre kills the

miller's cow in spite, and the miller tries to salvage the remains of the beast.
Using the remains of the cow, the miller manages to make a complete fool out of

the ogre. The ogre is finally tricked into drowning himself, and the miller lives
happily and richly ever after.

The second type of French hero is usually the son of an honorable family,

and is later knighted. This hero is a devout Christian and generally a philan-
thropist. The completion of this hero's feat is usually dependent on his faith.
I think this second kind of hero is a reflection of the expansion of the Christian
religion during Medieval times. The miracles of Christian faith bear a resem-
blance to the tales of the supernatural used in mythology.

Like the mythical hero, the French hero is different from others. However,
this difference is in degree only. The French hero is kind and honest, while those
surrounding him are mean, thoughtless. There is no difference in kind such as
extremely unusual powers and the supernatural family tree, that appears in the

mythology.
As the heroes of the myth and also of the French story reach the end of

their youth, they recognize a task which must be performed. Here again, the
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degree of the two stories differ.
While the mythical hero proceeds to slay a monster of some type, the French

hero performs a task that is blocked by various obstacles. (Usually a mystic three,
symbolic of beginning, middle, and end.) The easy accomplishment of the feat is

more of a reward for overcoming the obstacles. Also like the mythical hero, the
French hero receives aid. This aid is restricted to witches and animals, instead of

gods, probably because of Christianity. The help of God in the stories of knights

is only suggested through a deeper determination of the hero to accomplish his task.

But the aid of witches and animals is shown materially, such as a gift to the hero
containing unusual powers. These people or animals often prophesy or determine

the fate of the hero.
To continue, all the heroes overcome the task given them. Here, the stories

change in degree again. The French story ends here, the hero usually living hap-
pily ever after, whereas the mythical hero frequently meets a calamitous death.

This may be significant in that the mythical stories are directly related to religion.
The Greek religion was based on a fear and appeasement of the gags, while

the Christian religion is based on more a reward in salvation, as preached in the
Gospel. Hence, the happy ending for the French hero, and a tragic ignding for the
mythical hero, who loses the favor of the gods.

COncerning the French tale alone, it should be noted that yeligiors is a

key factor. Even in the story of the witty French hero, religion is present.
Mystical numbers are mentioned throughout all the French stories. Thest

numbers are three, four, seven and nine. (Three, the beginning, middle, end,
the Trinity, the triangle. Four, a perfect number, the square. Seven, the num-

ber of completeness, seven days of creation. Nine, because it is composed of

three times the mystic number three.)
These numbers are used to describe the number of tasks, the number of

children, the number of brothers the hero has, etc. Remembering the time in

history these stories were formed, it is obvious that, since religion played such

an important part in people's lives, that it would also be a major factor in the
life of the hero.

These facts all refer back to my original statement that French and myth-
ical heroes are basically alike. Except for the minor changes, dictated by reli-
gious beliefs, the French hero follows the general pattern laid down by the myth-

ical hero, centuries before.
A
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TEACHING THE UNIT

This unit presents a series of short stories from which the students can draw conclusions
about conflict as a struggle involving the relationship of two or more powers, about techniques
used to establish reader attitudes, about the moral and amoral implications of power, and about
the specific forces at man's disposal.

When this analysis of power has been completed, the students deal with the same stories,
this time in terms of other concepts that the curriculum has dealt with -- courage, iustice etc.
As the students compare the validity of these approaches, they are forced beyond these partic-
ular approaches to a cJnsideration of the unit's inductive process as a method of approaching
literary thematic unity.

After these aspects of the short story have been developed, the students read additional .

short stories to develop their facility at analysis, and to induce further ramifications of the
concept of power in literature.

If students have practiced enough, these processes of analysis--so awkwardly and hes-
itantly applied at first--have become skills which they can now apply to a longer more complex
work, Shakespeare's Richard III. This study begins with prereading activities--readings from
The Prince, titarchett=irtesirplot summary, and viewing the Olivier production--and proceeds
fh70-4-griEdy guides and a variety of classroom activities to a final analysis of the power struc-
ture and thematic structure of the play.

Next, the students relate the learning of the unit by writing a creative work involving
the concepts of power not only as they have been induced from literature, but also as they
appear to be a significant focus on their own experience.

Finally they independently apply the skills and procedures they have developed in an
analysis of a work selected from the bibliography. This final activity gives the student an
opportunity to work independently at his own level, and gives the teacher a final evaluation
of the learning that has taken place in the unit. The success of the unit will be apparent in
the skill with which the student uses the concepts in the analysis of his reading.



SHORT STORIES:

PLAY:

ESSAY:

MATERIALS

Farrell, James T., "The Scoop," 75 Short Mc...2A aces, Bantam Books, New York,
1961.

Gibbs, Angelica, "The Test," 75 Short Master ieces.
Gill, Brendan, "Truth and ConriqueTrces, or Masterpieces.
Hanley, James, "The Butterfly," 75 Short gistirrices.
Haycox, Ernest, "A Question of BrifocT7 or sterpieces.
Maurois, Andre, "The Guardian Angel," 75 Slu"Trt Most.""isis.
O'Flaherty, Liam, "The Sniper," 75 Shoff-Ma-1V sec es.
Parker, Dorothy, "The Standard oftivirTg, ort sterpiece:
Runyon, Damon, "A Dangerous Guy Indeed,w75-STOrf m.2sLTe has.
Steinbeck, John °, "Over the Hill,' 75 Short Witer7Rices.
Zweig, Arnold, "Kong at the Seasid7,1'751hort Masterpieces.

Shakespeare, William, Richard III.

Chute, Marchette, "Richard Ill," Stories From Shakespeare, New American Library,
New York, 1959.

FILMSTRIP:

"Richard III," Educational Audio Visual Inc., Pleasantville, New York.

MOTION PICTURE:

"Richard III," Brandon Films, Inc., New York.



LESSON #1
.

OBJECTIVES: ' To infer the power conflict of a short story at the literal level.
To recognize some of the techniques an author uses to establish the reader's

attitude toward the figures of a story.

MATERIALS: "The Butterfly"
"An Essay on the Importance of Power"

PROCEDURES:

A. Read with the students the'essay viewing power conflict as a dominant force in life.
Continue to present such strong views until the students are involved in argument with
you and with each other. In your presentation use incidents that will be familiar to
the students and close to their lives. Such a discussion leads to the reading of
`The Butterfly."

B. The discussion, if it successfully involves the students, is an adequate focus of attention
for reading without a study guide. Distribute the story and preview difficult vocabulary
words:

furtive serene manifested
chaos serenity insolent
infernal flouting contrition

C. When the students have finished their reading, have them discuss the story in terms of
its power structure.
1. What figure has the greatest power ih, this story?
2. What is the usual picture of a priest?
3. How does Brother Timothy*differ from this picture? (Have students cite specifics

from the story as well as abstracting them with such words as angry, mean,
impatient, etc,)

4. What are Brother Timothy's goals?
5. How could the boy have avoided the conflict even after missing mass?
6. What are the boy's purposes or goals?
7. Why does he not take a course which would avoid the conflict?
8. Why does Brother Timothy win the conflict?
9. Doesn't this story support the thesis of the essay we have read? (Better students

might start with this question and develop the answers to the other questions
from this discussion.)

10. How does the author force our sympathy to lie with the boy? (The answer to
this question should be developed thoroughly and specifically enough so
that the following are mentioned):
a. descriptive statements about Brother Timothy.
b. judgements about Brother Timothy.
c, actions of Brother Timothy.
d. serenic, joyful description of what Cassidy had done.
e. tears of boy.
f. relative position of boy - Brother Timothy--sympathy for the underdog.
9. symbolism of butterfly and its destruction: boy and destruction of his

innocence.



D. To aid the students in developing their thoughts about power, lead a discussion to
suggest sources of ideas for a paper.
1. The assignment for tomorrow is to write an outline for a paper analyzing power

and explaining its importance in our lives and in literature.
2. Before we divide into small groups to help each other get ideas, let's have.some

suggestions about where we could get ideas. (Use leacling*questions to assist
the students in developing these sources of ideas.)
a. Analysis of the essay, its implications, and your disagreements.
b. Analysis of the story, its implications, and your disagreements with it.
c. Additional stories, essays, and TV.
d. Personal experience
e. Other people.
f. Reference sources:

Dictionary
Thesaurus
Bartlett
ytrifiFncon

Encyclopedias
g. Logical systems:

Golden Mean
Contrast
Aspects
Kinds
Hierarchy

h. Formulating questions about power:
Who, what, where, when, why, how?.

E. When such sources of inforrilation have been suggested, divide the class into
small groups to discuss their ideas about power and to brainstorm sources
and ideas about power.



AN ESSAY ON THE IMPORTANCE OF POWER,

Life is essentially a conflict, The history of mankind can best be viewed as the
struggle of man to control his surroundings and other men. The biography,of any individual
is primarily an explanation of the forces he has fought against and,his successor failure in
that fight.

The world of man is a battlefield in which each of us must search for those tools
which give uspoWeiia'accomplish,our objectives. p.gwn of this battlefield is the man
without goali-orputpose. Neither understanding the world in which he lives, nor desiring .0
to improve this lir is:pushed, usede,ond destroyed by those,who have goals:and use,thelr
power to reach- them; The man 'orwoman- without purpose stands idly, moved-by the forces
surrounding,kim..' The man of 'purpose mover 'determinedly, flginipulatillg and controlling the
forces at his didposal.

As purposes differs purrioses bonflict,'and the result is a battle for,power. This .is
a doreat-dog society*. Survival:of the fittest is"the, only worthwhilo philosophy,of
If you turflike other cheek,g'you getyour face kicked in 1,3y Someone on his way to the top.
In the struggle for powerivonly the iferson with 9 strong will to achieve, unhampered*
sympathy OCansciencei wilt,prove The victor.

n 1
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LESSON #2

OBJECTIVES: To distinguish amoral and moral itrpliefutions,of power.
To recognize the pathetic fallacy.
To distinguish the point of view of a character from the point of view

of the author. .

MATERIALS: "Death of a City"
"The Butterfly"

PROCEDURES:

A. Lessons 1, 2, 3, and 4 of this unit are directed,to isolating, and objectifying
major problems in the study'of power in literature. To this end, the study guides
and procedures are spelled out in detail. Yet another major .purpose of these four
lessons is to give the student time to work out in his own mind and oh paper his
analysis of the role of power in both literature and in daily life. Consequently,
the organization and presentation of these lessons should be adapted to reach
these two goals in the way that seems most appropriate. It is quite possible that
a good clast might Oompletethe analysis suggested in these four lessons (and,
probably be able to add significantly to it).with just one stolyas a stimulus. On
the other hand, slower classes might need to read as a whole claii more stories than
are included here before they are ready to go on. to small ,group,or,iridividual work.
The amount of time spent in whole class discussion, small group; work,. and individual
reading and writing must be determined by the teacher as he works with the particular
class.

B. To introduce the problems of morality into the study of power, begin the class discussion
with the story read in lesson one.
1. What were the results of Brother Timothy's uses of power?
2. Was Brother Timothy's use of power morally right or wrong?
3. Did Brother Timothy think his actions were right or wrong?
4. Did Cassidy think Brother Timothy's actions were right or wrong?
5. Haw did the author imply a judgement of Brother Timothy's actions?

(See answer to question ten in lesson one.)

C. Divide the class into small groups, distribute copies of "Death of a City" and its
study guide, and collect the outlines they have written. (See Lesson

City"
D, 1.)

D. When the students have finished their analysis of the study guide questions, have
each group select a representative to present their ideas to the class. Encourage
disagreement and conclude the discussion 4y-eliciting from the students the major
kinds of questions...that the unit has dealtNiVith thus far.

S



STUDY.GUIDE: Meath of a City"
by Karen Heckert

VOCABULARY: azure, omen, sanctuary, oblivion.

1. What is the figure of power in this story?

2, What are the results of this use of power?
;

3. What is the fault with the word use in the above question?

4. What does 'the author do 'to create the reader's attitude toward this force?
That isi.what does she do to imply.a judgement of this force?. ..*,

o 1

5. What is ironic' about. this story?

6. Does this use of irony imply a moral judgement about the right anctwrong of this power?
X

f 4
*A it

7. In what ways is Brother Timothy, as uncontrolled and unreasoning as a natural element?

8. In what ways is Brother Timothy rational in his use of power?
. ; 6 4

4 ''''':' i 5 n
: ft : .,

that9. What will your attitude be toward Brother Timothyilf you assume h he-i$. unreasoning?
A . p,) ) A

10. What will your attitude be towatdBrcither Timothy if you.assume that.he is sa,tiainal.

and purposeful?

.

*

. t



LESSON #3

OBJECTIVES: To see power as only one approach to literature.
To recognize conflict as a struggle for power.
To specify forces at man's disposal in his struggle for power.

MATERIALS: "The Sc II

"Critical nalysis of 'The Butterfly'"

PROCEDURES:

A.

B.

C.

E.

Return the students' outlines and discuss strengths or weaknesses that seemed to dominate
the students' themes.

Review with the class the major qiiestions that the unit has,dealt with thus far
(see Lesson #2, D.) Aik the students if they have any other major suggestions to
make about important questions to use in the analysis of power in literature. If
they do, follow their lead; if they do not, introduce the story "The Scoop" by
previewiro vocabulary, referring the class to the questions they have reviewed,
and suggesting that the story might suggest other important questions.
VOCABULARY: emitted flamboyant volatile

cassock emulated dynamo
sauntered brandishing

As they read, discuss, individual problems raised in the outline assignment.
After the students haVe finished, their reading, use questions such as numbers
1, 2, 3, and 10 in the general study guide following this', lesson to direct their
attention to the second and third objectives of this lesson. Follow the same
procedure with "The Butterfly" and conclude by adding these questions to the
list of major questions.

Distribute copies of the critical analysis of "The Butterfly" as a story of innocence
and experience, and have the students read it. Ask questions about the appropriate-
ness of this approach versus the power approach. Ask them to try other approaches
that they have used previously such as justice, courage, symbolism, etc. Have
them again compare results. Work with them to write albrief paragraph which attempts
to isolate the theme and techniques of the story.

Formalize the students' thinking about the important questions to ask about the
concept of power as it is developed in literature.
1. We have used many questions in analyzing the three stories we have worked with.
2. Select from these the ones you think most important and enter them in your

notebook to use with the additional stories we read.

When the students have completed this assignment, have them compare their work
in small groups. Then lead a general class discussion based on the repoes of the
small groups. Be sure that the conclusion of the discussion includes all the important
questions of the general study guide, and any good ideas the students suggest.



GENERAL STUDY GUIDE FOR SHORT STORIES

1. What power figures are involved in the literal conflicts of the story?

2. Which of these figures,is most powerful? least powerful?

QUESTIONS THREE THROUGH EIGHT ARE APPLICABLE TO EACH OF THE. FIGURES OF POWER

IN THE STORY YOU ARE ANALYZING.

3. What are .the sources from which each figure derives his power?

4. In what actions does he use his power?

5. What are the results of these uses of power?

6. Is the figure of power aware of his power?

7. Is he aware of the results that his use of power will have?

8. Does he make moral judgemeents about his use of power?

9. What techniques does the author use to make the reader feel sympathy or lack
of sympathy toward the figures in the story?

10. How is the conflict between the opposing forces resolved?

11. What 'judgement does the author imply through his techniques and this resolution
of the conflicting powers?

12. Does the work function allegorically to create a specific second level of meaning?
I t

.13. What beliefs does the author imply about man's use of power in relationship to his
environment, to other men, and to the principles of right and wrong?

14. Is the analysis of this story in terms of power an inadequate analysis? If so, in
what ways does it miss the really central issue of the story? What is the
central issue? What is the relationship of a "power concept" to that central
issue?



CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF "The Butterfly"

It would appear that the conflicting elements in "The Butterfly" are Brother Timothy and
young Cassidy. To recognize them by name is a rather literal approach, but to recognize what
each symbolizes gives the story teal worth.

Consider briefly what they might symbolize in terms of the various themes which you have
studied. If the theme of the story is then Brother Timothy may be considered a tyrant or
bully, using unquestioned power agault rather helpless boy and a caterpillar; if this is the case
then the theme is rather too simple. If justice is the theme, then hjk__.sstice is certainly overstated
and again, the theme is to&simple. If the, theme is then courage is not coma
pletely dealt with and, once more it must be conclut the theme is tool dim

Though simple, all the th4es mentioned are applicable to a degree; however, to arrive
at the most applicable theme, the reader should attempt'. to fit all facets of ;he stotr-chatacter
development, plot, literal and symbolic meanings-to that theme. In "The.Butierfly" a theme
must be found that is consistent with plot or conflict between Brother-Timothy and.Cassidy encl..

Brother Timothy's crushing the caterpillar, a theme consistent with the author's development of
both characters, a theme consistent with ;he literal and symbolic meanings of the caterpillar.

Of further importance in deciding upon the proper theme is the central symbol of the

story. The author has carefully drawn our attention, through Cassidy's thoughts, to the,hape
offered through the caterpillar of growth and development to the ultimate beauty of "The
Butterfly." Cassidy's thoughts support such a hope and, more important, so does the title of
the story.

Power and injustice may 'cave ended the hope of beauty's development, but~ neither can
be the ultimate theme of the story because we must ask, the wer of what or whom, or the
injustice of what or whom has brought an end to the hope of R = uty as symbolized by the develop-
ment from caterpillar to butterfly. The answers to these questions obviously apply to Brother
Timothy and the evolving theme resulting from his action and characterization. But what of
Cassidy, the second person involved in the conflict? It is evident that some theme, applicable
to both sides of the conflict, must be found.

By definition, conflict implies .a . ing forces oig. contrast. Contrasting worlds or states
of the mind are found in mast literature

,
t because we tend to identify with. one or the other

of the contrasting elements, we tend to defend our choice and in defending such a choice we
tend to moralize; religion divides in terms of heaven and hell, good Or evil, moral and immoral.
As students of literature we must find some way of depicting these contrasting elements, such

as those exemplified in "The Butterfly" without moralizing.
The theme that best fits the requirements 1) of being applicable to both elements of the

conflict and 2) allowing the presentation of moral reality without moralizing is that of "innocence

and experience."
Before applying this particular theme to "The Butterfly," we must define the two ele-

ments. Innocence is defined formally as
a. freedom from sin, evil or guilt; doing or thinking nothing morally wrong; pure«
b. freedom from knowledge of evil; knowing no evil.
c. freedom from guile or cunning; simplicity.
d. incapability of harming, injuring, or corrupting.
e. silliness; foolishness; ignorance.
Experience is defined formally as
a. an actual living through an event or events; personallyundergoing or observing-

some thing or things as they happen or occur.
b. all that has happened to one; everything that one has seen or done.
a. the effect on one of anything or everything that has happened to him;

individual reaction to events, feelings.
d. knowledge, skill, or practice resulting from all that has happened to one

or that has been seen or experienced.
You will note that there are varying degrees or levels of innocence and 'varying forms

of experience. If you were to devise a scale for both innocence and experience and attempt
to classifrcharacters according to the scale, measuring them at the beginning of a story and
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at its end, you would note that the character generally moves from a greater to a less innocent
state or he may even move from a slate of innocence to a state of experience.

The character's passage from a state of innocence to a,state of experience is the theme
of much of our literature; you will find it in fables and myths, in both prose and poetry. The
theme of innocence and experience serves in many types of literature such as the epic, comedy,
romance, tragedy, and the ironic forms of these types. In myth, epic, romance, and comedy,
the hero may rise and succeed as he passes from innocence to experience; in classic tragedy and
realism he may fall or be destroyed as he passes from innocence. to experience.

Because: we'are never completely innocent or completely experienced, p movement from
any state of being to a new state implies movement from innocence to experience.

Perhaps some of what has been discussed here may be applied now to "The Butterfly,"
Considering our characters as they have been presented by the author we must begin with Brother
Timothy. Our introduction to him takes a strange or ironic turn, for it may reasonably be assumed
that a "Brother" or member of a holy order, although a man and therefore experienced, should,
because of his profession, be free fram evil, sin, and guilt, but instead winct that the knowl-
edge resulting from all thata"heV3sTgn7rex ncereiied-girms to have erased all traces of ini'rdsz
cenceTWraapiaricroreiTpiiiierliZellrotFer Timothy seems trapped in a cocoon or a cassock,
frustrated by it. His nervous fingers pull at the buttons, he is red-faced, his mouth twitches
his pacing is wild and aimless, his thoughts are chaotic. Although he sees in Cassidy contentment
and serenity he does not recognize them as the marks of innocence. Instead he applies terms of
"experience" to the boy: insolent, villainous, culprit, wretch. lie demands contrition from one
who is innocent or free from guilt, sin or evil. Brother Timothy is the perfect reflection of por-
traits of experience drawn by William Blake in his Sams of Experience.

"A Divine Image"

Cruelty has a human heart,
And Jealousy a human face;
Terror the human form divine,
And Secrecy the human dress.

The human dress is forged iron,
The human form a fiery forge,
The human face a furnace seal'd,
The human heart its hungry gorge.

Turning our attention to Cassidy, we realize that his action--forgetting the mass
because he was absorbed in his natural surrOundings.;-was not a "sin" but instead an innocent
act. He is characterized as silent, honest, content, serene, recognizing beauty in the cater-
pillar, hopeful of its ultimate beauty as a butterfly; he even feels a kinship with the caterpillar.
Ironically, he even feels no malice for Brother Timothy, for he calls his caterpillar Xavier,
after the founder of a church order. Cassidy, and his innocence, too, may be reflected in a
poem by Blake, but this poem is from a collection entitled Son s of Innocence.

"The Echoing Green"

The sun does arise
And make happy the skies;
The merry bells ring
To welcome the Spring;
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The skylark and thrush,
The birds of the bush,
Sing louder around
To the bell's cheerful sound,
While our sports may be seen
On the Echoing Green.

Cassidy's innocence allowed him to look forward to The ultimate beauty of "The Buttery
fly; Brother Timothy's experience allowed him to see the caterpillar only as an object of hate.
Brother Timothy crushed CaSsidy's hopes of beauty; experience crushed innocence and the hope
of beauty.

f

A

0
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LESSON #4

OBJECTIVES: To plan the procedures for keeping a notebook.,,
To analyZe the' problems of power as concept.
To Synthesize the learning to.date in a definition.
To improve definition skills.

MATERIALS; "The Test"
"Truth and Consequences"
"A Question of Blood"
"The Guardian Angel"
"The Sniper"

PROCEDURES:

"The Standard of Living"
"A Dangerous Guy Indeed"
"Over the Hill"
"Kong at the Seaside"

A. To provide goals and direction to the unit, give the expository assignment of Lesson 07

and explain the value of the present ossignment in of wining that end.

1. One of the assignments of this unit will be to write a short story illustrating the
aspects of the unit which seem most important to you. As we continue our work,

you should watch for ideas that are particularly appealing to you. Head a page
in your notebook "Short Story Ideas" and make notes there of ideas that come to you

as we work through the unit. The ideas might come either from personal experience,
from observation or from your reading. (The teacher should check this Fume occa-

sionally, make positive comments about good ideas, and stimulate the thinking of
those who have no ideas.)

2. At the end of the unit you will write an expository theme in the area of the Iola

cf power in literature and contemporary American life. Of course you will have to
limit your topic so that your theme will be unified and fully developed. As we work

through the unit you should be thinking about the way in which you will Ileittypwr
topic and the materials that will be most valuable for you to use.

B. To prepare for the definition of power, review with the students their knowledge of

forms of definition and evaluate the appropriateness of the various forms. Remind them

of the work they have done in their outline and in the formulation of questions and then

ask them to write their definitions of power.

C. Outline the other necessary pages of the notebook.
1. The additional pages of that notebook should be devoted to each of the major

aspects of our study with notes from each of the stories which seem to make

important illustrations of that point.
2. Also there should be a page for each of the stories with an indication of the

important aspects and the particular things you learned from that story. Your
notebook entry for each story should indicate ideas about power that are new

to you with your analysis of that particular story. The general study guide
that we have developed will serve as a start for each story, but it cannot
replace the particular insights that you have with each new story.

3. Finally, as we have discovered in our comparisons of different ways of contAyzing

"The Butterfly," there is no one sure solution to any story. Consequently,. your

notebook should indicate in a sentence or two the theme of the story anathe

principal techniques the author used to develop that theme.

Work through the three stories the students have read as a whole class, and write

out a sample notebook page for each of them. After the class has agreed on the

organization a the page, and the general content for each story, write it out fully
with them on 'the board or on an overhead projector, and allow them to copy it.
This should set an adequate model for them to follow in their analyses of the addi-

tional shoe/. stories of this lesson.
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D. Assign the additional stories and' have the students discussithenlin small groups.

Change the grouping often so that they have the advantage of montdifferent

points of view. As the students work on these stories,, work with small groups or

individuals on their definitions of power and their preparation of their final themes.

rs
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LESSON #5

OBJECTIVES: To apply the learning of the' unit to an extended'work.
To further develop ramifications of the unit concept,,

MATERIALS: The Prince
lirracTRI-TIT
S oriel Shakespeare

ms nprilRic a
Movie: "Richard ID"

PROCEDURES:

A. To involve the students in the play, introduce a hypothetical problem for the students
to solve:

You and your two older brothers have killed the king and his son, although his
son's wife is still alive (and very attractive). But you are not satisfied. Your
oldest brother has become king, but you would like to be king yourself.' Your
oldest brother the King is very ill, and may die at any minute, but he has two
sons and a daughter, and your other brother is older than you, so he would be
made king before you would. To become king, you must get rid of these others
and control their supporters; but how can you do this without causing the enmity
of all the people of your kingdom?

B. Allow the students to discuss this hypothetical situation briefly; then distribute
chapters 8, 18, and 25 of The Prince, explaining that they may make some suggestions
about how to proceed. Whey triirRive finished reading, ask
1. What suggestions has he made?
2. What is his view of the relationship of power and morality?

C. Distribute copies of Chute's Stories From Shakes eare and read the summary of
Richard III. Any other introductorycaivi les am a le would make the lesson
Frore'r-rneaTiingful. Distribute Study Guide I and give the historical background on
the play to explain the family tree and make the relationships of the characters
meaningful. After these introductory procedures, begin the reading of the play.
Distribute the study guides as appropriate:
Study Guide H: Before reading 1,* I.

III: Before reading I, ii
IV: Iefore reading
V: After completing I and II.
VI: Before reading III.
VII: Before reading IV.
VIII: After completing the play.

D. To maintain interest during the reading of the play use a variety of activities such as
1. Independent reading.
2. Dramatic readings.
3. Whole class and small group discussion of study guide questions.
4. Writing answers to study guide questiort.
5. Writing character sketches.
6. Writing prompt books.
7. Writing scene or act summaries.
8. Designing sets and blocking action.
9. Producing sections of the play.

10. Analyzing symbols of the play.
11. Collateral reading: the Shakespearean stage.

Elizabethan drama.
historical accounts of Richard III.
the War of the Roses.

12. Conferences about composition assignment.



E. After the reading is completed, focus beyond the problems of power to a more general
analysis of the play dealing with major themes, techniques, values, etc. The general
study guide includes many suggestions.
This final discussion should synthesize the concepts of power into a broader understanding

, of the play as a literary unit.
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STUDY GUIDE II: ELIZABETHAN TERMS IN RICHARD III

I, 1, line 2. This sun of York: the blazing sun emblem adopted by Edward IV, probably with
a pun on sun /son.

6. bruised...monumenti: the arms of warrior kings were sometimes hung at theiriombss.
7. alarms: military trumpet calls.
8. measures: dance steps.
9. front: forehead.

10. barbed: tricked out for war. A barb was a horse's trapping.
16. want: lack.
19. Feature: a handsome appearance; Dissembling nature: i.e., nature, which

generally disguises the true worth of men by their outward appearances.
22. unfashionable: ill-fashioned; badly made.
24. weak piping time of peace: the weak pipe is heard in peacetime instead of

the shrill fife of war.
27. descant: extemporize; ring changes on. Descant is a musical term, meaning,

as a berb, to improvise a song from a simple tune.
32. inductions: first or introductory *steps.

34-5. To set my brother Clarence and the King/...other: the historical fact is
that Clarence had plotted to seize the throne and had been found guilty
of treason. Although the King had forgiven some of Clarence's treacherous
acts, he finally ordered him committed to the Tower of London and executed.
No agent provocateur such as Richard describes himsilf to be was needed to
destroy Clarence.

38. mewed up: confined. .

39. G: note that though Clarence's first name was George, G could as well
stand for Gloucester.

q 46. Tend'ring: showing. tender care for; cherishing.
47. conduct:
52. belike: probably.
58. cross-row: alphabet, which children learned from hornbooks, in which the

letters were placed in narrow rows.
60. for: because:
63. toys: fancies, notions.
68. My Lady Grey: Edward IV's wife, born Elizabeth Woodvill, was the widow

of Sir John Grey when she married the King.
70. good man of worship: Richard is sarcastic in describing Anthony Woodville,

Earl Rivers, as a man of substance and dignity, since he has no liking for
any of the Queen's family.

81. Lord Chamberlain: i.e., Hastings.
84. livery: uniform of a servant or retainer.
85. Widow: that is, the Queen.
87. gossips: sponsors. Gossip is from the Old English godsibb, meaning godparent.
89. straitly given in charge: strictly chargR-orardeled.
92. And: if it.
97. Well struck in years: advanced in age.
99. poising: very.

111. withal: at the same time.
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STUDY GUIDE III: Richert:1111
wpm, oftaimmosea nor

;
A .Y

The following line references show specific ways in which Richard has power. What are these

specific ways w ich his power is made effective? .7

.
" r

1 1 i, 28. `.*
64 4*

2. I, i, 36, 37.

3. I, i, 4!: .. , , .4) .

,. .

0 b

o 4 4

4. I ;419-42. , ,:,. ,-. -,, e P

(Perhaps the best statement that Richard makes about :615,PoWer and .methods is in

I, iii, 334-338. Read those lines carefully.)

5. What does Richard, think of the people 'he wins to him?i:,Cite,specific ,lines from

I, ii to supporficiur statement. ..'.

.r.

,"11e,

6. What is the irony of I, iii, 51-53 and 4,41, 190,. 150^

7. In I, iii what two people stand up to Richard? In the structure of power in the play,

how are these MO ix)* different from the others, who do not;recognfze.Whard's

evil and deceit? .

8. There is also a difference in the way these two people have used power. What is

that difference?

9. Note that Margaret makes a prophecy on pages 65 and 66. Why would you be more

willing to accept her as understanding what will happen rather than accepting any of

the other characters' understanding?

10. What does she say will happen to Elizabeth's sons?

H. To Elizabeth?

12. To Rivers and Grey?

13. To Lord Hastings?

14. What does she say will happen to people whom Richards thinks are friends?

15. What does she say will torment Richard?

16. How does she say Richard will die?

17. Does I, iv suggest that conscience is a problem for all people at all times, or does it

suggest that conscience is only a problem for certain people and at certain times?,

18. What reasons (or better, rationalizations) do the murderers give for killing Clarence

in spite of their consciences?

11



STuDiGUIDE IV: Richard III

II, I. Notice that all the people in this scene have just come from t deep,quarre,
and yet they are all telling the King that they will be friends forever after.
This hypocrisy seems to make them of the same type (though certainly not
to the same,,degree) as Richard.

II, Notice that although the boy does not yet see that he cannot believe Richard,,
he shows the positive traits of intelligence, honesty and cleverness, This
seems to suggest that he might grow uo to be a good king. Notice also that
his mother is pointing out to him that Richard cannot be trusted; this suggests
that he will learn to understand hypocrisy.

Although' most of the nobles are fooled by Richard, the common citizens
scam to understand him clearly. How does the first scene of this act
suggest the differences between the nobles and the citizens that account
for their differences in understanding?

Young York is characterized as just as clever and intelligent as Young
Edward was in II, H. Rivers and Dorset are put in the Tower; refer to
Margaret's prophecy in the previous study guide.



STUDY:GUIDE V; Richard III
11114~1MNIMM IMMO

Richard III is attempting to gain the throne of.England. In order to gain this
poiltical power, he uses any means that he can, but one of the abilities which seems
to help him most is his ability to understand the people around him. He knows lust
exactly how to act to convince them of whatever he wants them to think or do. For
example, with his brother Clarende (Act I, Scene i, !I. 46-117) we might say that he
plays the part of "loyal 'brother. "

A. Describe the part that he plays in the following scenes:
1. With Brakenbury, Act I, Stone i# 11. '84-112.
29 With corpse bearers, Act I, Scene II. 33-42,
3. With Ante, Act I, Seem ii, II. 49425.
4, With the court, Act I, Scene in, II. 42-117.
5. With Margaret, Act I, Scene Ili, 11:160-239,
6. With murderers, Act I, Scene iii, II. 339-356.
7. With Edward, Act II, Scene i, 11.46-94.
8. With the court, Act II, Scene i, II. 134-end.

If Richard is acting a particular way and saying particular things to impress the
people he is talking to, how does Shakespeare let us know what Richard is really
thinking? Cite a specific example from the play to prove your point.



STUDY GUIDE VI; Ili

ACT III
J. 1 What opinion of the children does Buckingham show in lines 132

2. What opinion of the children does Richwd show in line 155?

3. Why did Shakespeare make these children so clever and so well thought
That is, how does it help him make the play more effective?

4. Whose side is auckinlham on? (Give line reference for proof.)

5 Whose side is Catesby on? (Give line reference.)

6. Whose side are Hastings and Stanley on? (Give' line m

7. Whose side is Stanley on? (Give line reference.)

8. What is the irony of lines 43 and 44?

9. What is the meaning of lines 123 and 124?

iiiy 10. See Margaret's prophecy.

iv. 11. How do lines 9-12 explain Ekscki ha s

so many others have failed?

12. Contrast Buckingham's attitude to Hastings' in li

13. Why is this speech b Hastings particularly effective at this
in the play?

14. What is Richard's excusre for putting Has i death? (Give One referonc

15 How do lines 5-11 show again how Buckingh inr can succeed with Riche

when others can't?

16. Lines 22, 23; see Margaret's prophecy.

17. How can the Mayor of London help Richard and ucki

vi. 18. A in the commoners understand what the royalty do no

vii. 19. How do the citizens react to Bucki m s argument that
his sons are not legitimate heirs to to throne? (Give line referen

20. Why is the action suggested in lines 50 and 51 necessary

21. Lines 96-103 are obviously lies to us, and to the common citizens.
Why can't the figures of nobility and the Lord Mayor see this as

wail as the common people? (Dramatic irony.)

oz,



ACT IV

STUDY GUIDE VII: Ric.hardUI

1 What characteristics of the young princesmake their murderieemo.snote.1*inousit-cr
than the.others Richard has committed?

2. Why is it important to Richard to hear Buckingham's decision about the murder of
the Otincbs?. (Act IV, Scene U, lines 86, 87) Why does he not.listen.to
Buckingham's decision?

3. Is Richard's failure to satisfy Buckingham a mistake? Why or why not?' ,

or

4. How have Richard's conversations with the women of the court changed from
previous acts?

5. How is Richard's wooing of Elizabeth different from his wooing of Anne?

6. How does Richard show weakness in giving orders to Catesby, Ratcliffe, 4nd
Derby? (Act IV, Scene iv, lines 440490)

7. What forces are gathering against Richard?

ACT V

1. Wharparallel structures does Shakespeare use to contrast Richmond and Richard?
' ,

\" .1

' #
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STUDY GUIDE VIII: Richard III

1. Explain how Richard's opening speech reveals certain emotions and mental states
about himself.

2. De you feel Richard's deformity is the basic cause for the emotions and mental states

you described in question 1? Does Richard's desire to rise to power affect his emotions-

and mental state?

3. How does Richard succeed in wooing Anne? In wooing Elizabeth? Interpret what

these incidents reveal about the character of the women in the play.

4. Margaret seems to be very different from the other characters of the play. Now is
she different? Why is she different; i.e., how does she contribute to the effective-
ness of the play?

5. What does Richard reveal about himself in his treatment of the two princes?

6. How does Richard's arrangement to be offered the crown aid in Shakespeare's

development of Richard's character?

7. What is the function of the grieving queens throughout the play?

8. What is the function of the townspeople throughout the play?

9. Does Shakespeare use methods other than Richard's actions to reveal Richard's

character? If so, what are these methods? Explain in detail.

10. A multitude of characters do not comprehend Richard's true character. Ari
there characters who do? If so, how do they aid the reader in understanding

Richard's character?

11. Name the characters Shakespeare selects to emphasize Richard as an arch villain.
Why does Shakespeare choose these characters?

12. Interpret Shakespeare's development of Richard as a character. Is there a development

or change in the character of Richard?

13. What do the following symbolize: Richard, Richmond, the young princes, Hastings?

14. Place the characters of the play on the following scales:
Intelligence.
Justice.
Power.
Centrality to dramatic action.

15. Contrast: Hastings and Buckingham.
Margaret and Richard.
Buckingham and Richard.

16. What allegorical interpretation of the play do the previous three questions suggest?

17. What are the problems of interpreting this play as an allegory?

18. What does this play imply about the uses of power?



LESSON #6

OBJECTIVES: To analyze the role of power in personal experiences.
To write a short story.

MATERIALS: None

PROCEDURES:

A. To relate the concepts of power to the students' personal experience, ask them for
examples from their own lives or from their notebooks of conflicts of power in which
they have been involVed.
1. What were the poivers in conflict?
2. What were the results of the conflict?
3. With whom does your sympathy lie?
4. What techniques could we use to create a reader attitude to correspond

with your sympathy?
5. What could we do to eitiate readdr'synipathy for the other main figure in the

incident?
'.-1)

B. Develop :-from questions like those above'an outline of one of the student experiences,
indicating basic plot conflict, chanacteriiationd'and outcome. Continue with this
illustration by writing from class responses the first paragraph of the story and the
climax: With thirmodel developed, have the'students continue their preparation of a
short story. ,, . ,

1. We will now have a ten-minute "think" period. During this time select three
possible story topics from your notebook and dawilbp the echaracters, conflict,
outcome, and techniques in your head, or jotted on that page of your notebook.

2. Now we will move into small groups. In these groups each of you in turn
should present his three ideas and listen to your audience's criticisms and
suggestions. From this experience you should get additional ideas about which
one to choose and how it might be developed. When your group. has
this procedure, split up and begin writing your short stories.



LESSON #7

OBJECTIVES: To synthesize the learning of the unit.
To organize a long expository theme.

MATERIALS: None

PROCEDURES:

A. Since lessons 5, 6, and 7 of this unit are primarily individual student activities,
their scheduling should be flexible: The teacher should allow students to start
lessons 6 and 7 as they finish the preceding lessons. The total time involved in
the three lessons for individual students can be equalized by having the faster
students spend more time revising and improving their writing, by having them
assist slower students in their work, or by giving them specialized assignments
in some problem area of composition.

B. Use the class definition developed in lesson 4 and the notebook entries developed
by the class as a whole as starting points for developing a model composition with
the class. Discuss the problems of organizing and integrating the various aspects
of the unit and emphasize the. importance of pbint of:view as a unifying technique.
When the model is developed, have the students begin outlining their themes.

C. During these last three lessons the teacher should spend his time in conference with
individuals and small groups. Some extremely effective teaching can be done in
this individual contact with the students, but the effectiveness of the lessons will
break down if the teacher uses.the time for grading ,papers or other activities that
do norinvolve him closely with the students.



LESSON #8

OBJECTIVE: To apply unit concepts independently to an extended literary work.

MATERIALS: Bibliography

PROCEDURES:

r

A. Distribute the bibliography to the students and relate information about the books
in order to give the students more knowledge on which .to base their selections.
Take them to the library to make their selections and toegin reading.

..
B. Have the students take notes on important aspects of their reading and on their

thoughts about their themes. As they read, discuss with them. the content and
organization of their themes.

C. When the unit is completed, duplicate and distribute the better papers.

II
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Anouilh, Jean
Anthony Evelyn
Ay ling, S. E.

Ba Ichin, Nigel
Barnes, M. C.

Baumann, Hans

Belloc, Hillaire
Boulle, Pierrea
Buck, Pearl
Burdick, Eugene
Carr, Albert
Churchill, Sir Winston
Costain, Thomas

Cronin, A. J.
Daughtery, lames
Davis, W;Iliam
Deutscher, Isaac
De Wohl, Louis
Dolan, Mary
Dubois, Jules
Duggan, Alfred

Eckerson, Olive

Fast, Howard
Gavin, 'Catherine
George, Peter
Graves, 'Robert
Guerard, Albert
Gunther, John

Harwood, Alice
Irwin, Margaret

Jackson, D. V. S.
Kane, Harnett
Karp, David
Kemal, Yasar
Kenyon, F. W.

BIBLIOGRAPHY - POWER

Beckett
Charles the King (events leading to his beheading)
clWer-nts"o7 Power (De Gaulle, Franco, Nehru, Ataturk,

'1<iruslicheTN, ussolini, Salazar
,

Hitler, Tito, Stalin, etc.)
Borgia Testament (Caesare vs. della Rovere)
BrierGaWricrir (intrigue around Anne Boleyn and Henry VIII)
TriarTese (ElrEibeth mother of Henry VIII, and War of Roses)
WiThinW Hollow Crown (Richard II, Henry IV, Anne of Bohemia),..
Taira The Sep Wer struggle between grandsons of Genghis

Marie Antoinette
erCr9711.e iver Kwai

Imperial "(Enpres--(Tzu Hsi)
Faiit.safeVi'esident and atomic attack)
MerTirirower
7676 rriralirs
Darkness and the Dawn (Attila, th9. march on Rome)
MagnificenTantirry'refforts of Simon de Montfort to limit
6:swiirof the king)
The of the Kingdom
TRW ncitata7KiiiiJohn vs. nobles)
frie alTrir. (Rubicon, battle of Pharsalia)
Stalrn
Mnlist Crusader (Don Juan of Austria)
FralnISZIOTTir hage (Second Punic War, crossing of Alps)
Fidel Castro:'11Writor or Dictator?
miz v--rErcitleTlDsein"itrSrPhTITocetes)

unnen 67 tliFITcive (Edward the Confessor and Harold Godwinsson)
u ius aEssa-r

S cheep (Thomas Beckett vs. Henry II)
TE6 rehrtine Cerdic (Alfred the Great)

LordIsTa TEriErsreth
We MT old-Woke (Richard III and the War of the Roses)
Periver(Wor unions, modeled on John L. Lewis)

Falls and the Crown (Maximilian in Mexico)
Red Moir (oasis of Strangelove)
r,"t cITATus (Livia's passion for power)
1ya eon

exan er The Great
Julius Caesar
Merchalircer the Ruby
ETTRamiNciiid-ThirPance of Spai n

e

NtR,WPrrciss\,iW7 1ia iy;t Wen of Scots)
"igir

a Peril (Henry V - Agincourt)
AnTaiThOlis. B2422Lie

Me (man vs. totalitarianism)
ty Hawk (fight against Agha of Turkey)

TIR"GT.22 analiii-Dream (Duke of Marlborough et al, fight for
power"dirrin.$7-reiblisTA Queen Anne)

Marie Antoinette
orsmocFac

0



Kriebel, Fletcher
Komroff, Manuel

Lamb, Harold

Lefton, Jennette

Lewis, Hilda

Lewis, Paul
Lofts, Norah
Ma longer
Maugham, A. M.
Mc Kenney, Ruth
Mitchinson, Naomi
Nordhoff, Charles,

and James N. Hall
Oliver, Jane

Orwell, George
Payne, Robert

Reiner, Ludwig
Scherman, Katharine
Schoonover, Lawrence

Scott, Virgil
Selinko, Annemarie

Seton, Anya
Shellabarger, Samuel

Shirer, William
Slocombe, George
Snyder, Louis
To lkien, J. R. R.
Vandercook, John
Warner; Rex
Warren, Robert
Wedgwood, Cicely
Weigel!, Arthur
Westcat, Jan
White,' Helen
Wright, Constance

Young; Peter
Zweig, Stefan

Page 2

Seven Dan in y (plot of military to take over)
IMF& Caesar
Wirp.10
Atexanaer the God
Mrlemagrir
Te"ThIFIKRn

amid
an7F1. ane

e and the Tsar (Peter the Great)
o b7rAfrair(Elizabeth I and Robert Dudley)

TFie' TF"Jr4 EiTianeth
Call ...crbeck (ruthlessness of Duke of Buckingham

vs. owards in time of Charles I)
Wife to Henry V
Tli GsinfIFF:u0 (Margaret of Austria)
Erebriorire queen (Eleanor of Aquitaine)
The WM' of India vs. the people to retain power)
FIR '7)7 Monmouth

rage (Napo eon
TomeLed (Caesar's Gallic wars)

MAIN on the ,BoutAf
TEFL-ioir Cirialase (Mary Stuart)
Sin 7ffoiTirri -"StartMalcolm III of Scotland)

tg rothTil
riTrand Death of Lenin

felleTiCk7We Great
cafherine tlie"-GreTfC
Queenls Cairn '-(Tadinand V, model of Machias elli% 'Prince,'

riSila of Spain)
S ider Ki (Louis XI of France vs. nobles for power)

o n rdaunt (Cromwell vs. the Cavaliers)
Degree maTne Verings to get Napoleon's family on the thrones
7-Dr-Europe)
Katherine (John of Gaunt's struggle for power)

mER'ritiivalier (conspiracy against Fronds' I)
Proria al"iroces (the Borgias)
Tfrellisirarialrall of the Third Reich

ffiri COu-oroir
FITifera azism
rentirwsli of tTte ating (allegory showing how power corrupts)

be ,LeiTyrTfir ate of gijatillie, 2 of Haiti
Laesar

e Trig:TMen (power of politico( boss)
C7oriweir""

Alexander the Great
TW'ffiirEurTr( arrirs IV vs. father, ca. 1500)
Flat guilt With Hands (Henry IV .vs. Pope Gregory VII)
Uatigtifertalsra -17373n (struggles, of Hortense among the

ro ers)
Cromwell

Queen of Scots and the Isles
~Irablisa4 111111.1111M110111 IMMO ftsiorw*M1/0" ileM10011. IMMO 0111101111010
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4

TEACHING THE UNIT

The primary purpose of this unit is to teach students to recognize and interpret simple
satire when they encounter it. Thus the unit emphasizes technique rather than forms and .moves
through a series of lessons each of which emphasizes a particular technique.

The unit opens with a class discussion of cartoons collected by both the teacher and the
students and moves into the second lesson. on what is called here "direct satire"satire achieved
through abuse.and exaggeration. The first three selections in this lesson contain passages satir-
izing women and their use of makeup. Since the passages were written over a period of nearly
nineteen centuries, the boys especially find them very amusing.

The students next study satire which is much less obviousthat achieved through irony.
In this lesson the students first deal with ironic poems as a class, examining and objectifying the
contrast which gives rise to the satiric irony, then interpret two ironic poems in small group,
and finally examine the poem "Ozymandias" individually.

The fourth lesson of the unit confronts the'student with a series of satiric fables and em-
phasizes the writing of well wrought paragraphs. This lesson also moves from work in the whole
class situation to group work and finally to analysis by individual students, but it has a dual
purposeto teach the analysis of fables and to teach the writing of interpretative paragraphs.
Thus when the class interprets a fable, they, as a group under the teacher's direction, write
an explanatory paper. In the final step of the lesson when the individual student analyzes a
fable, he also writes an explanatory paragraph with the experience of having written and dis-
cussed such paragraphs with his teacher and classmates.

The students then turn their attention to a longer "fable," Animal Farm, and, after
reading and discussing the book, write an analysis of one aspect orfEeTov7a17 Next the students
listen to.H. M. S. Pinafore and discuss its social satire.

TFe n'ellsrivritaisignment gives the students a chance to become satirists themselves,
and in schools which do not permit student criticism this lesson might better be omitted. .School
dances, the administrative hierarchy, the English teacher, the counseling system, the math and
physical education teacher--all are vulnerable to attack. The unit might well conclude with
this lesson, for if a student can find a target vulnerable to satire, can choose a technique suit-
able for hitting his target, and can hit it, what more can we ask? The unit, however, closes .

with a test for good measure.
11

A

A Bibliopraphy for" the Teacher

Elliott, Robert C., The Power of Satire, Princeton, 1960.

Nisbet, Gilbert, The Anatomy of Satire, Princeton, 1962.

!Cement Alvin B., The Cankered Muse, New Haven, 1959.



MATERIALS

FABLES:
Aesop, "The Donkey and the Grasshopper," Aesop's Fables, trans. Townsend and

James, ed. Angelo Petri, J. B. Lippincott C67,15Eiladelphia, 1949.
Aesop, "The Fox and the Grapes," Aesop's Fables.
Aesop, "The Ox and the Frog; __A_k_e_sap_ss Fables,
Aesop, "The Wolf and the IsimbsofilMbles.
Anon., "Of Maintaining Truth to the Last,ITTFita Romanorum in Various Fables from

Various Places, ed. Diane di Prima, Crrpiricorn books, NegYiir, Mar
Chuang zn-74,nriticlada and the Wren," in Waley, Arthur, Three Wan of Thought

in Ancient China, Anchor Books, New York.
Gay, Jolin,"11S--Foir Er the Point of Death," "The Turkey and the Ant," "The Wild.

Boar and the Ram," "The Man and the Flea," in Various Fables from Various
Places.

Moore, TaZird, "The Wolf, the Sheep and the Lamb," in Various Fables from Various
NIEN0410.11.110=4 11/401101011111111101. ar1111111MO 0.04111110110,1141110.0Places.

Smart, MilEipher, "The Pig," in Various Fables from Various Places.

POETRY:
Cleghorn, S. N., "The Golf Links Lie So Near the Mill," The Desk Drawer Anthol

Alice Roosevelt Langworth and Theodore Roosevelt, DOeublidarrirran Co.,
1937.

Robinson, Edward Arlington, "Richard Cory," "Miniver Cheevy," Family Album of
Favorite Poems, ed. Faber & Faber, 2nd edition, 1951.

SassoonTSToTiTea7Base Details," "Does It Matter?;' The New Modern American
and British Poetry, ed. Richard Charlton MacKerTzleTTRe Btakeitolil l'CT.D77.1946.

SassoonTSTeirria, "They," Chief Modern Poets of England and America, eds. Gerald
DeWitt Sanders and Jon Ortirm,""Macniiltan-CO.7193.6.

Shelley, Percy Bysshe, "Ozymandias," Anthology of World Polly, ed. Mark Van Doren,
Reynolt Hitchcock, 1936.

Southey, Robert, "The Battle of Blenheim," Poems I Remember, John Kieran, Doubleday,'
OMMMINOMIIIIIOMMINNIWDoran & Co., 1945.

Whitman, Walt, "When I Heard The Learn'd Astronomer," Adventures in American
Literature, Harcourt Brace, New 'York, 1952.

SHORT STORIES:
Maughm, Somerset, "ThL1 Ant and the Grasshapper," in 75 Short t142siteirstsj

ed. Roger B. Goodman, Bantam, New York, 1961.
Mark Twain, "Baker's Blue Jay Yarn," in Good Times Thrc.....ui h Literature, Scott

Foresman, New York, 1956.
Mark Twain, "Luck," in 75 Short M.c2tts.sisz.s.

smarm imms****0

NOVEL:
Orwell, George, Animal Farm, New American Library, New York, 1962.

EXCERPTS;

Dickens, Charles, "On the Internal Edonomy of Dotheboys Hall," Chapter VIII from
Nicholas Ni_cklet, Dodd Mead & Co., 1950.

GoldsmiTFrOlTevers from a Citizen of the World" inOliver Goldsmith: The
Vicar of Wakefield and Other Writings, ed.-Frederfr:fiV. Hullos, Modem
(Nrciry, 1-4"7"m""77c7E,11755:



EXCERPTS: (coned.)

Juvenal, The Satires of, tr. Hubert Creekritore, New American Library, New-York,,,
1933, 75TicTions.)

Wylie, Philip, Generation of Vipers, Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, New York,
1942. (SEMcrars.r

RECORD:

Gilbert and Sullivan, H.M.S. Pinafore, Angel Records, New York, 1951.



EXCERPTS: (contid.)

Juvenal, The Satires of, tr. Hubert Creekmore, New American Library, NevrYorkr
1953, 1573 lecifons.)

Wylie, Philip, Generation of Vipers, Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, New York,

1942. (Seiecions.

RECORD:

Gilbert and Sullivan, H.M.S. Pinafore, Angel Records, New York, 1951.



USSON 11: INTRODUCTION TO SATIRE t'

OBJECTIVE: To devise.o working definition of satire..,

MATERIALS: Satirical cartoons

PROCEDURES:

O

A. Before .oginning. this unit the teacher should collect some cartoons which` ridicule con-

tattOorgrY ideasand phenomena which are familiar to the students. Someof these can

be placed on a bulletin board before the unit begins,while others can be saved for in-
troducing the unit to the class. For instance, one cartoon which has been successful
in introducing this unit is a two page spread from Esquire (date unknown) called "In-
tourist's Guide and Itinerary to the U.S.A. (For SOWerExchange Visitors)." On this

mapped itinerary the soviet visitor docks at Hoboken and goes.directly to tour the
Bedforde.Stuyvesant Area, Brooklyn," then via Second Avenue to Wall Street and the
Bowery.' From here'hii*.gees to Boston'and the site of the "Historic Sacco-Vanzetti
Jailhouse. The trip, includes visits to a, "typical state. legislature" in Baton Rouge;
Little Rock (three trines) i Appleton, Wisc.onsin:and. the home of Sonata'. Joseph R.
McCarthy; Disneyland, "Opiate of the Masses," etc. The map includes a key to
exploited Indians, Negroes, Mexicans, and -oriental-4 missile bases and the play-
grounds of the rich. With a cartoon: ike this it is easy to begin the. unit. The teacher

need only,ask why the cartoonist is directing the "Soviet Exchange Visitor" to such

Places,: `Why are the'playgrounds of therich in contrast with the exploited Indians,
Negroes, 'and Mexicans? Why is the visitor directed to the headquarters of the KKK?,
The students soon see that the cartoonist is criticizing certain social and political
institutions in the United States. The next problem for the student is simply, how does
the cartoonist achieve the criticism. Why is the cartoon funny? Whatis the purpose

of an "exchange visit"? What would we want a Russian visitor to learn about our

country?. The students will' soon see that the criticism comes through the ridiculbus
idea of sending a Russian visitor (whom we would normally try to impress with our fine,
democratic way of life) to see what the cartoonist regards as social and political
injustice. They will see that while in one way the cartoon is funny, in another way it is
a bitter indictment of our social and political mares.

B... The teacher can repeat this process with a number of cartoons until the students are ready

to attempt a definition. The following questions are basic, but others will be necessary

in examining particular cartoons.
I. Why is the cartoon funny?
2. Why is it not funny?
3. What does it criticize ?`

C. Tell the students that these cartoons may be called satire. (At this point it is wise

to introduce the words satirize, satirist, and satirical, emphasizing the spelling of
each.) Ask them to define'satire in terms of what they have gathered from the car-

toons. They should be able volunteer the ideas that satire involves ridicule or
criticism which is funny but sometimes bitterly funny, and that the satirist aims his

criticism at human conduct which he believes to be unjust, immoral, or foolish.
When each student has 'composed a definition, -have.them compare theirs with that of
a dictionary to decide whether theirs is-adequate at least for the time being. If it

not, they may change it in view of the dictionary's.

D, Ask the students to collect one or two satirical cartoons from newspapers and maga-

zines. Ask them to mount the cartoons and to write a few lines below explaining
why they think the cartoon is satirical. The results of this assignment may be used

to discoverwhetheror not each student understands the basic elements of satire and

recognizes them. If they do not, more work with carbons is in order.



LESSON #2: OBVIOUS SATIRE; DIATRIBE AND EXAGGERATION

OBJECTIVES:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURES:

r.

To recognize abuse, invective, and exaggeration as weapons of satire..
To state how the use of such weapons reflects both humor and bitterness.
To state the targets of satire.

Selection from Juvenal, Satire Vi, II. 457473.
Selection from Goldsmith, "Letters from a Citizen of the World," Letter No. 3,

Selection from Philip Wylie, Genetiltion,of.Vi rsi.
Chapter VIII, "On the Interna tiomy 11") from N..,....ichOlaS

Nickleby, Charles Dickens.

A. The selections froriti Juvenal, Goldsmith, and Wylie all condemn women for their use

of excessive makeup and for,other reasons. Tell the:students that Juvenal was a Roman

satirist who published his first satires about 110 A..0., that Goldsmith was an English

writer' who published The Citizen Of the World first in serial form as individUal letters

between 1760 and 176T t etriTrtgoTrilaTITTo umes and that Philip Wylie is an American

satirist who published Generation of Vigers_ in 1942...., Two centuries. separate Wylie and

Goldsmith and eighteF51-enturiesiep Juvenal and Wylie. Is it ,possibre thatall
thrie might satirize the same tendencies among women?

B. Distribute the selections from Juvenal, Goldsmith, and Wylie. Explain that Goldimith's
selection is part of a fictitious letter written from a Chinese visiting. London ,to his old

friend and teacher in Peking.'

C. Ask the students to read the three selections to determine what is being satirized in

each and how the method of satire differs from one satire to the next. When' the students

have completed the reading, lead a class discussion using the following questions as

a guide,
1. What do the three passages satirize?
2. What particular failings in women does each passage attack? .

3. What might bo the reason for the similarities among the various passages?

4. What techniques do the authors of the three passages use to Satirize women?

5; Can you find any lines where you can be sure the authors are exaggerating?

6. Can you find any words, phrases,' or lines whicliare intended to arouse disgust

in the reader, either through direct allusion or through connotation?

7. Can you find any instances of name calling?
8. Which satire is less direct than the other two?
9. How does the tone of Goldsmith's passage differ from the other two?

10. What is responsible for the difference in tone?

0

D. Distribute copies of "Meet Miss Muffet," modeled upon a poertii by Lawrence

Ferlinghetti. After the class has read the poem, ask them whether it is as

successful a satire as the other selections. The students should try to justify their

decisions.

E. Distribute copies of the chapter from Nicholas Nickleby and give the students the

following background information before read fhe chapter. .

In Dicken's time (mid-nineteenth century) there were a number of boarding

schools in Yorkshire, many of which were regarded as inferior; In addition

Yorkshire itself was regarded as an uncouth and uncultured area. (As Nicholas

is preparing to leave London for Dotheboys Hall he comments to his sister, "I 4'

.suppose Yorkshire folks are rather rough and uncultivated.") However, as



late as 1851, 2 1/2 per cent of the schoolmasters and mistresses in
private schools signed their census returns with a mark and there were
many trials on record tn"which schoolmasters had been tried for un-
conscionable cruelty to their chcirges. Squeers and his family were
modeled on an actual Yorkshire sclvolman's family, but Dickens'
model was not so bad'as;his chonscter. Still, the schoolmaster whom
Dickens used as a model was ruined and not,long.atter the publication
of Nicholas Nick leb thenotorious,Yarksi!ire schoolsNvere closed.
Chie)WWI egins w en Nicholas had Wst arrived at Dotheboys Hall
to be Squeer's assistant. Nicholas had accompanied Squeers from
London to Yorkshire on the occasion of the latter's journey to London to
collect mail and fees for the,boifs.

As the students read the selection, ask them to note:the targets of satire and the specific
tc4chniques used to accompliih this. satire. Wlien the reading is complete and the students
have worked with the study guide individually, discuss the selection. The study guide
questions will give direction to the,discussion,.

F. The final activity of the hisson is making a list of the various satiric techniques with
examples. These should include exaggeration, abuse, offensive language and imagery,
and name calling (invective).. ;The 'students should distinguish among the direct mono-
logues of Juvenal and Wylie speaking, in their own voices, the indirect monologue of
Goldsmith speaking through a fictitious character, and the story form used by Dickens.
The students should also considerthie advantages and disadvantages of each form.

Olt
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From JUVENAL, SATIRE VI

A woman stops at nothing, for nothing's
shameful, the thinks,

When she ring's herneck with'emeraldi
and hangs to her ears gold links

With pearls big enough to stretch them.
Nothing's so hard to endute

As a wealthy woman. .pefore that,. her
face is foul, ,'each

Grotesquely 'puffed by beauty packs,
and she: reeks and drips .*

With thick Poppaean creams, which'
stick to her poor husband's lips.

A lover she greets with skin washed
clean. But when will she.cam

To lank attractive at home? For iovers,
spikenard's kept there;

For them she buys all that you slender
Hindus in commerce

Send us. At last she opens her face,
strips off the first

Of the plasters, and begins to look
recognizable; then

She's laved in asses' milk, from a herd
of females, which in

Her train would be led if she were
banished to the North Pole.

But when she's daubed and treated with
all those creams and mole

Removers and wrinkle smoothers of
hot, wet dough, the results are

Questionable: What shall we call it--
a face or an ulcer?

(II. 457-473)
- trans., Hubert Creekmore



From LETTER THREE, THE CITIZEN OF THE WORLD
by Oliver Goldsmith

Behold me,then in London, gazing at the strangers,and they ,atme; itsooms they find.some..

what absurd in my figure; and had I bean never from home ,it is possible migllt find an infinite
fund of ridicule in theirs; but by long travelling I am taught to laugh at folly alone, and to find
nothing 'truly ridiculous but villainy and-vice s.,

When I had lust, uitted my ngtivqcountryrond crossed the Chinese wall, I thought every

doviation from the customs and manner's -of China was a departing, from. naturo. .1 smiled, at the

blue lips and rod foreheads of the Tongusass, I could .hardly contain whon Pwas tho P.aures dross

their heads with horns, the Ostiacs powder their hair with red earth, and The Calmuck beauties

trick out in all. the finery. of sheep` -skin,, But. I .s0on perceived that the ridicule lay not in them

but in me, and that t falsely condemnod others for absurdity, because they happened to. differ from

my standard of perfection, which was founded in prejudice or partiaHly..
I find no pleasure therefore.in,taxina the English with departitig' from nature in'their extorrri

appearance, which is all I yet know of their character; it impossible they only endeavour 'to .im-,

prove her simple plan, since every extrovagnace in,eur dross proceeds from a clesir;q.of becoming

more beautiful than nature made us; this is so' harmless a vanity that I not only pardon but pp/Novo.

it. A desire to be more excellent than others is.what actually makes us so, and as thousands find

a livelihood in, society by such appetites, none but they ignorant inveigh, against them.

You are notinsensibie, most reverend Fum Hoopell.wiscit:numberless trades, even among .the

Chinese, subsist by the harmless pride of each other. Your nose-borers, feet-swathers, tooth-,

stainers, eye brow pluckers, would all want broad, should their neighbours want vanity. Those

vanities, however, employ much fewer hands in China than in English; a fine gentleman, or a

fine lady, here dressed up to the fashion, seem scarcely to have a single limb or feature as nature

has loft it. They call in to their assistance fancy on every occasion, and think themselves finest

when they most depart from what they really are.
To make a fine gentleman several trades are required, but chiefly a barber; you have un-

doubtedly heard of the Jewish champion all whose strength lay in his hair. Ono would think that

the English were for placing all wisdom there. In order to appear a wise man, nothing more is

requisite than to borrow hair from the heads of all his neighbours and clap it like a bush on his

own: the distributors of their laws stick on such quantities that it is almost impossible, even in

idea, to distinguish between their heads and their hair.
Those whom I have boon now describing affect the gravity of the lion: those I am going to -

describe more resemble the tricks of the monkey. The barber, who still seems master of the

ceremonies, cuts their hair not round the edges as with us, but close to the crown; and then with

a composition of meal and hog's lard, plaistors the whole in such a manner as to make it impos-

sible to distinguish whether he wears a cap or a plaister; to make the picture more perfectly

striking, conceive the tail of some boast, a pig's tail for instance, appended to the back of his

head, and reaching down to that place where other tails are generally seen to begin; thus bo-

tailed and bepowdered, he fancies he improves in beauty, dresses up his hard-featured face in

smiles, and attempts to look hideously tender. Thus equipped, ho is qualified to make love, and

hopes for success more from the powder on the outside of his head than the sentiments within.

Yet when you consider what sort of a creature the fine lady is, to whom ho pays his addres-

ses, it is not strange to find him thus equipped in order to please her. She is herself every whit

as fond of powder, and tails, and ribbands, and hog's lard as he; to speak my secret sentiments,

most reverend Fum, the ladies hero are horridly ugly; I can hardly endure the sight of them;

no way resemble the beauties of China; the Europeans have a quite different idea of beauty from

us; when I reflect on the small footed perfections of thy charming daughter, how is it possible I

should have eyes for any other personal excellence. How very broad her face. how very short

her nose; how very little her eyes; how very thin her lips; and how very black her teeth; the snow

on the tops of Bao is not fairer than her cheek; and hor eye-brows ore as small as the thread of

the finest silk. Hero a lady with such perfections` would be frightful. The Dutch and Chinese

beauties, I own, have some resemblance, but the English ladies are entirely different; rod cheeks,

big eyes, and tooth of a most odious whitonoss aro every whore to be seen; and than such mas-

culine foot as actually servo some of them for walking!



LETTER THREE, Page 2

Yef uncivil ds nature has been, they seem resolved to outdo hoi in Unkindness; they use
white powder, blue powder, and black powder, but never red powder, as among the Tartars,
in their hair.

They paint their faces not less than the Calmucl and stick en,,, with spittle, little black
patches on every part of the face, except only thelip"of the nese. which I never see with a
patch on it. You'll have a hetter.idea of their manner of plaCing these spots, when I have fin-
ished a map of an English face patch'd up to the fashion, which perh6.ips I shall shortly send to
add to yoUr curious collection of beasts, medals, and monsters.

Thus far I have seen, and I have now one of their authors before me, who talk me
something strange and which 1 can hardly believe; His' words are to this effect: "Most ladies ,

in this country have two faccs;'one face to sloop in, and another to show in company: the
first face is generally. rcsorvid for the husband,and family at home, the other put on to please
strangers abroad; (the family`face is often indifferent enough, but the out-door ono looks some-
thing better) this last is always made at the toilet, where whim, the looking-glass, and the
toad-cater sit in council and settle the complexion of the day.'"

I can't ascertain the truth of this remark; howeVer, they seem to me to act upon very odd
principles upon another occasion, since.they wear more cloats within doorethan without; and
a lady who seems to shudder at a breeze in her own apartment appears half naked in public.
Adieu.



From GENERATION OF VIPERS

Mom, however, is a great little guy. Pulling pants onto her by these words, let us look

at mom.
She is a middle-aged puffin with an eye like a hawk that has just' seen a rabbit twitch 'kir

below. She is about twenty-five pounds overweight, with no sprint, but sharp heels and a hard

backhand which she does not regard as a foul but a womanly defense. in a thousand of her there

is not sex appeal enough to budge a hermit ten paces off a rock'jedge. She none the less spends

several hundred dollars a year on permanents and transformations, pomades, cleansers, rouges,

lipsticks, and the like--and fools nobody except herself. If a man kisses her with any earnest.!

ness, it is time for morn to feel for her pocketbook, and this occasionally does happen.

She smokes thirty cigarettes a day, chews gum, and consumes tons of bonbons and petit

fours. The shortening in the latter, stripped from pigs, sheep 'arid cattle, shortens mom. She

plays bridge with the stupid voracity of a hammerhead shark, which cannot see what it is trying

to gobble but never stops snapping its laws and roiling the waves with its tail. She drinks mod-

erately, which is to say, two or three cocktails before dinner every night and a brandy and a

couple of highballs afterward. She doesn't count the two cocktails she takes before lun6h when

she lunches out, which is every day she can. On Saturday nights, at the club or in the juke

joint, she loses count of her drinks and is liable to get a little tiddly, which is to say, shot or

blind. But it is her man who worries about where to acquire the money while she worries only

about how to spend it, so he has the ulcers and colitis and she has the guts of a bear; she can get

pretty stiff before she topples.
Her sports are all spectator sports.
She was graduated from high school or a "finishing" school or even a college in her distant

past and made up for the unhappiness of compulsory education by sloughing all that she learned

so completely that she could not pass the final examinations of a fifth grader. She reads the fic-

tion in three women's magazines each month and occasionally skims through an article, which

usually angers her so that she gets other moms to skim through it, and then they have a session on

the subject over a canister of spiked coffee in order to damn the magazine, the editors, the author,

and the silly girls who run about these days. She reads two or three motion-picture fan magazines

also, and goes to the movies about two nights a week. If a picture does not coincide precisely

with her attitude of the moment, she converses through alt of it and so whiles away the time. She

does not appear to be lecherous toward the movie photographs as men do, but that is because she

is a realist and a little shy on imagination. However, if she gets to Hollywood and encounters

the flesh-and-blood article known as a male star, she and her sister moms will run forward in a

mob, wearing a joint expression that must make God rue his invention of bisexuality, and tear

the man's clothes from his body, yea, verily, down to his B.V.D.'s.
Mom is organization-minded. Organizations, she has happily discovered, are intimidating

to all men, not just to mere men. They frighten politicians to sniveling servility and they terrify

pastors; they bother bank presidents and they pulverize school boards. Mom has many such or-

ganizations, the real purpose of which is to compel an abject compliance of her environs to her

personal desires. With these associations and committees she has double parking ignored, for

example.



STUDY GUIDE: "On the Internal Economy of Dotheboys Hall"
by Charles Dickens

1. What kind of man is Squeers? What are his various .characteristics? What
evidenceis there to support your analysis of his character? .

What kind'of woman is his wife? What are her charaateristics? What
evidence is there to support your analysis of her charactdr?

What are Squeers' educational policies?

4. What instances of cruelty and'fraud do Mr, and Mrs. Squeers exhibit?

5. How does Dickens reveal Squeers' pretensions.to education and to fitness
for the care of children?

6 How are the scenes both humorous and bitter at the same time?

7. What are the targets of satire?

8. What techniques does Dickens use to reveal stupidity, cruelty, and
greed in this selection?

9. How does this selection differ in form and tone from those of Juvenal,
Goldsmith,' and Wylie?

4
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LESSON 03: IRONIC SATIRE

OBJECTIVES., To recognize the contrast underlying irony.
To infer the good'or ideal which the author implies.
To identify the targets of satire in ironic poetry and prose.

MATERIALS: "The Golf Links Lie So Near the Mill"
"Richard Cork:'

.
"Does It Matter?"
"Ther''.
"The Battle of Blenheim''
"The Learned Astronomer"
"Ozymandias".

PROCEDURES:

0
"

A. Tell the students that satire is not always as,evident as it is in the Selections of
the previous lesson: .

B. ,.Distribute the poems intended for whole Oats discbssion: "the Golf Links Lie So
. Near the Mill," "Richard Cory," "Base Details," "Does It Matter?," and "They."

C. "The Golf Links Lie So Nearlhe the.students to read the poem and
then lead a discussion krestablish how,the,satire is.achieved indirectly through,
contrast rather than*through direct 'criticism. :The following questions serve as
a guide to the discussion.
11.. What are golf links?
2. Who is in the mill? What is a mill?
3. 'What are the.men doing?
4, What contrast does. the poem point-out? .

5. How is this contrast the reverse of what we usually judge to be just?
6. To what phase of history does this poem have reference?
7. What is the target' of satire in this poem?

"Richard Cory." The discussion of this poem should follawinimediately to
reinforce the idea of criticism through contrast.'
1. Why did people think so highly of Richard Cory?
2. Why does Robinson use the phrase Ve.people on the 'pavement! ?. What

does this phrase connote in contrast to Cory?
3. *What line makes the second contrast in the poem?
4. What is the 'target of this poem's 'd riticism Richard Cory, the people on

the pavement, the attitude of the people toward Cory, or all three? e

5. The contrast provided in the final line of the poem presents the major irony
of the poem. Ironic satire is usually achieved through unexpected or $-5'4'1)

contrast. What is ironic about Richard Cory's putting a bullet through his
head?

6. What was the irony of "Golf Links"?

E. "Base Details," "Does It Matter?," "They." The discussion of these poems can
begin with the major questions such as the following:
1. What is the contrast in the poem?
2. Why is it ironic?
3. What is the target of satire in the poem?
4. What is the ideal or truth which the poet implies?
The students should be able to answer these directly. But if they can't, the
following more specific questions will prepare the way for answering the.major
questions listed above.



1. 1 Base Details. ,,
a. What does scarlet mean in line 2? petulantin line 4?
b. How are the ma ors descvibed?
c. How does the life of the "scarlet majors" differ from that of

the "glum heroes"?
d. What is the attitude of majors toward the young men who die?
e. Does Sassoon intend to include only majors in his criticism?'

2. "Does It Matter?"
ci. What do the words "dreams from the pit" refer to in the third stanza?
b. Why does Sassoon use the line "people will always be kind" in the

first and second stanzas?
c. What does he really mean by this line?
d. What does the word gobble in stanza one suggest about "people"?
e. Which of the lines are used sarcastically?

3. "They."
a. What is the Bishop's view of the war? 41

b. How does the Bishop view the changes that will have taken place
in the boys?

.c. "According to."the boys,:" what are. the real changes that have taken place?
`d. What does the last line of the poem imply about the Bishop?

By the time the students have studied.all of the poems above, they should be fairly
competent in interpreting ironic statements.' Divide the class into small heterogeneous
groups and distribute the piienis "The Battle of 'Blenheim" and "The Learn'd Astronomer"
with the study questions. While the groups are discussing the poems,; the teacher
should move from group to group to offer assistance and to help focus the discussion.

G. When the groups have completed their discussions, select two groups to report their
discussionseach group reporting on one poem. The other members of the class should
be encouraged to question each interpretation as it is presented.

H. The teacher can then lead a class discussion on the relationships between the two
poems. The following questions will serve as a guide.
1. What aspect of man's ,vanity is revealed in each poem?
2. How does man's vanity lead him to unwarranted assumptions about his place

in the universe?
3. In what ways is the satire of these poems applicable in modern life?

1. "Ozymandias" can be used as a test poem for individual students working alone.
Distribute the copies of the test and ask each student to write out answers to
each question.



$

THE BATTLE OF BLENHEIM
by R. Southey

"It was the English," Kasper cried,
Who put the French to rout;

But what they fought each other for,.
1-could .not wall make out;

But everybody, said, '',viuoth he,.
That 'twos a famous victory.

"My father lived at, Blenheim then,
Yon little stream hard by;

They burnt his dwelling to the ground,
And he was forced to fly;

So with his wife and child he fled,
Nor had he where to rest his head.

"With fire and sword the country round
Was wasted far and wide,

And many .a ehilding mother then,
And new-bOm baby died;

But things like that, you know, must be

At,every famous victory.

It was a summer evening,
Old Kaspar's work was done,

And he before his cottage door
Was sitting in the sun,.

And by him sported on the green
His little grandchild Wilhelmine.

She saw her brother Peterkin
Roll something large and round,

Which he beside the rivulet'
In playing there had found;

He came to ask what he had found,
That was so large, and smooth, and round.

Old Kasper took it from the boy,
Who stood expectant by;

And then the old man shook his head,
And with a natural sigh,

"Tis some poor fellow's skull," said he,
"Who fell in the great victory.

"I find them in the garden
For there's many here about;

And often when I go to plough,
The ploughshare turns them out!

For many a thousand men," said he,
"Were slain in that great victory."

"Now tell us what 'twos all about,"
Young Peterkin, he cries;

And little Wilhelmine looks up
With wonder-waiting eyes;

"Now tell us all about the war,
And what they fought each other for."

"They say it was a shocking sight
After the field was 'Won;

For many thousand bodies here
Lay rotting in the sun;

But things like that, you know, must be

After a famous victory.

"Great praise the Duke of Marlbro' won,
And our good Prince Eugene."

"Why 'twos a very wicked thing !"
Said little Wilhelmine.

"Nay, nay, my little girl," Troth
"it was a famous victory.

"And everybody praised the Duke
Who this great fight did win."

"But what good came of it at last?"
Quoth little Peterkin.

"Why that I cannot tell," said he
"But 'twos a famous victory."

.;
R '

he,

STUDY GUIDE: "The Battle of Blenheim"

I. How is Kaspor's phrase "famous victory" used in creating a contrast
toward the end of the poem?

2. Flow does Kasper manage to explain away the atrocities of'the war he describes?

3. What appears to be the primary justification of the war?
44. What is the major irony in the poem?
5. What is being satirized in the poem?

1
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WHEN 1 HEARD THE LEARN'D ASTRONOMER
by Walt Whitman

When I heard the leam'd astronomer,
When the proofs, the figures, were ranged in columns before me,
When I was shown the charts and diagrams, to add, divide, and

measure them,
When I sitting heard the astronomer where he lectured with much

applause in the lecture-room,
How soon unaccountable I became tired and sick,
Till rising and gliding out I wandered off by myself,
In the mystical moist night -air, and from time tolime,
Look'd up in perfect silence at the stars.

STUDY GUIDE: "When I Heard the Leam'd Astronomer"..
wr.

1. What is the contrast in the poem? A

2. What does the astronomer overlook in his calculations?
3. Can this poem be regarded as satire?
4. If so, what does it satirize?

.11 IIf, 40



OZYMANDIAS
by Percy Bysshe Shelley

I met a traveler from' an antique land
Who said: 'Two Vrist a'nd trunkless legs of stone
Stand in the doses**. Ndar them, on the sand,
Half sunk, a shattered visage lies, whose frown,
And wrinkled lip, and the sneer of cold command,
Tell that its sculptor well those passions read
Which yet survive, stamped on these lifelest'things,
The hand that mocked them, and the heart that bled:
And on the pedestal these words appear:
'My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings:
Loo lc on my works, ye Mighty, and despair !'
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare
The lone and level sands stretch far away."

STUDY 6U11:* "dzymandias"

1. What sort of ruler was Ozymandias 1
..

.2. What does the inscription on the pedestal reveal about Ozymandiati'
character?

3. Which lines of the poem present the ironic contrast?
. 4. Why is the contrast ironic?

5. What does the poem satirize??



LESSON #4: FABLES

OBJECTIVES: To interpret the implicit satire of fables.
To evaluate the appropriateness of the selection of particular animals to

represent human behavior in specific fables.
To recognize and interpret the use of ireny in fables.
To write a paragraph interpreting the satire of a fable.

MATERIALS: "The Fox and the Grapes"
"The Ox and the Frog"
"The Wolf and the Lamb"
"The Turkey and the Ant"
"The Wild Boar and the- Ram"
"The Man and the Flea"
"The Wolf, the Sheep and the Lamb"
"The Pig"
"Of Maintaining Truth to the Last"
"The Fox at the Point of Death"

PROCEDURES:

A. Distribute copies of "The Fox and the Grapes" and ask the students to read the fable
and answer the study questions. When they have finished, discuss the fable in terms
of the questions. When the class' has decided what the fox represents, what the grapei
represent, and what the fable satirizes through the ironic contrast in the fox's behavior
before and after he attempts to reach the grapes, and after the studentS have noted the
wide application of this fable, ask each student to write an opening sentence for a
brief paragraph explaining the satire of the fable.

B. Ask several students to read their opening sentences' and have the class select one for
reproduction on the board or on an overhead projector. The major problem here which
the teacher will probably have to emphasize throughout the lesson lies in writing a
precise statement of what is satirized.

C. Follow the same procedure until the class has composed a model paragraph explaining
the various elements of the fable. Then ask the class to criticize the paragraph using
questions such as the following.
1. Is the subject of the paragraph clear from the beginning?
2. Is each element of the fable explained?
3. Are the relationships among the various elements explained in a satisfactory way?
4. Is the paragraph as a whole clear and to the point?

D. Lead the class in a discussion of each of the following fables in turn: "The Ox and
the Frog," "The Wolf and the Lamb," "7 tae Turkoy and the Ant," and "The Wild
Boar and the Ram." After the discussion A one of these fables ask each student to
write a brief paragraph (modeled on the 13reviously written paragraph) explaining the
satire in the fable.

E. If the compositions assigned in part D. were satisfactory, divide the class into hetero-
geneous groups and give each group one of the four fables: "The Man and the Flea,"
"The Wolf, the Sheep and the Lamb," "The Pig," and "Of Maintaining Truth to the
Last," for reading and discussion. Ask each group to prepare for presenting its fable
to the class.



If the compositions assigned in part D. were not satisfactory, reproduce the best papers
and distribute them to the class. Help the students evaluate the paragraphs using the
questions suggested under part C. of this lesson. Then divide the class into hetero-
geneous groups.and return all Of the compositions'. Ask the students in. each group to
read, their compositions aloud so that the group may evaluate each composition.and
make critical comments abcitil each one. (The "Comments should not simply be neg-
ative but should suggest what each author can do to improve.)

Retain the same groups and give each group one of the following fables. for analysis:
"The Man and the Flea," "T he Wolf, the Sheep and the Lamb," "ThelPie,'" and
"Of Maintaining Truth to the Last." Tell each group to discuss its fable with the
help of the study questions and then to compose a paragraph explaining,,the satire
of the fable. (The composition for each group should be recorded,by a person sel-
ected by the group for the job.) When all the groups have 'completed their corn-,
positions, have each group evaluate another group's composition. This will entail
reading and discussing the fable about which the paragraph is written so that.both
content and form can be evaluated. Each group should then receive its composition
with evaluative comments from another group.

The fable "The Fox at the Point of Death" may be used as a test of this lesson.
Disttibute this fable to the students without study queitions and ask each student
to write a paragraph explaining the satire of the fable.



THE FOX AND THE GRAPES

One hot summer's day, a fox was strolling through an orchard when he came upon a
bunch of grapes which had just turned ripe on a vine that was growing over a lofty branch.
"Just the thing to quench my thirst," ho thought. Drawing back a few paces, he took a run
and a jump and just missed the bunch. Turning round, he again essayed the lump, but with no
better success. Again and again he tried after the tempting morsel, but at last had to give it
up and walked away with his nose in the air, saying to himself,

"I am sure they are sour."

Study Questions
fiat do the grapes represent?

2. What kind of person does the fox represent?
3. What is the ironic contrast in the fable?
4. What does the fable satirize?

THE OX AND THE FROG

. An ox, browsing in a field., happened to set his foot down among some young frogs, and
squashed one of them to death. The rest hopped off in terror to tell their mother of the catas-
trophe. The beast that did it, they added, was the most enormous creature they had ever seen.
"Was it this big?" asked the old frog, swelling and puffing up her speckled green belly. "Oh,
bigger by a vast deal," said they. "Was it so big?" demanded she, distending herself still more.
"Oh, mama," they replied, "if you were to burst you would never be so big." The old frog
paid no attention; she took a tremendous breath, and swelled herself till her eyes bulged. 'Was
it," she wheezed," so b---" but at that moment she did indeed burst.

Study Questions
by does the old frog inflate herself?

2. Why does she pay no attention to the young frog who says, "if you were to burst you would
never be so big"?

3. What human quality does the old frog represent?
4. What does the fable satirize?
5. Is the old frog an appropriate animal for this fable? Why?

THE WOLF AND THE LAMB

A wolf was lapping from a running brook when he spied a stray lamb paddling a little
way down stream. "Scoundrel !" he said, moving down to her. "How dare you muddy the water
I am drinking?" "How can I do that?" the lamb asked humbly. "It runs from you to me, not
from me to you." "Never mind that," snapped the wolf. Only a year ago you slandered me
with evil names behind my back." The lamb began to tremble. "Indeed, sir, a year ago I was
not even born." "Well, then," the wolf said, "if it wasn't you, it was your father, and that's
the same thing--don't think you're going to argue me out of my dinner!" And with that he
leaped upon the lamb and tore her to bits.

Study Questions
.1. Why does the wolf make his various accusations against the lamb?
2. What human quality or impulse does the wolf represent?
3. What does the lamb represent?
4. What does the fable satirize?
5. Are the animals appropriate to the fable? Why?



THE TURKEY AND THE ANT

In other men we faults can spy,
And blame the mote that dims their eye;
Each little speck and blemish find,
To our own &angeer errors blind.

A Turkey, tired of common food,
Forsook the barn, and sought the wood;
Behind her ran an infant train,
Collecting here and there, a grain.
"Draw near, my Birds!" the mother cries,
"This hill delicious fare supplies.
Behold the busy negro race,
See- millions blacken all the place!
Fear not; like me with freedom eat;
An Ant is most delightful meat.
How blest, how envied, were our life,
Could we but 'scope the poulterer's knife!
But man, cursed man, on Turkey preys,
And Christmas shortens'all our days.
Sometimes with oysters we combine, .

Sometimes assist the savoury chine;
From the low peasant to the lord,
The Turkey smokes on every board.
Sure men for gluttony are cursed,
Of the seven, deadly sins, the worst."

An Ant, who climbed beyond his reach,
Thus answered from the neighborind beech;
' Ere you remark another's sin,
Bid thy own conscience look within;
COntrol thy more voracious bill,
Nor,' for a breakfast, nations kill."

2tayi Questions

1. Is the turkey just in complaining of his fate?
2. Is the ant just in reprimanding the turkey?
3. What is the turkey's fault?
4. What human trait does the turkey exhibit?
5. What is ironic about the turkey's comments?
6. What does the fable satirize?

- John Gay



THE WILD BOAR AND THE RAM

Against an elm a sheep was tied,
The butcher's knife in blood was dyed;
The patient flock, in silent fright,
From far beheld the horrid sight:
A savage Boar, who near them stood,
Thus mocked to scorn the fleecy brood.

"All cowards should be served like you.
See, see, your murderer is in view:
With purple hands, and reeking knife,
He strips the skin yet warm with life.
Your quartered sires, your bleeding dams,
The dying bleat of harmless lambs,
Call for revenge. 0 stupid race!
The heart that wants revenge is base. "

"I grant," an ancient Ram replied,
We bear no terror in our eyes;

Yet think us not of soul so tame,
Which no repeated wrongs inflame;
Insensible, of every ill,
Because we want thy tusks to kill.
Know, those wha violence pursue,
Give to themselves the vengeance due;
For in these massacres they find
The two chief plague that waste mankind.
Our skin supplies the wrangling.bar,
It wakes their slumbering sons to war;
And well revenge may rest contented,
Since drums and parchment were invented."

- John Gay

Study Questions

1. What is the "wrangling bar" to which the Ram refers?
2. How do the sheep get revenge through drums and parchment?
3. How do the wild Boar and the Ram differ in character?
4. Is the target of satire in this fable symbolized by the Ram, the Boar, or by something else?
5. What is being satirized?



Study Questions
Whaf human characteristic is exemplified in the man?

2. What function does the flea serve?
3. Why are the flea's comments ironic?
4. What is being satirized in this fable?

THE MAN AND THE FLEA'

Whether on earth, in air, or main,
Sure everything alive is vain!'

Does not the hawk all fowls survey,
As destined only for his prey?
And do not tyrants, prouder things,
Think men were born for slaves to kings?

When the crab views the pearly strands,
Or Tagus, bright with golden sands;
Or crawls, beside the coral grove,
And hears the ocean roil above.
"Nature is too profuse," says he,
"Who gave all these to pleasure me!"

When bordering pinks and roses bloom,
And every garden breathes perfume;
When peaches glow with sunny dyes,
Like Laura's cheek when blushes rise;
When the huge figs the branches bend,
When cluiters from the vine depend,
The small looks round on flower and tree,
And cries, "All these were made for me I"

"What dignity's in human nature!"
Says Man, the most conceited creature,
As from a cliff he cast his eye,
And viewed, the sea and arched sky.
The sun was sunk beneath the main;
The moon and all the starry train
Hung the vast vault of Heaven: the Man
His contemplatiori thus began:

"When I behold this glorious show,
And the wide watery world below
The scaly people of the main,
The beasts that range the wood or plain,
The winged inhabitants of air,
The day, the night, the various year,
And know all these by Heaven designed
As gifts to pleaiure humar-kind,
I cannot raise my worth too high;
Of what vast consequence am I 1"

"Nola th'importance yOu suppose,"
Replies, a Flea upon his nose:
"Be humble, learn thyself to scan;
Know, pride was never made for man.
'Tis vanity that swells thy mind. ,

What, Heaven and earth for thee designed !
For thee, made only fol. our need,
That more important Fleas might feed."

ft John Gay



THE WOLF, THE SHEEP' AND THE LAMB

Duty demands, the parent's voice
Should sanctify the daughter's choice;
In this is due obedience shown;
To choose belong to her alone,

May horror seize his midnight hour,
Who builds upon a parent's power,
And claims by purchase vile and base,
A loathing maid for his embrace;

Hence virtue sickens; and the breast
Where peace had built her downy nest,
Becomes the troubled seat of care,
And .pines with anguish and despair.

A Wolf, rapacious, rough and bold,
Whose nightly plunders thinned the fold,
Contemplating his ill-spent life,
And cloyed with thefts, would take a wife.
His purpose known, the savage race,
In numerous crowds, attend the place;
For why, a Mighty Wolf he was,
And held dominion in his jaws.
Her favorite whelp each mother brought,
And humbly his alliance sought;
But, cold by age, or else too nice,
None found acceptance in his eyes.

It happened, as. at early dawn,
He, solitary, crossed the lawn,
Strayed from the fold, a sportive Lamb
Skipped wanton by her fleecy dam;
When Cupid, foe to man and beast,
Discharged an arrow at his breast.
The timorous breed the robber knew,
And trembling o'er the meadows flew;
Their nimblest speed, the Wolf o'ertook,
And courteous, thus the Dam bespoke:
"Stay, fairest, and suspend your fear,
Trust me, no enemy is near;
These jaws, in slaughter oft inbrued,
At length have known enough of blood,
And kinder business brings me now,
Vanquished at beauty's feet to bow.
You have a daughter" - Sweet, forgive
A Wolf's address--in her I live;
Love from her eye, like lightning came,
And set my marrow all on flame;
Let your consent confirm my choice
And ratify my nuptial joys.

Me ample wealth and power attend,
Wide o'er the plains my realms extend;
What midnight robber dare invade
The fold, if I the guard am made?
At home the shepherd's cur may sleep,
While I secure his master's sheep."
Discourse like this attention claimed;



Grandeur the mother's breast inflamed;
Now fearless by his side she walked,
Of settlements, and jointures talked;
Proposed and doubled her demands
Of flowery fields and turnip lands.
The Wolf agrees'.--Hei, bosom swells;
To Miss, her happy fate she tells;
And of the grand alliance, vain,
Contemn& her kindred of the plain.

The loathing lamb with horror hearse
And wearies out her Dam with prayers;
But all in vain: mamma best knew
What inexperien6ed girls should do:
So, to a neighboring meadow carried,
A formal ass the couple married.

Torn from the tyrant mother's side,
The trembler goes a victim-bride,
Reluctant meets tho rude embrace
And bleats among the howling race.
With horror oft }ler eyes behold
Her murdered kindred of the fold;
Each day a sister lamb is served;
And at the glutton's table carved;
The crashing bones he grinds for food,
And slakes his thirst with streaming blood.

Love, who the cruel' mind detests,
And lodges but in gentle breasts,
Was now no more. -- Enjoyment past,
The savage hungered for the feast;
But (as we find'in human race,
A mask conceals the villain's face)
Justice must authorize the treat;
Till then he longed, but durst not eat.

As forth he walked In quest of.rirey,
The hynters met him on the way;
Fear wings his flight; the mar'ch'he'sought,
The snuffing dogs are set at nought.
His stomach baulked, now hunger gnaws,
Howling he grinds his empty jaws;
Food must be. had.m-and lamb is nigh;
His'inaw invokes the frightful
"Is this," (dissembling rage) he cried,
"The gentle, virtue of a bride?
That, leagued with man's destroying race,

She Sets her hoSband for the chase;
By treachery, prompti the noisy hound,
To scent his footsteps o'er the ground?
Thou traitress vile, for this thy blood
Shall glut my rage, and dye the wood!"
So saying, on the Lamb he flies,
Beneath his jaws the victim dies.

t .

- Edward Moore



Stall, Questions (The Wolf, the Sheep, and the Lamb)

I. In the first three stanzas
a. What should the parents' role be in planning a marriage?
.1). Who should choose the mate?
c. Of whom does the poet say "May horror seize his midnight hour"?
d. What will happen if a daughter is not allowed to choose her mate?

2. What kind of person does the Wolf represent?
3. What kind of person does the Lamb represent? the sheep?
4. Why is the Lamb miserable in her marriage?
5. What is satirized in the fable?

THE PIG

In every age, and each profession,
Men err the most by prepossession,
But when the thing is clearly shown,
And fairly stated, fully known,
We soon applaud what we deride,
And penitence succeeds to pride.
A certain baron on a day,
Having a mind to show away,
Invited,all ,the wits and wags,
Foot, Massey, Shutter, Yates and Skeggs,
And built.° large commodious. stage,
For the choicA.; spirits of the age;
But above all, among the rest,
There came a genius who professed
To have a curious trick in store,
Which never was performed before.
Through all the town this soon got air,
And the whole house was like a fair;
But soon his entry as he made,.
Without a prompter, or parade,
'Twos all expectance, all suspense,
And silence gagged the audience.
He hid his head behind his wig,
And with such trutlytook off a pig,
All swore 'twos serious, and no joke,
For doubtless underneath his cloak,
He had concealed, some grunting elf,
Or, was a real hog 'himself.
A search was made, no pig Was found
With thundering claps the seats resound,
And pit, and box, and galleries roar,
With- -O rare! bravo! and encore.
Old Roger Grouse, a country clown,
Who yet knew something of the town,
Behold the mimic and his whim,
And on the morrow challenged him,
Declaring to each beau and bunter,
That he'd out-grunt th'egregrious grunter.
The morrow camethe crowd was greater
But prejudice and rank ill-nature
Usurped the minds of men and wenches,
Who came to hiss, and break the benches.
The mimic took his usual station,
And squeaked with general approbation.
"Again, encore ! encore!" they cry--



.a

'Twos quite the thingitwas very'high;
Old Grouse concealed, amidst the racket,
A real pig beneath his jacket -r
Then forth he came -and .with his nail
He pinched the urchin by,the tail.
The tortured pig, from out his throat,
Produced the genuine natural; note.'
All bellowed outWas vely sad I
Sure:never stuff was half so bad!
"That like a pig!"--each cried in scoff,
"Pshaw I Nonsense! Blockhead! Off! Off I Off !"
The,mimic was extolled; and Grouse
Was hissed, and catcalled from the house.
"Soft ye, a word before I go,"
Quoth honest Hodge--and stooping low
Produced the pig, and thus aloud
Bespoke the stupid partial crowd:
"Behold, and learn from this poor creature,
How much you critics know of Nature."

Christopher Smart

Study Questions

1. What does the poet mean in the line*, -"Men*er'r the most by prepossession"?
2. What is the ironic contrast in the fable?
3. What human characteristic is the primary target of satire' in this fable?
4. What are the various minor or secondary targets of satire?

OF MAINTAINING TRUTH TO THE LAST

In the reign of Gordian,' there was a certain noble soldier who had a fair but wicked wife.
Asit happened, the soldier had occasion to travel to foreign lands, and the lady immediately
sent for her lover.

Now, in the court of the castle there were three cocks; and one of the handmaids of the
lady had the gift of understanding their speech. During the night, while the lady was with her
lover, the first cock began to crow. The lady heard it and called her servant to her. "Dear
friend," she said, "what says yonder cock?" The servant replied, "Dear madam, he says that
you are grossly injuring your husband. " "Then," said the lady, "have him killed without delay."

They did so; but soon after, the second cock crew, and the lady again summoned her ser-
vant and questioned her. "Madam," said she, "lie says 'My companion died for revealing the
truth, and for the same cause I am prepared to die.' " "Kill him," cried the lady--which they did,

After this, the third cock crew; 'What says he?" asked she again. "Madam, he says
'Hear, see and say nothing, if you would live in peace." "Oh, oh I" said the lady, "don't
kill him."

. Geste Romanum100.110.111

Stay Questions

1. In which figure of the fable is the object of satire? the first two cocks? the third cock?
or the Lady?

2. What is the irony of the fable?
3. What is being satirized in this fable?



THE FOX AT THEi POINT OF DEATif
r

A Fox, in life's. extreme decay,
Weak, sick, and faint, expiring lay;
All.appetite had left his mow,
And age 'disarmed his, Mumbling law.
His numerous race around him stand,
To learn. their dying° sire's .command:
He raised his head with whining moan,
And thus was heard the' feeble tone:*

"Ah, sons! from `evil.ways depart;
My crimes lie heavy on..my' heart.
See, see, the murdered. geese appear!"
Why are those bleeding turkeys there?
Why all around this cackling train,
Who haunt my ears for,chicken slain?'

The hungry Foxes round them stared
And for the promised feast prepared.
"Where, Sir, is all this dainty cheer?
Nor turkey, goose, nor hen, is here:
These are the phantoms of your brain,
And yok!ir sons lick their lips in vain."
"0 gluttons 1" says the drooping sire,
"Restrain° inordinate desire: .%

Your liquorish taste you shall deplore,
When peace of conscience is no more.
Does not the hound betray our pace, ,

And gins and guns destroy our race?
Thieves dread the searching eye of power,
And never feel the quiet hour.
Old'age (which few of us'shall jaiow)
Now puts a periled to my woe.
Would you.tru0s..liappiness. attain,

Let. honesty yaiik passionS rein;
So live in. credit and esteem,
And the good name you lost, recieeni.".

"The counsel's good," e. Fax replies,
"Could we perform what'you advise.
Think what our ancestors have done:
A line of thieves from son tc son.
To us descends the long disgrace,
And infamy hath marked our race.
Though we, like harmless sheep should feed,
Honest in thought, in word, and deed,
Whatever hen-roost is decreased,
We shall be thought to share the feast.
The change shall never be believed:
A lost good name is never retrieved."

"Nay, then," replies the feeble Fox;
"Out hark! I hoar a hen thcxt clucks:
Go but be moderate in your food:
A chicken, too, might do me good."

- John Gay
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LESSON #5: ANIMAL FARM

OBJECTIVES: To read and interpret an allegorical satire.
To write an extended analysis of the book,

MATERIALS: Animal Farm

PROCEDURES:

A. Before beginning a study of Animal Farm the teacher might wish to have the class learn
about the origin and growth c-We ciiirmunist state in Russia. It is difficult to read
Animal Farm as a satire of the: rise of a dictatorship in Soviet Russia without this back-

11Twever, the book and this attests to its.9aluecan be read as a satire on
the growth of dictatorships in general, and honors students generally have enough back-.
ground to read Animal Farm in this way. If the teacher wishes the students to know about
the rise of the arcratrolsEirin Russia, the background can be obtained in several ways.
A ,history;teacher may welcome the opportunity to give a brief lecture. The class can be
directed to the appropriate materials in the library. A group of students especially inter-
ested in politics or Russia may present a report to the rest of the, class.

B. For the purpose of class reading and discussion, the following division is suggested:
chapters 1-2, 4-4, 5-4' 74, and 10. Many students will read the entire book the
first night of the assignment, but their attention should be'Airected to the various sec-
tions of the book as the class progresses. The class discussion can follow the direction
suggested by the study guide.

C. When the class has completed the reading and discussion, ask the students to formulate
a statement about one of the major developments of the novel. Ask several students to
read their statements aloud and ask the class to evaluate these statements in terms of
their accuracy, conciseness, and productiveness (ability to be expanded). Leff the class

sell t two or three statements to work with as the opening 'statement for a composition.
For instance the folloWing statement would be' satisfactory for this purpose: The major

irony of Animal Farm is climaxed in the final scene of the book when Clover and the
other animals peer into Ole farmhouse window and'are uflable to tell the men from the
pigs.

D. When the statements have been selected, lead the. class to suggest possible lines of
development for each. In the case of the example, for instance, the class might be
asked the following questions:
I. Why is the final. situation trorsic?
2. Where does the irony begin and how does it develop?
3. What incidents in the book support the statement and the answers to the above

questions?

E. When developments of the 'Various statements have been suggested by the class, ask

the students to writa'a composition using one of the statements or a similar one as the

focus for the composition.

,



STUDY GUIDE: Animal Farm

Chapters 1 -II
1. What does the farm represent?
2. Whom does Major, the old boar, represent? Whom do the animals represent?

Whom do Jones and his men represent? Whom does Snowball represent? Whom .

eoes Napoleon represent?
3. What were the causes of the revolution? Were the causes sufficient to warrant

revolution?
4. What was Major's dream? What did the animals intend to be the result of the

revolution?
5. What are the purposes of the Seven Commandments?
6. What idea does Moses and his rumor represent? Why was he, allegorically/

Mr. Jones° favorite pet?

Chapters III-IV
1. What advantages does the farm have under the new system implemented by the

animals?
2. How are Napoleon and Snowball different in their attitudes toward the farm?

Why do disputes continually arise between them? In light of what Napoleon

and Snowball represent,. what do the disputes reveal about what they represent?

3. What social and political reforms are instituted by the animals?

4. By the. end of Chapter ,III what minor departures from the ideal society have

become apparent? How do these departures indicate the direction which future

departures might take?
5. What does the human scorn for Animal Farm and doubt about its possibilities

for success repreSent?

Chapters V-VI
1. What techniques does Napoleon begin to use to oppose Snowball?

2. What do the sheep represent?
3. What further differences of opinion between Snowball and .Napoleon arise?

Make a list of all the differences in these and other chapters, What does , .

the position of each animal on these issues suggest about,his personal phil-

osophy and raison d'etre?
4. What does the-Erpt7liTOTI of Snowball signify for the government of Animal Farm?

5. What techniques does Napoleon use to gain full control of the animals? What

are these techniques analogous to in reality?
6. What was Napoleon's "tactic" in changing his mind about the windmill?

7. What policies does Napoleon change? What js the effect of these changes?

8. Through the various changes in policy, how does, the position'of the pigs in

relation to the other animals change?

Chapters VII-IX
1. What reports are spread about Snow II? What is.t the purpose of these reports?

2. What techniques does Napoleon use to bring and keep the animals under his control?

3. What change in the focus of the society of Animal Farm is reflected in the change

of songs from "Beasts of England" to the new song by Ivlinimus?

4. What changes are there in Napoleon's relationship to the animals?

5. What is Squealer's role?
6. What does Napoleon's vacillation on the timber deal and in his attitude toward

Frederick and Pilkington reveal about his policy?
7. What changes in Snowball's image are enforced by the pigs? What is the purpose

of these changes?
8. What do Napoleon and Frederick represent?
9. Why do the commandments change throughout the story? What do these changes

reflect?
10. What does Boxer's fate reveal about the ethics and mercy of the pigs? What in

Boxer's previous conduct makes this sequence of events particularly pathetic? How

does Orwell make thei scene itself a moving one?



Chapter X
1 How had the lives of the animals changed in the course of Animal Farm's existence?-
2. What does the single remaining commandment mean?

General Study or Discussion Questions
1. There is a saying that "power corrupts." In what way is this idea applicable to

Animal Farm? t.

2. 11TWEEt "W-57does the portrayal of characters 'in Animal Forip,nyaisp
.

ibis different
from ordinary fables?

3. What is Orwell's primary thesis aboUt the nature of.man? .What would Orwell
say is the essential cause of what happens in Animal Farmt..::s

4. In what way Fas the entire book built towardlErfinar rcene,ntween the pigs
and the men? What is the supreme irony of the.pokei game scene?.

5. There are two levels oftattre in Aiiimal Farmone historical and one general.'
What are they?



LESSON #6: H.M.S. PINAFORE

OBJECTIVE: To identify and analyze the targets and techniques of satire in

H.M.S. Pinafore.

MATERIALS: Recording of H.M.S. Pinafore
The AdmiralirSolig-Tronore

PROCEDURES:

A. This lesson builds on the eighth grade unit on "Man and Society" in the sense that it

assumes an understanding of class stratification.

B. Before playing the recording of Pinafore for the students, distribute and read the

synopsis of the operetta.

C. Ask the students to think about the, following questions as they listen to the operetta:

1. Which characters are satirized either as stereotypes 9,r for some other reason?

2. What does the central situation of the operetta satirize?
3. How' is the sub-plot involving Sir Joseph Porter involved in the central satire?

4. What customs or attitudes are satirized?
5. What techniques of satire are used in the operetta?



H.M.S. PINAFORE SYNOPSIS

time before Act One opens, Ralph has fallen in love with, Josephine, the daughter *Chit.
nding officer, Captain Corcoran. Likewise, Little Buttercup, a buxom peddler-woman,

fallen in love with the Captain himself. Class pride hoWever stands in the way of the
na I inclinations of both the Corcoran.% The Captainshas, in fricte been arranging a marriage

be een his daughter and Sir Joseph Porter, First Lord of the Admiralty, who is of the social
class above even the Corcoran.%

When Act One opens, the sailors are merrily preparing the ship for Sir Joseph's inspection.
The generally happy atmosphere on deck is marrecl,only by. Little: buttercup's hints of a dark secret

she is hiding, by the misanthropic grumbling of DUCk Deadeye, and by the love4orn plaints of
Ralph and Josephine. Sir Joseph appears, attended by a train of ladies (his relatives, who always
follow him wherever he goes). He explains how he became Lord of the Admiralty and examines
the crew,' patronizingly encouraging them to feel that they ore everyone's equal, except his.
Like the Captain, he is very punctilious, demanding .polite diction among the sailors at all times.

Josephine finds him insufferable; and, when Ralph again pleads his suit and finally threat-
ens suicide, she agrees to elope. The act ends with the general rejoicing of the sailors at Ralph's
success- only Dick Deadeye croaks his warning that their hopes'will be'frustrated.

Act Two opens with the Captaini despair at the demoralization of. his crew and .the cold-

ness of hit daughter towards Sir Joseph. Little Buttercup tries to comfort him, and,r)raphesies a

change in store. But Sir Joseph soon appears and tells the Captain that Josephine has thoroughly

discouraged himqn his suit; he wishes to call the match off. The Captain imagesb that perhaps

his daughter feels herself inferior in social rank to Sir Joseph, and urges him to assure her that
inequality of social. rank should not be considered a barrier to marriage. This. Sir Joseph does,

not realizing that his words are as applicable to Josephine in relation to Ralph as they are to
himself in relation to.Josephine. Ile thinks that she accepts him, whereas actually she is reaf-
firming her acceptance of Ralph; and they all join in a happy song.

Meanwhile Dick Deadeye has made his way to the Captain, nd informs him of the
planned elopement of his daughter with Ralph. The Captain thereupon. intercepts the elopers;
and, when he learns that, Josephine was actually running away to many Ralph, he is so incensed

that he cries, "Demme 1" Unfortunately, Sir Joseph and his relatives hear him and are horrified
at his swearing; Sir Joseph sends him to his cabin in disgrace.. But when Sir, Joseph also learns

from Ralph that Josephine was eloping, he angrily orders, Ralph put its irons..
Little Buttercup now comes out with her secret, which solves the whole 'difficulty: she

confesses that many years ago:she had charge of nursing and bringing up. Ralph and the Captain
when they were babies. Inadvertently, she got them mixed up;;;so the one who now was Ralph

really should be the Captain, and the one now the Captain sh'ould be Ralph. This error is im-
mediately rectified. The sudden reversal in the social status Of Ralph and the Corcoran; removes
Sir Joseph as a suitor for Josephine's hanctand permits her to marry Ralph, and her father to many
Buttercup. Sir Joseph resigns himself to marrying his cousin, Hebe.



LESSON #7: WRITING AN ORIGINAL SATIRE

OBJECTIVE: To write an original satire:

MATERIALS: "Pepo Cola's Miracles"
"A Mouse Eye View"

PROCEDURES:

A. Distribute the student written satiresJo the class and discuss with them the satire of
each one. This step is largely to demonstrate-that it is possible for students to write
original satires. .

B. The first step toward writing a 'satire is locating a topic that is susceptible to satire.
Tell the students that the class will brainstorm for ideas. Ask for three students to
volunteer to record the class suggestions on the board. Each recorder writes every
third suggestion on the board. When the teacheraives the signal, the first student in
the first row makes and suggestion and each student in turn makes another suggestion:
The idea is to go up and doWn the rows of the classroom as quickly as possible. If a
student has no suggestion,. the teacher should pass to the next student without hesio'
tation. The idea underlying this technique is that one suggestion begets another.
Within a few minutes the board will be covered with possible topics for satire.

The teacher should then discuss some of the `topics with the students to show them how
to evaluate a topic for satire. An evaluation is necessary because sometimes students
choose topics or aspects of them which are difficult to satirize without being corny.
The following questions will help:
1, Does the topic bear satire?
2. What is there about the topic that can be ridiculed?
3. Will the fault to be satirized be generally recognized as a fault once it is

pointed out?
4. What technique can be used to satirize the topic?
5. Can you think of an idea to use for the satire?

D. Ask the students to choose a topic which can be satirized andis worth satirizing. .Then
ask them to decide on a technique: abuse, exaggeration, allegory, irony. Give the
students class time to begin planning and writing their satires. At this point the teacher
should circulate among the students and give suggestions and advice to those who are
stuck. An alternative approach is to ask, two students to work together on a satire. .

Before the students write their first drafts the teacher should consult with each student
on his plan of attack.



PEPO COLA'S MIRACLES
Susan Hamilton

When Mrs. Lowry received an invitation to a formal .dinner sponsored by her friend Mrs.
Logmeir, she cordially accepted. When Mr. Lowry heard'about this he was not pleased, but
to make his marriage happy he decided to suffer.

He dressed as his domineering wife required. She had him wrapped'around her little
finger.

When they arrived Mr. Lowry was very uncomfortable but he did his best not to show it.
He was always ill at ease at social gatherings. People frightened him. But when Mr. Lowry
saw all the delicious food, he was glad he had come.

He tasted a new drink called Pepo Cola. As he finished drinking it a very noticeable
change came over him. His wife rushed over to him and exclaimed, "Lawrence, what has hap-
pened? Suddenly you've become sociable."

"I know, dear, and I like it. I think I'll ask that pretty girl over there to dance."
"Lawrence, come back here! Come back! I'm going to get a divorce," she yelled.

"Lawrence!"

A MOUSE EYE VIEW
Sonja Jerkic

Now, as all this may seem rather strange to you, I will tell you what I did not find out
until much later. The farmer had been told that animals,, like people, need social activity.
This "togetherness atmosphere" would increase work and productivity. So the farmer had decided
to let the animals have a party if they would take care of the decorations and clean up afterwards.
The farm animals agreed. To make sure that nothing went wrong, the farmer had sent his farm
hands to keep an eye on things.

A great deal of noise and a general air of festivity pervaded the barn. As the evening
wore on, though, I felt that everything was not as it should be. Though there were groups of
animals milling around, it certainly seemed as if they were segregatedgroups of chickens,
groups of ducks, groups of horsesno mixture. Of course, I'm only a mouse, so I might be
wrong.

Anyway, these groups struck me as slightly amusing. There were the chickens, standing
in a corner, clucking and cackling about some of the other animals. Every once in a while,
a couple of them would get together and start scratching in time to the music, but none of the
other animals paid any attention to them.

Then there were the geese. They started out in a little group the way the chickens did.
Pretty soon, though, they began waddling to one of the stalls. When they got there they would
start preening themselves and washing their bills and, later on, they even began powdering their
bills with straw dust to keep them from shining. It didn't do them any good. The only people
they talked to were themselves.

I think the group that took the cake was the horses. They were lined up against one side

of the barn looking as if they were holding up the wall. Each one had on a harness that had
been waxed and polished until it shone but looked as if it choked its owner. They had been re-
shoed but they fidgeted as it the shoes pinched their hooves. On the whole, they looked so un-
comfortable that I wished they had been in their stalls asleep.

The farm hands saw a!I this too, and decided to try to stop it. There was a long trough
of food outside for refreshments and they decided to bring it in, in hopes of getting the ball
rolling. Those poor, deluded men. If I had been just a little slower I would have been trampled
,to death. I hadn't seen the hogs, standing in a dark corner, but they saw the food and dashed

out so fast that it made my head swim. They pushed and shoved and elbowed everyone else out
of.their way until they got to the trough where they settled down to enjoy themselves.

Meanwhile, outside, the farmer's hounds had met some desperate-looking wolves and,
instead of running them off the property, had joined them to raid the chicken coop. Luckily,
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one of the roosters had stayed behind and, when he saw the danger coming, had set up an alarm
that brought the whole farm. The farmer came running out of the farmhouse with his gun held
high and his lantern swinging. He took a pot shot at the fleeing pack but missed them4

His farmhands filled him in on the details of the wolves and the party. He finally ed,
that this "social atmosphere" would not improve work or producfray and this thought-made him
so mad that he called off alt parties then and there.



,LESSON #8: TEST

OBJECTIVES: To identify the targets of satire.
To explain the techniques used by the satirist.

MATERIALS: See below.

PROCEDURES:

A. Instead of a book for outside reading from a bibliography, it is recommended that the

teacher distribute one or two short selections for reading and analysis in class. The
following are possible selections for an in-class test:

Aesop, "The Donkey and the Grasshopper"
Chuang Tzu, "The Cicada and the Wren"
Edward Arlington Robinson, "Miniver Cheevy"
Mark Twain, "Baker's Blue Jay Yarn"
Mark Twain, "Luck"
Somerset Maughm, "The Ant and the Grasshopper"
Barbara Kruger, "Meet Miss Muffet, 1963"

The teacher will wish to choose selections partly on the basis of the abilities of the class

and partly on the basis of the length of the class period.. While all the selections sug-
gested above should be fairly easy for most honors, q1a,sses,having studied this unit, the
two selections by Mark Twain are fairly long and, in a class period of conventional
length, will leave the student little time for writing.

C. Distribute two selections to the students and ask that they write a composition on each

selection explaining what is satirized and how the satire is brought about.



MEET MISS MUFFET, 1963

Meet Miss Muffet, 1963
See Miss Muffet, 1963
With two five-cent-sized hair ribbons
In her bleached blonde hair.

See' Miss Muffet; 1963, riding the Rapid,
Carrying a patent-leather saddlebag
Full of multi-colored coal tar
See her crusted eyes and chewing gum.
Pop I

When she walks, she rattles,
Complete with flat beach shoes,
Flapping on flat feet.

Now you've seen her,
And you are probably wondering
Whynnaheck she don't give America
Back to the Indians
And whatinnaheck ever happened
To sweet old-fashioned Miss Muffet.

Barbara Kruger



THE DONKEY AND THE GRASSHOPPER

A donkey, hearing some Grasshoppers chirping, was delighted with the music, and
determining, if he could, to rival them, asked them what it was that they fed upon to
make them sing so sweetly? When they told him that they supped upon nothing but dew,
the Donkey betook himself to the same diet, and soon died of hunger.

One man's meat is another man's poison.

- Aesop

THE CICADA AND THE WREN

There are birds that fly many hundred miles without a halt. Someone mentioned
this to the cicada and the wren, who agreed that such a thing was impossible. "You
and I know very well," they said, "that the furthest one can ever get even by the most
tremendous effort is that elm -tree over there; and even this one cannot be sure of reach-
ing every time. Often one finds oneself dragged back to earth long before one gets there
All these stories about flying hundreds of miles at a stretch are sheer nonsense."

- Chuang Tzu
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TEACHING THE UNIT

The ninth grade unit on satire builds on the knowledge of satiric

techniques that the student has gained in the eighth grade and depends to
some extent on the knowledge and skills he has gained in various other units
including those on symbolism and those examining the mythic, epic, tragic,
siad comic heroes. However, the ninth grade unit is organized around the
major aspects of satire as genre: in Gilbert Highet's classification,
classical and Menippean satire.

The first lesson introduces the monologue of classical verse satire
through Juvenalls satires I, III, and X and a selection from Philip Wylie's
Oeneration of Vipers. This satire is not difficult to understand. It is

elivered directly from the depths of the satirist's dissatisfaction with
hat he sees around him. It disavows, it curses, it smites, but above all

i seeks to destroy as though the power to destroy was latent in words (see
14p. Power of Satire by Robert C. Elliott for a discussion of the ancient
Oft-WE-7g satire cursing). The second lesson presents a variation of the
'tippet monologue: the ironic monologue as exemplified in Swift's 11.A Modest
Proposal" and in selections from Goldsmith's The Citizen of the World. In
this variation of the monologue the satirist Tge not ileTrifirtMiiims of
cursing; rather he assumes the role of a calm, dignified observer of the
hmman scene. A good deal of his effort is directed toward establishing his
hohesty and sincerity before he proceeds to his task. Swift's role in
MbAest Proposal" is that of benevolent observer suggesting that the lament-
able devastation of Ireland's population by poverty be alleviated by selling
infants for food. The third lesson presents a second variation of the
monologue: that in which a villain reveals his own vile nature. The finest
example of this kind of monologue is Burns's "Holy Willies Prayern in which
Hoy Willy reveals himself as an arch hyprocrito, praising himself for his
righteousness while rationalizing his lechery and drunkenness, praying for
fqrgiveness of his own sins but demanding the destruction of his enemies.

Lessen four introduces the second major type of satire as outlined'by
H.ghet: parody. The students read both parodies which imitate a work in,
order to satirize something outside the work and parodies which'satirize
the style or content of a work through imitation. In both cases it is, of
Bourse, necessary for the student to be familiar with the work parodied.
herefore, the students read "Birches" and then "Mr. Frost Goes South to
ostonell In the .course of lessons four and five, the students examine

parodies based on style and content, attempt to detexstine what style is,
Ixamine a particular style, and write an original parody. The writing of
i parody is a highly successful and popular activity which will encourage
4tudents to write other' kinds of satire later in the unit.

Lesson six introduces the concept of Menippean satire, satire which
is accomplished through the interaction of plot and character. Most of
the satiric works which were read in the eighth grade unit were satires
of this type. The teacher can therefore help the students objectify the
various types of satire by re-examining works which they have already read.
In addition to objectifying the characteristics of Menippean satire and
interpreting several short works, this lesson attempts to warn the student

0 against making immediate decisions about the nature and targets of the
satire in a given work and requires that he evaluate the validity of the
satire in a work. In a satire as well conceived and executed as Katherine
Mansfield's "Germans at Meat, 11 the ability to evaluate the validity of the
satire is crucial. The student must be aware that ther-satirist-might-be
wrong.



The unit nem moves to a reading of Huckleberry Finn in Lesson seven:'
While the lesson is focused on the satirical elements of the book, it does
not ignore other aspects. But after all Huck is primarily the ironic
satirist at work. However, his innocence and philanthropy is not feigned
as is Swift's. Huck is a genuine humanitarian whose compassion extends
to victim and persecutor alike, for he is sorry to see even the King and
the Duke be tarred, feathered, and run out of town on a rail. If the work
is to be viewed without distortion, Huck must be seen as both hero and
satirist, the instrument, at once, of condemnation and salvation.

The final lesson of the unit calls the student's attention to the tone
of satire and prepares him for independent analysis and evaluation of full
length works. The class must come to recognize the aspect of humor which
distinguishes the tone of satire from that of protest. Satire is always
humorous though its humor be excruciatingly bitter, but the literature of
protest may be simply bitter. Upton Sinclair's The Ju.....m14 and Richard

Wight's Native Son are bitter and fall into the emategory of protest.
Orwell's 1387EnrEUxley's Brave New World are bitterly sardonic and fall
into the category of satire. AfardiEgsing the predominating tone of
satire, the class then proceeds to examine several poems by T. S. Eliot
and E. E. Cummings, some of which are primarily didactic criticism and
some of which are satiric. After dealing with the meaning of the poems,
the class determines whether or not the poems are satiric. As the final
activity of the unit, each student selects a title from a rather extensive
bibliography for independent reading and analysis. This activity is the
major method of evaluation for this unit. If the student can analyze and
evaluate a full length title as satire, the unit may be judged successful.



MATERIALS

Clemens, Samuel, HuckleberryFirm4 New York, New American Library.

aylie, Philip, Generation of Vipers, New York, Holt, Rinehart, and
Winston, 1955.

SHORT STORIES:

Clemens, Samuel, "Luck" in 75 Short Masterpieces, ed. Roger Goodman,
New York, Bantam Boagrr931.

Mansfield, Katherine, "Germans at Meat", in 75 Short Masterpieces.

Maugham, Somerset, "The Ant and the Grasshopper" in 75 Short
Masterpieces.

Parker, Dorothy, "The Standard of Living" in 75 Short Masterpieces.

Poe, Edgar Allan, "The Cask of Amantillado" in Great Tales and Poems
of Edgar Allan Poe, New York, Washington Square Press.

POETRY:

Browning, Robert, "Soliloquy in a Spanish Cloister" in Poems of
Robert Browning, London, Oxford University Press, 1911.

-------- My Last Duchess" in Poems of Robert Browning.
111 .11UNMMOMM.MIMO

Burns, Robert, "Holy Willie's Prayer" in Poems of Robert Burns, ed.

J. Logic Robertson, London, Oxford University Press, 1958.

Cummings, E. E., "Buffalo Bill"
"look at this"
"my specialty is living said"
"the Cambridge ladies who live in furnished souls"
"here is little Effie's head"
"my father moved through dooms of love"
"anyone lived in a pretty how town"
"this little bride and groom are"
"of all the blessings which to man"
"pity this poor monster, manunkind"
"of Ever-Ever Land i speak"

in Poems 1923-1954, New York, Harcourt, Brace, and Co., 1954.

Eliot, T. S., "The Hollow Men", in Collected Poems 1909-1935, London
Faber and Faber Ltd., 1958.

Frost, Robert, "Birches" in Robert Frost's Poems, ed. Louis Untermeyer,

New York, Pocket Books, 19557-

Guest, Edgar, "Home" in Collected Verse of Edgar Guest, Chicago,
Reilly and Lee



POETRY (Continued)

Hardy, Thomas, "In Church" in Modern British Poetry, ed. Louis
Untermoyer, New York, Harcourt, Brace, and World, Inc. 1958.

PLAYS:

ESSAYS:

Houghton, Firman, "Ur. Frost Goes South to Boston" in Parodies: An
Anthology from Chaucer to Burbohm and After, New York, Random
House, 1960.

Juvenal, The Satires of Juvenal, tr. Hubert Creekmore, Nev York,
Nog American Libra571-63.

Ovid, "Pyramus and Thisbe" in The Metamorphoses, tr. Horace Gregory,
New York, New American Library, 1960.

Untermeyer, Louis, "Eldgar A. Guest Syndicates the Old Woman Who
Lived in a Shoe", in Modern American poebm and Modern British
Poetry, ed. Louis Untermeyer, New York, Harcourt, Brace and
World, Inc., 1958.

Jonson, Ben, Volpone in Complete Plays of Ben Janson, New York,

E. P. Dutton and Co.

Shakespeare, William, "A Midsummer Ni6htis Play" in Good Times Through
Literature, ed. Fooley, Poley, Leyda, Zellhoeffer, New York,
Scott, Foreaman and Co., 1956.

Shakespeare, William, Richard III, ed. C. J. Sisson, New York, Dell
Publishing Co., 1958.

Goldsmith, Oliver, The Citizen of the World in Oliver Goldsmith, The
Vicar of Wakefield and Other Writings, ed. Frederick V. Hines,
Now York, Random House, 1955.

Jensen, Oliver, "The Gettysburg Address in Eisenhowese", Parodies:

An Anthology from Chaucer to Burbohm and After.

Mencken, H. L. "The Declaration of Independence in American", in
Parodies: An Ai...lki.sa)lo r. from Chaucer to Burbohm and After.

Swift, Jonathan, "A Modest Proposal" in Satire: The Practice,
Allen and Stephens, Belmont, California, liadsworth Publishing
Co., 1962.



LESSON #1: THE SATIRIST'S MONOLOGUE: DIRECT ATTACK

OBJECTIVES: To identify the characteristics of the diatribe the satirist16

monologue)

TALSt Juvenal, satires I, III, and X...

1 lie, ok Specimen. American Institution!,

from Generation of

PROCEDURES:

A. Ask the students to recall their experience with' satire in the previous

year. .

1. What is satire?
2. What are some of its main techniques?

3. What is direct satire? What are some of its techniques?

4. Who was Juvenal?

B. Distribute the copies of Juvenal. (It is probalAir wise to do, all the

reading of Juvenalle satires.in class.). Read aloud the rirst fifty

lines of Satire I and disc* them either at the conclusion of the

reading or as the reading progresses. Reading aloud is important

here because it helps the students get used to following the

Antonation, patterns of the translation and makes the independent

reading easier.
1. What kind of literary fare does Juvenal find disgusting?

(lines 1-21)
2. Why must Juvenal write satire?
3. What mimes and immorality does Juvenal object to?

4. What is 'his attitude toward ex-slaves? Toward people who have

become newly rich?

5. Does Juvenal favor or oppose the traditional noble classes?

C. Explain to the students that when Juvenal was writing his satires

(C. 110 A.D.) Rome was in a state of change.- The old noble classes

looked down on work and as a result many of the nobility became

parasitic depending upon other wealthy families to keep them going.

At the same time the merchant class whose ranks included many people

who had formerly been of lowly status and many ex-slaves was growing

more wealthy and powerful. But the nobility continued to disdain

work and, therefore, remained, poor. Juvenal was a conservative and

hated to see the old order pass awayhence, his prejudice against

ex-slaves who became wealthy. Paradoxically though, he has great

compassion for slaves mistreated by their masters (11. 92-94).

Assign the rest of the first satire for in class. Tell the students

of the glossary at the end of the book. Ask the students to list',

as they read, the various ills and vices of society which force

Juvenal to write. When they have concluded the reading, discuss

the targets of his satire and what Juvenal feels underlies all vice.

Discuss the following questions as well.

1. fiat is the tone of the passage? How might the tone be

described? (angry, fast moving, bitter)

2. Does Juvenal follow a steady logical line of development in

his writing, or is his writing episodic -- describing many

varied scenes?
3. What affect do these qualities give the writing; that is,

what impression do they make on the reader?

4. Why does Juvenal refer to Horace and Lucilius?



E. Assign Satire III (lines 1-108 and 147.-322.) When the reading is
complete the study questions will serve as a guide to discussion.

F. (Optional.) Assign lines 1-272 and 346..-end of Satire X. When the

reading is complete, discuss the selections in terms of the study

guide.

G. Assign Philip Wylie's chapter, "A Specimen American Institution! from

Generation of Vipers. Tell the students that Wylie is a modern

practitioner of direct satirediatribe. The final question of

the study guide is very important:. In what ways is factual

,riting antithetical to satire? That is, what does satire do

that factual writing does not do? Through discussion of this
question the students should come to see that perhaps the main

function of the satirist is to arouse indignation in his readers

through any device he can. Thus the purpose and the techniques,

of satire are different from factual reporting. The satirist

uses a strong emotional tone, indulges in name calling, revolting

allusions, and applies all his energy to ridicule.

H. Tell the students that the passages from Wylie and Juvenal are typical

of a kind of satire called classical verse satire. Even, though

Wylie does not write in verse, he still remains characteristic of

this kind of satire. The following questions are designed to

summarize the main characteristics of classical verse satire.
1. Who is the speaker in this kind of satire?
2. What techniques does the speaker use?
3. What sort of development is characteristic of this sort of

satire? Is it logical? Does it move smoothly from one
idea to the next in a logical progression? Does it build

to a climax?
4. 'what kinds of things are satirized?
5. Does the author suggest a better procedure for, the conduct

of human affairs? Does he imply it?
6. Can you think of examples in Juvenal or Wylie where the ideal,

morality is expressed or implied?

O

...Ft IP,"



STUDY GUIDE: Satire X, 11. 1-272 and 346-end.

by Juvenal.

How have whole families been wrecked because they have had their

wishes granted?

2. Lines 23-53. What is the vrisdoft of laughing at fortune? What
criticism does Juvenal imply of the praetor's procession?

3. Lines 54-71. How are the things we pray for either "unprofitable

or pernicious"?

4. Lines 72-80. Who is Remus' spawn? What is their greatest fault?

How are they comparable to modern people?

Lines 81-113. Who was Sejanus and what happened to him? What

does his fate exemplify? What caused his change in fortune?

6. Lines 114-132. What happened to the great orators?

Lines 133-167. Why are men willing to take great risks in war?

What is the irony of Hanniballs fate?

8. Lines 168-187. What was Alexander's fol341 his fate? Haw does

Juvenal arouse horror in this passage?

9. Lines 188-272. Why is it foolish to wish for old age? What are

the alternative fates of old people? In what way is Priam an

example? What images does Juvenal use to arouse loathing and

horror?

10. Line 346-end. What advice does Juvenal offer? What does he mean

when he says that it is we who make Fortune a goddess?

General questions on Satire X.

1. Is there anything that man should hope for?

2. Is there any hope for man?

3. Was Juvenal so pessimistic in his other satires?

4. What special techniques does Juvenal use to make his work
unremitting, caustic, and bitter?



STUD! GUIDE:. Satire X, 11. 1-272 and 346-end.

by Juvenal

1. What is_Juvenalts device !or launching.into this .diatribe?

2. For ghat reasons is Juvenalts friend not fit for city

3. What are the various perils of city life?

4. What examples of exaggeration can you find?

5. Where does Juvenal use sharp contrast?

6. Why does he use repulsive language and/or images?

7. Is any of this criticism of Ancient Rome appropriate for modern
American cities?



STUDY GUIDE: "A Specimen American Institution"

1. What is Wyliels major charge against the schools?

2. What examples does he use to support his argument?

3. What is wrong with the way history, is taught?

4. What is wrong with the way English is taught?

5. Why does Wylie attack semantics? Note his retraction.

6. From your own experience in school would you say that Wylie's

charges are correct, or exaggerated? What should you be

learning in school, facts like the agricultural products of

the South or how to deal with ideas and problems based on

facts?

7. What do you think of'Wyli,els comment on the educability of most

people? Explain your opinion.

8. What is.Wyliels theory Of how students should be taught? Do you

agree or disagree? Explain your opinion.

9. What values of the masses does Wylie attack?

10. What values does he himself support? How does he support them?

11. What techniques does 'Wylie use in ,his attack? Find examples of

each of them.

12. How does Wylie use italics, quotation marks, and exclamation

points?

13. Wylie continually states that we must learn to tel the difference

between fact and opinion. Is he factual in his discussion of

American history? Explain. Was Juvenal?

14. In what ways is factual writing antithetical to satire? That is,

what does satire do that factual writing does not do?



LESSON #2: THE SATIRIST'S MONOLOGUE: IRONY

OBJECTIVES: To identify the ironic monologue as a variation of classical
verse satire.

To explain the basis of the ironic satire of a, particular
monologue.

To identify the targets of ironic satire.

MATERIALS: 11.A Modest proposal"

Selections from The Citizen of the World

PROCEDURES:

Review briefly satiric irony with the students.' If necessary dis-
tribute a few of the poems from the eighth grade unit on satire
for reconsideration. Then tell the students that irony rather
than direct attack is frequently used in the form of a monologue.

B. Distribute Swift's "A Modest Proposal." Road the, first four paragraphs
aloud to the students and ask the. following questions:
1. What social ill does Swift wish to remedy?
2. What is his pretended stance or point of view in this essay?

That is, how does he pretend to see himself?
3. What approach or technique does he use to make us feel that

his proposal gill' be completely serious and earnest?

C. Then assign the students the remainder of the essay to be read
independently. The study qubstionsvill serve as a guide for
the discussion that follows.

D. Distribute letter 21 and selections from letters 26 ind 27 of Gold-
smith's "Citizen of the World." Explain that the device of placing
a foreign observer in a familiar setting and having that observer
write letters back home to his friends was popular in the eighteenth
century. Goldsmith's letters are from a Chinese visitor to. London
who writes to his old friend and tutor in Peking explaining the
various customs of the English as he sees them. This reading can
be done individually. The study questions will serve as a guide
for discussion of the letters.

E. After the reading and discussion of Goldsmith, the following questions
will help the students compare the selections from Goldsmith and
Swift with Juvenal and Wylie.
1. In what way is Goldsmith's technique similar to Swift's? /7

2. Haw does Goldsmith manage to depart from the strict monologue ?'
3 Do Goldsmithand Swift have anything in common with Juvenal /

and Wylie? in technique? in content?
4. Is the one form of satire any more effective than the other?

'Why?

5. Does the satire of any of these men remain appropriate in
modern society?

6. What modern social or moral ills might be satirized using
Swift's "A Modest Proposal" as a model? Using Goldsmith's
Letter -#24 as a model?



MUM' GUIDE: slA Modest Proposal"

by Jonathan Swift

1. What social, ill does Swift wish to remedy?

2. What is his pretended stance or point of view in this essay?
That is, how does he pretend to see himself?

3. What approach or technique does he use to make us feel that his
proposal will be completely serious and earnest?

4. What is the purpose of the careful mathematical computations?

5. For what people will the food be most appropriate?

6. Why is Swift not concerned about the "poor people, who are aged,
diseased, or maimed "?

7. What are the advantages of the proposal?

8. Why does Swift consider the proposal humanitarian and Christian?

9 What does each "advantage" of the scheme satirize?

10. What is the justification for introducing this, proposal finally?

11. How does Swift introduce the ideal method of dealing with the

problem?

12. How does he maintain his role of benificent humanitarianism to

the end of the essay? Find lines which exemplify his pretended

role.

13. What is the principal target of satire in this. essay? What is
essentially responsible for making this proposal _necessary?



STUDY Gum: Letters from ',The Citizen of the World',

by Oliver Goldsmith

Letter #24.

1. What are the various targets of satire in this letter?

2. Haw does Goldsmith render the medical men absurd?

3 How do the physicians receive their education?

Letters #26 and #27.

Vocabulary

tincture indolent
parsimony torpid
sordid indigent
rail

1. In what way is the man in black inconsistent?

2. What specific example is given of this inconsistency?

3. What is a hypocrite? Is the man in black a hypocrite? Haw is
his hypocrisy different from normal hypocrisy?

4. What is satirized by the various experiences'of the man in black?

5. Why did he decide to adopt his role of parsimony?

6. In what way is his worldly success a satire of English morality?

c\)
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LESSON #3: THE MONOLOGUE OF THE VILLAIN

OBJECTIVES: To examine the satiric method of letting a villain, hypocrite,
etc. bring scorn upon himself through a dramatic monologue.

To identify the failings satirized in such a villain.

MATERIALS: Opening Speech from Richard III
Opening Speech from voThol;
"Soliloquy in a Spanisfi Cloister"
"My Last Duchess"

"Holy WillietPrayerH

PROCEDURES:

A. Distribute copies of Richard III and ask the students to recall what

kind of man Richard was. (Eighth grade honors unit.)
1. How does Richard reveal himself in his opening speech?
2. What is his attitude toward his own villainy?
3.jima do you react to Richard as he reveals himself? Do you

admire him, pity him, laugh at him, or simply find him
disgusting?

4. Is there any element of at least any humor in his speech?

B. Distribute the opening speech from Volpone by Ben Jonson and read it

aloud to the students, drawing their attention to the purpose of

the imagery and ideals as the speech progresses.
1. Line 2. What metaphor does Jonson use here? What kind of

reaction should such a comparison elicit from the audience?

2. Line 3. 'What does this metaphor suggest?
3. Line 3-6. Whom is Volpone addressing here? Does the splendor

of gold really darken the sun's splendor? -What do the lines

reveal about Volpone?
4, Lines 7-12. That religious imagery does Jonson use in these

lines?' What effect does it have?
5. Lines 14-21. What place in the universe does Volpone ascribe

to gold?
6. Lines 21-22. Haw are the new epithets for gold keeping with

the rest of the religious imagery?
7. Lines 22-25. When Volpone calls gold "the dumb god," the

phrase takes on a double meaning. What evidence is there

that Volpone regards gold as his god? In what ways is it

a god to all men?
8. Lines 25-27. In what way are these lines a satirical comment

on worldly greed?
9. In this speech Jonson manages to satirize not only Volpone as

the epitome of lust for gold, but men in general. Through

what lines is this second target satirized? How?

10. What effects does Jonson achieve through the religious imagery
with which Volpone describes his gold?

11. Lines 30-40. What gives Volpone his greates pleasure?

12. If the students wish to know more about the play, tell them

that Volpone (which means fox in Italian) gets his treasures
through the greed of other people (who, by the way, are
named after birds of prey -- Corvino, Corbaccio, etc.) Volpone

pretends to be on the verge of death, and the other characters

bring him gifts to gain his favor so that he will leave them

his riches. The students might be asked how this situation
is comparable to Goldsmith's story of the man in black.



C. Distribute copies of Browning's "Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister."
Read the poem aloud to the students.
1. Why does the speaker hate Brother Laurence?
2 How does he try to ridicule Brother Laurence in the first three

stanzas? Why?
3. What do the first three stanzas reveal about the speaker?

4. Why do the fourth and fifth stanzas reveal more about the
speaker than about Brother Laurence?

5. Haw does stanza six reveal the speakers petty malice?
6. In stanzas seven, eight, and nine what use does the speaker

make of the scriptures? What plans does he make for Brother
Laurence's damnation?

7. What do the final two lines of stanza nine reveal about the
speaker?

8. How would you describe he speaker? What kind of man do you
think Brother Laurence must be?

9. What techniques and situations does Browning use to reveal
the speaker's faults?

D. (Optional.) Distribute copies of "Holy Prayer." Explain
to the students that Scotland during Burns' time was a strict
Presbyterian country whose church held the doctrine of predestin-
ation: that men were either destined to damnation or elect to
salvation at birth. Burns' "Holy Wil]i&' modeled on a real person
--deems himself among the elect. To be most effective this --'em
ought to be read aloud in the Scot dialect.

E. Distribute copies of Browning's "My Last Duchess" with the'study
guide and read the poem aloud to the students. Then divide the
class into small heterogeneous groups to discuss the poem. After
the students have examined the poem they must determine whether
the poem can be regarded as satire. It is satire in its criticism
of the Duke's vanity and egocentricity but it does not have the

satiric tone that the other monologues have displayed. When the
groups have finished their discussions, conduct a brief' discussion
of the last two study guide questions by letting each group or one
group report its interpretation while the other groups evaluate.



STUDY GUIDE: 'My Last Duchess"

by Robert Browning

1. To whom is the Duke speaking?

2. Who is the stranger? What question does the Duke think is in the
stranger's mind?

3. What is the Duke's chief criticism of his late wife?

4. What examples does he give of this "fault "?

5. What do his criticism and the examples reveal about him?

6. What does the Duke mean when he says, ',Who'd ,stoop to blame this
sort of trifling ?"

7. Why does he choose the word trifling to describe his wifels fault?
Was her fault in trifling, or was it a trifling fault?

8. How does the Duke really regard her fault? Find evidence to support
your answer.

3 9. How did he treat his wife? Did he ever explain the cause of his
discontent with her'

10. What kind of woman must the Duchess have been? Find evidence to
support your opinion. Was the Duke's opinion or treatment of
her justified?

11. What does the Duke's reference to the statue of Neptune suggest about
his attitude toward his dead wife and toward his new: wife?

12. What is Browning's criticism of the Duke? How is this criticism
translated into the specific incidents of the poem?

13. Can this poem be regarded as satire? Why or why not?



STUDY GUIDE: "Holy Willie's Prayer"

by Robert Burns

1. "Holy Willie's Prayers takes the orthodox form of a prayer. What
are its major parts?

2. How does Willie see himself in relation to God and the universe?
What does this reveal about his character?

3. What is Willie's attitude toward drinking, swearing, and dancing?
Why does he take that position?

4. How does he excuse his own fleshly lust in the seventh stanza?
How does this rationalization contradict the views expressed
earlier in the poem?

5. What does Willie's plea in reference to Meg reveal about his

character?

6. How does he rationalize his behavior with "Lizzie's lass "?

How does this rationalization clash with his earlier statements?

7. How does he rationalize his guilt in the tenth stanza?

8. What is Willie's attitude toward Gawn Hamilton? Why does Willie

have this attitude? How is it out of keeping with normal Christian

teaching? How does it differ from his attitude toward his own
sins?

9. Why does gillie resent the Presbytery of Hyr? (Hyr is a town in

Scotland.)

10. For what reasons does Burns satirize Holy Willie and his kind?

11. What are Willie's most egregious sins? What in his character do
you find disgusting?

12. Is the poem successful as satire? Why?



LESSON Att PARODY

OBJECTIVES: To identify the parodic content of a particular work.
To analyze the techniques used in a particular parody.
To identify the direction and targets of satire in a parody.

MATERIALS: "Birches"
°Mr. Frost Goes South to Boston"

°The Declaration of Independence in American"
o Home°

"Edgar A. Guest Syndicates the Old Woman Who Lived in a Shoe"
o Pyramus and Thisbe"
°A Midsummer Night's Play°

PROCEDURES:.

A. Distribute copies of Robert Frost's "Birches" for a 'brief reveiw of
the poem (studied intensively in eighth grade honors symbolism .

unit). Then distribute "Mr. Frost Goes' South to Boston," and ask
the students to cotpare the two.
1. Row does Mr. Houghton make fun of "Birches"?
2. What does the fifth line of the poem do to the first four

lines? In turn, what do the first five lines suggest about
Birches?

3. In "Birches" what does Frost do in terms of logical progression
and generalization that is similur to lines 8, 9, and 10 of

"Mr. Frost Goes South to Boston"?
1. How are the two poems different in these respects?
5. What other features or lines of "Mr. Frost Goes South to

Boston" are similar to lines in "Birches"?
6. Where do the similarities end?
7. How does the poem in general make fun of Frost's style of

writing, especially the tone he adopts?
8. What does the title of the poem suggest about Frost?

B. Distribute copies of the selection from Mencken's The Declaration

of Independence in American and the opening paragraphs
the Declaration of Independence. After the teacher has' read the
Mencken's version aloud. Then ask the class how this version
differs from the Declaration of Independence. After they have
pointed out the general differences,ask them what Mencken is
making fun ofthe Declaration or modern American speech? The claw
can then find particular expressions and usages which are ridicw1ed
in the passage. The class might feel that Mencken is ridiculing
either the language or the ideas of the Declaration of Indqprdence
rather than vulgar or colloquial American English. If so, gsk the
students how he satirizes either one. Does the language Mencken
uses make the language of the Declaration sound ridiculous in any
way? Does it make the ideas appear ridiculous? Does the language
of the Declaration have any effect on Menckents language? The next
step isTFUEETEre the ridicule in the two passages so that the
students can see the different results which the imitation of a
piece of writing can bring about. In "Mr. Frost Goes South to Boston"
the writer imitates a poem by Frost in order to ridicule the poem
imitated as well as certain peculiprities of Frost's style. The
"Declaration of Independence in American" on the other hand ridicules-

\ neither the style or content of theLolI.._e2sidDeclar4tiozndence_but
colloquial American speech.

1



1. How does the ridicule in this passage differ from the-ridicule
in "Mr. Frost Goes South to Boston"?

2. How is the passage that Meneken uses related to what he r' .-r

3. How is the passage that Houghton imitates related to what he.
ridicules?

4. How do these relationships differ?

C. Distribute copies of Ovid's story of Pyramus and Thisbe and ShakespeereVL_
retelling of it from A Midsummer Night's Dream.
1. Ask the students to read Ovid's tale first. When they have' -

finished, ask them what incidents or characteristic.of it
might easily be exaggerated.

2. The students will probably note. several.farcical elements of
the tale. When they have, ask them to turn to Shakespeare's
scene from A Midsummer Night's Dream. Explain that the

little play of Pyramus and Thisbe enacted by country bumpkins

is a play within a play to entertain the characters of the
main play.

3. The play can be verventertaininglyproduced by students-and-has
been presented very successfully to student bodies of seventh,
eighth, and ninth graders. The broader the burlesque, the
more students enjoy it. At any rate, after the play has been
read by the students, the following questions will serve as a
guide to discussion.

a. Haw might you describe the acting ability of the plgyerg?-
b. How do they fumble their parts? How do they exaggerate

their parts?
c. Why did Shakespeare have the little play put into their

hands?
d. What aspects and incidents of Ovid's story does Shakes-

peare exaggerate?
e. That other chaJges contribute to the humor of the play?
f. Are Shakespeare's exaggerations based on the style or

the content of Ovid's story?

g. Do the exaggerations. ridicule the story itself or
something else? Explain your answer.

h. How does it differ from the other parodies we have read?*
(The studentS should note at least three.differences:
the distortions are of the content or events of the .

story rather than the style; the exaggerations in
Shakespeare's episode are much. more pronounced than
in either of the other selections; Shakespeare's
episode ridicules only the players through their own
clownish actions, but even this ridiculeis seccndary
to the production of a broadly humorous scene. If
the class does not suggest all the differences, the
teacher can- ask what the basis for distortion is, how--
the use of exaggeration can be compared to the exag-
geration of the other selections, and what the purpose
of imitation with distortion is in the three selections.)

4. After the students have made these discriminations, tell them
that a work that imitates a work in order to ridicule it
or in order to ridicule something else is called a parody.
When the humor of theparody is slapstick and when the work
imitated is grossly exaggerated, the parody is called a
burlesque. Houghton's "Mr. Frost Goes South to Boston,"
Mencken's "Declaration," and Shakespeare's %Pyramus!" scene
are all parodies, but Shakespeare's is also called burlesque.
At this time introduce the words parodyfr.as-a-verb.-and_parodist.



D. Distribute copies of ",Home" by Edgar Guest. Ask the students to read
the poem and to identify characteristics of the style as they read.
After they have read the poem, the following questions will help
the students analyze the poem in discussion.
1. What is characteristic of Guest's diction?
2. Why does he use this sort of diction? What effect is it supposed

to have on the poem's audience?
3. How would you describe the rhythm of the poem? What effect does

the rhythm have on you?
4. How would you describe the imagery of the poem in terms of

originality, freshness, and vitality?
5. How would you describe the ideas in the poem?
6. How is this poem different from others you have read?

E. The students may not find this poem trite and sentimental. If not, a
lecture on Guest's defects as a poet will not be satisfactory. The
students have to see ..the-defecte-itrhemselyes_._Distribute copies of
Unterraeyerts- poem "Edgar A. Guest Syndicates the Old Woman. Who Lived
in a Shoe." Then ask them to read tintermeyer Is poem to determine
how it parodies Edgar Guest's poem and *what the result of the parody..is. When the students have completed the reading, divide the class
into small heterogeneous groups to discUss and compare the poems by
Guest and Untermeyer. The study guide questions on Untermeyer Is
poem can serve to focus the group discussions. When the students
have completed their discussions reassemble the class and ask one
group to report its ideas. The other groups can evaluate the report,,,__
and if necessary the teacher can lead the class to some general
agreement. During the course of this discussion, it is very likely
that the word style will be used by the students, but if it isn't
the teacher should introduce it into the discussion and a bit later
should challenge the students to define it in terms of what style
involves. This challenge -will lead into the next lesson.



STUDY GUIDE: "Edgar A. Guest Syndicates the Old Woman

Who Lived in a Shoe."

by Louis Untermeyer

1. What aspects of Guest's poem does Untermeyer imitate: ideas, themes,
rhythm, diction, etc.?

2. What aspects of Guest's poem does Untermeyer exaggerate?

3. What does Untermeyer's use of the phrase "good old" in lines 3 and 4
suggest about Guest's view of life?

4. Why does Untermeyer use the phrase "Vale o' Rest" in line 5?

5. What aspects of Guest's poem are parodied in lines 6, 7, and 8?

6. What does Untermeyer imply. about Guest's ideas and philosophy of
life?
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LESSON #5: PARODY AND STYLE

OBJECTIVES: To analyze the style of various authors with regard to syntax,
vocabulary, diction, theme and variation, mood or tone, and
point of view.

To examine one's own style for forcefulness and liveliness.
To read parodies of various styles.
To write an original parody.

MATERIALS: The Cask of Amontillado
Student Parodies

PROCEDURES:

A. Continue the discussion from the previous lesson by asking students
to enumerate the element that contribute to an author's style.
They should be able to suggest at least some of the following:
syntax, vocabulary, diction, theme and variations, mood or tone,
and point of view. If all of these are not suggested, the teacher
can ask questions to lead the students to the additional elements.
At the same time the teacher should assure the students that the
above is by no means a definitive list and that various techniques
such as sarcasm, exaggeration, or allegory must also be considered
as well as flaws such as vague generalizations, unwarranted
redundancies, and repetitions. Then ask the students whether the
elements listed are separate or interacting and interrelated. The
important thing for the student to realize is that while each
element may be examined separately, such a separation is artifi-
cial because in reality the elements are interrelated. Questions
such as the following grill help in arriving at this understanding.
1. Mich of the elements listed contribute to mood?
2. Do any other elements such as the selection of detail contribute

to mood?
3. How might mood influence the syntax of a piece of writing?
4. How might the syntax influence mood?

B. If necessary review the eighth grade unit on syntax to prepare the
students for analyzing the syntactic elements characteristic
of various authors. The students can then examine samples of
writing to determine what syntactic devices, if any, appear to

predominate a particular writer's style. Does he use short,
simple sentences? Does he use long complex sentences? If so,
what devices does he use to complicate his sentences? Does he
compound sentences, words, or phrases into long parallel structures?
Does he use participial phrases frequently?

C. Distribute copies of Poe's "The Cask of Amontillado" along with the
story guide which will serve as a guide to the analysis of Poe's
style in this particular story. The students should read the
questions before reading the story and attempt answering the
questions after having read the story. The class as a whole can
work out some of the problems such as those:about syntax and
vocabulary.



D. Next divide the class into small heterogeneous groups and assign
each group a different story for analysis and comparison with "The
Cask of Amontillado." Allow the groups enough time to read and
analyze th,e story and to prepare a report for the class. Some of
this work, of course, can be done outside class. Reports on "The
Tell-tale Heart," "The Black Cat," "The Fall of the House of Usher,"

give the class an opportunity to make a fairly comprehensive statement about
Poe's style, and after the reports the teacher should ask questions
which will lead to generalizations about Poe's style. Naturally the
class should note exceptions to the generalizations.

E. After the class has synthesized the reports, present the following
list of authors or types of writing for analysis.

The Hardy Boys Adventure Series
Ellery Queen Mystery Stories
Charles Dickens

John Bunyan
Time Magazine
Newspaper columnist, eg. Walter Winchell
Damon Runyon

E. E. Cummings

King James Version, The Holy Bible
Hemingway

(Allow the students to select other distinctive styles for
examination, pending the teacher's approval.)

Allow each group to select one writer or type of writing. The work
on Poe should have provided enough experience so that the students
can make analyses without a special study guide, but the teacher
should consult with each group in both the stage of analysis and
the preparation of a report. It will be necessary to advise students
on the preparation of reports to insure that examples are included
with each generalization for the benefit of the rest of the class.

F. Distribute the student written parodies "Time Magazine: Goldilocke
Invades Bears," "Elizabethan Drama: The Three Pigs," "Edgar Allan
Poe: Little Miss Muffet," and "A Business Letter to the Principal."
These student samples can serve as models or suggestions, but their
main purpose is to give encouragement. Each of the student parodies
ridicules the style imitated, but the teacher ought to encourage
other types of parodic writing, eg. parodies based on specific plots,
parodies designed to ridicule something other than the work imitated,
and burlesques. Very few students will have difficulty in getting
ideas to those that do. When the students have completed their
parodies have the best ones mimeographed and distributed to the
class. This will encourage other students to improve their first
parodies or to write new ones.



STUDY GUIDE: The Cask of Amontillado

by Edgar A.Uan.Poe

1. What is the point of view of the story?

2. What does Poe leave unexplained as he launches into the story?
Why does he leave it unexplained?

3. What are the main characteristics of Poe's syntax in terms of sentence
length and clause structure?

Ii. Note Poe's range of vocabulary. What tone does this rangegive the
'story?

5. As the story develops, what atmosphere'doei'Poe build? What specific
words and phrases contribute to this atmosphere?

6. What are the major points which Poe emphasizes about the main
character?

7. In general how would you describe Pools style in this story?



PARODIES BY STUDENTS

Time Magazine
Current Events: Goldilocks Invades Bears

A week ago the forest was peaceful, there were no interferences. But catastrophe
came in the form of a yellow haired girl. This insignificant figure set an entire household
into disorder.

Trouble came when the three members of the Bear family took a walk unaware
that Goldilocks at that moment was invading their house and causing complete destruction.
Sources have revealed that Goldilocks, upon entering the house, first cut off the food
supply. The porridge of Papa Bear and Mama Bear were only tasted because of their tem-
perature. But Baby Bear's porridge was completely done away with. After this she demol-
ished chairs with the same strategy. Papa Bear's was too hard, Mama Bear's was too soft
and Baby Bear's was just right. The former two were only sat in while the latter lies in
ruin.

The problem today is the return of the Bears to the house where Gold; locks is
still. asleep in Baby's bed.

In the future if Goldilocks refuses to get out of the Bear's home when they order
her to leave, a war is likely to start. And although the Bears have been known for many
years to be peace loving, they have strict laWs about personal property and what will
happen remains to be seen.

Sue Nelson

Elizabethan Drama
The Three Pigs

First pig is on stage. Enter second pig.
FIRST PIG: Hark! Who goes there?
SECOND PIG: 'Tis I, thy brother.
FIRST PIG: How goeth it?
SECOND PIG: Not well, my brother. That cursed wolf tried to eat me today.
Something must be done about it.
Enter third pig.
THIRD PIG: God witting we shall.
FIRST PIG: Ah! Welcome, eldest brother. I prithee, how?
THIRD PIG: Let us join together in building three houses as protection from the wolf.
FIRST PIG: I would fain build mine cf straw.
SECOND PIG: Mine will Se. of faggots.
THIRD PIG: 'Swc,urr..is, you fools! Straw and faggots indeed! I shall build mine house
of stone.

SCENE !!

Enter the wolf.
WOLF: Aye, 'ti s here, I be before the house of the first pig. Pig, let this door
be loosed or I slirili blow it down.
FIRST PIG: A i:fi:-.%gue j,e r: for bad brecihl
WOLF: I warr:,,,c p:tri
FIRST PIG: You hot blown down my door. Ah, what is this written on my snout?
Pige, fuge. Pig, flee. I must make haste. To walk fast, perchance to run. Onward,
to the stick house of my brother.

O



The Three Piers (cont'd.)
SCENE III

Enter wolf.
WOLF: Now I stand before the dwelling of sticks. Loose thy door, pigs.

. FIRST PIG: Wouldst the very heavens fall, then this door would open up.
WOLF: huff, and I'll-puff, and 1411 blow thy house down.
SECOND PIG: Quickly, brother, the house is blowndown, let us hasten to the
house of stone.

SCENE IV

The house of stone.
SECOND PIG: Hurry, let us hasten within.
FIRST PIG: The heavens be praised, we are safe.
THIRD PIG: Where for art thou, wolf?
WOLF: Up on thy roof, pig.
THIRD PIG: So this is the face that launched a thousand shipst
WOLF: lye, pig. Even now I do slither down thy chimney.
THIRD PIG: Quickly, brothers, try thy brains to gain a cauldron of boiling oil.
WOLF: Forsooth, pigs, this oil is hot. I am inclined to travel upwards.
THIRD PIG: Friends, Romans, and pigs, lend me your ears. I come to mourn the wolf,
not to praise him. If you have tears, prepare to shed them now, for this was the
noblest wolf of them all.

t

Edgar Allan Poe
Little Miss Muffet

Ron Surtz

.

Never before had I attempted anythingjo daring, -anything so ghastly. But
no longer could I control my wild, vicious desires. I ask myself over and over again,
"Why?" But only the cold, howling wind, lurking outside my darkened domicile responds
to my queries.

This wild desire has haunted my days and caused me many a sleepless night.
During the rare moments, when sleep does envelope me, I only dream of ghastly souls .

crying out piteously in sheer agony and pain,,in the flaming furnaces of hell.
As I dressed the next morning my only thoughts were of how cleverly I had

planned.'my crime, how flawless my plan was. It was indeed the perfect crime, sans
fautes.

I left my dwelling and 'progressed towards my dreadful destination. How clever
I was,.how unbelieveably clever and, sure of myself. I even stopped repeatedly to greet
many of my acquaintances. I also paused momentarily at a.small grocery.store window,
thus giving the appedrance of someone looking over the merchandise, when in all actual-.
ity and truthfulness I was carrying out a small step in my plan. I was deceiving the
watchful eye .of the 'nearby residents. I entered the shop and cunningly made my way
up the rear flight.of stairs leading to my destination, the stairs leading to her room.

She'd be alone at this time of the day, alone and unsuspecting of what evil
treachery awaited her. She was a trusting soul, far too trusting. She believed in the
goodness and love in all mankind, and never latched her windows or doors.

So quietly, so very quietly, I entered through the door and made my way to
the far corner of her room.



Little Miss Muffet (contld.)

There she was, a tender sight to behold, unsuspecting, innocent and alone, as
I knew she would be. And there, gently placed beside her, was my goal. The realize -4 4-"-

tion that all my wild desires could be attained by possessing my goal only a few paces
before me drove my mind into a mad rage. Some ignorants term this temporary insanity,
but it is only the result of my mad desires, so long withheld from me.

I surged towards her in a fit of wild passion, passion not for her unchained
beauty and love, but instead for what she had in the small assiette next to her--her
tempting, tantalizing curds and wheys. The lovely Miss Muffet, seeing my wild desires
clearly in my eyes, remained calmly seated on her small chaise. The look in her eyes
was of madness, oisheer hatred and of disgust. But I had no time for her--only for her
curds and whey. I approached the bowl, firmly placed my eight hands upon it, lifted
it to my lips and drank, expecting the sweetness of the curds and whey to flow gently
forward. Instead, the curds and whey held a rather dis-tasteful bitterness, not un-like
that of a commonly used insect killer for all types of insects, especially proficient in
the art -of- annihilating -- spiders! I

Carole Jelenic

A Business Letter
to the Principal:

Dear Sir:

I am making a plea on behalf of several members of the teachers' staff concerning
the enforcement of school regulations. Several incidents in which our authority has been
rudely disregarded have come to our immediate attention.

Mary (whose last name I will exclude) who is a child in the lower grades has been
leading a domesticated animal into the school grounds. Upon several occasions it has

entered the school building. Much commotion has been caused by Mary's classmates and
to my displeasure, I'm afraid if such actions occur repeatedly a trend may occur and the
situation will get well out of hand.

I have personally had mmerous talks with the child concerning restrictions of
the school regulations which do not permit animals within school grounds. The child re-
plied that the Iamb, "Just followed me to school one day," and appears still unaware
of the seriousness of the situation.

On the numerous occasions in which the animal has entered the classroom I have
turned him out. But I have knowledge of several other teachers employed here who have
openly permitted this beast to enter the classroom. How can students follow the examples
set by the teachers when the teachers themselves break the school rules?

I haven't seen any educational values in pe'mitting this animal to be exhibited.
The only basic educational factor pointed out is that of the lambs fleece, which ,is
referred to as "white as snow."

We ask you to save the honor of the teacher by enforcing the school regulations.
or to constantly remind the members of the faculty about the seriousness of this si

Thank you,
A few members of the faculty.

Loreen Sabol
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LESSON #6:

OBJECTIVES:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURES:

MENIPPEAN SATIRE (FICTION)

T,o identify the characteristics of Menippean satire.
To interpret Menippean satire.

In Church
The Ant and the Grasshopper

Luck
Germans at Meat
The Standard of Living

(Note: The term Menippean satire originally referred to a kind of
sage written by the Romarrgalilst Menippus -whose works were a
mixture of prose and verse. Petronius' Satyricon.is an example.
From thiS type of satire, the.satirist.mithdrawgalis personal voice
and allows his plot to reveal the vice and folly he ridicules. The
satires of Ludian, Ben Jonson, Moliere, Voltaire, Huxley, and Orwell
are examples. Keruan uses the term to encompass satires whose plots
reveal vice and folly in contrast to the direct attack by an author
or by a character who speaks for the author. Highet gives the term
a similar referent_but separates a third kind of satire -- parody.)

A. Review the characteriStics of the kinds of satire already studied in
this unit--the monologue and parody. Ask the students if they can
think of any satires which cannot be included in these two. types.
Questions such as the following will help the students develop the
idea of Menippean satire.

1. Did you read any satires in the eighth grade which were neither
parody nor monologues?

2. How do the fables and Animal Farm differ from parody and monologue?
3. If they are neither pafaallionginologues how were you able to

. .

tell what was being satirized?
I. How were the targets of satire made clear to the reader?
5. If Orwell neither imitated another work nor made a direct attack

on what Napoleon stood for in Animal Farm, how did he convey
his criticism?

6. How was the criticism of the fox in IlThe Fox and the Grapes"
conveyed?

7. How was the criticism in the poem "The Golf Links Lie So Near
the Milli' conveyed? (Read the poem if necessary.)

8. What do the fables, Animal Farm, and the various poems read in
the eighth grade unit hav= common that sets them apart from
parody and monologue?

B. In answer to the last question, the students should enumerate at least
three factors which differentiate those works from monologue and
parody: (1) such works usually contain little direct satire as do
the monologues (classical verse satire in Kernan's terminology),
(2) they do-not-parody other.works and (3) they convey criticism
through the plot which reveals the follies, and inhmenity
of the characters.

After this discussion the teacher may introduce the term Menippean
. satire.



D. Distribute copies of Thomas Hardy's "In Church" and read it aloud
while the students follow their copies. Questions such as the
following will help in solidifying the concept of Menippean satire.
1. What is being satirized in this poem?
2. Is anything other than the preacher subject to satire?

(the congregation)
3. What fault does Hardy find witt the congregation?
4. What is the first word or phrase in the poem that suggests it

might be a satire?
5. What technique does Hardy use to reveal the preacher's vanity?
6. Haw is this poem typical of Menippean satire?

E. Distribute copies of "The Ant and the Grasshopper" by Somerset Maughem
and the study guide questions. After the students have read the
questions, ask them to read the story in light of the questions.
Then assign the composition which appears at the end of the ques-
tions. Allow class time for both the reading and the writing.
This assignment will give the teacher an opportunity to assess
student progress in interpreting satire and to determine whether
the class requires further aid in I7riting a clear and direct
interpretation of a satire in a paragraph. If the class needs
additional help in Nviting, the composition process suggested in
lesson #4 of the eighth grade satire unit may be used with the
remainder of the selections in this lesson. Chances are that the
process will not be necessary.

However, some of the students will probably not make adequate
statements about what is satirized. Some students will state
that Aesop's version of the fable is satirized, and while this
statement is correct, it takes no account of Maugham's pointed
satire of people who fully expect that virtue will be rewarded
and vice punished. Nor does it account for his satire of people
who govern their lives in order to receive the rewards of virtue.
If students make inadequate statements, then a discussion of the
story and of their statements is in order. "The Storyteller," a
somewhat similar satire of didactic stories and the people who
believe in them, will give students additional practice in making
precise statements of what is satirized.

F. Ask the students to read Mark Twain's story, "Luck". Deciding what
is satirized in this story will be somewhat more difficult. Read
one way General Scoresby's success in the world is the object of
fierce denunciation by the minister. At the same time, however,
the preacher's tale seems so exaggerate4 that it might well be the
product of an envious man's imagination--a man who has given up
soldiering because he could not succeed there. Another reading
might reveal the gullibility of the narrator who at first is over-
awed by the general's grandeur bit who accepts immediately the
minister's unqualified statement that Scoresby is a fool., Perhaps,
the satire of the story falls not upon Scoresby who is seen only
secondhand through the eyes of the gullible narrator and through
the over-eager denunciation of the minister, but upon the minister
and the narrator themselves. However that may be, the point of
using this story is to warn the student against jumping to con-
clusions without considering all the possibilities. After they
have read the story ask them to write a brief paragraph explaining
what is satirized and the technique used. (An interesting point
here is that the minister uses the satiric monologue but tends to
discredit himself as well as the general. Alvin Kernan offers an
interesting discussion of this tendency in The Cankered Muse.)

I



If there is a massive protest against the assignment, it may well be
that the students have encountered the dilemma mentioned above. If

not, ask a few students to read their compositions aloud. If the
class agrees that Scoresby is the object of.satire and that the form
is the monologue of direct attack, the teacher can ask questions
which will introduce an element of doubt.
1. What qualities does the narrator display, first in his admiration

of Scoresby, and second in his flat acceptance of the minister's
statement?

2. Does Mark Twain make a pretense of reality in the story? In
reality can you accept the minister's account? Why?

3. What does the seemingly exaggerated account suggest about the,
minister?

4. What do the narrator and the minister suggest about attitudes
toward fame?

G. Such questions are likely to give rise to a heated debate, and will
also provide an opportunity for a composition in which the student
must explain and defend one point of view in opposition to the
others.

H. Divide the class into small heterogeneous groups and assign "Germans
at Meat" by Katherine Mansfield and "The Standard of Livings, by
Dorothy Parker. When the class has finished the reading, ask the
groups to discuss and evaluate the stories as satire along the
lines suggested by the study guides. After the completion of the
group discussions, the teacher should lead the class to evaluate
Mansfield's implied generalizations about Germans in contrast to
Parker's generalizations about office girls. ,While we can reject
the exaggerated generalizations of diatribe with comparative ease,
those of Menippean satire tend to be insidious, and we must remember
to evaluate them. The study guide questions will serve as a focus
for this evaluation. When the students are questioning the validity
of Mansfield's criticism of the Germans on the basis of their eating
habits and conversation, it might be helpful to suggest the follow-
ing problems. Is it justifiable to satirize American Indians because
they wear feather headdresses? Is it justifiable to satirize Austra-
lian aborigines because they wear little or no clothing or because
they have a cosmological view different from ours? Such problems
as these will lead to a discussion of what usually provokes satire:

deviations from the cultural norms as viewed by the satirist. The
students will recall that Juvenal was highly conservative and
opposed the invasion of Roman culture by Greek intellectuals and
the rise of the nouveau, riche many of whom were freed slaves. His
slogan might well have been, "Keep Rome for the Romans and Wealth
for the Patricians." In these respects Juvenal bears much in
common with certain conservative elements of our culture. But
Juvenal is not alone. Satirists from Juvenal to Pope and Huxley
have been conservatives, attempting ,to stem the tides of change
and sometimes advocating a return to what they regarded as "golden
age."



STUDY GUIDE: The Standard of Living

by Dorothy Parker

1. *tat words might you use to describe the habits, interests, and values
of Midge and Annabel? What details support your answer?

2. Is Parker's disdain for Annabel and Midge as complete as Mansfield's
is for the Germans? Justify your answer.

3. To what extent is this story satirical? If you think it is not all
satirical, defend your answer. If you think it is only slightly
satirical, explain what is satirized and how. If you think it
completely satirical or satirical to some degree, defend and
explain your judgment.

It. Do Parker's generalizations extend to all office girls or only
Annabel and Midge? Justify your answer?

5. Is the scope of the generalizations in "Germans at Neat" more or less
limited than in "The Standard of Living"? Explain your answir.

6. What accounts for the difference in the scope of the generalizations
implied in the two stories? O



STUDY GUIDE: Germans at Meat

by ,Katherine Mansfield

1. That do you find distasteful about the Germans?

2. What words might be used to describe the habits, conversation, and
the values or the Germans?

3. What details justify the words used in your description?

G.. What are the narrator's reactions to the Germans?

S. How do you picture the narrator in this scene? What details justify
your picture?

6. What is the German attitude toward the English?

7. Mahlzeit literally means mealtime, but in practice it is an expression
like "good health" and means "good appetitie." what is the ironic
effect of ending the story with this expression?

8. Is the satire of this story directed against all Germans or against
the specific Germans in this story? Justify your answers.

9. Is the satire directed against culturally determined traits or
against traits which go beyond a particular culture?

10. Is the scope of Mansfield's generalizations justified or not?
Justify your answer.

U. Is the story effective as satire whether or not the criticism is
justified? Defend your answer.

1



STUDY GUIDE: The Ant and. the Grasshopper

by Somerset lylaughaxo.

1. Why did the narrator as a small boy have sympathy for the grass-
hopper?

2. In what ways is George Ramsay like the ant of the fable?

3. In what ways is Tom Ramsay like the grasshopper?

4. Why did the narrator enjoy Tom's company?

5. Why does the author fail to sympathize with George Ramsay?

6. When does the ant's role cease to be wholly virtuous?

7. What are the targets of satire in this story?

Composition: Write a paragraph explaining the targets of satire

in the story and the technique used to accomplish

the satire.



LESSON #7: HUCKLEBERRY FINN: HERO AND SATIRIST

OroJECTIVES: To analyze the elements of satire in Huck Finn.
To examine Huck Finn as the vehicle of satire and a s a hero.

MATERIALS: The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn

PROCEDURES:

(Note: The objectives for this lesson as they are stated above

are rather elusive. Huckleberry Finn is one of those works which

can be read at many levels of sophistication and remains meaningful
at every level. It can be read as an adventure story, as the story
of a boy coming to a mature view of his world, as a human comedy,

or as a devastating satire. It is as satire that Huckleberry Finn
is read in this unit, but at the same time, of course, other aspects

of the novel cannot be ignored. One must view Huck both as hero

and as satirical. It is_ primarily through Huck's innocent eye that

Mark Twain exposes the villainy and folly, the hyprocrisy and vice
of mankind. At the same time Huck is a redeeming figure, a hero
who refuses to accept the hypocritical dictates of his society but
instead accepts the worst punishment (hell) his society can envision
in order to help a human being who has been denied his essential
humanity.)

A. Distribute the copies of Huckleberry Finn with the study guides and
ask the students to read the first seven questions on the study
guide and then the first three chapters of Huckleberry Finn. Vihen

they have finished the reading, they should at tempt to answer the
questions, returning to the text to inform their answers whenever
necessary. An intensive early study and class discussion of these
three chapters should make clear in microcosm Huck's relationship
to his society, Tom's unthinking reliance on authority and tradi-
tion, the unexamined values and customs which the widow and Miss
Watson thrust upon Huck, and Huck's realistic, almost scientific'

approach to these values and customs. Tom, the widow, and Miss
Watson have been so thoroughly indoctrinated into the traditions
and values of their culture that it is impossible for them to see
objectively. Huck, however, is "unsivilized." He has not under-
gone the process of indoctrination that they have and can view
their conduct and values clearly and with objectivity. The irony
is and will continue to be throughout the novel that Huck attri-
butes his inability to accept their "sivilization" to his being

"so ignorant, and so kind of low-down and ornery."

B. The study guide is divided into three more sections: Chapters 4-31

chapters 32-43, and General Discussion. Questions. The f irst divi-

sion perhaps implies that chapters 4-3l should be the next reading
assignment. It can be, but obviously the students will need more
than one day to complete it. The teacher can divide these chapters
into smaller reading assignments followed by the discussion of
appropriate questions or he can make the entire assignment over
a period of days during which he proceeds to the next lesson. A
number of the questions on this section of the study guide can be
used for in-class writing assignments.



The next section of the guide -- chapters 32 -L3-- deserves intensive
treatment. Some critics feel that these chapters ruin the artistic
unity of the book, and many sophisticated readers wonder why they
were included. Yet Tom's horseplay, his buying Jim babk into
slavery to suit his own egocentric pleasure is a fitting climax
to a commentary on an egocentric, hyprocritical, but self-satisfied
world.

The general discussion questions seek to examine Huck's role as
hero and satirist and the major structural elements of the book.
It is through Huck's unindoctrinated, inexperienced eyes that we
see the world along the banks of the Mississippi. But Huck is not
the conventional satirist. He sees himself as inferior, as somehow
low-down and ornery--as one whose criticism is probably invalid;

and therefore, while society is probably right, he cannot understand
why, and he cannot bring himself to be good or "civilized" as society
would have him. The great irony is of course that he is right and
that society is terribly wrong.



STUDY GUIDE: Huckleberry Finn

by !dark Twain

Chapters 1-3

1. What is Huck's relationship to his society? '

2. How 'does Huck view himself mentally and morally?
3. What aoes Huck think of the widow's saying grace and taking snuff?

What analysis does he make of prayer? of providence? What is the
basis for the beliefs and customs of the widow and Miss Watson?

4. Upon what does Tom base his decisions about the organization and
activities of the robber gang? What is Tom'S'greatest concern
in making his plans? What do the decisions about ransome and
Sunday suggest aboUt using this basis for decisions?'

5. How is the basis for Tom's conduct and values in the instance of the
robber band similar to the basis for Miss Watson's and the widow's
conduct and values in general? How does Huck differ from all three
in this respect?

6. Is Huck really ignorant? In what respect is he ignorant? Why is Tom's
disdain for Huck's ignorance and inability to read ironic?

7. What advantage does Huck have over Tom because of his "ignorance' and
his inability to read? What advantage does Huck's ignorance give
him in viewing the society to which Tom, the widow, and Miss Watson
belong?

Chapters 4-31

8. What does Pap's tirade against the free "nigger" satirize? What form
of satire is it?

9. Compare Huck's attitude toward the trick that Tom plays on Jim in
chapter 2 with his attitude toward the trick which he himself plays
on Jim in chapter 15. How does the change reflect an increase in
his maturity? What brings about the change?

10. In chapter 16 Jim speculates about his approaching freedom and talks
about stealing his two children from the man who owns them, and Huck
begins to feel responsible for Jim's action. What is the effect of
these passages?

11. In chapter 16 Huck feels guilty for the first time for helping Jim
escape. But he finds himself unable to abet Jim's capture. What
two sets of values is he caught between? How do these sets of values
relate to the "two Providences" mentioned at the beginning of chapter
three? How does the simultaneous existence of both sets of values

in the same society satirize the values of the society?
12. What values, customs, follies, and vices of the society are satirized

in each of the following incidents?
a. the gang aboard the Walter Scott.
b. Huck's stay with the Grangerfords--their living room with its

mementos of the deceased daughter, the church attendance,
the duel.

c. the killing of old Boggs.
d. the Duke at the camp meeting.
e. the theatrical performances.



13. In chapter 23 Jim and Huck's discussion of the vicious nature of kings
is followed immediately by Jim's story about his deaf daughter. What
does the juxtaposition of the two suggest about kings? about slaves?
In light of this why is it ironic that Jim is a slave?

14. How does Huck's insight into Jim as human being increase through
Jim's story of "Lizabeth "? What does this improvement on Huck's
part satirize?

15. At the close of chapter 24 Huck says, "It was enough to make a body
ashamed of the human race." What reason did Huck have for saying
this? How does his reason for being ashamed increase during chapters
25 and 26?

16. What is the essential nature of the crimes perpetrated by the King and
the Duke? In what way are their crimes symptomatic of the social
ills pervadiag society? What folly do the crimes of the King and
the Duke reveal in the people?

17. In chapter 31 Huck is once again caught between opposing values. What
decision does he make? Why is it ironic? How has Huck come to
complete maturity in making this decision?

Chapters 32-43

18. What is Huck's plan for freeing Jim? How does it differ from Tom's?
What differences in the two boys do the two plans reflect? In
light of these differences, why did Twain make Huck rather than
Tom the hero of this book?

19. At the end of chapter 33 Huck is once more disturbed by his conscience
and says, . it don't make no difference whether you do right or
wrong, a person's conscience don't got no sense, and just goes for
him anyway." What is a conscience? How does it develop? What is
at ag-Ria of Huck's problem in this particloar instance and in
general?

20. In chapter 1 the widow takes Huck into her home in order to fisivilizett
him. What does civilize mean to the widow and the other towns-
people? Why does Huck fail to become civilized?

21. In what ways is Tom a representative of civilization? In what ways is
this reflected in his willingness to help free Jim and in his plan?

22. Toward the end of the book Tom gives Jim Forty dollars for his trouble.
In light of the fact that Tom knew Jim had been freed before he put
his plan into action, what does Tom's gift of money to Jim imply
about his attitude toward others?



) General, Discussion Questions
..........,,....--

F`

'f

1. What does Huck learn about society and human nature as he travels down
the river? What evidence is there that he becomes more and more
secure in his view of society as the story progresses?

2. Huck's concluding sentences are, "But I reckon I got to light out for
the territory ahead of the rest, because Aunt Sally she's going to
adopt me and sivilize me, and I can't stand it. I been there before."
Why can't Huck "stand it "? Why does he decide to "light out for the
territory "?

3. In what respects is Huck a hero despite. the fact that every major
character in the book except Jim considers him inferior? How does
he redeem mankind? What evidence is there of Huck's compassion for
all men including such villains as the King and the Duke?

4. that is Huck's role as a satirist? The book might be considered a
monologue because Huck tells the entire story. How does it differ
from the traditional satiric monologue?

5. In commenting on the fate of the King and the Duke in chapter 33, Huck
says, ',Human beings can be awful cruel.to one another." what evidence
is there that this is one of the themes of the book?

6. What are the two main structural elements of the novel? Why did Mark
Twain build his novel about these elements? (Note Huck's adventures
and his reveries on the river.) Structurally and symbolically, what
is the function of the river?

I



LESSON #8: THE NATURE OF SATIRE

OBJECTIVES: To define satire in terms of form, content, and tone.
To determine whether a given work is satiric in terms of the

criteria of forms content and tone.
To state the targets of-satire in each work.

MATERIALS: The Hollow Men
Poems by E. E. Cummings
Bibliography

PROCEDURES:

A. Ask questions such as the following to help the students arrive at a
definition of satire.
1. that forms can satire take?
2. What are the targets of'satire?
3. What part does humor play in satire?
4. What kind of humor is present in satire?
5. If criticism does not involve humor can it be satire?

B. Considerable discussion may be necessary to help the students determine
the kind of humor found in satire. Humor which involves criticism
can be very obvious and playful or it can be subtle and sardonic.
Sometimes it is so grim that it hardly passes as humor at all. The
class can probably develop scales of humor from the boisterous to
the subtle and from the joyful to the sardonic along which they
attempt to place the works they have already read.

C. Distribute copies of "The Hollow Men" by T. S. Eliot and the various
poems by E. E. Cunmings. The students should discuss each of the

poems to determine what is criticized and whether each poem is
satiric or not. These poems were chosen for this evaluation, be-
cause while they all lie on the borderline of didactic criticism,
their grim humor places each within the realm of satire. Critics
may be disposed to argue this point, but then so will the students.
That the students apply themselves to this kind of examination is
the important thing.

The first seven poems by E. E. Cummings probably should be handled
in whole class discussion. Following the discussion of "here is
little Effie's head," the teacher might ask the students to summer-
ize Cummings's major criticisms and the images and words he uses to
make those criticisms clear. The poem "my father moved through dooms
of love" is inserted here byway of contrast. It presents a person-
ality who embodies all the positive qualities that Cummings saw as
necessary to the full and fruitful life--a man who persued his life,
who reveled in his existence as an individual, and who shunned all
the forces of "same." He is in marked contrast to the negative,
empty personae of the other poems--especially the inhabitants "a
pretty how town" who are the subject of the next poem, "anyone lived
in a pretty how town." This poem will be much easier for the student's
having read "my father moved through dooms of love." It still ought
to be read and discussed under the teacher's direction. After reading
this poem and comparing it to those already read and discussed, the



students will have a very clear view of Cummingsfs philosophy and
mode of expression. The last four-poems can then be discussed in
small groups. Each group can work with all four poems or each group
can work with one poem and prepare to lead a class discussion on it.

D. When the discussion of the individual poems has been concluded, dis-
tribute the bibliographies. Ask each student to choose one title
for reading and analysis. If the teacher wishes, the students
reading shorter works maybe required to read two selections.
After a period of two weeks each student should turn in or write
in class an essay analyzing his reading slection in terms of the
targets of satire and how they are satirized.



STUDY GUIDE: Poems by Cummings

A. Buffalo Bill
1. Why does Cummings use the word defunct rather than dead?.
2. What clue to the tone of the'poem does that word provide?
3. What effect does running the numbers together have in line 6?

4. What connotation does the expression blue eyed boy have conven-
tionally? What connotation does it =TUB poem? What.
aspects Of its context changes the connotation?

5. What does Buffalo Bill represent through the first eight lines
of the poem? How does the image change in the last three
lines?

6. Is this poem satiric? Explain. If so, what is satirized?
What is the major satirical technique?

B. look at this)

1. What can you infer about the literacy of the speaker in this
poem?

2. What is ironic about the lines "i used to know him" and "a new
nice pine box"?

3. Note the peculiar use of parentheses? What effect does this
have in the poem?

4. Is this poem satiric? Explain. If so, what is satirized?
What is the major satirical technique?

C. my specialty is living said
1. What special emphasis results from the use of parentheses in

the first stanza?
2. What are the connotations of in the first line?
3. Who are the "two billion public lice "? What does the image

"inside one pair of trousers" imply?
4. What contrasts exist between the major images of the first

and second stanza?
5. Is this poem satiric? Explain. If so, what is satirized?

What is the major satiric technique?

D. the Cambridge ladies who live in furnished souls

1. What is the connotation and implication of the expression

"furnished souls "?

2. What do the expressions "unbeautiful" and "comfortable minds"
imply about the Cambridge ladies?

3. that is the effect of naming Christ and Longfellow together and
following the names with the comment "both dead "? What does
this line suggest about the faith or be:ief of the Cambridge
ladies?

4. What does line 6 imply about the interests of the Cambridge
ladies?

5. During both world wars it was common for women to knit garments
for soldiers and refugees. What does line 8 imply about the
Cambridge ladies! attitude toward their knitting?

6. What are the real interests of these women?
7. Why does the moon rattle? Why is it compared to candy in a

box? Why is it angry?
8. Is this poem satiric? Explain. If so, what is satirized?

What is the major satiric device?



B. here is little Effie's head
1. What is the significance of the hypothetical day on which

the poem takes place?
2. What do the words gingerbread and crumbs connote. *when applied

to brains?
3. Given the day on which the poem takes place, why does God phrase

his first question ("Where is Effie who was dead?") in the
past tense?

4. What do their names suggest about the first five crumbs? What,
apparently, do they believe their virtue, is?

5. Why does thesixth crumb whisper "with some shame"?
6. Later on in stanza eight thecrumbs are called "subjunctive."

What does "subjunctive" mean? What does it indicate about
Effie's brains and, therefore, about her nature?

7. What does Effie have in common with T. S. Eliot's "Hollow Men"?
8. Which lines indicate God's reaction to Effie?
9. What are the details of the judgment day scene? .

10. What does the following line indicate: "the here we are now
judgment day"?

11. Is this poem satiric? Explain. If so, what is satirized?
What is the major satiric device?

F. my father moved through dooms of love
1. In the following sentences what words will fit in the first

blank? in the second blank?
a. He walked through of
b. He looked through of

What generalizations carrianake about the words that fit
the first slot and about those-that fit the second?

2. Read the first stanza of the poem. Are the words dooms, haves,
same, and depths normally used'in the first slotzing.--
pat;ro

3. What are the semantic relationships between dooms and love, between

same and am, between haves and give, and between depths and

height? What does the word amassert? In contrast what does

the word same assert? What effect does the pairing of these
words havTr".

4. What impression of his father does Camino create in the first

stanza?
5. What contrast exists between *where" and "here"?

6. What sort of touch is an "april touch"? What are "sleeping
selves"? What does "swarm their fates" mean? How did his
"april touch" affect people? What does this power have in
common with: the power to turn "forgetful where" into "shining
here"?

7. What qualities does the fourth stanza express?
8. What does the line "singing desire into begin" mean? What happened

to desire in "The Hollow Men"?
9. How does "my father" in this poem overcome Effie's inertia?

10. What did he offer to "foolish and to wise"? Note the "emphasis
of "here" and "now" in the previous stanzas. 'What philosophy
of living does the use of these three words (here, now, is)
emphasize?

11. What is the "dark" against which "his shoulders march"?
12. What do the following lines suggest about his individuality?

"if every friend became his,foe/held laugh and build a world
with snow."



13. Why is "to differ a disease of same"? How does "conform" restrict
"am"?

14. In the last four stanzas how is the world depraved? Why is "my
father" the saviour of such a depraved, world?

15. In what respects is the hero of this poem the antithesis of "The
Hollow Men "? of Effie?

G. anyone lived in a pretty how town
1. What does the use of anyone rather than someone imply about the

inhabitants of "a pretty how town"?

2. What does the line "spring summer autumn winter" imply?
3. What did Cummings mean by the words is and same in Illny father

moved through dooms of love"? What does their use in this
poem tell us about the inhabitants of "how town"?

Li. why does Cummings change his pronoun from masculine to feminine?
5. What words would normally be used in the grammatical pattern

that follows: by ? What effect does Cirimirgs
achieve by writing "wen by now and tree by leaf"?

6. What happened to anyone's "dream"? What did the anyones do?
7. What does the line by little and was by was" suggest

about anyone? Why did noone.stoop to kiss his face?
8. How can people "dream their sleep"? What does the line suggest

about anyone?
9. What semantic relationship do reap and sow have to one another?

went and came? What meanirii-a5 they fiaVe when they are placed
1173UxtaiUgNion as in the last stanza?

10. What is the fate of anyone? What sort of world does he live in?
How might you describe the relationship among the inhabitants
of "how town"?

11. Why does Cummings.call the town dhow town"?
12. Is this poem satiric? Explain. If so, what is satirized?

What is the major satiric device?

H. this little bride and groom are

1. what is the literal referent of "bride and groom" ?
2. What does candy come to connote because of its repitition?

What do pretend flowers connote?
3. How does the meaning and connotation of kind change with the

addition of -er and -est? What connotation does the line
"biggest & thickest &Mildest" carry?

4. What is the connotation of the candy bride and bridegroom standing
on three rings of cake?

5. Wilat does the line "everything is protected by/cellophane against
anything" imply about the bride and groom?

6. In what sense does nothing really exist?
7. What do the bride and groom symbolize?
6. Is this poem satiric? Explain. If so, what is satirized?

What is the major satiric device?

I. of all the blessings which to man
1. What is the dcollective pseudobeast"? Why has it rio heart, no

pain, no joy?
2. What does preexist mean? How does the pseudobeast "preexist"?
3. Mat does hoi polloi mean? What does it mean in the poen? (2;
4. Why does Cummings change pronaminal form?
5. Note the parenthetic eight lines, containing a parenthetic four

lines. What is the "something worse than death"? Under such
a threat what does the pseudobeast do? Under these circum-
stances how must their act of changing their coat be regarded?



6. What does undreaa imply?

7. What is the land of Nod? Why does Cummings call this land "
scientific"? What has science to do with dreams?

8. Is this poem satiric? Explain,. If so, what is being satirized?

What is the major satiric device?

J. pity this busy monster, manunkind" see Protest 9A
1. What is the pun on the word'manunkind?
2. Why does the second line begin with not?
3. In what is progress a "comfortable disease"?
4. Who is the victim? Why are life. and death safely beyond?' What

does the phrase "plays with the bigness of his littleness" imply?
5. If one is completely concerned with highly specialized pursuits,

how is one likely to view life as a whole? How do lines 5-8
of the poem reflect this shortcoming? What do the words unwish
and unself imply about the person looking through the lense?

6. Why is "a world of made" placed in opposition to "a world of born "?
7. Who or what is the "specimen of hypermagical ultra omnipotence"?
8. What is the final comment on the universe?
9. Is this poem satiric? Explain. If so, what is satirized?

What is the major satiric device?

K. (of Ever,4ver Land is speak
1. Haw many lines appear in each stanza? Which of the lines are

rimed? What do stanzas 1,3,5 and 7 have in common? How do
they differ from 2,4 and 6? What punctuation device does
Cummings use to emphasize this stanza pattern?

2. What currently popular type of music follows the organization
defined in question 1?

3. To whom is the first stanza addressed? What is the role of the
speaker going to be in the poem? How is his attitude toward
the listeners revealed?

4. What does Ever-Ever suggest about the land which he is describing?
What land do we usually think of as being infinite? How do
stanza 2 and stanza 4 reveal that the speaker is not concerned
with this traditional infinity?

5. What is the Ever-Ever Land? Hmg is the fact that "we" think of
it as unending a criticism of modern man?

6. What old values have been lost in the modern Ever-Ever Land?
Which lines provide your answer? What is the tone of these
lines?

7. What sacrifice of the individual j,s revealed in the lines "or
which makes some feel more better/when all ought to feel less
worse"? Haw is this theme carried over into the first line of
the last stanza? Where have you seen Cummings use of sameness
before? What does it mean to him?

8. What has happened to the spiritual in Ever-:Ever land?
9. What has happened to the physical? What lines in the last two

stanzas support your answer?
10. When the spiritual and physical are lost, what remains? How

does the image of the "canopeners" help define this essential
quality of Ever-Ever Land?

11. Is this poem satiric? Explain. If so, what is being satirized?
What is the major satiric device?



STUDY GUIDE: The Hollow Men

by T. S. Eliot

(i) 1. What was the primary task of the hero of ritual?
2. Why do the "hollow men" need such a hero?
3. What impaired powers do the "dried voices" of line 11 symbolize?

(physical, intellectual, emotional, or spiritual?)
h. That do lines 11 and 12 suggest, about the "hollow men"?
5. What do the "direct eyes" of line 14 symbolize? What sort of vision

is Eliot referring to? What evidence is there to support your
statement?

6. What is the referent of "death's other Kingdom"?
7. Would it be preferable to be remembered as "lost violent souls" or

as "hollow men"? Why?
8. ahich of the images in the first section of the poem are repeated

either in expanded or revised or similar form later in the poem?
What does each recurrence add to the significance of each image?

(ii) 9. To what does the word these refer in line 21? To what does the word

there refer in line 22?
10. Why does the speaker dare not meet the "eyes"?
11. Why does he wish to wear 'a disguise? What is the significance of the

disguise in relationship to its components and the place where it

is ordinarily worn?
12. Why does he wish to avoid "that final meeting In the twilight

kingdom"?
(iii).13. What is the significance of -the stone images? )

14. What does the image of the "fading star" have in common with the images
which have preceded it?

15. dhy are the lips unable to kiss?
(iv) 16. Why are there no eyes "In this valley of dying stars"?

17. What is the significance of line 56?
18. What hope of redemption is there for "empty men"?

19. The position of only in lines 66 and 67 makes the meaning of these
lines ambiguous. What are the alternative meanings? Do you think
the ambiguity is intentional? 14qhyl

1

(v) 20. The first stanza of section v is a parody. What is parodied? Why
is prickly pear the substitution?

21. What is the Shadow in lines 76, 82, and 90?
22. What do the TINE-items in each pair of lines beginning with Between

have in common? (idea, motion, conception, emotion, etc.)
23. What do the second items have in common? (reality, act, creation,

response, etc.)
24. What is the relationship between the first and second item of each

pair?
2. What is the result of the intercession of "the Shadow" between each

pair? Why does it intercede?
26. Why does the world end "Not with a bang but a Whimper"?



General Questions

1. What impression of modern-civilization do the images of this poem
create?

2. What do the images have in common? .

3. 'What relationship does "this valley or dying stars" have to a topocosm
awaiting the advent of the ritual hero?

1.. Vihat is the specific task that must be accomplished to save "the
hollow men" who live in "the hollow valley "?

5. In the event of the successful conclusion of this task, how would the
landscape of the valley be changed? If Eliot had written a poem
about men living in a valley that had been saved,, how would the
imagery of such a poem vary from the imagery of this one?

6. This poem is obviously critical. Is it satiric? Is it a lament
rather than satire? Is it satiric only in part?

7. What ,s the basis for your decision?
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TEACHING THE UNIT

The ninth grade unit on symbolism for honors students builds on the
work in symbolism and allegory that the students have had in the seventh and
eighth grades. Thus students should have the ability to analyze figurative
language, to interpret symbols in allegory and in simple symbolic poems, to
distinguish between literal and symbolic levels of meaning, and to write
analyses of the works examined. The students should also be able to work
fluently with the terms symbol, allegory, metaphor, simile, personification,
and hyperbole. However, even with bright ninth grade students it is not wise
to assume that all students have retained the abilities and the knowledge
expected. The first step in the unit, therefore, involves a diagnostic test
whose function is to reveal the level of attainment of each of the students.
The results of this test can help the teacher plan the lessons which follow.
Most of the students will do well on test items which require interpretation
and analysis, but they are likely to have forgotten or confused some of the
terms they will be using. The teacher can therefore incorporate a review of
terms into the unit lessons. The following lessons, however, are presented
on the assumption that the students do well on the pre-test.

The general objectives of the unit are as follows:
1. To interpret allegorical and symbolic literature through careful

textual analysis.
2. To examine, analyze, and interpret the intrinsic symbolism of poetry

which presents few clues to meaning: poetry which demands much of
the reader.

3. To interpret several levels of meaning within the same work.
4. To discriminate among literal, metaphoric, symbolic, and thematic

levels of meaning.
5. To extend the previously learned concept of allegory by analyzing

and comparing the kinds of allegory which exist along a continuum
extending from the work which presents many obvious clues to meaning
to one which presents few, if any, clues.

6. To examine the idea that an author constructs a miniature world in
which he wishes to reflect aspects of the larger, real world and
that this miniature world may appear along a continuum from the
realistic to the fantastic.

7. To reinforce techniques and means of organization in writing com-
positions concerning the concepts and/or specific works involved
in the unit.

The second step in the unit reviews the idea of literal meaning, and
students read a poem such as Scott's "Lochinvar," Noyes' "The Highwayman,"
or Wilde's "The Ballad of Reading Gaol" that have little figurative lan-
guage. The students make statements of themes for these poems and then
read some poems which use figurative language. A review of figures of speech
might well take place at this point. The first poems read here should
use occasional figures of speech to demonstrate the difference between
literal and metaphoric levels.

At this point the students can read Wilde's "Ballad of Reading Gaol"
to discover its literal level, its use of figurative language, and its
major themes. After reading this and parts or all of "The Rubaiyat," the
students should summarize what they have learned and attempt definitions
of the terms used: literal, metaphoric, and thematic levels.

Following this the students read poems such as Tennyson's "Crossing
the Bar," and Whitman's "Oh, Captain, My Captain" whose original metaphors
extend through the structure of the entire poem.

The students then read Everyman and determine the relationship of this
work as allegory to the ideas of literal, metaphoric, and thematic meanings.
Hopefully, they will include another level of meaning in the hierarchy al-
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ready established and attempt to define the relationship between the metaphoric
and the symbolic levels. Everyman can also prompt a discussion of the problem
of verisimilitude. Can a literary work ever be real? Should it attempt to
reflect reality? Is a work which establishes a fantasy world less good than
a work which adequately reflects reality? The discussion should result in the
idea that an author constructs a miniature world in which he wishes to reflect
aspects of the larger, real world and that this miniature world may appear
along a continuum from the realistic to the fantastic. The students will also
see that an audience willingly suspends disbelief when entering this micro-
cosmic world and objects only when the author violates the rules he has built
into his world. If a writer like Zola, foi instance, attempting to reflect
reality were to overuse coincidence, or if Swift were to somehow change from
allegorical fantasy to realism and back again in Gulliver's Travels, the
reader would almost certainly object.

Following the reading and discussion of Everyman (by the way, records may
be used here and students enjoy producing this play) the students work in
groups and then individually on series of poems. They determine the meanings
of the poems and the levels at which the meanings are primarily expressed.

Everyman is the first of a series of symbolic works which the class
examines. Everyman, of course, is a medieval allegory whose symbols are rigid,
have a one-to-one relationship to their referents, and bear direct and clear
relationships to one another. The meanings of the symbols in Everyman, are
clued so directly that students frequently fail to discriminate between a
literal and symbolic level in the play. The name of each character signifies
the concept he represents: Everyman represents every man, Good Deeds repre-
sents good deeds, etc. The series of poems following Everyman is so arranged
that the meaning of the symbols in each poem is less directly clued that the
meaning of the symbols in the preceding poem. After reading the series of
poems the students construct a scale with Everyman at one extreme and Wallace
Stevens' "Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird" at the other.

This is the second scale that the students will have constructed in this
unit. The first dealt less formally with a reality-fantasy continuum, but
the discussion led to the examination of individual works in terms of specific
criteria and in relation to other works. In building this scale the students
will do the same things but on a more formal basis. They will decide on the
criteria for building the scale and describe the points along the scale in
terms of the works placed on the scale and the differences between them.

The next phase of the unit involves the analysis of two novels, The
Pearl and lard of the Flies. The teacher can handle these two novels how-
ever he wishes. With the help of the study guides the students can pro-
bably read them independently and discuss them in groups. The lessons which
follow suggest that the class as a whole discusses one, while small groups
of students discuss the other.

The final unit assignment is the real test of the unit. The students
select books from a reading list, read them, and write a composition analyz-
ing the symbolic and thematic content of the book. This can serve as the
final test of the unit and of the student.
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LESSON #1: PRE-TEST: SYMBOLISM

OBJECTIVES: To determine the student's ability to identify, analyze, and evaluate
figures of speech.

To determine the student's level of sophistication in dealing with
allegorical and symbolic works.

MATERIALS: Pre-test: Symbolism

PROCEDURES:

A. Administer the test allowing students to work at their own rate of speed.
The objective for the teacher is to assess the students° skill in working
with figurative language and symbolic works. For this purpose no time
limit is necessary.

B. The test is by no means definitive, but it should indicate to some extent
the ability of students to deal with symbolic works. If the teacher wishes,

he might add a third part requiring the student to comment on the meaning
of a symbolic poem or prose passage without the benefit of test questions.
°flakes° "The Sick Rose"; Whitman's "The Eagle and the Mole. ") Such a test

is much more difficult to evaluate accurately (if accuracy is not out of
the question altogether) than an objective test, but it has the advantage
of allowing the student to formulate his own responses to the work. And

this, after all, is the primary objective of the unit.
C. The test key:

Part I.
1. paradox
2. hyperbole and paradox (he best students will probably note both

and comment on the way that one supports the other.)
3. personification and metaphor
4. personification and simile
5. metaphor

Part II.
1. C 9. A
2. D 10. D
3. B 11. C
4. A 12. A
5. A 13. D
6. B 14. C
7. C 15. A
8. C

D. After administering and scoring the tests the teacher can adjust his plans
for teaching the class. If students have forgotten the figures of speech
or have difficulty interpreting them, the teacher can place special emphasis
on the figurative language in the works read in lessons #3 and #4. If the
students have difficulty with questions 1-9 of part B, which is not likely,
the teacher might wish to postpone this unit and build a new unit along
the lines of the seventh or eighth grade units in allegory and symbolism.
The following lessons are planned on the assumption that the students do
reasonably well on part A and part B through question 9.



Part I

Pre-Test: Symbolism

Directions to the student: Name the figures of speech used in the following
lines. (metaphor, simile, paradox, hyperbole, personification, synecdoche)
Explain the basis for the comparison and evaluate the appropriateness of the
author's choice for the comparison.

EXAMPLE: The boy was like a lion in courage.

SAMPLE ANSWER: The figure of speech is a based on a comparison of
the boy's courage to that of the lion. The comparison is appropriate be-
cause the lion is normally thought of as courageous. HowAver, the figure
of speech used as it is here is so common that it is not very forceful.

1. Bring me the sunset in a cup.
2. The brain is wilder than the sky

For, put them side by side,
The one the other will include

With ease, and you beside.
3. Death is but one and comes but once

And only nails the eyes.
4. The nerves sit ceremonious like tombs.
5. Hope is the thing with feathers

That perches in the soul.

Part II The Elephant in Favor

Directions to the student: Number a sheet of paper along the left hand margin
from 1 to 15. Read each passage and answer the questions following it by placing
the letter of the best answer on your paper.

Once upon a time, the Elephant stood high in the good graces of the Lion.
The forest immediately began to talk about the matter, and, as usual, many
guesses were make as to the means by which the Elephant had gained such
favor.

"It is no beauty," say the beasts to each other, "and it is not amusing.
And what habits it has! What manners!"

Says the Fox, whisking about his brush, "If it had possessed such a
bushy tail as mine, I should not have wondered."

"Or, brother," says the Bear, "if it had got into favor on account of
claws, no one would have found the matter at all extraordinary; but it has
no claws at all; as we all know well."

"Isn't it its tusks that have got it into favor?"--Thus the Ox broke in
upon their conversation.--"Haven't they, perhaps, been mistaken for horns?"

"Is it possible," said the Ass, shaking its ears, "that you don't know how
it has succeeded in making itself liked, and in becoming distinguished?
Why, I have guessed the reason. If it hadn't been for its long ears, it
never would have got into favor."

--Ivan Kribof

Jo



Page 2
1. The lion is important in this passage, because

A. he is the king of the beasts.
B. he has favored the elephant.
C. his favor is desired by all the animals.
D. his strength is admired by all the animals.

2. The statements made by the Bear, the Fox, the Ox, and the Ass are
similar in each of the following ways except:

A. Each animal wonders why the elephant has achieved favor.
B. Each animal is jealous of the elephant.
C. Each animal judges the elephant from a personapoint of view.
D. Each animal believes the elephant to be unworthy:of the lion's

favor.

3. The Fox, the Bear, the Ox, and the Ass symbolize
A. envious people.
B. egotistical people.
C. stupid people.
D. unjust people.

4. Which of the following charaterizes the fable above, but not neces-
sarily fables in general?

A. Irony.
B. Narrative.
C. Allegory.
D. Flat characterization.

Part II Lines from the Rubaiyat of Omar Khayam

1. Once more within the Potter's house alone
2. I stood, surrounded by the Shapes of Clay.

3. Shapes of all Sorts and Sizes, great and small,
4. That stood along the floor and by the wall;
5. And some loquacious* Vessels were; and some
6. Listen'd perhaps, but never taik'd at all.

7. Said one among them--"Surely not in vain
8. My substance of the common Earth was ta'en
9. And to this Figure moulded, to be broke,

10. Or tramples back to shapeless Earth Again."

11. Then said a second--"Ne'er a peevish Boy
12. Would break the Bowl from which he drank in joy;
13. And He that with his hand the Vessel made
14. Will surely not in after Wrath destroy."

15. After a momentary silence spake
16. Some Vessel of a more ungainly Make:
17. "They sneer at me for leaning all awry:
18. What! did the Hand then of the Potter shake?"

*loquacious: talkative



Page 3
Lines from the Rubaiyat, of Omar Khayam (continued)

19. Whereat some of the loquacious Lot- -
20. 1 think a Sufi pipkin--waxing hot- -
21. "All this of Pot and Potter--Tell me then
22. Who is the Potter, pray, and who the Pot?".

23. "Why," said another, "Some there are who tell
24. Of one who threatens he will toss to Hell
25. The luckless Pots he mared in making--Pish!
26. He's a Good Fellow, and "Twill all be well."

5. Which of the following lines does least to reveal who the Potter
represents?
A. "Would break the Bowl from which he drank in joy;"
B. "What! did the Hand then of the Potter shake?"
C. "Of one who threatens he will toss to Hell"
D. "Who is the Potter, pray, and who the Pot?"

6. Lines 15-18 call into question the problem of
A. human imperfection in the world.
B. the imperfection of God.
C. human intolerance for the physically handicapped.
D. supernatural forces dominating over man.

7. Line 22 raises the problem of
A. the imperfection of some Pots.
B. the identity of the Potter.
C. the existence of God.
D. the appropriateness of the words Pot and Potter.

8. Which of the following would make the best title for this passage?
A. A Sinner in the Hands of an Angry God
B. Helplessness
C. Fate
D. Man in the Eyes of God

9. The passage as it stands may best be described as
A. an allegory.
B. a fable.
C. a narrative.
D. a poem.

&PC



Part II/ The Cambridge Ladies
Page 4

the Cambridge ladies who live in furnished souls
are unbeautiful and have comfortable minds
(also, with the church's protestant blessings
daughters, unscented shapeless spirited)
they believe in Christ and Longfellow, both dead,
are invariable interested in so many things- -
at the present writing one still finds
delighted fingers knitting for the is it Poles?
perhaps. While permanent faces coyly bandy
scandal of Mrs. N and Professor D
... the Cambridge ladies do not care, above
Cambridge if sometimes in its box of
sky lavender and cornerless, the
moon rattles like a fragment of angry candy

10. The phrase "furnished souls" in line 1 suggests that the Cambridge
ladies
A. are not aware of life.
B. believe in God.
C. are living in a make- believe world.
D. have never examined their values.

11. The phrase "comfortable minds" in line 2 suggests that the
Cambridge ladies are
A. calm in the face of danger.
B. unafraid of death.
C. self-satisfied.
D. self-confident.

12. The word which best describes the Cambridge ladies is
A. superficial.
B. vulgar.
C. stupid.
D. self-righteous.

13. It is appropriate that the ladies should have "the church's
protestant blessings" because
A. the ladies are Christians.
B. the ladies need to be blessed.
C. the church guards souls.
D. the church lacks vigor.

14. The last four lines suggest that the ladies are not concerned
A. over the coming of universal destruction.
B. about their own lives.
C. about anything other than their own private affairs.
D. about an eclipse of the moon.

15. The moon in the last three lines of the poem does not symbolize
A. a virtuous person angered by the vice he sees beneath him.
B. an important thing or event belittled by the refusal of the

Cambridge ladies to pay any attention to it.
C. a beautiful thing distorted by the egoism of the Cambridge

ladies.
D. a pleasant and peaceful thing angered by inattention.



LESSON #2: LITERAL, METAPHORIC, AND THEMATIC LEVELS

OBJECTIVES: To distinguish among literal, metaphoric, and thematic levels
of meaning.

MATERIALS: "Lochinvar"
"The Highwayman"

PROCEDURES:

A. Ask the students to read "Lochinvar" or "The Highwayman." Ask the
students questions such as the following to.examine how the meaning
of these poems is expressed.

1. How does the poet create the pictures of events and things which
the poems convey?

2. What do the individual words of the poems signify? (What are

their referents?)
3. Is there any figurative language in the poems?
4. What do the individual words in figures of speech signify? (What

are their referents?)
5. Is most of the language of these poems figurative or ordinary?
6. If most of the language of the poems is ordinary, how does it

differ from the language of your math or history book? (With a
question like this, the teacher should work toward the concept that
while the individual words in the language of science have specific
referents in the real world, and while collections of specific
words in scientific disciplines attempt to represent constructs of
events or things in the real world, the specific words of poetry
and fiction have referential counterparts in the real world but
exist primarily as parts of the construct created by the author.
See Northrop Frye's "Essay on Symbole in The Anatomy of Criticism
and Suzanne K. Langer's "The Art Symbol and the Symbol in Art"
in Problems of Art. If the students zannot answer question 6 im-
mediately, have them refer to a math, science, or history test
and ask them where the referents for the words exist or existed.
Do the words in these books have or did they have referents in the
real world? What does a mathematician, a scientist, or a historian
try to do in writing a book? How does this differ from what a poet
or writer of fiction tries to do?

7. In terms of its referents, how does figurative language differ
from ordinary language?

(The primary difference that students can be led to see is that
while the specific words of "ordinary language" have usually only
a single primary referent in a given context, the specific words
in figurative language have at least two referents. For example,
in the sentence, "He came upon them like a hurricane," the word
hurricane has at least two referents: an actual hurricane and
whatever aspects of the man's coming which were hurricane-like.
If students cannot answer question 7 immediately, compare a
specific poetic line without a figure of speech to one with a
figure of speech. Ask questions such as the following: How
many referents does each word in the non-figurative line have?
How many referents does each word in the figurative line have?
Is this always true of figurative lines? Can you think of or
find some lines where it is true?)



B. When the students have arrived at satisfactorY answers to questions
6 and 7 the teacher can supply the label "literal level" to cover
both the language of science and the language of fiction and poetry,
when the latter has referential counterpart's in the real world and
when it is used in a relatively unambiguous way. The teacher may also
supply the label "'metaphoric level" to account for meaning which is
achieved primarily through figures of speech in which the specific
words have at least two meanings or referents operating in conjunction.
The students should evolve these ideas in discussion. The teacher merely
supplies labels.

C. Explain to the students that we can talk about these two levels of the
work and how a work conveys meaning through these two levels. But we
frequently talk about what is most central to the meaning of a work.
this sort of statement is usually a fairly abstract generalization about
the work and while one ar *ives at it through an.examination of the
literal and metaphoric levels of a work, it is generally divorced from
one specific work and may be applied to many. Ask the students to for-
mulate a statement about the idea central to "Lochinvar" or "The Highway-
man." When the students have written their general statements, ask some
of them to read theirs aloud. Pick one or two which are statements of
theme and write these on the board. If all the students..have stated the
themes adequately, there is no further problem. Chances are, however,
that many will be too specific and some too general: Discuss these in
comparison to the statements on the board. If the class works with
both "Lochinvar" and "The Highwayman," chances are that some students
will say the theme of each is love. The teacher can easily point out
that while this is true, such a statement of theme does not differentiate
the treatment of love in the two poems and is, therefore, too general.
The students can then revise their statements of theme so that they are
adequate--not tied to the specifics of the poem but not so general that
they do not differentiate.



LESSON #3: ADDUCING EVIDENCE

OBJECTIVES: To adduce evidence in support of generalizations about theme.
To formulate statements presenting evidence in support of
generalizations.
To combine thematic statements and evidence in composition.

MATERIALS: "Lochinvar"
"The Highwayman"
"The Ballad of Reading Gaol"
The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayam

PROCEDURES:

A. This lesson should follow the last one immediately. The teacher should

lead a brief discussion to help the students objectify how they came to
the statements of theme which they have made. It will be obvious im-
mediately that their statements of theme are based on the evidence of
the poems. The teacher should lead the students to see that writing a
statement of theme usually necessitates a summary or survey of the evidence

of the poem to support statements of theme.
B. Choose one statement of theme for "Lochinvar" or "The Highwayman" and ask

students to list evidence in support of or in opposition to it, Ask all

the students to write a paragraph combining the statement of theme and
the evidence. While the students are writing, the teacher can circulate
through the class to determine whether the students are completing the
assignment without difficulty. Students in the class for which this as-
signment is intended should have no difficulty at this point. Next, the

teacher can use the same procedure for the other poem.
C. When these two paragraphs are complete the teacher can set the students

a more difficult task--a composition contrasting the treatment of theme

in the two poems. "Lochinvar" and "The Highwayman."

1. Ask the students to suggest the easiest way of setting up such a
composition. The students will probably suggest joining the two
paragraphs already written and adding an introductory paragraph and
a transitional sentence.

2. Ask the students what problems such a method of organization might
pose for the reader. (The student should be led to see that the
reader would probably have to continually refer back to the para-
graph about the first poem while reading the paragraph about the
second, especially if the writer wished the reader to see many differ-
ent contrasting aspects of the two poems.)

3. Ask the students what method of organization might be used instead.
Questions such as the following should help them decide on an alter-
native method of organization.

4. What are the thematic differences between the two poems?
b. Vaat are the plot d.Ifferences?
c. Ecw do the heroes difier in gallantry, in nobility, in

station?
d. Now do the roles played by the heroines differ in gallantry,

in nobility, in stet:Ion?
e. Row do the roles of na villains differ?

4. This line crf questig should lead the s!:,Tlents to conclude that it
might be '21:ter to ccvvare the poems on one point at a time.

)



5. When the students realize this, ask their what Sort of introductory
statement might open such a paper. Have them compose opening
sentences that convey the major difference between the two. The
evidence adduced to support this opening generalization should be
the answers to questions such as those listed above.

6. Have a few students read their. opening generalizations aloud. Select
one for the class to work with and then ask the students to supply
supporting evidence which can be listed on the board..

7. Assign a composition comparing the two poems for the following day.
When the compositions have been collected and graded, the teacher
may wish to select two or three of the best for reproduction and dis-
tribution to the class. The class can carefully examine the organ-
zation and syntactic effects of these papers.

D. Assign the "Ballad of Reading Gaol," distribute the study &ides, and
examine the questions with the students to emphasize the objectives of
formulating statements of theme and adducing evidence to support those
statements.

1. Read the first few stanzas of the poem aloud to the students to catch
their interest. Once started, the students are likely to read the
poem through at one sitting.

2. When the students have finished reading the poem divide the class
into small groups to discuss their answers to the questions on the
study guide. Each group should prepare a special presentation to
the class on one, a few, or all questions.

E. If the teacher wishes, he can use the same process with The Aubaivat of
Omar naves although both the metaphoric and theological aspects of this
poem make it difficult to read. A better procedure might be to read the
first several stanzas of the poem to the students and aak them questions
leading them to explicate the poem. When the students get the feel of
the poem and the idea of its content, they will be able to proceed in-
dependently. The answers to the study guide questions can be handled in
small group or whole class discussion. The teacher should remember that
one of the important concepts to examine with this poem is that of the
metaphoric level.

F. Either one of these poems, "The Ballad of Reading Gaol" or The Rubaiyat
can be used as the focus for a composition explaining the development of
the theme. Some possible topics will emerge from the class discussion
of the study guide questions which will serve as admirable composition
topics. For instance. question 3 for Parts II,III,and IV for "The
Ballad" will undoubtedly be debated in class and will require not only
a statement of theme and supporting evidence but arguments that other
suggested interpretations are incorrect. Questions 10 and 13 for .1..T1

RUbaivat are interrelated. Once again, the primary objectives are for-
mulating statements of theme and adducing evidence to support them in
composition.



STUDY GUIDE: "The Ballad of Reading Gaol"
by Oscar Wilde

Part I

1. What are the two major themes of Part I? Which lines explicitly
state the themes? How are the themes developed?

2. How are these themes expressed--through literal narration of events,
through metaphor, or through symbol?

Parts II, III, and IV.

I. What effects does the knowledge of the coming execution have on the
prisoners?

2. What emotions are provoked in the prisoners by watching the condemn-
ed man?

3. In part IV, stanza 5, what do the following lines mean: "He had but
killed a thing that lived,/Whilst they had killed the dead"? To
whom does they refer?

4. What circumstances of the hanging disturb the poet? Why?
5. What effects did the execution and burial of the condemned man have

on the prisoners? What specific sights and ideas provoke horror
among the prisoners?

Part V

1. According to the poet, what are the effects of imprisonment?
2. In what ways do the physical aspects of the prison reflect the

psychological aspects?

Part VI

1. The final stanza of the poem reiterates a major theme of the poem.
In what way has this theme become true of the judicial and punitive
systems suggested in Wilde's poem?



STUDY GUIDE: The Rubaivat, of Omar nevem
by Edward Fitzgerald

1. What is happening at the literal level in stanzas II and III?

2. What is the Tavern?
3. What does the voice inside speak of the Temple?
4. Why do those outside wish the door to be opened?
5. What is the meaning of line 3 in stanza V: "But still a Ruby kindles in

the Vine"?
6. What is meant by sallow and incarnadine in stanza VI?
7. Stanza VII refers to winter and spring which have traditional symbolic

meanings. What are these meanings? Why is spring connected with fire

and winter with repentance in the poem?
8. What do the words sweet and bitter refer to in stanza VIII?
9. Stanzas X - XIII:

a.) Why should one ignore the heroes of Persian culture or those of

his own?
b.) What should one do instead? What are the advantages of "the

strip of Herbage"?
c.) What are the meanings of the images of stanza XII?
d.) What is the meaning of the line take the Cash, and let

the Credit go"? How does the meaning of that line relate to

the first two lines and the last line of the stanza?
10. Stanzas XIV to XLIII are variations on a theme called the ubi aunt theme,

from the Latin expression, "Ubi aunt qui ante nos fuerunt?" The Latin

quotation means, "Where are the things that went before us?" and is

typified in English lines such as "Where are the snows of yesteryear?"

How does each stanza relate to this theme and vary from it?
11. Stanza XXIV is a conclusion and a directive drawn from the arguments of

the preceding stanzas. What have these arguments been? What is the

directive?
12. Stanza XV: Where is reward?
13. Stanzas XXVI - XXXIV: In these stanzas questions of the origin, purpose,

and direction of life are raised in terms of the individual.
a.) What are the specific questions raised? Cite stanza and line.

b.) What is the poet's reaction to such questions? Cite stanza and

line.
c.) What do the door and the veil represent?
d.) To what or whom do the words Thee and Me refer in stanzas XXXII

and XXXIV?
14. How does the meaning of cup in stanza XL differ from the meaning it has

had in previous stanzas?
15. What does es mean in stanza XL/I?
16. What is the "darker Drink" in stanza XLIII?
17. Stanzas XLIV - LII: With what metaphors does the poet suggest the trans-

itory quality of life?
18. What is the dispute between Reason and the spirit of wine in stanzas LV

LX/I?
19. Stanza LXII/: What certainty is there in life?

20. What does the last line of stanza LXVI mean: " 'I Myself am Heav'n and

Hell' "?
21. According to the poet what control does man have over his fate? To what

does the poet liken man in this respect? (Stanzas LXVIII - LXXIV)



22. Stanzas LXXX - XC: What questions about the relationship between god
and man are raised in these stanzas? Why does the poet choose the
potter and the pot as the basis of his brief allegory?

Aummary Questions:

1. What is the philosophy of the poem? What are its arguments and its im-
plications?

2. How does the poet express his ideas? Are they expressed at a literal,
metaphoric, or symbolic level? What basis do you have for suggesting
any of the three?

3. What are the major recurrent images of the poem? Do the images maintain
the same meaning throughout the poem or do the meanings change or expand?
In support of your answer, cite a particular image and trace its use
through the poem.'
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LESSON #4: METAPHORIC AND SYMBOLIC LEVELS

OBJECTIVES: To discriminate between metaphoric and symbolic levels.
To interpret metaphoric and symbolic language of poems and
complex allegory.
To determine the details and connotations which give clues to
symbolic meanings.
To explain how metaphor extended begins to take on the shape
of allegory.
To describe the various worlds of fiction in terms of a con-
tinuum extending from fantasy to representation of the real
world..

To discuss the ability or inability of people to accept the
relatively less real worlds of the middle ground of the
continuum.

MATERIALS: "Crossing the Bar"
"Oh, Captain, My Captain"
"The Allegory of the Pots" from The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayam
Everyman

PROCEDURES:

A. Ask the students to read Tennyson's "Crossing the Bar." The following
class discussion should lead to an interpretation of the poem and thence
to the question of whether the meaning exists primarily at the literal
or metaphoric level. This question will be easily answered, but when
the teacher asks whether or not the poem can be considered an'allegory,
there may well. be considerable consternation. The students'-previous ex-
perience with allegory will allow this poem to look considerably like
allegory. The students. need not come to a decision here, but the teacher
should encourage debate, all the while demanding that the students support
their opinions with sound reasons.

B. When the class has interpreted the next poem, "Oh, Captainskly Captain,"
there will be another difficult question of whether the poem is metaphoric
or allegorical.

C. The same problem will assert itself to some degree with stanzas LXXXII
to LXXXVIII of the ,Rubaiyat. However, most students will feel that this
is clearly allegory. The teacher can encourage the debate once more with
questions such as the follOwing:
1. What makes the passage from the Rubaiyat clearly like allegory?
2. Why are there questions as to whether "Crossing the Bar".and

"Captain" are Metaphoric or allegorical?
3. What specific differences exist among the symbols or metaphors of the

these poems?
D. The teacher olan allow the debate to continue for a while either as a whole

class discuiosion or in small groups or in one group in contention with
another. The important thing is to cut off debate before interest flags
and attempt to solve the problems only after the students have completed
Everyman.

E. ,Everyman is best approached by listening to a yecording. first or by
listening to a recording while following the text,
1. After the initial acquaintance with the play, the students examine

the text in detail with the aid of the study guide questions.



2. The interpretation of the play presents only two problems. First,

some students may feel that the meaning is so obvious that the.play

cannot legitimately be called allegory. But as soon as they see
that each character is an obvious personification or symbol of some
figure or idea, the problem disappears. Second, the significance
of the plot structure will not be immediately apparent. But if the
teacher asks questions such as the following, it will shortly be
clear to the students.

a. To whom does Everyman go first?
b. To whom does he go last?
c. What is the succession of characters to whom he goes in between?
d. What relationship does each of these bear to Everyman?

The students will begin to see that the movement is gradually inward
from reliance on friends to self-reliance and to reliance on what he
himself has done.

3. Students often enjoy electing a director to cast, costume, and direct
an edited version of Everyman for presentation to another class.

a. The editors should cut the play in such a way that the major
action and concepts are retained but so that the play moves
faster.

b. Costumes can be designed by the students themselves using
their imaginations and available materials to invent appro-
priate costumes.

c. For this kind of production a good reading of the lines from
the script will suffice.

F. The summary questions 3, 4, and 5 for Everyman can lead to an interesting
discussion of reality and why audiences are willing or not willing to
accept the unreal. Question 4 refers to an idea developed in lesson #2
that the language of poetry and fiction has no real referents in reality
as does the language of science. The language of poetry and fiction,
however, reflects reality in a different way. To expand the discussion
begun by the questions of the study guide the teacher might ask questions
such as the following:

1. What aspect of level of Everyman represent the author's view of the
real world?

2. Why are people willing to accept temporarily the world of cartoons
and science fiction? Why do they laugh at cartoons and become
frightened at science fiction thrillers?

3. Cartoons are full of coincidence, yet people don't object. Why?
Why, on the other hand, do they object when an author representing
a real world uses coincidence?

4. Can you construct a continuum of fictional worlds from the real to
the fantastic?

Help the students build such a continuum as suggested in question 4.
These might begin with the surrealistic world of cartoons and move
through fantasies such as Alice in Wonderland, science fiction; myth,
epic, medieval romance, comedy, the romantic novel, and the realistic
novel. The students can supply their own specific examples, describe
their individual characteristics and how they differ from one another.

G. When the work with Everyman is complete, the teacher can reintroduce
the problem of metaphor and allegory. He may suggest that there is a
continuum from metaphor to allegory. Ask the students where they would
place the individual works on such a continuum. When they have done
this, ask them to describe, as carefully as possible, the characteristics



of each work and how each differs from the other. The continuum might

begin with "Crossing the Bar" and move through "Captain," the lines
from The Rubaiyat, and Evcrvman. The students may decide that some

other arrangements is more adequate. The main things'are that they
adduce evidence to support and justify their ideas, that they realize
that there is no really clear cut demarcation separating allegory from
metaphor, and that, on the contrary, metaphor is at the basis of most
allegorical figures-that allegorical figures are not usually chosen
arbitrarily but for some appropriate comparison.

H. At this point the students might be asked to evaluate the symbolic or
metaphoric figures in the various works.

1. Did the symbolic or metaphoric figures within the context of the
play or poems seem appropriate to the concept, thing, or person
they were meant to represent or express? (Apply to several of
the figures in the various works.)
Did the metaphoric or symbolic figures within a single work har-
monize with one another? Do the metaphors of the Captain, the
ship, and the storm at sea operate smoothly together?

3. Do any of the figures seem worn out or overused?
4. Does it matter if they are worn out? Explain.



STUDEY GUIDE: "Crossing the Bar"
by Alfred Tennyson

1. What does the author mean'when he says- "put out to sea?"
2. What sort of "tide" does Tennyson desire? What does he mean by "Too

full for sound and foam?"
3. To what does "Crossing the Bar" refer?
4. Who is the "Pilot?"
5. Is this poem primarily literal or metaphoric? Cite examples to support

your answer.
6. Is "Crossing the Bar" simply euphemistic?

STUDY GUIDE: "Oh, Captain, My Captain"
by Walt Whitman

1. Who is the Captain? What is the Ship? What were the trip and the prize?
2. Is this poem primarily literal, metaphoric, or symbolic? Defend your

answer by comparing this poem to others you have read and discussed.

STUDY GUIDE: Everyman

1. What is the situation that gives rise to God's anger and his message to
Everyman?

2. What journey must Everyman undertake?
3. Why does Everyman least expect the messenger?
4. What favor does Everyman beg? Why does Everyman wish this favor?
5. In what sequence does Everyman approach those whom he wishes to

accompany him?
6. Is there any direction involved in this sequence? What?
7. What significance does the sequence have?
8. In what way are Fellowship's speeches a criticism of humanity? How do

his speeches reveal evil in the world?
9. If you were directing a production of the play, how would you cast

goods? How would you have him sound? How would you disguise and/or
costume him? How should Goods be characterized by the actor?

10. How should the voices of Good Deeds and Confession sound?
11. What are the various reasons why Discretion, Five Wits, Beauty, and

Strength cannot accompany Everyman?
12. What does Everyman learn during the course of his pilgrimage?
13. What contributions do the following characters make to Everyman:

Confession, Good Deeds, Discretion, and Knowledge?

Summary Questions:
1. What is the significance of the plot structure of Everyman?
2. According to the definition of allegory that you devised, is Everyman an

allegory? With reference to the definition, substantiate your answer.
3. Would you criticize this play for its lack of reality-because it ob-

viously could not take place? If your answer is vs, try to explain
why such a situation is unacceptable. If your answer is no, try to
explain why the literary situation is acceptable on its own terms.

4. When an author composes a work, he establishes his own world in the
work for the purpose of telling a story or conveying an idea. Why
are people willing to accept this "world" temporarily? Are 'people
more willing to accept such a "world" if it is real than if it is
obviously unreal?

5. If an author establishes an unreal "world." How does the unreality affect
the validity of the author's ideas?



LESSON #5: GROUP AND INDIVIDUAL WORK ON LITERAL, METAPHORIC,
AND SYMBOLIC LEVELS

OBJECTIVES: To interpret literal, metaphoric, and symbolic levels.
To discriminate between these levels.
To adduce evidence to support generalizations.
To relate the metaphoric and symbolic characteristics of these
poems to those already discussed.
To define literal, metaphoric, and symbolic levels.

MATERIALS: "The Charge of the Light Brigade"
"Richard Cory"
"Prophecy"
"The Listeners"
"Cool Tombs"
"Grass"
"Abraham Lincoln Walks at Night"
"A Consecration"

PROCEDURES:

A. The main purpose of this lesson is simply to reinforce those ideas and
skills which the students haVe already learned.

B. Divide the class into small homogeneous groups of three or four students
each. Assign each group "The Charge of the Light Brigade," "Richard
Cory," and "Prophecy" to analyze in terms of the study guide. Each
group afyer completing analysis of the individual poems should attempt
definitions of the various levels. These definitions should be analytical,
that is, they should place the term in its referential class and enumerate
those characteristics which distinguish it from other members of the class.
(See seventh and eighth grade units on definition.) The students will
also wish to define by example and through comparison and contrast. Al-
though the students will have done considerable work on definition in
the seventh and eighth grades, it may still be necessary to remind them
of techniques which they might use.

C. Each group should have its definitions typed and duplicated for presen-
tation to the class. The class can then evaluate each of the definitions
and, if necessary, build improved ones.

D. The teacher can assign "The Listeners," "Cool Tombs," "Grass," "Abraham
Lincoln Walks at Night," and "A Consecration" for individual reading and
analysis. The teacher can require the students to write on as may or as
few of the poems as he wishes. Any one of them might be used as the basis
for an in-class test in which the student would be required to interpret
the poem, explain the level on which the meaning occurs, compare the level
to that of other poems, and supply appropriate evidence to support his
generalizations. Such a test or the out of class work can serve as a
basis for the teacher's evaluation of the class progress. If some students
are in arrears in understanding at this point, individual conferences are
probable warranted.



GUIDE FOR GROUP DISCUSSION: "The Charge of the Light Brigade"
by Alfred Lord Tennyson

"Richard Cory"
by Edward Arlington Robinson

"Prophency"
by Elinor Wylie

1. After reading the poems listed above, discuss the meaning of

each with respect to the following:
a. the literal, metaphoric, and symbolic levels.
b. the theme or themes of each poem.
c. the way in which the various levels of meaning contribute

to the major theme or themes.
2. Select a group recorder who will record the major points of your

group's discussion.
3.. Write, as a group, tentative definitions of the literal, metaphoric,

and symbolic levels of meaning. Illustrate each definition with
examples from poems or other works you have read in or out of class.

STUDY GUIDE FOR INDIVIDUAL WORK: "The Listeners"
by Walter de la Mare

"Cool Tombs" and "Grass"
by Carl Sandbrug

"Abraham Lincoln Walks at Night"
by Vachel Lindsay

"A Consecration"
by John Masefield

1. Read all of the poems listed above and write brief explications
of two of them. You should write enough to make your explanation
clear and complete.

2. Include comments on levels of meaning, theme, and how the various
levels of meaning contribute to the major theme or themes.



LESSON #6: THE SYMBOLIC LEVEL

OBJECTIVES: To interpret symbolic works whose meanings are less evident
than those of allegory.
To state the referents of symbols when those referents are
increasingly more diffuse than those of allegories such
as Everyman.
To build a scale of symbolic works beginning with a relatively
concrete work like Everyman and ending with a relatively
abstract work like "Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird."
To write compostions interpreting various works or specific
symbols in those works.

MATERIALS: "Abel Melveny"
"Flower in the Crannied Wall"
"Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening"
The Rime of the Ancient Mariner
"anyone lived in a pretty how town"
"Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird"
"The Mariner's Glittering Eye"
Essay on "Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird" by

Dr. Edmund Reiss

PROCEDURES:

A. "Abel Melveny," "Flower in the Crannied Wall," and "Stopping by Woods."
Conduct class discussions interpreting each of these poems and relating
the symbols in each to those of Everyman with questions such as the
following:
1. How are the symbols of these poems different from those of Everyman?
2. How are they symbols of "Abel Melveny" different from those of

"Stopping by Woods?"
3. Are their meanings more or less specific than those of one another?

Than those of Everyman?
4. Are their meanings more or less obvious than those of one another?

Than those of Everyman?

B. The Rime of the Ancient Mariner. Students generally enjoy hearing this
poem read aloud as they follow i.he text. A number of good recordings
are available, but the teacher may wish to read it himself. After the
initial reading an effective technique, used previously in the eighth
grade unit on symbolism for examining "Birches" and The Old Man and the
Sea, may be used here.
1. Ask the students to make a list of the major images of the poem.

They_will undoubtedly list the following:
a. The mariner
b. The albatross
c. The ship
d. The sea
e. The Pilot's boat

They may list the following:
a. The wedding guest
b. The.crew
c. The cross bow
d. The slimy things
e. . The skeleton ship
f. The polar spirit
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2. When the class has compiled a satisfactory list ask them to reread the
poem to collect the details of action, circumstance, character, and
connotation which contribute to the total picture of each image through-
out the poem. Perhaps each student can read the poem with emphasis
on one dominating image and one minor image. The teacher, however,
should be sure to warn the students that no one image can be considered
in isolation from the others. They should be sure to examine the rela-
tionships among the various images.

3. When the students have finished this assignment, divide the class into
homogeneous groups, let them compare notes, and form composite
pictures of the various images and their relationships to other images.
Each group can then report briefly to the class, and the class will
probably be able to suggest images which had not been previously
mentioned. These should be examined using the same procedure.

4. Each group should then attempt an interpretation of the poem which can
be presented to the class and evaluated by the class.

a. Has the level of meaning for the poem been determined?
b. Has each image been treated completely?
c. Has there been a tendency to reduce the meaning of the images

to oversimplified abstractions?
d. Has the group provided adequate evidence and explanation to

support its interpretation?
5. During the evaluations of the group interpretations, each student

should revise his own ideas in terms of the class discussion. It may
be necessary to limit the evaluation of each presentation to twenty
minutes or so.

6. Assign a composition on "The Ancient Mariner" and suggest two ap-
proaches. The students can write either an analysis of one of the
major themes of the work or an analysis of a single image, explaining
its meaning and showing how it is related to the other images of the
poem.

a. Distribute copies of Jim Guinter's essay "The Marinees
Glittering Eye in The Rime of the Ancient Mariner." This
essay can be examined by the students ,as an example of a
precise topic handled in a fairly well organized composition.

b. Allow the students to discuss the adequacy of Guinter's analy-
sis first, and then ask them to examine the way in which the
composition is organized and developed.'

a) What are the functions of the first paragraph?
b) At what point of the compositiodis the order of

the succeeding paragraphs determined?
c) What is the function of each paragraph after the first?
d) How does each paragraph argue the case, by adding

detail, by clarification, by comparison and contrast,
by analysis, or by a combination of these and others?

e) How does the composition conclude?
f) What can you suggest to improve the argument or the

organization?
c. Another approach to organization is outlined in the WI on the

Epic, Hero, lesson 4. This lesson may be used in addition to or
in place of the one above.

7. The teacher should lead a brief discussion comparing the symbols of
this poem to those of Everyman and the poems read earlier. Questions
such as the following will help in this comparison:



a. How are the symbols of,The Rime of the Ancient Mariner
different from those of Everyman? from those of "Abel
Melveny," "Flower in the Crannied Wall," and "Stopping by
Woods ?"

b. Are the referents of the symbols in The Rime more or less
specific than those of the other works? Make comparisons
to Everymau and each of the poems mentioned above.

c. Are the referents of the symbols in The Rine more or less
obvious than those of the symbols in the other works?

"anyone lived in a pretty how town," and "Thirteen Ways of Looking at a
Blackbird." Both of these poems should be handled in whole class discus-
sion because of their difficulty. When the class has examined both poems
with the help of the study guide questions, the teacher can ask the stu-
dents to compare the symbols of the two poems to the symbols of other
works in the unit. The students will probably decide that "Thirteen Ways"
has meaning at the literal and metaphoric levels--meaning which they can
comprehend. They will probably, suspect it of being symbolic. And while
they may make attempts to interpret it, they will undoubtedly remain in a.
quandry concerning the symbolic meaning of the poem. After they have
made their attempts at interpretation, distribute copies of Dr. Reiss'
essay for the students to read. The essay may be used not only as an aid
to understanding the poem but as a model whose organization and develop-
ment can be studied.

D. The final activity of this lesson is the construction of a scale of symbolic
works beginning with a work like Everyman whose symbols are relatively
specific, concrete, and obvious in meaning to a work like "Thirteen Ways"
whose symbols are relatively diffuse, abstract, and covert in meaning.
To do'this, ask the students questions such as the following:

1. How can you compare the quality of the symbols in the works
you have read recently in terms of their rigidity, the specificity
of their referents, and of the umber of clues to their meanings?

2. If we were to develop a continuum or scale for this comparison,
what works might fall at either end of the continuum?

3. 'Why did you decide to place these works at the ends of the con-
tinuum? Ydur reasons for placing these works will be the basis
for the continuum and the criteria for placing other works on it.

4. In what order should the other works read be placed?
5. How can you justify the placement of the works on the scale?



STUDY GUIDE: "Abel Melveny"
by Edgar Lee Masters

1. What kind of man had Abel been?
2. What satisfaction had he found in buying machinery?
3. What realization had Abel come to in his old age?
4. Is the meaning of the poem literal, metaphoric, or symbolic? Defend

your answer.
5. What is the major theme of the poem?

STUDY GUIDE: "Flower in the Crannied Wall"
by Alfred Lord Tennyson

1. What do the last two lines of the poem mean in relation to the flower?
2. Is the meaning of this poem literal, metaphoric, or symbolic? Defend

your answer.
3. What is the theme of the poem?

STUDY GUIDE: "Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening"
by Robert Frost

1. Is the meaning of this poem basically literal, metaphoric, or symbolic?
2. What happens at the literal level?
3. What meaning exists at the metaphoric level?
4. Do you think the poem is symbolic?
5. If so, what are the symbols and what do they symbolize? Give evidence

for your answers.

STUDY GUIDE: "anyone lived in a pretty how town"
by e. e. cummings

Read the poem through quickly, and then as you attempt to answer the following
questions, read it with care.

1. What words in the poem are out of order in terms of normal English syntax?
2. What normal expression use the pattern by ? What effects does

Cummings achieve by using this pattern?
3. Which of these disjunctions create paradoxes? How is each paradox resolved?

On what level of meaning are they resolved?
4. What does "anyone" symbolize? What does a "haw town" symbolize?
5. How does the quality of the symbols in this poem compare to the quality of

the symbols in Everyman?

STUDY GUIDE: "Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird"
by Wallace Stevens

1. What words do you have to know to understand the literal level of this poem?
2. What does each of the thirteen sections of the poem suggest about the

blackbird?
3. Is the blackbird a symbol? of what?
4. If it is a symbol, how is it different qualitatively from the symbols of

other works you have read?



Edmund Reiss
English Department
Pennsylvania State U.
Park, Pennsylvania

Approaching Stevens' "Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird"

Although no short analysis can hope to biing out the wealth of meanings in
these thirteen sketches that resemble the Japanese haiku in their form and
general method of understatement, it is still possible to make a few suggestions
that can perhaps lead to an understanding of the work.

The thirteen ways of looking .at a blackbird are thirteen ways of looking at
reality, with reality, or at least the essence of reality, being the irrational,
that which is beyond human logical comprehension., At the same time, the thirteen
ways are not different ways but really thirteen'variations of the same conscious-
ness of reality.

In the first stanza, the poet implies a contrast between the grandeur. of
the twenty mountains and the insignificance of the eye of the blackbird; but the
contrast is only apparent initially, for the eye of the blackbird is seen having
more vitality and reality than the twenty. mountains. It also, in a sense, en-
compasses the mountains. Similarly, the blackbird encompasses and absorbs all
colors, but the twenty snowy mountains, being white, are merely reflections of
colors.

In the second stanza the blackbird is related to the consciousness of the
individual. The three blackbirds have individual existences, but they' are also
three in one, in a sense like the Trinity in Christianity. At the heart of

everything is the blackbird. At the same time, as stanza 3 shows, the blackbird
is insignificant, "a small part of the pantomime" of life. But the bird, in its
color associated with death, is also at the heart of "the autumn winds," the har-
bingers of death. At the heart of both the growing tree and the autumn winds,
life and death, is the blackbird, inspiring each with its presence.

In stanza 4 the idea of three in one goes a step further as blackbird is
joined with man and woman, being, in effect, the essence of them. Similarly, in

the fifth stanza, the poet continues to question the nature of reality. The

thing,:its implications, and the time after its existence--as well, of course, as
the time before its existence--are essentially all one and the same. To see the

differences among them is to see only the surfaces of things. To know their
essential unity, along with the worth of both the lack of the thing and its
presence, is to understand reality. This idea is related to the Zen Buddhist
question, "We know the sound of two hands clapping, but what is the sound of one
hand clapping?"

In the sixth stanza, the blackbird is seen as the cause of. existence, as
the source of life; but here life is seen as "icicles" and "barbaric glass."
The blackbird is in many ways like the Shadow of T. S. Eliot's poem, "The Hollow
Men," especially in the sense that it threatens man. 'Eliot's Shadow more
particularly marks man's failure to achieve.

Between the idea
And the reality
Between the motion
And the act
Falls the Shadow.

Between the conception
And the creation
Between the emotion
And the response
Falls the Shadow

In Stevens' poem, however, the blackbird is accepted as essential to reality.
This is emphasized in the seventh stanza where the blackbird, though perhaps low
and insignificant, is yet more real than the golden birds of imagination.

A definitive statement of the meaning of the blackbird is seen in stanza 8:



... I know too,
That the blackbird is involved
In what I know.

The blackbird is here and elsewhere in the poem like the figure of Brahma in R. W.
Emerson's poem of that name:

They reckon ill who leave me out;
When me they fly, I am the wings;

I am the doubter and the doubt,
And I the hymn the Brahmin sings.

Blackbird like Brahma permeates everything, absorbs everything, and gives ultimate
meaning to everything, as in the final line of Emerson's poem: "Find me, and turn
thy back on heaven." Similarly, as seen in the ninth stanza of Stevens' poem,
reality may be expressed in the boundaries projected by the blackbird. That which
is to be perceived is limited and defined by this bird.

The blackbird is associated with the subtleties of life (stanza 5), with the
1 'noble accents / And lucid inescapable rhythms? (stanza 8), but At the same time it
is a symbol of disharmony and shrillness, and is cacophony personified, as the poet
brings out in the tenth stanza when the blackbird "in a green light" is apparently
offensive to "the bawds of euphony," those who want nice patterns, rhythms, and
answers at all cost and who measure their reality in terms of these. It might be
noted that these lines illustrate the sound patterns that fill this poem. As one
critic has noted, the poem should be called "Thirteen Ways of Hearing A Blackbird."

The adverse response to the blackbird given by "the bauds of euphony" is
brought out further in stanza 11. Here the "He," who may at first seem to be the
blackbird, fears the presence of the bird. Connecticut is here the civilized world.
From the distant world out of sight (stanza 9) to the familiar world of our civili-
zation, the blackbird is present. The "glass coach" of this stanza may also be re-
lated to the "Barbaric Glass" of stanza 6. From the unformed to the formed, the
primitive to the civilized, the blackbird is always present. From the grand and
strange (stanzas 6, 9, 10) to the familiar (stanzas 7, 11) there is no escaping this
bird. The name Haddam of stanza 7 is particularly interesting. A city in Connecti-
cut, near where Stevens lived, it, like the more general Connecticut of stanza 11,
is the home of effete ("thin") modern man and his culture. At the same time, the
name sounds like it should belong to some ancient Near Eastern city, and, indeed, in
sound it resembles the word Adam, which in Hebrew is not only the name of the first
wan but also the word for earth.

From the ancient to the modern there exists the blackbird, appearing in stanza
12 as the movement of life itself. Here the motion of the river is apparently inte-
grally related to the flight of the blackbird. There is a kind of cause-and-effect
relationship here comparable to Browning's line, "God's in his heaven; all's right
with the world."

The essentially paradoxical nature of the blackbird is revealed in detail in
the final stanza of the poem. Here is the blending of night and day ("evening all
afternoon,") of past, present, and future, of achievement and possibility ("It was
snowing / And it was going to snow"). With the snow there is a return to the first
stanza ("twenty snowy mountains"). The cycle of life continues, change takes place;
but the one ever-present factor is the blackbird. In this stanza the bird, tradi-
tional symbol of darkness and death, sits in the cedar tree, the evergreen, the
always-living tree, as he did in the second stanza, acting as a symbol of life and,
as it were, giving life to the world contained by him and in him.

The blackbird is himself a figure of ambiguity, and the thirteen views of him
bring out his ambiguous nature and also the ambiguous quality of life. The thirteen
ways seem to be thirteen because of the ominous suggestions of the number that go
well with the ominous figure of blackbird. Both and one thing initially but tend to
be more as the poem proceeds. But the thirteen ways could just as easily have been
ont hundred or one, for our view is one view that appears fragmented. Each stanza
is, in effect, a mirror image of the whole, and it is up to us to see the synthesis
and unity.



LESSON #7: THEORY OF SYMBOLS (Optional)

OBJECTIVES: To review the theories of symbolism thus far developed in the unit.
To write a composition explicating one of these. .

To examine excerpts from the theories of professional critics.

MATERIALS: The Nature of Symbolism
"Robert Frost: The Way to the Poem"
"Levels of Meaning in Literature" by Barbara Martin

PROCEDURES:

A. Quickly review all the theories of symbolism thus far developed in the unit:
that of literal, metaphoric, and thematic levels of lesson #2; that of the
world of the literary work in lesson #4 (F); and that of the quality of sym-
bols in lesson #6.

B. Ask the students to read each selection in The Nature of Symbolism. After
they have read each one ask them to answer the study guide questions and to
decide how each supports, disproves, or adds to the theories developed by the
class. This assignment can be done by the entire class under the direction
of the teacher, by small homogeneous groups of students, or by students
working individually.
1. The selections from Feibleman, Wilson, Abrams, Carlyle, and Lawrence

all support or add to the ideas already developed about metaphor and
symbol.

2. The selection from Wimsatt and Beardsley poses a new problem--that
of whether we are ever able to know the meaning "intended" by an
author. This will be worth discussion. Some students might feel that
this selection gives complete freedom from responsibility in their
interpretations. The ensuing discussion should evolve the general
view that, while we can never be sure of what the author intended, we
must base interpretation on a careful examination of the text. This
harks back to the lesson on supplying evidence.

3. The selection from Langer supports and helps to explain the idea of the
world of the author.

C. After reading these selections the students can examine Ciardi's essay,
"Robert Frost: The Way to the Poem." After they read the essay, ask the
students questions such as the following:
1. Does the underlying theory of this essay support or disprove the

theories we have developed?
2. What part of if supports our theories?
3. Do you feel that his analysis of the poem is adequate?
4. If we accept this analysis, would the position of the poem on the con-

tinuum we built be changed?
5. Xs Ciardi's assumption that every detail of a poem is carefully chosen

and therefore meaningful warranted? Why or why not?
6. Is the admittedly speculative argument about the rime scheme and the

last line of the poem convincing? Why or why not?
D. Ask the students to read Barbara Martin's essay, "Levels of Meaning in

Literature." When they have read it, allow them to discuss the shortcom-
ings and good points of both the content and the organization . In dis-
cussing content the same questions which applied to Guinter's essay on "The
Glittering Eye" apply here. By this time the students should be able to ask
their own questions about the content.
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E. The teacher may then ask the student to select a topic concerned with one or
more theories of symbolism and write a composition about it. The students
themselves should suggest possible topics which the teacher can write on the
board. If the students have not already realized it, the teacher can point
out that Barbara Martin's essay and Ciardi's essay suggest two different ap-
proaches--analysis of levels of meaning by definition and example and analysis
of how meaning occurs through the analysis of a particular poem. The teacher
can review the organization of both these compositions and refer to the mat-
erials on organization in lesson #6 of this unit and in lesson #4 of the Unit
on the Epic, Hero.



JAMES K FEIBLEMAN

THE NATURE OF SYMBOLISM

From Aesthetics. New York; Duell,
Sloan and Pearce, 1949. Copyright
1949, by James K. Feibleman. Re-
printed by permission of the pub-
lisher.

It is no accident that the method of art involves symbolism. For the

artist must work with single instances; he can tell only one story at a time,
paint only one picture or sing one song. The story, the picture or the'song,
would mean nothing artistically unlesti it dragged in its-wake a wide penumbra
of meaning. Behind every concrete object of art is reflected the shadow of
countless absent particulars which it effectively symbolizes.

EDM WILSON
From Axel's Castle: A Study in the
Imaginative Literature of 1870-1930.
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons.
Reprinted with .the permission of the
publisher, copyright 1931 Charles
Scribner's Sons; renewal copyright
1959 Edmund Wilson.

...Each poet has his unique personality; each of his moments hai its
special tone, its special combination of elements. And it is the poet's task
to find, to invent, the special language which will alone be capable of ex-
pressing his personality and feelings. Such a language must make use of symbols;.
what is so special, so fleeting and so vague cannot be conveyed by direct state-

ment or description, but only by a succession of words, of images, which will

serve to suggest it to the reader. ...

...And Symbolism may be defined as an attempt by carefully studied means -
a complicated association of ideas represented by a medley of metaphors - to
communicate unique personal feelings.

W. K. WIMSATT and M, C. BEARDSLEY
From "The' Intentional Fallacy."
SeWanee Review, LIV (Summer 1946),
468-488. Reprinted by permission
'of the authors.

...1. ,A poem does not come into existence by accident. The words of a poem,
as Professor Stoll has remarked, come out of a head, not out of a hat. :Yet to
insist on the designing intellect as a cause of a poem is not to giant the de-
sign or intention as a standard.

2. One must ask how 4 critic expects to get an answer to the question
about intention. How is he to find out what the poet tried to do? If the
poet succeeded in doing it, then the poem itself shows what he was trying to do.
And if the poet did not succeed, then the poem is not adequate evidence, and
the critic must go outside the poem - for evidence of an intention that did
not become effective in the poet. "Only one caveat must be borne in mind,"
says an eminent intentionalist in a moment when his theory repudiates itself;
"the poet's aim must be judged at the moment of the creative act, that is to
say, by the art of the poem itself."

3. Judging a poem is like judging a pudding or a machine. One demands
that it work. It is only because an artifact works that we infer the intention
of an artificer. "A poem should not mean but be." A poem can be only through
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its meaning - since its medium is words - yet it is, simply is, in the sense
that we have no excuse for inquiring what part is intended or meant. Poetry
is a feat of style by which a complex of meaning is handled all at once.
Poetry succeeds because all or most of what is said or implied is relevant;
what is irrelevant has been excluded, like lumps from pudding and "bugs" from
machinery. In this respect poetry differs from practical messages, which are
successful if and only if we correctly infer the intention. They are more
abstract than poetry.

4. The meaning of a poem may certainly be a personal one, in the sense
that a poem expresses a personality or state of soul rather than a physical
object like an apple. But even a short lyric poem is dramatic, the response
of a speaker (no matter how abstractly conceived) to a situation (no matter
how universalized). We ought to impute the thoughts and attitudes of the poem
immediately to the dramatic speaker, and if to the author at all, only by a
biographical act of inference.

5. If there is any sense in which an author, by revision, had better
achieved his original intention, it is only the very abstract, tautological,
sense that he intended to write a better work and now has done it. (In this
sense every author's intention is the same." His former specific intention
was not his intention. "He's the man we were in search of, that's true";
says Hardy's rustic constable, "and yet he's not the man we were in search
of. For the man we were in search of was not the man we wanted."

M. H. ABRAMS
From the article "Symbol" in A
Glossary of Literary Terms. New
York: Rinehard, 1957. Reprinted by
permission of the author.

A symbol, in the broadest use of the term, is anything which signifies
something else; in this sense, all words are symbols. As commonly used in
criticism, however, "symbol" is applied only to a word or phrase signifying
an object which itself has significance; that is, the object referred to has a
range of meaning beyond itself. Some symbols are "conventional," or "public";
which signify objects of which the symbolic meanings are widely known. Poets,

like all of us, use these conventional symbols; but some poets also use "private
symbols," which are not widely known, or which they develop for themselves
(usually by expanding and elaborating pre-existing associations of as object),
and these set a more difficult problem in interpretation.

Take as an example the word "rose," which in its literal meaning is a
kind of flower. In Burns's line, "0 my love's like a red, red rose," the word
is used as a simile, and in the version "0 my love is a red,red rose," it is
used as a metaphor. William Blake wrote:

0 Rose, thou art sick!
The invisible worm
That flies in the night,
In the howling storm,

Has found out thy bed
Of crimson joy,
And his dark secret love
Does thy life destroy
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This rose is not the vehicle for a simile or a metaphor, because it lacks the
paired subject "my love," in the examples just cited - which is characteris-
tic of these figures. . . . Blake's rose is a rose - yet it is also something
more; words like "bed," "joy," "love," indicate that the described object has
a further range of significance which makes it a symbol. But Blake's rose is
not, like the symbolic rose of Dante's Paradiso and other medieval poems, an
element in a complex set of traditional religious symbols which were widely
known to contemporary readers. Only from the clues in Blake's poem itself,
supplemented by a knowledge of parallel elements in his other poems, do we
come to see that Blake's worm-eaten rose symbolizes such matters as the des-
truction wrought by furtiveness, deceit, and hypocrisy in what should be a
frank and joyous relationship of physical love.

THOMAS CARLYLE

"Symbols." In Sartor Resartus:
The Life and Opinions of Herr
Teufelsdrockh (1835), edited by
Charles Frederick Harrold. New
York: The Odyssey Pressr 1937.

...'Of Symbols, however, I remark farther, that they have both an ex-
trinsic and intrinsic value; oftenest the former only. What, for instance,
was in that clouted Shoe, which the Peasants bore aloft with them as ensign
in their Bauernkrieg (Peasants' War)? Or in the Wallet-and-staff round
which the Netherland Gueux, glorying in that nickname of Beggars, heroically
rallied and prevailed, though against King Philip himself? Intrinsic signi-
ficance these had none; only extrinsic; as the accidental Standards of
multitudes more or less sacredly uniting together; in which union itself, as
above noted, there is ever something mystical and borrowing of the Godlike.
Under a like category, too,stand, or stood, the stupidest heraldic Coats-of-
arms; military Banners everywhere; and generally all national or other sec-
tarian Costumes and Customs: they have no intrinsic, necessary divineness, or
even worth; but have acquired an extrinsic one. Nevertheless through all
these there glimmers something of a Divine Idea;.as through military Banners
themselves, the Divine Idea of Duty, of heroic Daring; in some instances of
Freedom, of Right. Nay the highest ensign that men ever met and embraced
under, the Cross itself, had no meaning save an accidental extrinsic one.

'Another matter it is, however,when your Symbol has intrinsic meaning,
and is of itself fit that men should unite round it. Let but the Godlike
manifest itself to Sense; let but Eternity look, more or less visibly,
through the Time-Figure (Zeitbild)! Then is it fit that men unite there;
and worship together before such Symbol; and so from day to day, and from
age to age, superadd to it new divineness.

'Of this latter sort are all true Works of Art: in them (if thou
know a Work of Art from a Daub of Artifice) wilt thou discern Eternity
looking through Time; the Godlike rendered visible. Here too may an ex-
trinsic value gradually superadd itself; thus.certain Iliads, and the like,
have, in three thousand years, attained quite new god-inspired Men; for what
other Work of Art is so divine? In Death too, in the Death of the Just,
as the last perfection of a Work of Art, may we not discern symbolic meaning?
In what divinely transfigured Sleep, as of Victory, resting over the beloved
face which now knows thee no more, read (if thou canst for tears) the con-
fluence of Time with Eternity, and some gleam of the latter peering through.
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'Highest of all Symbols are those wherein the Artist or Poet has risen
into Prophet, and all men can recognize a present God, and worship the same:
I mean religious Symbols. Various enough have been such religious Symbols,
what we call Religions; as men stood in this stage of culture or the other,
and could worse or better body-forth the Godlike: some Symbols with a transient

intrinsic worth; many with only an extrinsic.
'But, on the whole, as Time adds much to the sacredness of Symbols, so

likewise in his progress he at length defaces, or even desecrates them; and
Symbols, like all terrestrial Garments, wax old. Homer's Epos has not ceased
to be true; yet it is no longer our Epos, but shines in the distance, if
clearer and clearer, yet also smaller and smaller, like a receding Star. It

needs a scientific telescope, it needs to be reinterpreted and artificially
brought near us, before we can so much as know that it was a Sun.

'Of this thing, however, be certain: wouldst thou plant for Eternity,

then plant into the deep infinite faculties of man, his Fantasy and Heart;
wouldst thuu plant for Year and Day, then plant into his shallow superficial
faculties, his Self-love and Arithmetical Understanding, what will grow there.
A Hierarch, therefore, and Pontiff of the World will we call him, the Poet and
inspired Maker; who, Prometheus-like, can shape new Symbols, and bring new
Fire from Heaven to fix it there. Such too will not always be wanting; neither
perhaps now are. Meanwhile, as the average of matters goes, we account him
Legislator and wise who can so much as tell when a Symbol has grown old, and
gently remove it.' ...

D. H. LAWRENCE
From "The Dragon of the Apocalypse"
(1930). In his Selected Literary
Criticism, edited by Anthony Beal.
London: William Heinemann, 1955.
Copyright 1936 by Frieda Lawrence.
Reprinted by permission of The
Viking Press, Inc.

You can't give a great symbol a "meaning," any more than you can give a
cat a "meaning." Symbols are organic units of consciousness with a life of
their own, and you can never explain them away, because their value is dynamic,
emotional, belonging to the sense - consciousness of the body and soul, and not
simply mental. An. allegorical image has a meaning. Mr. Facing-both-ways has
a meaning. But I defy you to lay your finger on the full meaning of Janus, who
is a symbol.

It is necessary for us to realize very definitely the difference be-
twemaallegory and symbol. Allegoi:y is a narrative description using, as a
rule, images to express certain deflniim qualities. Each image means some-
thing, and is a term in the argument and nearly always for a moral or didactic
purpose, for under the narrative of an allegory lies a didactic argument,
usually moral. Myth likewise is descriptive narrative using images. But myth
is never an argument, it never has a didactic nor a moral purpose, you can
draw no conclusion from it. Myth is an attempt to narrate a whole human expe-
rience, of which the purpose is too deep, going too deep in the blood and soul,
for mental explanation or description. We can expound the myth of Chronos
very easily. We can explain it, we can even draw the moral conclusion. But
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we only looka little silly. The myth of Chronos lives on beyond explanation,
!Th for' it desert es a profound experience of the human body and soul, an experience

which is never exhausted and never will be exhausted, for it is being felt and
suffered now, and it will be felt and suffered while man remains man. You may
explain the myths away: but it only means you go on suffering blindly, stupidly,
in the unconscious," instead of healthily and with the imaginative comprehension

playing upon the suffering.
And the images of myth are symbols. They don't "mean something." They stand

for unite of human feeling, human experience. A complex of emotional experience
is a symbol. And the power of the symbol is to arouse the deep emotional self, and
the dynamic self, beyond comprehension. Many ages of accumulated experience still
throb within a symbol. And we throb in response. It takes centuries to create a
really significant symbol: even the symbol of the Cross, or of the horseshoe, or
the horns. No man can invent symbols. He can invent an emblem, made up of images:
or metaphors: or images: but not symbols. Some images, in the course of many
generations of men, become symbols, embedded in the soul and ready to start alive
when touched, carried on in the human consciousness for centuries. And again, when
men become unresponsive and half dead, symbols die.

SUZANNE K. LANGER

From "The Art Symbol and the Symbol in Art."
in Suzanne K. Langer, problems of Art,
New York (1957).

The Art Symbol...,is a symbol in a somewhat special sense, because it per-
forms some symbolic functions, but not all; especially, it does not stand for

7)
something else, nor refer to anything that exists apart from it. According to
the usual definition of "symbol," a work of art should not be classed as a sym-
bol at all. But that usual definition overlooks the greatest intellectual value
and, I think, the prime office of symbols--their power of formulating experience,
and presenting it objectively for contemplation, logical intuition, recognition,
understanding. That is articulation, or logical expression. And this function
every good work of art does perform. It formulates the appearance of feeling,
of subjective experience, the character of so-called "inner life," which dis-
course--the normal use of words--is peculiarly unable to articulate, and which
therefore we can only refer to in a general and quite superficial way. The
actual felt process of life, the tensions interwoven and shifting from moment
to moment, the flowing and slowing, the drive and directedness of desires, and
above all the rhythmic continuity of our selfhood, defies the expressive power
of discursive symbolism. The myriad forms of subjectivity, the infinitely com-
plex sense o.E. life, cannot be rendered linguistically, that is, stated. But
they are precisely what comes to light in a good work of art (not necessarily a
"masterpiece "; there are thousands of works that are good art without being
exalted achievement). A work of art is an expressive.fOrm,'and vitality, ,in
all its manifestations from sheer sensibility to the most elaborate phases-of
awareness and emotion, is what it may express OW

The work as a whole is the image of feeling, which may be called the Art
Symbol. It is a single organic composition, which means that its elements are
not independent constituents, expressive, in their oin right, of various emo-
tional ingredients, as words are constituents of discourse, and have meanings
in their own right, which go to compose the total meaning of the discourse.
Language is a symbolism, a system of symbols with definable though fairly
elastic meanings, and rules of combination whereby large units--phrases, sen-
tences, whole speeches--may be compounded, expressing similarly built-up ideas,
Art, contrariwise, is not a symbolism. The elements in a work are always new-
ly created with the total image, and although it is possible to analyze what
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they contribute to the image, it is not, possible to
assign them any of its

import apart from the whole. That is characteristic of organic form. The

import of a work'of art is its "life," which, like
actualliii, is an in-

divisible phenominon..,
...Symbols used in art lie on a different semantic level from the work that

contains them. Their meanings are not part of its import, but elements in

the form that has import, the expressive form.



Discussion Problems: The Nature of Symbolism

A. Excerpt froi. Wimsatt and Beardsley.
1. What do the authors mean by intention?
2. How can we judge and determine the intention of the poet?
3. How do you think the intention of the poet shoUld be judged? From

external or internal evidence?
4. In interpreting a poem should a critic be concerned with the problems

of the poet's intention, or should he be concerned chiefly with the
meaning of the poem as it appears in the internal evidence of the
poem itself? 'What do Wimsatt and Beardsley think? What do you think?

B. Excerpt from Abrams.
1. How does the idea of public and private symbol relate to the idea of

public and private connotation ?.
2.. Is it possible for a public symbol to take on private connotation and

become a private symbol? Explain with examples.
3. How does the author differentiate between symbol and metaphor or

simile? Is this an adequate distinction? .

C. Excerpt from Carlyle.
1. What degrees of symbolism does Carlyle enumerate?
2. What effect does "Time" have on symbol?

'3. What does the "Hierarch of the World" do in regard to symbol? Haw
does this idea apply to such leaders as Christ, Lincoln, and Hitler?

4. What, does the "Legislator" do in regard to symbol?
5. Do you think our culture needs new symbols or needs old symbols re-

moved?

'D. Excerpt from D. H. Lawrence.
1. Why does the author say, "You can't give a great symbol a 'meaning'"?
2. How does Lawrence define the difference between allegory and symbol?
3. Do you agree with the definition? Why?

E.. Excerpt from Langer.
1. How does the author expand the conventional definition of symbol?
2. What is the relationship of the Art Symbol to the ordinary symbol?



The Concept of Levels of Meaning "in Literature
I

by Barbara Martin

In determining meaning, themes,. or leVell of a written work, the ideas,
dealt with are not absolute or discrete. .piscriminations.are,difficult to make
since the kinds of symbols blend together. In dealing with levels of,neaning,
we must consider at least four levelsof meaning: literal, metaphoric, allegoric,
and symbolic, in order of complexity. The meaning is more obvious at the
literal or metaphoric levels than at the allegoric or symbolic levels.;.

The literal level is the plot level as it exists in the writing. When
reading at the literal level, the reader takes exactly what ts..said "literally,"
as conveyed by the combination of words, All literature has at least a literal
level, and some has additional levels. "The Charge of the Light ,Brigade," by
Alfred Tennyson, exists chiefly at the literal level, using,a.few.metaphors to
increase the effectiveness of the poem. Basically, this poem is a recapitula
tion of a battle in the Crimean War, accentuating the bravery and nobility of
the soldiers. An example of a poem existing on a literal,level plus,an addi-
tional level is "Flower in a Crannied Wall," also by Tennyson. ,At.the literal
level, the flower is plucked out of the wall and examined by, the first-person
character in the poem. .In general, the literal level merely. states the most
obvious level of the poem, conveyed through the literal translation:of words,
using no. figures of speech or symbolism.

,A second level of meaning, next in the line of complexity, ;is the meta-
phoric level. Conveying a second level of meaning thrOugh the use of figures
of speech, the metaphoric level is a comparison directly stated, has a close
correspondence between.symbol and, referent, but is not necessarily systematized.
There is not a large field for interpretation since the comparison is stated
directly in the.text. General examples of figures of speech are metaphors,
similes, hyperboles,. and personifications. These figures of speech, worked into
the text of the poem, intensify, the meaning of the poem. Tor...example, "My love
is like a red, red rose," compares the qualities of the rose to the qualities of
the.loveda Beloved then takes an additional meaning because of the comparison.
.The. qualities of the figure of,speech which are to be attributedyto.the image
are determined by context and convention. For example, in the. Comparison,"He
is like a lion," we know by context and convention that the comparison refers
to such qualities as strength, rather than structural traits, such as posses-
sion of a tail.. Personifications .are the chief criteria. in conveying a, second
level of meaning in the play "Everyman." For example, the intangible ideap,of
knowledge, strength, and beauty are given human qualities, and are represented
as people. As is the case of "Everyman," when metaphors become systematized,
'they become allegories. .

A systematized, rigid set of symbols conveys a third /evel, of meaning, the
allegorical level. This level of interpretation. is characterized, by a_one:io
one correspondence of symbol to referent, the syMbols usually representing a
specific idea. "Oh Captain, My Captain," by Walt Whitman, is.anexample of a
poem existing.on an allegoricallevel4. This poem portrays a rigid set ,of sym-
bols with a one to one correspondence to the referent: the captain representing
Lincoln, the ship representing the nation, the swaying,m4s representing the
people or public, and the fearful trip or voyage representing conflicts within
the nation.

Allegory is often achieved through the use of metaphoric language, as in
the play "Everyman." The symbols are portrayed through personifications, giving
the play a metaphoric level. However, the symbols are systematized, constant,
and have a one to one correspondence between the symbol and referent; thus, this
play is also an allegory. Usually a somewhat confined meaning is produced
through an allegorical interpretation, since again, there is not a wide field

1



for interpretation.

The final level of meaning, the symbolic level, is' 'the most complex of all

levels, and the meaning is usually the least obvious. The symbols usually rep-

reient more general inerComplet ideas than those ,of an allegory,' and therefore,

the symbols,takit'on avast meaning. The syibols are not 'rigid, and no one to

one correspondence between symbol andreferent exists, and ,therefore, there

exists 'a farther relationship of symbol to referent. The symbolism must 'usually

be stated in more than one word-or phrase. For'examples in the poem "Flower'

in a Crannied Wall," 'the flower represents or symbolizes more than justmlife."

It symbolizes the complexity of the basic spiritual aspect of life. And in the

.case of:The Old Man and the Sea, the fish represents more than merely' the goal

of the old Men.' It symbolizes the goils.of.all mankind, all the struggles'' to

achieve: this goal, and the concept of 'beauty and admiration. In general, a'

'symbolic level involves a density or mass of-referents with little correspOnd-

ence between'iymbol and referent, allowing"for a vast interpretation.

In determining the ievelo.of'muning, there-are degrees' of restrictions.

'For eiample the range-of meaning of a symbolic symbol is less, restricted than

that of an allegorical symbol. The range for the metaphoric Comparisoils even

More restricted than that of the allegory., However,-there are degrees of re-

strictions which lie in between one lsieland another. There is a very thin.

line 'differentiating one level from another. Therefore, it is very difficult

to classify all writings in one of the four levels of meanings.''Sometimes)we

can merely state that a particular. piece lies somewhere between two levels of

meaning. For example, if we'were.tO hakei continuum consisting Of 'four partic-

ular writings, We could place "Everyman" first, as using Metaphoric language to '

portray its simple farm of allegory; Lord of the 'Flei second,'is a more complex

fotm,of'allegory; containing even a few aspects of .the symbolid level;'The 'Pearl
thit4 as t'systematized form of the 'symbolic levelvand The Old1Man and the Sea

:fourth, as a morecomplex.manifestatiOn of symbolism: This particular example 0
of a .continuum:ranges'onlY between'the allegoric and'symbolielevels: Nth/ever,

we could'imake'a similar-Comparison between any two, or even all of the ,levels of

meaning. =

.

litistini'through the levels of meaning., is a thematic aspect.'TheoretiCally,
there'is a. theme'for each 'level of meaning at which the work exists, the theme

of 'the literal' level being moat specific.' But the theme at the symbolic, elle-

-gotic; or metaphoric' level would include the theme at the literal:level.'
Therefore, it id not` necessary to state 'the theme at the literal'ievetif-the
wOrk'exiiitirat'a higher level. "A specific'example of a theme of a poem existing

inainly'it the literal'level is "The Charge of the Light Brigade." 'The'thematic !

qiiiieCt'orthis'poim is the nobility of the brigade following orders and charging

into death. The themes of "The Ballad of Reading Gaol" 'are, first, the life in

an English prison, and second, the idea that "each man ,kills the thing he loves."

Pointing.out the differences between two social classes suppliei the theme of

"Richard Cory," which exists at a symbolic level besides a literal level:

In conclusion;-pUtting°everwrittenworkinto a specific level 'Of meaning

is itpoisible. The different levels of-meaning serve as aids in the interpre-

ittion'.of literature. 4ince'the ideas dealt with are not clearly defined or
discrete, and the author's true intentions are usually-unkuown,'aicamining the
leVels'of meaning may' prove helpfal'in'interpreting literature.



k LESSON #8 INTERPRETATION AND ANALYSIS

OBJECTIVES: To interpret and analyie' the meaning of extended works.
To analyze how the meanings of specific works are conveyed.
To place the works read On the various continua developed in

the unit.
To write a composition analyzing one of the 'Forks'.

MUMS: Lord of the Plies
The Pearl
Bibliography

1

.

PROCEDURES:

A. Both of the novels in this lesson can be read, very rapidly by the students
}. and both. catch and hold their interest. Lord of the Flies lends itself to

c/ass reading and diticuSsion while The Pearl, because it is shorter, can
be easily handled by *small groups.

B. In both cases the reading should be .assigned and begun in class. Once
started the students will read through both novels quickly. When the
class has finished' discussing Lord of the Flies divide the class into
small groups for discussion and assign the reading of The Parl: In
both cases the study guide's will .serve as guides to discussion.C. A composition on one, or both these books should be optional since the
students will Probably be still working on the composition assigned in
the last lesson.

D. When students have studied, both books, the teacher can distribute the
bibliography of books. and ask the students' to select one book for
individual reading and analysis. A composiition. at this point is
necessary, f Or it will be the test' of the skills' taught throughout
the unitinterpretation,' analysis of level of meaning, adducing
evidence, and organization. If the teacher wishes to ,shorten the
unit, one or both of the abOve novels can be included in the bibliegrapit
ography and omitted from the class reading. However, the students
will be far better able to cope with the test* assignment if they
have had the experience of working with the two novels, the first
as a class, the secOnd in small groupsi.

:



STUDY GUIDE: LOROF THE FLIES
Chapter One.

1. How did the boys come to be marooned On an island.'

2. Which of the boys is Ow most realistic in the, appraisal of their-

situation? 'Find specific evid4nce to 44piOrt yoUi answer.

3. Why is Piggy rejeCted by, Ralph and the group of boys?

4. What does their teasing of him indicate about young boys and

perhaps about human nature? ,

5. What significance does the conch take on ea-the chapter progresses? .

Find specific evidence to support your answer..
6. What is Jack's attitude toward Ralph and the other boys?
7. Why did Jack fail to kill the piglet?

11 1 1

8. What sort of leader will Ralph be? What positiOns'wili Jack .

and Piggy have?
Chapter Two.

1. How does Piggy's view of their situation on the island differ from
that of.the other boys?

2. How do the boys' react to the smaller boy'S account of the "beastie"

which came after him in the night? Why do,ihey hOOt at the little -

boy? What does Jack's promise to look for it when they go hunting
suggest about the boys' attitude toward the tale of the beastie?

3. What is it that Ralph finds "ungraspable "? (p. 32)

4. How does Ralph emerge as a leader? What kind of relationship` will
exist between him-and-the other boys? .

5. In what ways are Ralph's comments about..rescue and' psychologi-

cally sound as far as the group goes?
6. What evidente iithere that Piggy is wiser than the other boys?

Why do the boys reject him?

Chapter Three.
1. On p. 49 Golding says of Ralph and Jack, "They walked, along, two

continents of experience and feeling, unable to communicate." In

what ways arethe boys "two continents of experience and feeling"?
What evidence is.there in this chapter and in the previous ones that
they are "unable to communicate"?

2. How is Simon different from Ralph and Jack? from Piggy?

Chapter Four. .

1. Why does Roger throw stones at Henry?. Why does he throw to miss?
Why does..the author call the stone "that token of preposterous time" "?

2. Ostensibly, why does Jack paint his face? What psychological function
does the mask serve? Recall the stone throwing incident. In what

way does civilization impose a mask on man?
3. Why is it appropriate that the choir should form the nucleus of the

hunters?
4. How does Jack react when Ralph accuses him of letting the fire go out?

How does each of the two boys lose and regain status with the group?

Why does Jack strike Piggy? What does Golding mean when he says,
"Not even Ralph knew how a link between him and Jack had been snapped
and fastened elsewhere"? What does this line suggest about the way
in which the power structure among the boys will develop?

5. Why does Simon lower his head in shame after giving his meat to Piggy?

Chapter Five.
1. What changes are evident in Ralph as he plans for the coming assembly?

2. Note his speech carefully. How has his method of leadership changed?

3. At what point does the meeting begin to break down? Why does it begin

to disintegrate?
4. Why was it necessary to dispel the fear of the beast? What combination

of forces and events made it impossible to dispel the fear?
5. What insight was Simon trying to impart.to the group? What did he

mean when he said that perhaps they were the beast?

6. By the end of the assembly who has more power over-the group, Jack or

Ralph? Why? Find evidence to pport your answers to both questions?



STUD! LORD OP ; THE' FLIES (continded)

Chapter Six.
1. What frightened Samneric?
2. 'Hairdo you thinktheAiscovery,of the' cave will influence the

toheiion of the group ?, :Find evidence'te,sipport your answer.
Chapterr.Seven.

1. Simon speaks to Salph"ofAtetUrning home. Mow is Simon's role in
this scene related to his role in previous scenes?

2. In what way does the boys' treatment of Robert suggest a change
in them?

Chapter Eight.
1. Iihat'effeet"hii then fear Of the'beast'hadon the boys Up to this

Chapter? How' does'tkeir fear Oft the beast'reflect a change in
their view-of life'and the world?

2. What brings about -the break.betkeenlack. and thePother boys?
3. Haw does the way in which Jack's hunters kill the sow represent a

change in the boyi since they were cut"off from civilization?
4. What does the offering to the'Pil,reveal' about the boys' view of

reality? How does this view of reality and the manner in which
the hunters' arrive at it differ from the views of Piggy, Simon,
and Ralph?

5. What sort of boy is Simon? Why does he go to the cave? What
happens to hist'there? .How'doei Simon arrive 'at his view of.
reality?

6. 'How does the chaptertitle indicate the valor, theme of' the chapter?
Chapter Nine.
"1. JaCk.is firmly entrenched as leadei of his tribe by the time the

feast f s held." What methods has he uled to entrench himself
How Aio his methods of leadership, differ 'from Ralph's?

2. Why do the boye 'kill Simon?' What previous Scene helps make this
one. more believable?

Look .back over the novel to this point. What 'lead can you find
of whatever it Ii that enahles'thi-hOti, to kill a human being?
Traci'the series of"evetits through whiah:thia ;seed becomes
more evident'andjains strength"enough to allow them to kill
a human being.

Chapter:Ten.'
1. How does Piggy react to the conversation about Simon's death?

What does such a, reaction suggest abO4hiii view of reality?
2. Why are Ralph and Piggy so emphatic about being'on the "outside"?
3. What function does the idea of "the beast" serve_for Jack? Why

.does he say that the; beast came "disguised's? t''
4.' ,How doei the'tiibe's cOnVersition-ahout Simon's,'death differ

from the One field in, Ralph and'Piggyf'
5. What does Golding imply, by the following lines?

"A theological specUlition presented itielf:
what

better keep
on the right Side of him. You can't tell whet he might do.'"

6. Why does Golding say of Jack, "He was a chief now in truth,"
after he had stolen Piggy's glasses?

Chapter Eleven.
1. Why does Ralph become angry when Piggy says why they need smoke?

Does Ralph often suffer such a lapse? What does this indicate
about Ralph?

2. What two functions does Piggy's speech to the tribe serve?
3. What is Roger's "nameless authority"?

Chapter Twelve.
1. The fact that "Roger sharpened a stick at both ends" ks repeated

again and again in this chapter. What is the significance of
that fact?
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STUDY:GUIDE: LORD' OF' THE' FLIES, (continued)

Chapter tVelve (continued)

2. . Explain the significance of ,the following line. as it related to
the book' as a whole. "...Ralph wept for the end of innocence,
the darkness of man's heart, and the fall through 'the- air of
the true,, wise 'friend -cull,ed Iliggy." r

General Study or Discussion Questions

,.1. What' objects, ov Levents: become -symbolic: to the boys? What do they .

symbolise to them? ..What changes, take place, in the symbolism of
these objects and events? Trace the development of the meanings

. , the symbolic., events or .,objects
.1 /.`

2 Why, does Golding choose an island, for the setting of this story?
Of what may the lisland be ;symbolic? .

x

3.. What type of government, do the boys attempt to -establish?
What are the reasons for the failure 'of. this government?

4. Why is Jack ,so mucb more successiu/,:at ruling,,-than Ralph?

5. Most, perhaps all, the. .bo7s in the novel become-,savage by the end
of the book. Where does the first hint of potential ,savagery. occur?, How is it revealed? Is lexeloment or .revelation the

, ,
^ better.,wordto.describe the entergency, of savagery in the book?
.Trace -the development or revelation, of savagery. Find evidence
to support eacti:afyour assextions..::

0,:. The major characters in the book, .Ralph, Jack, Piggy, and Simon,
. each approach the problems faced by -all the boys from different

points of i4riewv,..,What point, of view underlies each boy's
approach to the probtems?.. What does....each.boy .represent?,

7. Why is the title of the book Lord a the Flies?

8. What statement does Lord g the'Flies make about, man?
How does -.A make this statement? ... .

, ...y

9. How are the techniques used to make the Main statements in
Lord a Flies ta-thOie.died'inElierria7

. p : IsoMMINIM IMMO 0111111111,10 ONPIMMINIMIONI

How are the techniques ..used in the two books different?
. s.

At what point on the various continust".4eveloped in this unit
would you place Lord of the Flies? Justify your answer.

,,

to
"

. ?
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STUDY GUIDE: THE PEARL

1. What impressions does the author attempt to make about the setting of the
story in the opening pages? Whit are the major elements of this setting?

2. How does this setting emphasize the entry of the scorpion?
3. In what ways does the setting in which you find the doctor contrast with the

setting of Kino's home? How does the doctor himself contrast with Kino?
4. How does the news of the pearl effect the various inhabitants of the village?
5. What does the author mean by the following line: "The essence of pearl

mixed with the essence of men and a curious dark residue was precipitated."
6. What figures of speash does Steinbeck use to describe the effects of the

pearl on the town? Which of them is the most appropriate? Why?
7. What things does Kino plan to gain with the money from the pearl? Why does

the rifle "break down the barriers"? What is the significance of the
order of the things which Kino hopes to obtain?

8. "Now the neighbors knew they had witnessed a great marvel. They knew that
time would now date from Kino's pearl, and that they would discuss this
moment for many years to come. If these things came to pass, they would
recount how Kino looked and what he said and how his eyes shone, and they
would say, 'He was a man transfigured. Some power was given to him, and
there it started. You see what a great man he has become, starting from
that moment. And I myself saw it.'" What does this paragraph suggest
about the Indianli view of his place in the universe? Which of Juana's
and the neighbor's lines in the preceding scene reflect this same view?

9. When does the "music of evil" come for the second time? Why does it come?
What might it portend?

10. How does the doctor trick Kino?
11. What effect does the pearl have on Kino's view of his fellow man?
12. How had the Father reinforced the Indians' view of their position in society?
13. What does the pearl buyer's "legerdemain" suggest about him?
14. Juan Tamais says that Kino has "defied not the pearl buyers, but the whole

structure, the whole way of life..." What does he mean by that?
15. "...Kino would drive his strength against a mountain and plunge his strength

against the sea." What does this line and the passage in which it occurs
(p. 77) reveal about Kino? What is the mountain against which Kino will
struggle? Why is it comparable to a mountain?

16. What does. Kino mean when he says, "This pearl has become my soul"?
17. By the time Juana and Kino returned to La Paz, how had they changed in

terms of experience, knowledge, and outlook on life?
18. Define "evil" as Kino sees it.
19. In Steinbeck's prologue to the book, he suggests that perhaps The Pearl is a

parable. In what ways is it like a parable? In what ways is it different
from a parable? Is the book allegorical in the sense that Everyman is?

20. At what point on the various continua developed in this unit would you place
The Pearl? Justify your answers.

21. What is the major theme of The Pearl?
22. Find a passage that you feel is typical of the language and style of the

book as a whole. What is the passage about? Does it describe the family,
the village, the sea, the baby, the trip to the doctor, the fight with
the trackers, etc.? Does the style of book change? If so, how does the
passage you have chosen differ from other passages in the book? What
feelings and connotations does the style provoke in the reader? What
syntactic devices and uses of language contribute to the style? Does
the style of The Pearl remind you of the style of any other work?:
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TEACHING THE UNIT

This unit is prepared for average ninth graders who have not previously
J been exposed to symbolism as a literary structure. Their previous experience

with semantics in the seventh and eighth grades has given them some idea of
the ways words can work, and, they have dealt with similes and metaphors as
figures of speech.

Since this unit is only an introduction to the concepts, there is no
attempt to be profound. Rather, we are interested in presenting concepts
as a basis for the further development which should follow in the student's
public school career. The unit begins with a discussion of conventional
symbols which are part of the student's world. Fables and parables are next
introduced as the easiest examples of symbolic, literary structures and the
devices the author uses to create these symbolic structures.

The fables are used to illustrate personification as an author's
method of introducing symbols, while parables are used to point out the
use of a "moral tag" as a method of implying symbolic meaning. Working
with these materials, the student moves as far as he is able toward
independent analysis of symbolism.

As the student progresses, other methods of developing symbolic meening
are introduced, and the distinction between conventional (extrinsic) symbols
and the intrinsic symbols of literature is developed. Simile and metaphor
are presented as symbolic structures. The use of parallel structure to
emphasize comparison is pointed out, and the proliferation of unusual detail
as a key to symbolic meaning is discovered. Finally, the concept of levels

2) of meaning is introduced.

With this background of information, the teacher leads the class to
the analysis of a short story for its symbolic levels of meaning. From the
short story, the class goes on to read a short novel, The Pearl, for its
use of symbols and its levels of meaning. The comprehension of each.student
is evaluated by a critical essay following the reading of the short story
and an objective test following the completion of The Pearl.

As a final lesson in the unit each student writes study questions for
a poem. These questions are discussed in groups consisting of all the
students who worked with a particular poem. Each poem is then presented
to the whole class by the group. Using the questions formulated by the
group, the class attempts to interpret the poem.

Although the students have been exposed to symbolic materials of
varying complexity and should emerge from the unit with some elementary
knowledge of the use of symbolism in literature, there is no attempt in
this unit to perfect the student's ability to interpret symbols. Again,
the unit is only an introduction to concepts which will be reinforced
and developed throughout the year, and years to follow.
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LESSON # 1:

OBJECTIVES:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURES:

INTRODUCTION TO SYMBOLISM

To distinguish between words as signs and words as conventional
(extrinsic) symbols.

To recognize extrinsic symbols.

Uncle Sam
Library reference sources. (encyclopedias, etc.)

A. To introduce the unit , develop the new idea of conventional symbols, and
distinguish it from words as symbols, make the following presentation.
1. Some words are so often used with a certain connotation, that the

connotation almost becomes a part of the meaning of the word. For
example, we use the word "flag" so often with the American. Flag, .

that when a person mentions "flag" to us we aliost automatically
think of the "American Flag" instead of thinking of just 'any kind
of flag.

2. What other flags are there? (If students name only national flags,
point out to them how strongly that particular connotation has
become associated with the word. Then lead them' to mention other
kinds of flags; e.g. read warning, semaphore, etc.)

3. What does the word "flag" denote?
4. What does the worct"flag" usually connote for most of us?
5. Although the word "symbol" can be applied to' most words because they

"stand for" some referent, the word "symbol" is usually saved for
words which have these very strong connotations that have, developed
through usage. -

B. To reinforce the idea of conventional symbols as symbols developed by cul-
tural forces, explain how the caricature of Uncle Sam has developed and
how the connotations of the symbol have changed from' their original
derogatory judgment.

C. To afford on opportunity for perional experience with conventional symbols,
group the students heterogeneously in groups of two or three, eo that
the members of one group will be working at different levels on the
following research assignment. As you observe their work, make sure
that the students use materials at their level.
1. Look up this subject in the library. Prepare as a group, information

on the topic for a report to the class:

Animals (foreshadow the' lesson on fables)'
Statue of Liberty
The Cross
Wedding. Ring
Star of David
John Bull

,

Swastika
SkUll*and Cross Bones
Christmas Tree
Santa,Claus
iThe4Easter Butny
Co /Ors



LESSON #2

OBJECTIVES: To recognize the use of extrinsic and intrinsic symbols in
literature.

To review personification as a figure of speech used primarily
to create symbolic literature.

To recognize the "moral tag" or concluding stanza or paragraph
as a method of suggesting symbolic meaning.

MATERILLS: Aesop's Fables
Biblical parables
"The Blind Men and the Elephant"
"Elephants are Different to Different People"

PROCEDURES:

A. To develop the basic concepts, distribute the fables to the class, but do
not include the moral. Read as a whole class "The Lioness".

B. To guide the class to an understanding of the concepts, ask questions
about "The Lioness," such as the following:.,
1.. Is this simply an .animal story?
2. Is there something unusual about the animals? (Talk and- act like

people.)
3. Do you know what figure of speech involves giving animals human

characteristics? (Personification)
4. Why does the author personify animals? (To tell usisomething about

people indirectly.)
5. What symbolic meaning do we attach to the lion?,

(Power, strength, royalty)
6. What kind of animals usually produce large litters?'

(Smaller, weaker animals).
7. Why does the lion only produce one offspring-at a time?

(Better chance of survival; not preyed upon,as much)
8. What kind of person does the lion represent?
9. How can we relate this story to something in our own lives?

10. ,What is the moral of the fable?

C. To illustrate the "moral" of the fable, read Aesop's moral and discuss
further ramifications of the fable.

D. To reinforce these concepts, read and discuss "The Wolf and the Lamb141
Then place the moral on the board and discuss it further.
1. What kind of animal is the wolf? (EVil; mean; nasty; killer)
2. What meaning do we associate with the lamb? (Innocent; fragile)
3. What human qualities can we associate with these animals?
4. Why does the wolf accuse the lamb of wrongdoing instead of.simply

killing him? Do animals make excuses for killing? What creatures de
5. What's wrong with the accusations the wolf makes? (They do not

really justify what he's doing;)
6. What meaning for human beings can you get from the fable?

Application: Any excuse will serve a tyrant.

E. To free students from teacher direction, divide the class into small groups
Ask the students to read these fables and to answer the study questions

in writing.
1. "The Ass in the Lion's Skin" (Clothes may disguise a fool, but

his words will give him away.)
2. "The Wind and the Sun" (Persuasion is better than force4
3. "The Two Pots" (Avoid too powerful neighbors0

When the students finish writing the study questions, have them write a
short moral like those of Aesop for each of the fables.



F.To,diagnose.student success with the assignment, to promote discussion, and
to objectify the concept, with the class as a whole compare the morals
they have written. Then present and discuss Aesop's morals.
1. The characters in the fables may be considered symbols because

they are used to stand for something beyond their referential meaning.
2. Considering the animals as symbols, we have arrived at a meaning for

the fables beyond the level of clever animal stories.

G. To give further practice in using 'animals as symbols, assign the writing
of an original fable. Another possibility is to ask the students to
begin with a moral, and from this develop animals and situations which
will exemplify:. the moral teaching:
1. Virtue is always rewarded.
2. You can't tell a book by.its cover
3. He =who laughs last, laughs best.
4. Beauty is only skin deep.
5. Judge a'man by his actions, not,his words.

H. To give recognition to student effort, read selected student compositions
to the class and post others on the bulletin board, preferably with
illustrations,

I. To apply the concepts in a new situation, distribute Biblical parable #5
to the students. Discuss with them Christ's method oftoaching and
how He used parables to illustrate abstract ideas to the uneducated
people of. His time.
1. Christ tells us that Ho is saying something about the kingdom of

Heaven, but He is talking about,farming. The parable must have, a
meaning beyond the literal story,

a. Trace two items in the parable (the man,. th.e. enemy, good seed, darnel,
barn, the workers) through the parable and 'explain what they stand fox.

!.

J. To prepare for the creative writing assignment, give the students copies
of the student- written, fables and discuss them in terms of the ideas
developed above. Assign' the students the task of writing a fable indivic:
ually. For students who have difficulty, the teacher should .suggest
combinations of animals that might be used in writing fables. If student
cannot invent appropriate situations, the teacher might suggest some
such the following:as

Combinations of ,Animals

1. The' Giraffe and the Donkey

2. The Alligator and the Turtle

3. The Rooster and the Duck

4. The Toad and the White Stones

;SitUationd

1. The donkey teases' the' giraffe
about This long neck.

2. The alligator, tries to. trick
. the turtle into' examining

his teeth.
3. The rooster boasts of :his

beauty, and :skill in. singing.
4. The toad believes the white

stones to be a beautiful
place to sit.

K. To give the students a basis for evaluating their work, when the class
has done as much as possible with the parable, read them Christ's
interpretation. ( #6)

L. To further clarify the procedure, do the first three parables with the
class, calling on the students to interpret the symbols for their
meaning in Christian theology.



M. To give more independent reinforcement of the concepts, divide the class
into groups and assign them the interpretation of the fourth, parable.
Distribute dittoed copies of the parable, with the portion in brackets
omitted. Choose one member of each group to present the interpretation
to the class.

N. To objectify the concept of "moral tag" write the bracketed section on the
board. Discuss how it helps them to understand the meaning of the
parable. Review how knowing the moral aided their interpretation of
the fables.

0. To apply this concept in a more complex situation, distribute "The Blind
Men and the Elephant." Read the poem with the class. Call their
attention to the last stanza and have them read it again silently.
Using the last stanza as a clue to the meaning, work on interpreting
the poem.
1. What do the men's reactions to the elephant stand for?

(Different points of view, different ideas about the same thing.)
2. What does the elephant symbolize? (Anything that man attempts to

understand or describe.).
3. What is wrong with each man's description of the elephant?

(It's too narrow, too limited.)
4. Why do they make this error? (They can't or don't investigate

far enough.)

P. To carry the classto a more abstract level of meaning, discuss what the
poet was saying about men in general.
1. What does the author suggest about man's view of the world?
2. What does the author say about the nature of man's arguments?

(Perhaps the class could discuss a still more abstract level
dealing with man's place in the universe, the limitations on
his understanding, etc.)

Q. To objectify the term "moral tag," write the term on the board and
define it as a concluding paragraph or stanza suggesting symbolic
meaning.

R. To develop independent skill in dealing with symbolism and levels of
meaning, and to foster careful thinking about the literary problem
of interpretation, give the students copies of "Elephants are Different
to Different People" and work with the class on interpreting the mean-
ing of the poem. Use "The Blind Men and the Elephant" as an aid to
discovering meaning by comparing and contrasting the two poems: the
use of the elephant as a symbol; the observations of the men; the out-
come of the disagreement.

(Allow for variation of interpretation, the most important result
being the emergence of ideas.) Discuss the use of a moral tag.



"The Lioness"

by Aesop

A great rivalry existed among the beasts of the:lOrest over which
could produce the largest litter. Some shamefacedly admitted having
only two, while others boasted proudly of having a dozen.

At last the committee called upon the lioness.
"And to how many cubs do you give birth?" they asked the proud

lioness. .

1 ,
"One," the replied sternly, ubut that one'ii:a.lion!"

"X:

'"The Wolf and the-Iambi'

by:AelOoP

As a wolf was lapping at'the.headsof i running-brobk:hisiied a':
lamb daintily paddling his feet some distance down the stream.

"There's my supper," thought the Wolf:''oBut.T'll'haVe'totinit
, , . .

,

some excuse for attacking such a harmless creatUre:i''
So he shouted down at the lamb: "How dare you stir up the water

I am drinking and make it muddy?"
"But you must be illitaken,"A)leate"ethe'lia. Mow can! be

spoiling your water, since it runs from you to me and not from me to
you?"

. , .

"Don't argue," snapped the wolf. "I know you. You are the one
who was saying.those,ugly:things about me behind my bacI a year ago."

"014 sir," replied the lamb4 trembling, "a year .ago
even born."

"Well", snarled the wolfl "if. it was not.yoUl. then it was your
fatherl-and,that amounts to the same thing. Besides, I'm not, going
have you argue me out of my supper."

,

Without another word he fell upon the helpless lamb and tore her
to pieces.

4

-
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STUDY GUIDE: "The Two Pots" by Aesop

Two pots, one of earthenware and the other of brass, were carried
downstream by a river in flood. The brass pot begged his companion to
remain as close by his side as possible, and he would protect him.

"You are very kind," replied the earthen pot, "but that is just
what I am afraid of. If you will only keep your distance, I shall be
able to float down,in safety. But should we come too close, ,whether
I strike you or you strike met I am sure to be the one who will get the
worst of it."

1. What, are .the physical qualities of brass and earthenware?
2. Why did the earthenware pot want the brass pot to keep its distance?
3. What intent of the author, does the personification of the pots reveal?
4. How can cht behavior' and qualitiei of the'two pots be generalized to

reveal something about human behavior?

STUDY GUIDE: "The Ass in the Lion's Skin" by Aesop

Once upon a time an asssfound,a lion's skin and put it on. In this
disguise he roamed about, frightening all the silly animals he met.
When a fox came along, the ass in the lion's skin tried to frighten him
too. But 'he fox, having heard his voice, said: "If you really want
to frighten me you will have to disguise your bray,"

1. What characteristicsrare associated with the ass? The fox?
2. What does the lion skin suggest to the ass? Uhat4effect does he hope it

will have?
3. What gave the ass away?
4. What would be., the human equivalent of.the.assT .The ,fox?.

STUDY GUIDE: "The Wind and the Sun" by Aesop

A dispute once arose tietween the wind and thb sun over which was
the stronger of the two. There seemed to be no way of settling the
issue. But suddenly they saw a traveler coming down the road.

"This is our chancei" said the sun, "to prove who is right. Which-
ever of us can.make that man take off his coat 'shall be the stronger.
And just to show you how sure I am, I'll let you have the first chance."

So 'the sun hi4 behind a cloud, and the wind blew' an icy blast. But
the harder he blew the more closely did the traveler wrap his coat
around him. At last the wind had to give up in disgust. Then the sun
came out from behind the cloud and began to shine down upon the traveler
with all his power. The traveler felt the sun's genial warmth, and as
he grew warmer and warmer he began to loosen his coat. Finally he was
forced to take it off altogether and to sit down in the shade of a tree
and fan himself. So the sun was right, after all!

1. How is the kind of power used by the sun different from the kind used by
the wind?

2. How does the author describe the wind's power? the sun's?
3. What are both the sun and the wind trying to do? What general situation

is this an example of?
4. How do the sun and the wind represent different kinds of People?
5. What lesson is the fable trying to teach?



STUDENT WRITTEN FABLES

The Unhappy Elephant

An elephant who lived in the jungle became very dissatisfied with his
life. He was not happy living with the herd and thought that ,the,life;of an
elephant was too hard "for him, .Tired'of moving' tree trunks, he left to seek
happiness in the' world.

After traveling mariy'iiles, he saw.' a group of monkeys chattering happily
while sailing 'from 'tree to tree, across a deep ravine. He asked them if it
was enjoyable and easy, and they Answered him, "It was Indeed, both."

So he went to one of the'treed:that was very close to the ravine, wrap-
ped his tail around the overhanging branch, and sailed over the cliff,
crashing to the bottom and killing himself.

Moral: When seeking happiness never tryt0 make 'a monkey-of yourself.
r

The SeagUll and. the Oyster

'Long'agó, on'the.ShoreS of Bombay,-there lived an oyster. Hc7Irdand ugly,
of no use was he, so-the,children thought. Butl'oh, what a beauty the
seagull could be.

I am more important than any creature on this shore, he would brag to
the'oyster: am wa guard watching ;over the sea. Feel'howsoft my feathers
are, and how they 'gleam in the sunlight as-I,scan the,heavenb, whereas you.
hide like a Worm .in a hole. But the oyster only buried, his head in the sand,
as the children scorned hii. -The-next day, as the seagull came once egAin,..
to brag to the oyster, he found him different; his, shell was. wide .open ;and
head high'. He waSn't.zoing to_ let the seagull make-a fool of, him again,
Dmatter: What he said. Spying.a'precious pearl-embedded'in the oydters:shell,
which he' did not know ,of, the seagull made.a fast'. dash .for pit 8,6 that
might be his.' 'Not 4ralowing'what the seagull was doing, and, .thinking he was:
attacking. him, the oyster' quickly clampled his,S4011;down upon the, seagull's
head, and-the other half lay limp outside.

The Losing Wolf

The wolf, having neither =fish nor fowl to eat,neither this, nor
person nor place,.and having no need 'of them,' vent in search for that which
he desired, but of this he did not know. Even,sol helknew it mas,there, and
must be found before too late. Not .knowing how.to go about this, the wolf
became worried, confused, and lost in his own darkness. Now the other
wolves seeing him like this, confronted him in this manner. "Come with us,"
they'd urge the wolf. "Don't worry yourself over your own foolishness.
Join our pack and be rid of your troubles. Be sly like us in stalking your
prey, and have no mercy for those you despise and later will feast on."
The wolf, after having been tempted, outnumbered, and shamed, disappeared
into the night with the pack to become one of them.



"Parables" from The New English Bible

1. (Beware of °false prophets, men who come to you dressed up as sheep
while underneath they are savage wolves.) You will recognize them by the
fruits they bear. Can grapes be picked from briars, or figs from, thistles?
In the same way,': a good tree always yields good fruit. And when a tree
does not yield good fruit, it is cut down and burnt. That is why I say
you will recognize them by their fruits..

(Matthew 7) (15-20)

2. What then of the man who hears these words of mine and acts upon them?
He is like a man who had the sense to build his house on rock. The rain
came down, the floods rose, the wind blew, and beat upon that house; but
it did not fall, because its foundations were on rock. But what of the man
who hears these words of mine and does not act upon them? He is like a man
who was foolish enough to build his house on sand. The rain came down, the
-floods rose, the wind blew and beat upon that house; down it fell with a
great crash. (Matthew 7) (24-27)

3. The kingdom of Heaven is like this. There was a king who prepared a
feast for his son's wedding; but when he sent his servants to summon the
guests he had invited, they would notcome. He sent others again, telling
them to say to the guests, "See now! I have prepared this feast for you.
I have had my bullocks and fatted beasts slaughtered; everything is ready;
come to the wedding at once." But they took no notice; one went off to

'his farm, another to his business, and the others seized the servants,
attacked them brUtally, and killed them. The king was furious; he sent
troops to kill those murderers and set their town on fire. Then he said
to his servants, "The wedding feast is ready; but the guests I invited did
not deserve the honour. Go out toithe main thoroughfares, and invite
everyone you can find to the wedding." The servants went out into the
streets and collected all they could find, good and bad alike. So the
hall was packed with guests.

When the king came in to see the company at the table, he observed one
man who was not dressed for a wedding. "My friend," said the king, "how
do you come to be here without your wedding clothes ?" He had nothing to
say.' The king then said to his attendants, "Bind him hand and foot; turn
him out into the dark, the place of wailing and grinding of teeth." (For
though'many are invited, few. are' .chosen.)

' , ('Matthew 22). (1-14)

f

O



"Parables" from The New English «Bible

4. The kingdom of Heaven, therefore, should be thought of in this way:
There was once a king who decided to settle accounts with the men who

) served him. At the outset there appeared before him a man whose debt ran
into millions. Since he had no means of paying, his master ordered him to
be sold to meet the debt, with his wife, his children, and everything he

had. The man fell prostrate at his master's feet.' "Be patient with me,"

he said, "and I will pay in full," and the master was so moved with pity

that he let the man go and remitted the debt. But no sooner had the man
gone out than he met a fellow-servant who owed him a few pounds; "Pay me'
what you owe." The'man fell at his fellow-servant's feet and begged him,

"Be patient with me, and I will pay.you"; but he refused, and had him
jailed until he should pay the debt. The other servants were deeply dis-
tressed when they saw whit had happened, and they went to their master and
told him the whole story. He accordingly sent for the man. "You scoundrel!"
he said to him; "I remitted the whole of your debt when you eppealed.to. me;

were you not bound to show your fellow-servant the same pityas.I showed to
you?" And so angry was the master that he condemned the man tO tokture
until he should pay the debt in full. (And that is how my heavenly Mthei
will deal with you, unless you each forgive your brother from your hearts.)

(Matthew 18) (23-35)

5. The kingdom of Heaven is like this. A man sowed his field with good
seed;'but while everyone was asleep his enemy came, sowed darnel among the
wheat, and made off. When the corn sprouted and began to fill out, the

darnel could be seen among it. The farmer's men went to their master and
said, "Sir, was it not good seed that you sowed in your field? Then' where

has the darnel come from?" "This is an enemy's doing," h replied. "Well

then," they said, "shall we go and gather the darnel?" rlio,",he answered;

"in gathering it you might pull up the wheat at the same time. Let them
both grow together till harvest; and at harvest-time I will tell the reapers,
'Gather the darnel first, and tie it in bundles for burning; then collect

the wheat into my barn.'"
(Matthew 13) (24-30)

6. The sower of the good seed is.the Son of Man. The field is the world;
the good seed stands for the children of the Kingdom, the darnel for the

children of the evil one. The enemy who sowed the darnel is the devil.
The harvest is the end of time. The reapers are angels. As the darnel,
then, is gathered up and burnt, so at the'end of time the Son of Man will
send out his.angels, who will gather out of his kingdom 'everything that

causes offense and all whose deeds are evil, and these will be thrown into

the blazing furnace, the place of wailing and grinding of teeth. And then

the righteous will shine as brightly as the sun in the kingdom of their
Father. (Matthew 13) (37-43)



LESSON #3: LITERARY SYMBOLISM

OBJECTIVES: To distinguish between extrinsic and intrinsic literary symbols.
To identify the poet's use of similes, metaphors, and parallel

structure to create intrinsic symbols.

MATERIALS: "Cities"
"The Old Woman"
"Cargoes"

PROCEDURES:

A. To form a basis for comparing conventional and literary symbols, dis-
tribute the poem "Cities" without the name of the cities above
each stanza. Define the vocabulary words'with the class:'
pompous, girthed, bales; veranda, grandee, lariat, siesta, patio

Read through the poem aloud, then begin class discussion.
1. What is described in each stanza of the poem?
2. What impressions do you have of each man? Take each stanza

one at a time.
Add the name of the city by having the students write them on their

copies as you spell them on the board.
1. What connection did the author want you to make when he wrote

the name of the city above each stanza?
2. Is the poem simply about four men? What happens to the men

when you add the cities?
3. What does each man and the scene in each stanza tell you about

the cities?
4. If you were to write out the comparison the author was making

within the poem, instead of writing the name of the city
above the stanza, how would you write it?
What figure of speech would you have?

5. When you read the poem the first time, did you think of the
the men as symbols of the cities? Could you call these men
conventional symbols of the type you researched in the library?

6. What, then, makes you see them as symbols now?

B.'To objectify the concepts and to develop related vocabulary, develop'
labels for the two kinds of symbols:
1. What name can we give to symbols that an author develops in his

writing? (Accept any names the students suggest, but add to
their suggestions "extrinsic" for the symbols that are conven-
tional andflintrinsic" for symbols which the author develops.
Discuss the meanings of the. prefixes ex and in and relate these
to the words extrinsic and intrinsic.7

C. To reinforce the concept, distribute copies of "The Old Woman:"
Read the poem with the students and draw from them a discussion
of the connotative power of the images.
1. What connotations are associated with the images in the poem?

(Take them one at a time, recording the impressions of the
students on the board.)

2. What metaphors does the author use to describe the old woman?
3. What is being compared in each metaphor?
4. Can we call the old mill in this poem a "symbol" for the

old woman? What parallels are there between the two?



5. Can we call the quiet water a "symbol" for her mind? What
similarities could there be between an old woman's mind
and quiet water? (The.tiscUssion that follows will point
out the differences.between simple connotative means and
symbols such as the ones the students have just studied
in Lesson#1. The answer to the questions is not important,
but the concept that simile and metaphor make new associa-
tions and move toward being literary symbols is important.)

6. Did you think of a mill as a symbol for the old woman before
reading the poem? Is the associate between the two
intrinsic or extrinsic?

D. To apply the concept toia more complex work; distribute "CargoeS"
and discuss the stanzas one at a time, after reading' the poem
aloud in class.
1. What 'is the referent being., described?
2. Which words carry strong connotation?.What,do they each,

suggest?
3. What is the reader's over =all impression of the referent

created by the word choice?
A.° Are all the stanzas the,same in connotation? :If not, how

do they differ? . "
5. What are the.parailels among the three stanzas? How does

comparing the parallel parts. affect your answer to
'question four? .

6. What are the. similarities between this poem and "Cities"?
7. Did Masefield use symbols in "Cargoes"? (If the answer is

yes, draw out the explanation that.the'boats might be
considered symbols for their countries, and go. over the
'.details to see how they.contribute.to creating the'
symbols. If the answer-is no, go. on to the next .question
immediately..) ,

8. How could we rewrite the poem to,make certain the ships are
taken as.symbols for their respective countries?. (This
question shoUld get answers such as adding explicit
similes and 'metaphors to make the symbolic relationship
more obvious or add extrinsic symbols,. such as John Bull,
to make the symbolic structure clear.)

E. To objectify and relate the' concepts thus far developed, and to :

build spelling skills, list the main concepts on the board,,
review their meanings, and practice briefly with their proper
spelling:

symbol
extrinsic
intrinsic.
context.
connote
connotation
moral tag



LESSON #4: LEVELS OF MEANING.

OBJECTIVES: To understand and use the concept of levels of meaning.
To relate symbolic literary structure as developedin previous

lessons to the new concepi,of levels of meaning..
. .

MATERIALS: "Cargoes" "Reuben Bright".III "Macbeth's Soliloquy"II
"Wind Wolves" "There was a Man" II "For. Anne Gregory"

"The Heart" I

PROCEDURES:

A. To introduce the concept of levels of meaning, again pass out the
poem "Cargoes;
1. Let's remind ourselves of what this poem is about. (List

their comments on the board, sorting them.into literal z.

and symbolic comments.)
2. "The first is the rather obvious statement of the topic of

the poem. The second is less obvious; let's mark them ,

level 1 and level 2." Do so.
3. "Now the first level, by its description of the three ships,

suggests that they represented three countries. The
contrast of the three countries is our second level of
meaning. Perhaps these three countries,'our second.
level, by their contrast represent something else. What
could they suggest?" (If the students are a complete
blank, ask them what differences the poem suggests among
the three countries, and list such information on the
board. Point out how the parallel structure of the
poem emphasizes-the contrastsamong these parallels.)

4. Did the three countries exist as described at the same period
in history? (The discussion will lead to the contrast of
three civilizations by time: antiquity, renaissance, and
industrialization. This time contrast, by suggesting ages
of civilization, suggests ways of living. The contrast in
ways of living leads in turn to evaluating philosophies of
life. The discussion should build and discriminate among
these levels of meaning.)

B. To synthesize learning, relate these ideas to fables and parables
and their levels of meaning.

C. To release creative talent, write with the class a fourth stanza
describing the shipping of the future, so that the cargoes
suggest a "way of life;
1. Develop ideas: What kind of ship should it be?

What items of cargo should it carry?
2. Analyze the characteristics of the stanzas.

Line 1 - a. Name the kind of ship
b. Give the nation of its origin
c. Point of origin
d. Connotative origin

Line 2 - a. What kind of verbs do these use?
(Appropriate verb of action)

b. What else does this line do?
(Establish appropriate setting)

0
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. Lines 3,415 a. What do' these, lines do? -,.' -.-,

(Typica) ' caigo'specifically-named)
(3. -With.a:cargo of
(if-. "Um' itenW
(5. -three, items such:as*, 9

If the students can manage tlie assignment 'a poetry, Continue with
an analysis of rhythm. If students cannot manage the assignment
as poetry, ask them to write it as a paragraph., following the
pattern of 'organizeitiOn Used 'by Masefield. This assignment may
be done by the whole class, by smallgroupsi,or by individual
students, depending on the abilities of the, class.

°

D. To develop sensitivity to thelimages of poetry before i?eginning to
work on metaphors and symbols in the remainder of.the lesson,
ask the students to define the word' "image".

1. What is an image?
2. In literature, what is an image?
3. How does a poet use images?,

Their answers to these questions may be vague but the following
work should give them a more concrete picture,of,the power of
poetic imagery. Place these lines from W. B. Yeats,,
to Byzantium" on the board:

"An aged man id bit a poltry thing
A tattered coat upon a dtick"

Discuss the connotative power of this image in the following manner.:
1. What is the meaning of poltry? tattered?
2. What figure of speech is the' authbr using?. What are, the two

parts of the metaphor (old'man -- tattered coat,upona
stick)?

3. What connotations does the second one-half of the comparison
call to mind? (List the answers on the board, and as the
students run out of ideas, focus on each' part of the image
specifically: the tattered coat; the,stick.)

thin scarecrow discarded
worn out" sempty poor
useless ineffective' lonely

4. How do these connotations affect your view of the man?
5. Why did the poet use this image instead of simply listing

the words which you have suggested?
Place the second image on the. board and follow the same procedure

as above, only have the students list their impressions on a
sheet of paper before beginning whole class discussion.
"(a fountain) flinging diamond water""
1. What connotations does "diamond" suggest?

crystal shining clean
clear hard
sparkling beautiful

2. What does "flinging" suggest:
gaiety throwing
happy carefree

3. What figures of speech are being used? Explain.
4. What would be the effect of the image if it read:

"(a fountain) throwing clean water"?
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Divide the class into heterogeneous,groupS and present each-group
with the work -sheet of images and'place.the following questions
on the board. After the groups have worked with the images,
compare their impressions by whole class discussion.
1. What is the figure of speech:Used?* Explain.
2. What words in the, image, carry the strong connotation?
3. What does theimage suggest, to the reader?

E. To reinforce ;the` concept of metaphoric levell,riad with .khe.class
"Wind Wolvet" and discuss the'stu4,guide. questions.

F. To work from strictly metaphoric images to Oymbolicimages,
distribute "For Anne Gregory" and study 'guide to the class.
Although the distinction between metaphor and .symbol is not
clear cut, the ttudents should see thatthe.ramificationt of,
meaning created by the dialogue' in this poem are more far-
reaching and abstract. As John Mardi states in How Does;a
Poem Mean:

For a symbol is like,a rock ,dropped into a pool: it sends
out ripples in all directions and the ripples are in motion.
Who `can say .where the last ripple disappears?: One may have
a sense that he at least knows approximately...the center
point of all those ripples, the point at which the stone
struck the water. Yet, even he has trouble marking it
precisely., How. does one make eimarkon water? ...But ,.the .

ripples continue, to move and the light to change on the.
water and.the longer one watches the.more,changes he sees.
And such shifting-and-being-at-the-same-instant is.of the
very sparkle and life of poetry.

The distinction between a symbol and a metaphor cannot
be rigidly drawn, but a symbol, tends to stand for a more
formal and more expansive area of meaning or of experience
(the image of ripples on a pool again), whereas a metaphor
tends to be more specific and rather more sensory than
conceptual. What is basic to both is the metaphoric,
sense.

TeTo show the students to reinforce the concepts of their own level,
group the students homogeneously to analyze additional poems..
Give the following instructions:
1. First check the vocabulary of the poem. Then read the poem.
2. Work out answers to the study guide questions. Have a'

person in your group act as recorder to write your answers..
3. Discuss the poem as a group until you are satisfied that'

you understand the poem and the symbols and metaphors in
it. Then write a paper explaining the poem.



STUDY GUIDE "Wind- Wolves'!-

by Wi/liamD. Sargent..

1. Poems often put new things. together. The title of this poem tells
us what two things the poem is putting together. What is, the
name we give to a comparison of two things? :

2. Rephrase lines one.and two in the terms of a comparison:

The sound of.wind'is like
What word could you use that .fits both the.sound:of the wind
and the cry of a wolf?

3. Line three tells us more about what the wind sounds llke;,try to
describe this kind of wind in your ()Wm. words; write out your.
answer.

4. What in the sky is chased by the wind the way wolves chase deer?
That is, in what line of the poem does the author give us the
answer?
What is the deer compared to?

5. What is a mere?
6. What is Pegasus in the poem?
7. Divide your group in half. Have one half make a list of words that

describe a cloud. Have the other half make a list that describes
a deer. . ,

8. Now compare the listi.and mark .the yords .that are similar. The
author wants us to see, how the two are alike; list any more
similarities :you can think of.

.

9. Have each, member of the grOupwrite:his own paragraph'.explaining
how this poem uses metaphors.

10. Is there any meaning beyond the metaphoric. level?

STUDY GUIDE: "For Anne Gregoiy".

by William Butler Yeats

1. How many people are speaking?
2. Which of the speakers is identified?
3. What advice does the first speaker give the girl?
4. What does she reply?
5. Who, according to the first speaker 2

*is capable of loving the girl
as she wishes to be, loved?

6. To whom does the first speaker* refer to give support to his theOry?
7. What does the girl want to be loved for?
8. What is the yellow hair symbolic of?
9. Why can't men go beyond her "yellow hair"? How are they different

from God?
10. In general, what weakness or quality of man is the yellow hair

symbolic of?,



STUDY GUIDE: "The Heart"

by Stephen Crane

1. Judging from the connotations of lines 1 and 2, what is the author's
view of man? the world?

2. What was the creature doing?
3. What is there about this situation that makeb you believe the

author did not want you to take it literally?
4. What reasons does the creature give for what he is doing?
5. What abstract meanings do we associate with the heart?
6. What does the act of devouring something symbolize?
7. What is the man accepting by his gesture?
8. What do all of these key images symbolize: desert, a creature,

bitter; the heart; eating of the heart?

STUDY GUIDE: "There Was a Man"

by Stephen Crane

Vocabulary: lamentable'

1. What is the meaning of "essayed" as it is used in line 2?
2. Why could the man not be understood when he tried to sing ?'
3. What made him content? Why?
4. Men do not literally have "tongues of wood." Why, then; did the

author use this image? What are the connotations of "tongue
of wood"?

5. What does the man with "tongue of wood" symbolize?
6. What does the "one" who heard him and knew what he wanted to sing

symbolize?
7. What is the poet's message?

STUDY GUIDE: "Reuben Bright"

by Edwin Arlington Robinson

1. What was Reuben Bright's occupation?
2. What word does the speaker associate with "butcher"?
3. What does the speaker give as evidence for the fact that Reuben was

no more "a brute than you and I"?
4. What is the difference in meaning between the two statements, "was

not a brute" and "was any more a brute than you and I"?
5. What are cedar boughs used for?
6. What four things did Reuben do after his wife was dead? Which of

the four was unexpected?
7. What connotations does "slaughter-house" have? What did it symbolize

to Reuben Bright?
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STUDY GUIDE: "The Butterfly"
by James Han ly

Vocabulary: Betokened
serenity
flouting
manifested
impenetrable
villainous

1. What is the relationship between Brother Timothy and the boy?

2. What was there about Cassidy which angered Brother Timothy?

3. Would you call Cassidy a typical fifteen year old boy? Why, or why not?

4. What did Brother Timbthy want Cassidy to do? What did he do to the boy to force
him into this?

5. What did the boy love about the caterpillar? Did the brother appreciate what the
boy saw in the caterpillar? What does this tell you about the two characters?

6. What similarity is there between a caterpillar and a young boy?

7. When the brother crushes the caterpillar what is he destroying? If the boy is
related to the caterpillar, what is he symbolically destroying?

8. What does the boy do after the caterpillar is crushed? Why is this action signifi-
cant?

9. What, on a more abstract level, do the brother and the boy represent? How does
the caterpillar fit in with these two symbols? Could, the specific characters be changes
to a father and son, or a teacher and pupil, and still produce the same abstract
meaning? Explain.

10. What does the title refer to? Why do you think the author chose this title instead
of "The Caterpillar", or "Cassidy?" What does he place emphasis nn by selecting
this title?



LESSON #5: SHORT STORY AND SHORT NbVEL

OBJECTIVES: To apply the concepts of literary symbol and levels of meaning
to the short story and the short novel.

To interpret significant details and imagistic motifs.

MATERIALS: "The Butterfly", The Pearl

PROCEDURES:

A. To prepare for the analysis of "The Butterfly," distribute the story
and the study guide. Review the Major concepts of the unit:
1. The literal meaning
2. The figure of, speech
3. The use of symbols
4. The distinction between intrinsic.. and extrinsic symbols
5. The interaction of symbols to create further levels of

meaning
6. The symbolic-meaning

B. Make the following assignment:
1.. Read through the questions on the study guide so that your

reading will be purposeful. Remember, these questions are
meant to help you interpret the symbolism and levels of
meaning in,the story.

2. Find the vocabulary words as you read the story and look up
the definition in a dictionary. Choose the definition
which best fits the use of-theiwdrd in the story.''

3. Read the story, ',marking' paragraph references to use in.class
discussion on the study guide.

C. To aid the students in interpreting the story, conduct a whole
class discussion, using the study guide questions.

D. To evaluate student comprehension, assign" the students
an essay which explains the story. With the entire
plan an adequate explanation of :the work.-
1. The literal level of meaning
2. The major character
3. The symbols and their meaning
4. The symbolic meariing Of the story
5. The author's over =all"" plirpose

Remind the students that their ideas must be supported
from the text.

to write
class,

by quotations

E. To prepare for whole class reading of The Pearl, distribute the
books and the study guide. Allow time in class the first day
for reading of the text, or read aloud to the class. Outline
for the class the questions which will be discussed in class
each day, dividing the work according to the amount of reading
the students can be expected to accomplish as homework.

F. After completion of the short novel and whole class discussion of
the study guide questions, administer the objective test.



STUDY GUIDE::'The Pearl

by John Steinbedk-

Chapter I

Vocabulary: avarice', indigene

1. Judging by the names of the characters,iand-thedescription of the
setting, where does the'story take place?

2. Which characters are introduced at the beginning of Chapter I?
How are they related?

3. What are the sounds that Kino listens to -when he wakes up which
he calls song? What is the "Song of the Family"?

4. What feeling does Kino have when he is sitting outside but watching
the sunrise? How is this feeling expressed when he thinks "This
is safety,'this is warmth, this is the whole"?

5. What happens to break the mood?
6. What song accompanies this action? What is it the music of? Where

does Kino hear it? Is it really a song as we know it? Explain.
7. Why was it a memorable thing for Juana to want a doctor?
8. What do the beggars know about the doctor? How does the doctor's

home environment differ from Kino's? What does this contrast
tell of the social structure in this community?

9. How does Kino react when he is angered? Why is this the only
course of action open to him?

Chapter II

Vocabulary: instinctively, receding

1. Why is the canoe so important in Kino's culture?
2. How does Juana's thinking about her baby's health reveal her

ignorance?
3. What little "song" does Kino feel as he searches in the oyster

bed? Of what greater "song" is it a part?
4. When does the secret melody break clear and beautiful?

Chapter III

Vocabulary: essence, precipitated

T. How does the news of the pearl affect the priest?. the dOctor?
the pearl buyers?

2. Judging from the reactions of these people, what does the speaker
mean when he says "The essence of pearl mixed with essence of
men and a curious dark residue was precipitated"? How does
he go on to describe this effect of the pearl?

3. What pictures does Kino see in the pearl when he first gets it home?
What do these pictures tell you about Kino's life? Why was a
rifle so important?

(Continued)
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Chppter III (Continued)

4. If Kinos plans failed, what would the people say was the cause of
such failure?

5. What melody does Kino hear when the priest comes in? Why doesn't
he associate it with the priest?

6. What does the speaker mean when he says, "He was trapped as his
people were always trapped, and would be until he had said they
could be sure that the things in the, books were really in the
books"? How does the incident with the doctor prove this statement
to be true?

7. Why does the speaker describe the fish on page 42? What does this
have to do with the story at this point? Are the fish symbolic?

8. What emotions in Chapter III replace Kino's happiness and contentment?
9. What does Juana think of the pearl after "the thing" comes in the

night?
10. What promises does the pearl have for Kino that make him keep evil

in his house? How does he describe the pearl?

Chapter IV

1. What is the name of the town? What does the name mean?
2. What fear do the neighbors have for Kino's family? Where have

you heard this fear expressed before? Do you think it will
happen? Why, or why not?

3. How do the pearl buyers cheat the poor people out of their pearls?
Why can't they fight them?

4. How does the speaker use the coin to reveal the pearl buyers'
emotions?

5. What does Kino decide to do with his,pearl? .What does this line
mean, "He had lost one world and had not gained another"?

a. What is the world he has lost?
b. What is the new one he dreams of?
c. Why does he fear going to the capital?
d. Why must he go?

6. In defying the pearl buyers what has Kino symbolically defied?
Why is this frightening to his brother?

7. Why are the figures which Kino struggles with in the night never
specifically identified? By leaving them abstract, what do they
become?

Chapter

I. What does Kino do to Juana when he sees her trying to throw the
pearl away? What element in his nature comes out because of
his fear and his longing for a new life?

2. How has Kino changed since the beginning of the story?
3. Why must Kino run away after he has murdered a man in self-defense?
4. Why is the killing of a boat more evil than the killing of a man?
5. Why can't Kino give up the pearl? Why is there no turning back?



Chapter VI

1. What is the "ancient thin" that stirs in Kino which gives him the
energy to flee from his enemies?

2. What does Kino see in the pearl when he looks for his happy visions?
What has the pearl come to symbolize to Kino? With what music
is it now associated?

3. Who do they send to find Kino and his family? Who do these people
usually hunt?

4. Judging by the speaker's description of Kino's flight to a high
place ("as nearly all animals do when they are pursued"), and
the instinct which has awakened in Kino, what has happened to
Kino by this point in the story? How do the similes associated
with Kino's actions throughout the story support this idea?

5. How is the water hole described? How does it fit the story of
Kino?

6. What does the second hunter think the crying sound is? What does
Coyotito's name mean in English? What has the child become?

7. How is the pearl described at the end of the story?
8. Why do Kino and Juana return to the village?



GENERAL QUESTIONS

1. Since Kino is a simple, uneducated man, how does the author use
the various "songs" to express the character's thoughts and
feelings?

2. What changes occur in Kino and in his life from the beginning to
the end of the book?

3. Are Kino and his,family destroyed by the pearl? Explain.

4. What does Kino attempt to do which causes the conflict in the
story? Which incidents reveal his intentions?

5. What symbolic meanings does the pearl carry through the story?

6. Explain the meaning of the other symbols:

a. the music
b. the doctor
c. the pearl-buyers
d. the priest
e. the canoe
f. the rifle
g. the dark ones
h. the animal imagery

7. Putting all the symbols and actions of the story together, what
symbolic story was the author trying to present?

1
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LESSON #6: POETRY AND EVALUATION

OBJECTIVES: To apply the ooncepts of literary symbol and levels of
meaning to poetry.

To formulate questions about literal, metaphorio and
symbolic levels of-a poem.

MATERIALS: Poems-"The Poison Tree"; "The Book of Wisdom";
"The Vinegar Man"; "The Pear Tree"

PROCEDURES:

A. To evaluate students' understanding of the process of
interpretation, assign them poems for individual analysis.
Along with each poem distribute the direction sheet. Once
the students have constructed questions and made up a
vocabulary list as directed, re-group them by poems and
tell them to answer their individual questions as a group.
When the groups have finished answering the questions to
the best of their ability, give them copies of the group
report direction sheet and tell them to prepare their
poem for whole class analysis. Rime each group conduct
a class discussion of their poem as specified on the
direction sheet.

B. To direct interpretation as each group finishes, ask questions
which the students may have overlooked or challenge
conclusions made by the class by refering back to the
text for further analysis.



DIRECTION SHEET: Individual Analysis

1. Read the poem through once, writing down all the words you do not

know or are unsure of their meaning.

2. Look up these words in a dictionary, selecting the definition which

seems to best suit the word as it is used in the context of the

poem. If none of the dictionary definitions seem appropriate,
refer to Roget's Thesaurus for other synonyms.

3. Formulate questions whose answers will lead to an analysis of the

poem. Be certain your questions cover the following:

a. literal, obvious, level of the poem
b. figures of speech
c. connotation
d. symbols
e. over-all meaning of the entire poem

4. Make up a study guide using the vocabulary list and the questions'

you have formulated. Use the other study guides used in class'

as models.

DIRECTION SHEET: Group Report

1. Select the best questions from the individual study guides made up
by members of the group, and write a study guide for the whole

class.

2. Organize your presentation of the poem by the class by dividing
the vocabulary definitions, reading of the poem, and reading of
the questions among members of the group.

3. Practice your report so that it may be presented effectively to
the class and is conducted in such a way as to promote discussion.
Never refer to a word, phrase or figure of speech without naming
the stanza and line in which it is found and allowing the rest

of the class time to find it.

4. Select a chairman to monitor class discussion by calling on members
of the class and the group and limiting the time spent in discus-

sion.

5. Have copies of the proem and the study guide available for the

class on the day of your report.

0
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TEACHING THE UNIT

The pamphlet entitled "The Basic Issues in the Teaching of English" raises
the following problems:

"How is the student to acquire the requisite knowledge about subjects
necessary for the understanding and enjoyment of literature? Poets, novelists,
and playwrights have drawn upon a wide range of mythology, Biblical passages,
and historical events which are often unfamiliar to the modern student in school
or college, but cumulatively significant for an understanding of Western culture.

How can the student be given or get this background? Are there alternatives. to

the heavily annotated texts which must be read slowly? What are the possibili-

ties of short courses in classical, Biblical, and English backgrounds, and what
are the appropriate levels for them? Could such courses be made valuable in

themselves and not remain mere preparation for something?"

In regard to mythology the final question posed is an important one. Can

a unit in mythology be more than the mere reading of the story in the hope that

someday the knowledge of the story may be useful to the student? Is the teacher

justified in introducing such stories for their own sake? Can the myths be used
to teach reading skills beyond those which involve main ideas and important de-
tails? Is it possible to gain insight from the myths into man's view of himself
in relation to the universe?

Strangely enough the study of myth lends itself particularly well to the
teaching situation. First, the school library usually has at its command a
large variety of materials. Second, there is little difficulty in finding
versions of the same myth at a variety of reading levels. Third, it is possible

to give students experience in practicing reading skills other than those of
finding main ideas and important details. Fourth, the study of myth lends it-

self to a problem solving approach and to expository composition. Fifth, the
study of myths, especially the heroic myth, can illuminate man's view of the
hero, the origins of literature, and man's view of his place in the universe.

This unit was designed to teach the use of comparative techniques in the
study of literature, to make students aware of the significance of mythical

heroes, to illustrate the origins of literature, and to prepare a foundation

for the examination of literary forms and heroes of other types which are

studied later in the year: epic, tragedy, and comedy.

The approach is essentially a comparative one in which the pattern charac-
teristic of what are commonly called heroic myths is derived inductively by the
students. The pattern delineated by students is analogous to that derived in

three works on heroic myth: Joseph Campbell, The Hero with a Thousand Faces,

Lord Raglan, The Hero, and Otto Rank, "The byth of the Birth of the Hero." See
the theoretical sources for a detailed explanation of this pattern.

The initial reading of the Greek myths of Jason, Bellerophon, Theseus,
Perseus, and Oedipus with the aid of questions is followed by comparison of the
narrative elements which the myths have in common. At first such a procedure
presents some difficulty because students tend to fasten their attention on the
details of the stories. Thus if Oedipus takes a journey by land and Jason takes

one by sea, they may see no similarity at first. Likewise if Oedipus is cast

out upon a mountainside to die as an infant, and if the infant Perseus is put
to sea in a chest with his mother, the students may ignore the similarities.
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The teacher's questions must lead the student to make abstractions in order to
see the similarities of the journey and the attempted infanticide present in both

myths. When the various similarities among the myths have been isolated, the
students can arrange the abstracted incidents in the chronological order in which
they ordinarily appear in the various myths.

An important question now arises. What do these events signify? The
teacher's questions should lead the students to infer that the hero of myth is
not an ordinary man and that his differences from ordinary men are of both degree
and kind. The hero is braver, stronger, and more intelligent than ordinary. men.
He is of royal birth and therefore of more importance to the society. He has
magical or supernatural powers which enable him to overcome not only ordinary
environmental difficulties, but the difficulties of strange, unnatural lands and
monsters. The powers to overcome such obstacles make him different in kind.

The attempt to do away with the infant hero is frequently prompted by the
threat he poses to the existing ruler, frequently the hero's father, grandfather,
or uncle. The attempt, however, always fails and the hero, after returning from
his journey and task, deposes the ruler and becomes ruler himself. The hero,
however, must grow old and must give way to his successor just as his predecessor
has given way to him. This cycle suggests the eternal struggle for power between

generations, between youth and age. In reality as in the myth the older genera-
tion, in its reluctance to relinquish power, may attempt, willingly or not, to do
away with the younger, just as the younger generation, in its eagerness for power,
may attempt to slay the older. It is the younger generation that is ultimately
successful.

The hero's journey to a strange land, usually a land which is outside the
realm of human experience, and the execution of his task, serve two purposes.
On one level the journey and task prove the hero, while the task is ordinarily
of benefit to the society. On another level the hero, in confronting and bat-
tling the forces of the unknown, suggests that the unknown forces of the universe
are not omnipotent; the ogres are not immortal, nor the fires of hell unquenchable.

At this point in the unit the teacher introduces the concepts of ritualin
general and of the seasonal ritual in particular. The paucity of materials in
most school libraries suggests that the best approach is through a carefully
planned lecture by the teacher. The lecture should proceed from what the student
already knows about modern ritual practices and the symbolic character of the
waxing and waning of the seasons to the particular rites of the seasonal pattern
as it has been described by T. H. Gaster in Thespis and E. O. James in The Ancient.
Gods. Wherever possible the student should bbe called upon to supply modern par-

allels and encouraged to ask questions. The lecture describes the four basic
rites of the seasonal ritual: mortification, purgation., invigoration, and jubi-
lation--all of which are explained in detail in lesson #2.

Ultimately, the significance and purpose of these rites were concerned with

bringing new vitality to the corporate body of the group. The rites of mortifi-
cation are essentially a vacuation of the old in preparation for the coming of
the new vitality, and at the same time they are an assertion that the death of
any individual affects the corporate vitality of the entire group. The rites of
purgation cleanse the topocosm in preparation for the renewal of life, while rites
of invigoration actively induce this renewal through ritual combat, sexual acti-
vity, and magic. Upon the conclusion of these, the rites of jubilation serve to
cement the topocosmic bonds of the community--not only among the members of the
community but between the people and their god as well as the king who is his
representative.

4



, When the lecture is complete, the students compare the ritual pattern to
the mythical pattern already established. In view of the ritual the mythical
pattern takes on added significance. The journey of the hero, for instance,
corresponds to the deposition and symbolic death of the king in ritual. The
return of the hero corresponds to the reinstatement or symbolic resurrection
of the king. The task performed by the hero of myth is the durative aspect of
the mock combat in which the king engages in ritual. The task of the mythic
hero has both purgative and invigorating aspects. It drives out evil forces
which threaten the community and thereby stimulates the prosperity of the com-
munity. The position of the hero in myth and the king in ritual are also .simi- .

lar. Both represent the people in the sense that they act on behalf of the
people. It is for the sake of the community that the king undergoes ritual
death and resurrection and battles the ogres, and it is for the sake of the
community that the mythic hero undertakes his journey and task. On the other
hand, neither can be viewed as a representative man. Both have status and
power beyond the reach of most men. The mythical hero has been granted super-
natural powers and the king is frequently regarded as an incarnation of the god.

With this background firmly established, the students may approach the
last two steps of the unit, a class reading of an Eskimo tale, a fairy tale,
and Beowulf and individual reading of folk tales, romances, or fairy tales.

Beowulf is approached primarily from the point of view of the myth and
ritual but is also examined as an introduction to epic and as it reflectsthe
ideals and values of the Anglo-Saxon man. The translation used is by Norma
Lorre Goodrich in the New American Library volume, Medieval Myths. The trans-
lation and adaptation moves quickly and adheres rather closely to the original
text, omitting only such extraneous incidents as the fight at Finnsburg.

The final step in the unit involves individual reading and the major
composition assignment--an analysis of elements of myth and ritual reflected
in the materials in an ethnic group of tales.

The unit has examined the rise of myth from ritual and the significance
of the mythic hero. It will serve as a background for the examination of epic
and tragedy, but most important, it has examined one phase of the various roles
played by heroes and the idea of heroes in our culture.
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LESSON #1: ESTABLISH-L.1G THE PATTERN OF HEROIC MYTH

OBJECTIVES:, To establish the pattern of heroic myth through a comparative
. study of Greek myths.

MATERIALS: None

PROCEDURES:

A. Almost any school library will have sufficient material-for the
students to read the myths that are necessary to begin this unit,
if the teacher has the books placed on, reserve. If there are, not
enough copies of books in the library, it may be possible to sup-
plement what is available with a few copies of Edith Hamilton's
Mythology, and Bullfinch's The Age of Fable both of which are
available in paperback editiris.

Copies of the following books may also be useful if they are avail-

able: .

Grant, Michael, W.11 of the Greeks and Romans, The World
Publishing Company, Cleveland, 19327

Graves, Robert, The Greek Myths, George Braziller, Inc.,

New York, 1957.
Kerenyi, C., The Heroes of the Greeks, tr. H. J. Rose, Grove

Press, Inc., New York, 1960.
Schwab, Gustav, Gods and Heroes, Pantheon Books, New York,

194.6.

B. When the teacher has made sure that there are enough books to go
around, he assigns in advance the reading of the following myths:
Bellerophon, Perseus, Theseus, Jason, and Oedipus.. The teacher
should ask the students to read these myths carefully and to make
notes on each story in answer to the study guide questions. The
students, while reading the various tales, should begin to detect
similarities afaong them.

C. When the students have completed the reading the teacher leads a
class discussion comparing the myths. For this act of comparison
the student will need to analyze the stories on a fairly abstract
level; that is, for the time being he will have to ignore details
and work with the general occurrences in.each story. For instance,
each hero undertakes a journey to a strange land where he performs
various tasks. However, each journey is different, each land is
different, and the tasks are all different. In leading this dis-
cussion the teacher may simply ask what the various heroes have in
common, but he will probably have to follow up this question with
additional ones such as the following:
1. What do the parents of the hero have in common?

2. That circumstances surround the birth of each of the heroes?
3. What similar circumstances appear in their youths?
14. What relationship exists between the hero and the ruler of the

land?,
5. What do the heroes do in their young manhood?
6. 'What do the lands to which they travel have in common?
7. iWihatt do the heroes do at their destinations?
8. How 'do they manage to perform the tasks that are set before them?

What sort of person helps them'?
9. What relationship exists between the hero and the ruler (if any)

of this strange land ?,



lO. Does each hero obtain a mate during his sojourn? How?
11. What does each hero do after the performance of his task?
12. Are the heroes free to leave the strange land or must they escape

magically?
13. What happens to the heroes after they return home?
14. Does the task performed by each hero bestow any benefit upon the

heroes community?
15. What happens to the heroes eventually?

D. In conducting the above discussion, the teacher might find the following
chart helpful. It can be drawn on the chalkboard, placed on a trans-
parency for an overhead projector, or duplicated and distributed to
students.

The Heroic Pattern in Greek Myths

Similarity Jason Perseus Oedipus Theseus Bellerophon

Performs a Kills Slays Solves the Slays Slays
task . dragon, etc. Medusa riddle of we , Chimera

obtains the sphinx Minotaur
Golden and kills
fleece the sphinx

Naturally the chart should be large enough to contain all the similar-
ities in the heroic pattern. A chart such as this will be very helpful
in teaching students to supply evidence in support of generalizations.
The column labeled similarity contains the generalizations, while the
columns headed by the heroes' names contain the specifics upon which
the generalizations are based. Thus, the student can use the chart as
a source for later compositions. Furthermore, he can use the chart to
check the validity of his generalizations. If a generalization holds
true for only two of the five heroes, it is probably not valid but
might be checked against additional myths and tales for which the other
generalizations hold true.

When the students have completed the chart they will have a composite
picture of the heroic myth and can begin to discuss, as a class, the
significance of the individual parta and the whole of the heroic myth.
Questions such as the following will help' in this 'analysis:

1. What qualities do the various heroes have in common?
2. What relationships exist between each hero and his community?
3. Hog did those who made and told these stories apparently feel about

the heroes?
4. What is the reason for the thieat to the infantherols life? Why

do his elders attempt to dispose of him? Nies a younger genera-
tion always pose a threatto an older generation?. If so, what
sort of threat is it? ,

5. What does the hero's exile and eventual return to his native land
seem to suggest?,What must the hero accomplish before hie'return?

6. To what sort of land or through what sort of territory must the hero

travel? What might be the significance of the herols journey
through or to such lands? Can such journeys be, undertaken by
ordinary men ?' What mightthe land itself signify ?.

7. In accomplishing his task does the hero bring any benefit. to his

people? Valet significance must.the hero have had for his people?



F. Through this discussion the students should conclude that the primary

function of the hero is that of savior, that is, he is a hero because

he is able to enter the regions of the unknown, confront the monsters --

that threaten and/or persecute hip people, slay them, and return to

become king and establish a new era.' The forces which obstruct and

threaten him initially are the old .ways of the .old ruler who will be

himself overthrom if the young ruler 1.6 successful.
. ,

G. When the above discussion is complete and the students have the heroic

pattern and its significance well in hand, assign them. the stories

of Ouranos, Cronus, Zeus, Dionysus, Asclepios, Heracles, Demeter,

and Persephoner. and the minor myths ,
of:.Ion, Erectheus, Cecrops, and

Antiope. Ask the students to compare, these stories to those already

examined in teritis'of Vie questions' in parts C and E. of this lesson.

SinCe some'',Of these stories are rather, bongo, it might be wise to
allow sane .Class time for 'reading and note taking. (Notes should

take the form. of the chart suggested in part D of this lesson.)
When the students have completed their readingafter one or two

days -- divide the class .into homogeneous groups to, compare their

findings. Since all students are not using the-same:texts, their

findings may be different., Ask. the groups. to decide to what. extent

each of the myths seems to be parallel to the heroic: myths read

earlier. The answer to this question can remain tentative until

after the next lesson, in which case it should be taken up again at

the end of part B in lesson...43.



STUDY,GUIDE: 'The Greek.:ilyths ..,

First Assignment.:' 'Bellerophon Perseus, 'Theseus,' Jason, and Oedipus.

Second Assignment: Ouranos, Cronus, Zeus, Dionysus, Asciepios (iesculapius)
'Heracles; Demeter and Persephone, Ion, Eiieetheus, Cecrops,
and Antiope.

A. What do the stories of these-mythic figures have .in common?
1. What do the parents of ,the hero have 'in common?
2. What circumstances sutround 'the birth of each of the heroes?
3. What similar circumstances aPpear in their youths?

Ii.. What relationship ,exists between the hero and the ruler.'.of

, . the land? , . .

5.'What do the heroes do in.their young. manhood?
6.. What do the lands to which they travel have in common?
7. What do the heroei do at they dedtinations?
8. How dd. they manage to perform the tasks that are set before

' them?. What sort of person helps them?
9. What relationship exists between the hero and the ruler

(if any) of this strange land?
10. Does each hero obtain a mate during his sojourn? How?
11. What does each hero do after the performance of his task?
12. Are the heroes free to leave the strange land or must they

escape magically?
13. What happens to the heroes after they return home?
14. Does the task performed by each hero, bestow any benefit

upon the hero's community?
15. What happens to the heroes eventually?

B. What is the significance of their stories?

1. What qualities do the various heroes have in common?
2. What relationships exist between each hero and his community?
3. How did those who made and told these stories apparently feel

about the heroes?
b. What is the reason for the threat to the infant hero's life?

Why do his elders attempt to dispose of him? Does a younger
generation always pose a threat to an older generation? If
so, what sort of threat is it?

5. What does the hero's exile and eventual return to his native
land seem to suggest? What must the hero accomplish before
his return?

6. To what sort of land or through what sort of territory must
the hero travel? What might be the significance of the
hero's journey through or to such lands? Can such journeys
be undertaken by ordinary men? What might the land itself
signify?

7. In accomplishing his task does the hero bring any benefit to ,
his people? What_ A1 grificanceiaust the hero have had for

people?
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LESSON #2: THE SEASONAL RITUAL

OBJECTIVES: To learn the four major parts of the seasonal ritual and how myth
is connected to ritual.

MATERIALS: Jane Holloway's essay on Fasching.

PROCEDURES:

A. This lesson is to be a lecture for which the outline below will be
helpful, but before the lecture is presented it is swell to consult
the following sources for examples and-more detailed. information:

1. Frazer, James G., The New Golden. Bough, ed. Gaster. (Rich source
of information arid-eMpierirell=ng to seasonal ritual practices
all over the world.)

2. Gaster, T. H., Thespis, Anchor-Books. (Contains an excellent
introduction to the seasonal ritual and a scholarly analysis
of ritual practices reflected in ancient Near Eastern texts.)

3. Harrison, Jane E., Themis, Meridian Books. (A study of the social

origins of Greek religion as it is related to the hero and the
seasonal ritual.)

4. Murray, Gilbert, Five Stages of Greek Reli ion, Anchor Books.
(The first two aaraters relarEFIR t e evelopment of the
early Greek daimons into Olympians.)

5. Murray, Gilbert, IlDis Geniti," Journal of Hellenic Studies (1951).
(Emphasizes the pervasiveness of the year-spirit or hero in the
development of Greek religion and literature.)

B. The lecture must be carefully planned and developed so that each new
term and idea is carefully explained by the teacher and understood
by the students, before the teacher moves to each ensuing part of the
lecture.

C. Ask the students why they think seasonal change might be important to a
primitive, agricultural people. Ask additional questions such as the
following:

1. What does winter usually symbolize?

2. Mbat does dry, parched land suggest?

3. What events in the spring might be important to an agricultural
community? liihich of these events are repeated year after year?

4. Which of these events might fail to recur? What happens if they
fail to recur?

5. What does spring ordinarily symbolize?

6. Nhat might primitive people do to insure the coming of spring?

D. The discussion prompted by the above questions might lead naturally into
the idea of ritual. If not, the teacher can ask the students what a
rite is. Some will know. The teacher can supply a definition if the
students do not know. The following definitions are from Webster's
Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary:

1. rite - a prescribed form or manner governing the words or actions
of a ceremony.

2. ritual - the established form of a ceremony; any formal and
customarily repeated acts or series of acts.



Ask the students what rituals they take part in. They should be able

to name rituals in church, ,school, and various organizations to which

they belong. Some students may be. aware of the rituals of government

functions, of induction into fraternitieS and of priinitive.peoples.
After this brief discussion the teacher may begin the lecture, remem-

bering to call into discussion any relevant experiences which the
students have had.

After the lecture distribute Jane Holloway's essay describing the German__

festival of Karnoval or Faso Ask the students to read the essay
and determin6 tsbe extra o w the ancient pattern of the seasonal
ritual survives in this modern festival. The following questions will
help in the analysis, but may not be necessary.

1. What rites of mortification are evident?
a. Is there a reversal of regular routine which can be interpreted

as a temporary suspension of animation?
b. Is there a deposition of a king?

2. What rites of purgation are evident?
a. Is there a scapegoat?
b. Is there any ceremonial cleansing or fasting present?

3. "What rites of invigoration are evident?
a. Is there a mock combat?
b. Is there an investiture of a king?
c. Is there a marriage?

4. Are there any rites of jubilation present?



OUTLINE: LECTURE ON alma

; r

The elements of ritual presented here are based on the analysis of the
elements of seasonal ritual by T. H. Gaster in Thespis.

I. The seasonal. ritual :which :was performed all over the world to insure
and promote the welfare of the local group has been analyzed into four
groups of rites: rites of moritification, purgation, invigoration, and
jubilation. (Ask the students if they can guess what any of these words
mean. After defining the words briefly continue with the lecture.)
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II. The rituals were probably first performed by the entire community.

*A.* Mortification is Usually, characterized by lents, fasts, austerities
of various kinds, and activities Which suggest that normal routines
have come to a halt: .prisoners are released from jail, slaves are
released from bondage, masters serve the slaves, business transac-
tions and quarrels- are stopped:

HFeasting-and:revelry and all, the mad 'pursuit of pleasure are
the features 'that seem to "have; especially .marked this carnival
-of: antiquity, as it' went on- for ,seven days in the streets and
public squares, and houses of Ancient Rome, from the seventeenth

twenty-third- of December.
But no feature of the festival-is more remarkable, nothing in
it ,seems to have, struck the ancients themselves more than the
license ;granted, to slaves at *this time. The slave might rail
at, his master, intoxicate himself like hivbetters, sit down
at table,,irith them, and, mot, even a word of reproof would be
.administered to haxa. Nay, ,more, masters actually changed
Places with their slaves and waited, on them ,at table. So far
was this ,inversion of ranks, carried, that each household be-

, 04U:1-tor 'a _time. a "Mimic republic. in which the high offices of
State mere' diScharged by the slaves,,irho gave their orders and
laid dowel the law as if they _were indeed' invested with all the
dignity of the consulship, the praetorship, and the bench.
Like, the pale .reflection of power thus' accorded to bondsmen
at the 'Saturnalia was the mock kingship for which freemen cast
lotS at the same season. The person on whom the lot fell en-
joyed the title of .kirigs aid issued commands of a playful and
ludicroUs nature -tci,his teMporarY subjects." (The New Go_ lden

Bough, jameo George, razer, ed. Theodor H. Gast7r7 Criterion
Books, New,, York, 1959, pp. $59460.)
(Can the students think of any rites ,in which normal activities
are brought to a .halt?)

1. During thit-rite'ali the people of the corporate group, the
topocosm (which 'includes the people, living and dead, their
gods, their lantii,and. their 'animals) are in a state of

"temporary' death or Suspended animation:
2. The mourning, fasting,'and abstinence express the idea that

the death' of, any one person affects the vitality of the
topOcosm or torporate
These rites also .prepare'the wkr for,what is to come by
evacuating the"former selfhood. =They are essentially in-
tended to cease normal functioning so that the topocosm can
'be reinvigorated.



B. Purgation is chiefly-concerned with...cleansing the old. Temples,
vessels, homes are cleaned by fire and water. February L.
februare: to cleanse, suELests the ti.Le when Hol.aan rites of pur-
gation were performed. However, these rites were not simply con-
cerned with "spring housecleaning". (which,.,by the way, may be a
vestige of ancient ritual in contemporary life), but th© ccmuniiirwas
also concerned with ridding itselt.of.lite collective sins 'and the
various demons .of the culture.
1. In* the'folloviing instancesthe,demOne',.and evils driven out of

the community are invisible:,
a. "The chief festival'of the Cherokee Indians Was the Propi-

. tiation, "Cementation," or Purification festival. It was
'Celebrated shortly after the firSt -rieW moon of attumn, and
consisted of a multiplicity of rigorous rites, fastings,
ablutions, and purifications. ;Among the: most important
fUnctionaries on the occasion. were seven. exorcisers or
cleansers, whose duty it was,.at./a certain stage of the
proceedings, to drive 'away. -evil' ands purify the town. Each
one- :bore in. his. hand,a white. rod of sycamore. 'The leader,
followed by the others, walked around'the national heptagon,
and, coming to".the treasurer or store-house to the west of
it, they: lashed the''.eaves Of.-the roofs with .their rods.
The leader then-went to. another house, .,followed by the
others;. singing,''ar4 repeated the ;same- ceremony until every
house -was .purified. ceremony was repeated daily
during-the continuance 'a the festival;::.-In- -performing their
ablutions they went into the water, and allowed their old
olothea.to be' carried away -by- the stream, by which means

,they supposed;their .iinpurities' removed." (The New Golden
Bough, .p. 522.) -,

,
b. "The people of Ba4;:in." island ta the -dest of Java, have

periodidal expulsions of 'devils' upon'a'great scale. Gen-
. wally ,the "tine ',chosen. is 'the. day of;',.thes Mirk moon" in the
ninth mOrith. when the demons hive been,i3Ong unmolested the
country is said.to".be "Waria," and the :prieSt issues orders
to expel 'them by .force, ,lest the whole ,of' Bali should be
rendered uninhabitiblet On 'the'day.i.appointed the people of
the village or ,district..aeSemble at, the

out
temple.

Here it a cross-road' Offerings are sit, :out for the devils.
After prayeis have bean recited by the 'priests, the blast
of a horn -summons the-devils. to Overtake of the meal which
has been Prefiared for them. the same 'time a number of
men step-forward and light their torches, it the holy lamp
which burns before the ohief-priest. -;.Iricediately after-
,wards, followed by,the bystanders, thy in all
directions and march through the streets, and lanes crying,
"Departs, gO.awayp wherever- they -pass, the people who have
stayed, at home'hiSten, by i:deeenini.clatter on doors,
beams, rice- blocks, and so forth,., to .take their share in
the expulsion of, devils. ThUs. chased from the houses, the
fiends flee to..the banquet.,,whiCh been set out for them;
but.here the priest receives.; them with curses which finally
drive- theM from '.the district. 14,1hen.,the. last devil has taken
his departure, ,the uproar is succeeded by a dead silence,
which lasts during the next' day also." (The New Golden Bough,
Pp. 523-5214.)



2. Sometimes the community would rid itself of evil and noxious
influences by choosinga human being .who took upon himself
willingly or unwillingly. the sins and evils of the whole
group. :This person was known as scapegoat, and it was he

who was driven forth instead of invisible demons. (It might
be interesting to discuss the psychological functioning of
the scapegoat in any group of people: See the unit on The
Outcast for sources and ideas. Shirley Jackson's "The TR-
ter7I''r" is interesting reading in this. connection.)

a. "Some of the aboriginal tribes of '2China, for example,
select a man. of great muscularStrength to act the part
of a scapegoat as :a. protection against pestilence. Hay-
ing smeared his. face with Tainti he performs many antics
with the view of enticing all ,pestilential and noxious
influences to attach themselves,.to him only. He is
.assisted by a. priest. Finally. the scapegoat, hotly pur-
sued by men and women beating gongs and tom-toms, is
driven Ivith great speed. out of the town or village."
(The New Golden Bough, p..532.)

b. "The Athenians, regularly maintained a number of degraded
and useless .beings at -the public expense; and when any

calamity, such as plague, drought, or famine, befell the
city,- they sacrificed two of these outcasts as scapegOats.
One of the victims was sacrificed for the Lien and the
other for the women. The former 'lore round his neck a
string of black, the latter a string of white figs.
Soraetiraes I,- it seems, the -victim slain on behalf of the
women was a woman. They were, :led about. the city and
then sacrificed, apparently by being stoned to death
'outside the city.. But such sacrifices were not confined
to extraordinary occasions of public calamity; it appears
that. every year,' at the festiVal of the Thargelia in May,
two victims, one 'for the men and' one, for the women, were
led out of Athens and stoned ta'death. The city of Ab-

`dera- in Thrace was publicly-purified once a year, and one
of the burghers, set apart for 'the purpose, was stoned to
death as a ,scapegoat or Vicarioti3,'sacrif ice for the life
of all the others; six days before his execution he was
excommunicated,' fin order that he alone might bear the
sins of all the' people.'" (The Hew Golden Bough, pp. 5140-
5410

3'. The' purpose of these rites, of course, was to cleanse the
topocosm in preparatiOn for the renewal of life.

The rites of invigoration were performed to' bring new life to the
community. They usually involved mock combats between the of
and the new, between, winter and summer, between the spirit of good
and the spirit of evil; the choosing of mates and sexual promiscu-
ity (which survives as compulsory kissing under the mistletoe);
various ceremonies such as rain making to insure fertility; and
the initiation of new members.

1. Many mock combats still survive but have been disguised as
commemorative events.

a. "In Sweden, two companies of mounted troops, the one
dressed in furs and the: other in fresh leaves and flowers,
used to stage a set-to on May Day; the latter, represent-
ing the forces of Summer, naturally won. Similarly,
fights between Summer and Winter were a regUlar feature
of midsummer ceremonies in the villages of Russia. In
the Brent Confederacy of Baluchistan, a ritual combat
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is staged bY the women vthenever rain is needed, while
among the Malayant, a mock combat takes place every three
or four years in order, to expel deMons. Among the Iroquois,

- the New Year Feativals held in late January or early Febru-
ary, included -a Mimetic combat between Life-God (Teharon-

, hiwagon)'-and Winter (Tawiskaton); and among the Yakut,
Such -contebta characterize the two "great tribal festivals
of Aiy-ysyakh (Good Spirits) in spring and of Abassyysyakh
(13act-Spirits) in .autumb. n (Thespis, Theodor H. Gaster,

rAzichor 'Books, New:/orks 1961, p. 38.)
b. "Among the 'central Eaquimaux- of North America the contest

between*?representatives of sumer: and winter, which in
-EurOpe has long degenerated into a mere dramaticperfor-

-- mance, is still kept up as a magical ceremony of vdiich the
avowed intention is to 'influence the weather. In autumn,

when storms announce the approach of the dismal Arctic
winters...the Entimenx -divide : themselves into two parties
called respectively the, ptarmigans and the ducks, the
ptarmigans comprising all persons-born in winter, and

.-the ducks ,a3-1,persos born in sumer. A long rope of
sealskin. is then stretched out, and each party laying
hold of one end of ,it seeks by tugging with might and

drag the 'Other party over to its side. If the
.ptarmigans,get,the,worst of it, -then summer has won the
game and fine weather, may be expected to prevail through

winter! 1! (The New Golden Bough, p. 268.)
2. Many primitive tribes still had various ceremonies to promote

t4e,fertility--of crops. 'Aiong fsuC1*. Ceremonies, those to make
rain" are most capon: I
a. nike:other,peopless the Greeks and Romans sought to

. obtain rain by magic, , when prayers and processions had
.proved ineffectual. For 'example, in Arcadia, when the
corn and trees were parched with ,drought, the priest of
Zeus dipped an oak ,branch, inta.a certain spring on Mount
,Lycaeus,. Thus troUbled, the water sent up a misty cloud,

; from,,which:rain soon tell upon ,.the land. The legendary
SalMoneussKing of Eliss made mock thunder by dragging
1,12ronze kettles, behind his chariot, or by driving over a
brontie 'bridge, while he hurled b/zing torches in imita-

, tion, lightning. It was his .impious -wish to mimic the
thundering .car of..Zeus as it rolled -across the vault of
heaven." (The New Golden Bough, p. W.)

b.:11AmOngst the Omaha Indians. of North 'AMericits when the corn
is mithering for want of rain, the ',members of the sacred
,Buffalo'Society fill -a large vessel, with -water and dance
-,Lour ,times round It. One of therl trinki3 some 'of the water

and spirts it. into the air, making-a,-.fine:.,spray in imi-
, tation of amist or drizzling rain. 'Then he upsets the

vessel, spilling the water on the -ground; whereupon the

.--.! dancers fall. down and drink up. the water, getting mud all
over their faces.... Lastly, they squirt the water into the
air,makingafir4e mist. This saves the corn." (The New
Golden:.Boughs' pp. 38-394'

=



3 Initiation ceremonies abound in primitive and highly civilized
cultures. The ceremonies usually involVe in themselves rites
of mortification, purgation, and invigoration. In ancient Greece

Such ceremonies involved passing the child through fire (see
Themis). Many modern ceremonies involve washing the initiate in
water (note baptism). The initiate is also symbolically slain
and revived or reborn. The purgation ceremonies are intended to
prepare the initiate for the new life, which he is to receive
after his symbolic death and revivification. Such ceremonies in
the case of coming of age rites suggest that the candidate is
ridding himself of his old life with his mother and preparing
himself for his new life in the world of men. The women are
usually not permitted to witness such ceremonies and the young
boys about to be initiated are sometimes forbidden to accept

food from them or even to speak with them. So complete is the

cutting off from the world of the mother that the ceremony
frequently involves a symbolic killing of the boy (burning to
death in ancient Greece) so that he may be reborn into a coin -
pletely new life.

a. utAt a certain stage in the initiation ceremonies of these

tribes the women and children huddled together and were
securely covered up with blankets and bushes. Then a number
of men came from the sacred ground where the initiation
ceremonies were performed. Some of them swung bull-roarers,

and some of them took up lighted sticks from a fire, and
threw them over the women and children "to make them believe
that Dhuramoolan had tried to burn them". At a later period
of the ceremonies the boys were similarly covered up with
blankets, a large fire was kindled near them, and when the
roaring of the wood and the crackling of the flames became
audible, several old men began to swing bull-roarers, and
the lads were told that Dhuramoolan was about to burn them.
These performances were explained by a legend that Dhura-
moolan, a powerful being, whose voice sounded like the
rumbling of distant thunder, had been charged by a still
more powerful being called Baiamai, with the duty of taking
the boys away into the bush and instructing them in all the
laws, traditions, and customs of the community. So Dhura-
moolan pretended that he always killed the boys, cut them
up, and burnt them to ashes, after which he moulded the
ashes into human shape, and restored them to life as new

beings.'" (Frazer, J. G., On Some Ceremonies of the Central
Australian Tribes, cited by Jane B. Harrison in Themis,
Meridian Books, Cleveland, 1962, p. 18.)

b. 'The following American Indian ceremony was observed and
recorded by Captain John Smith. Ask the students to read
the passage and infer whether or not Captain Smith was a
careful and unprejudiced observer. What elements does the
ritual be describes have in common with the rites of ini-
tiation just discussed?

""An Indian Sacrifice!'

(Smith, John, Voyages and Discoveries
of Captain John Smith 7if virg-=n1-1)

In some part of the Country, .they haue yearely a sacri-
f ice of children. Such a one era s at Quiyoughcohanock, some
10 miles from lames Towne, and thus performed.



''ifteene, of the properest yOung'boyes, betweene 10 and
lZ yeares of age, they painted White. Eauing brought them
forth, the people spent the foreneene in dancing and singing
abOut' them with rattles.

In the afternoone, they put' those children to the roote
of & tree. By them, all the men stood in a guard, every one
hawing a Bastinado in his hand, made of reeds bound together.
This (these) made'a lane betweene them all along, through
which there were appointed 5 young men to fetch these chil-
dren. So every one 'or the fiue went through the guard to
fetch a child, each after other by turnes: the guard feare-
lessly beating them with their Bastinadoes, and they patiently
endUring and recauing all; defending the children with their
naked bodies from the vnm.ercifull flowes they pay them soudly,
though the children escape. All this while, the women weepe
and crie out very passionately; .prouiding mats, skinnes,
mosse, and drie wood, as things fitting their childrens
funerals.

After the children were thus passed the guard, the guard
tore down, the tree, branches and boUghs, with such violence,
that they rent the body, and made wreathes for their heads,
dr bedecked'their haire with the leaues. What else was done
with the children Was not seene; but they were all cast on a
heaps in a valley, as dead: where they made a great feast
for al the company.

The Wercyance being demanded the meaning of this sacrifice,
"answered that the children were not al dead, but (only) that
the Oke or' Divell did sucke the blood from their left breast
(of those), who chanced to be his by lot, till they were dead.
But the rest were kept in the wildernesse by the young men
till- nine moneths 'were expired, during which time they must
not conuerse with any: and of these, were made their Priests
and Conjurers.

The rites 'Of jubilation whose main purpose was to cement the
topocosmic bonds consisted of a feast and celebration in which
all members of the community,1 human and divine, living and dean,
were supposed to partake. It was frequently a communal or sacra-
mental meal which involved eating the effigy of the god or the
flesh of 'the totem animal or plant.-- This-- process enabled the
worshippers to absorb the divine 'essence of the god.

III. As time passed'there was a- tendency for all the rites. to become centered
in the king who performed them.as- leader, as representative of the people,
and frequently as an incarnation of the god. Thus, while the group con-
tinned to participate in fasts and feasts the 'central portion of the rites
were performed- by the king' in view of the group. and attended by priests.

A. During the rite of mOrtification the king 'was either deposed
temporarily or slain. It was believed in primitive and highly
developed cultures alike that the well being of the topocosm
was dependent upon the, vitality and moral character of the king.
Even in Elizabethan England witness Shakespeare's history
plekys the people, believed that 'if the king was weak the nation
was weak; .if the king was corrupt., the nation would suffer. It
was therefore necessary for the king to renew his vitality syrabol-
ically, or for the people to 'obtain -a new king. Among some groups
the king was slain or deposed at the first' signs of debility

O
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(gray hair, sickness, loss of a "tooth). Among others a fixed
reign was set -- sometimes eight years, sometimes twelve. Among
other groups, the king had to renew his reign every year but was
temporarily deposed and then reinstated. In some cultures the
kings arranged for substitutes to undergo death for them. These

substitutes were. frequently slaves who were allowed all the king's

privileges during the interim of their kingship, but their triumph
was short-lived as they were summarily slain after a few days or

weeks of kingmanship.
1. The idea that the vitality of the topocoaa depended upon the

vitality and moral character of the king (Discuss Richard III

in. light of this idea. See 8th grade honors unit on Power7
led to the slaying of a king in whom the first signs of de-
bility occurred.
a. "The mystic kings of fire and water in Cambodia are not

allowed to die a natural death. Hence when one or them
falls seriously ill and the elders think that he cannot
recover, they stab him to death. The people of Congo
believed, as we have seen, that if' their pontiff the
Chitome were to die a natural death, the world would
perish, and the earth, which he alone sustained by his
power and merit, would immediately be annihilated.

Accordingly when he fell ill and seemed likely to die,

his prospective successor entered his house with a rope
or club and strangled or bludgeoned him to death." (The

New Golden Bough, p. 225.)

b. "The Shilluk of the White Nile regard the king as a re-

incarnation. of Nyakang, the semi-divine hero who founded

the dynasty and settled the tribe in its present terri-

tcry. Accordingly they cherish the conviction that the
king must not be allowed to become ill or senile, lest
with his diminishing vigour the cattle should sicken and
fail to bear their increase, the crops .should rot in the
fields, and man, stricken, with disease, should die in ever
increasing numbers.' To prevent these calamities it used
to be the regular custom to put the king to death whenever
he shewed signs of ill-health or failing strength. One of
the fatal symptoms of decay was taken to be an incapacity
to satisfy the sexual passions of his wives. When this
'ominous weakness manifested itself, the wives reported it
to the chiefs, who are popularly said to have intimated to
the king his doom by spreading a white cloth' over his face
and knees as he lay slumbering in the heat of the sultry
afternoon. Execution soon followed the sentence of death.
A but was specially built for the occasion: the king was
led into it and lay down with his head resting on the lap
of a nubile virgin: the door of the but was then walled
up; and the couple were left without food, water, or fire
to die of hunger and suffocation. This was the old custom,
but it was abolished some five generations ago, and since
then the Shilluk have adopted a quicker and more merciful
mode of executing their kings. It is said that nowadays
the chiefs announce his fate to the king, and that after-
wards he is strangled in a but which has been specially
built for the occasion." (The New Golden Bough, p. 225.)

I
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2. Frequently the king was deposed or slain at the end of a

fixed reign:, " ,

"In some parts of soUthern India the period fixed was twelve
years. Thus, according to an old traveller, in the province

.
of Quilacare, about twenty leagues to the north-east of Cape
Comorin, 'there is a Gentile house of prayer, in which there

is an idol which they hold in great account, and every twelve
years they celebrate a great feast to 'its-whither all the
Gentiles go-as to a jubilee. This temple possesses many lands
and much revenue: it is a very 'great affair. This province

has a .king over it, who has not more than twelve years to

reign from jubilee to jubilee. His manner. of living is in

this wise, that is to say: when the twelve years are com-

pleted, on the day of this feast there assemble together
innumerable people, and much limey: is spent in giving food
to Bramans. The king has a wooden scaffolding made, spread

over with silken hangings: and 'on that day 'he goes to bathe

at a tank with great ceremonies and sound of music, after
that he comes to the idol and -prays to it, and mounts on to
the scaffolding, and.there before all the people he takes
some very sharp 'knives, and' begins to cut off his nose, and
.then his ears,.and his lips, and all his members, and as
much flesh off himself as he can; and he throws it away very
hurriedly until so much'of his blood is spilled that he be-
gins to faint, and then. he cuts his throat himself. And he
'performs this sacrifide to. the idol, and whoever desires to
reign other twelve years and undertake this martyrdom for
love .of the idol, has to be present looking on at this: and
from that place they raise him up as king." (The New Golden
Bough, pp. 229 - 230..)

3 Frequently a mock, king was slain in place of: the real king.

"...there was annually celebrated in Babylon a festival
called the Sacaea. It began 'on the sixteenth day of the

month Lousy and lasted for five days. During these five
days masters and servants changed places, .the servants
giving orders and the masters obeying them. A prisoner
condemned to. death was dressed in the king's robes, seated
on ther..king!s throne allowed to issue whatever commands
he pleased, to eat, drink, and enjoy. himSelf, and to lie
with the.kingts ,concubines. But at the end of the five
days he was stripped' of his royal robes, scourged, and
hanged or impaled. During his brief term of office he bore
the title of Zoganea. This custom might perhaps have been

elq3lained as merely. a grim jest perpetrated in a season of

jollity at the expense of an unhappy criminal. But one
circumstance..-- the leave given to the mock king to enjoy
the king's. concubines -- is decisive against this interpre-
tation. Considering the jealous seclusion of an oriental
despot's harem we may be quite certain that permission to
invade.it-wcrald-never -.have been granted by the despot,
least of all to a condemned criminal, except for the very
gravest cause. This cause could hardly be other than that
the condemned man was about to die in the king's stead,
and that to, make the substitution perfect it was necessary
he should enjoy the full rights, of royalty during his
brief reign.° (The New Golden Bough, p. 235.)



B. The king as representative of the people frequently underwent
penitential rites and ablutions in order to cleanse himself and
the community. However, his mock combat against the chief enemy
of the topocosm served the dual purposes of purgation and in-
vigoration. The death or exorcism of the enemy demon who held
the land in his power opened' the way for a new lease on life not
only, for the king, but also for the topocosm.

C. As culture hero or deity incarnate the king also performed in
several rites of invigoration.
1. One of the chief of these was the mimetic combat mentioned

above. An Egyptian papyrus discovered in 1896 and dating

back to 3300 B.C. discloses an elaborate ritual enacted in
forty-six scenes (This is probably the oldest extant drama.)
which called for the staging of a ritual combat, the burial
of the defeated old king, his resurrection in the person of
his successor, and the investiture and installation of the
new king. (Thespis, p. 80.) At the mythological level, the
new king was identifiedwith the god Horns, the old king
with his slain father Osiris, while the combat was between
Horns and Setthe traditional enemy of the kingdom who slew
Osiris. In addition to these rites the king also partici-
pated in a sacred marriage.

2. Another important rite was the sacred marriage with a priestess
or queen sometimes representing the local goddess.
a. "The marriage of Zeus and Hera was acted at annual festi-

vals in various parts of Greece, and it is at least a fair
conjecture that Zeus and Hera at these festivals were the
Greek equivalents of the Lord and Lady of the May. Hader's
glowing picture of Zeus and Hera couched on fresh hyacinths
and crocuses, like Milton's description of the dalliance
of Zephyr with Aurora, 'as he met her once a -Maying,' was
perhaps painted from the life. The sacred Aarriage of
Zeus and Hera had, as was natural, its counterpart among
the northern kinsfolk of the Greeks. In Sweden every year
a life-size image of Frey, the god of fertility, both
animal and vegetable, was drawn about the country in a
waggon attended by a beautiful girl who was called the
god's wife. She acted also as his princess in the great
temple at Upsala." (The New Golden Bough, pp. 93-94.)

b. "The Indians of a village in Peru have been known to marry

a beautiful girl, about fourteen years of age, to a stone
shaped like a human being, which they regarded as a god
(huaca). All the villagers took part in the marriage
ceremony, which lasted three days, and was attended with
much revelry." (The New Golden Bough, p. 94.)

3. Finally the new king had to be installed if the old king had
died or been slain, but if the old king had merely been de-
posed then he was simply reinstated.

IV. Some myths can be shown to have a definite allegorical relationship
to particular rituals. Thus in the Egyptian papyrus mentioned above
the new king represents Horns, the old king Osiris, and a priest acts
the part of the mythical demon Set, while the governors of Egypt and



two priestesses play-the parts of other:mythical characters. At the
level of ritual, then, the populace vas confronted with the immediate
combat, sacred marriage, death, and reseurrection of a particular king
ruling over particular people and engendering good for those people
through the ceremonies which he enacted. But while the particular
actors in the ritual may change, the myth remains the same, the speci-
fic actors symbolizing the ever-present mythological characters of the
culture. The mythic level of the ritual, then, is not only for the
particular meh enacting the ritual but for all men and for all time.

The mythic protagonists and antagonists continue their struggles for-

ever and give the ritual its durative aspect.



LESSON #3: ANALDGY BETWEEN MYTH AND RITUAL

OBJECTIVES: To compare heroic myths to seasonal rituals.
To determine the extent to which the two are analogous.
To question the validity of analogical evidence in determining

the origin and in interpreting the meaning of the heroic myths....

MATERIALS: None

PROCEDURES:

A. Divide the class into small homogeneous groups of four or five and ask
each group to examine the myths of Perseus, Theseus, Jason, Bellero-
phon, Zeus, Demeter, Oedipus, Ouranos, Cronus, Dionysus, Asclepios,
Heracles, Ion, Erectheus, Cecrops, and Antiope in relation to the
major events of the seasonal ritual. Supply each student with a
chart with the various rites recorded down one side and the myths
named across the top.. Ask the students to identify the various
events of each myth which are analogous to the events of ritual.

When the groups have completed this project, ask them which mythic
events have no analogies in ritual. If the students feel that there
are some, it is most likely to be those events surrounding the birth
and infancy of the hero. Ask them if these events are parallel in any
way to initiation rites. If necessary, review with the students the
main events following the herols birth and the rites of initiation.
The attempt to kill the infant hero through exposure or some other
means, his survival and subsequent tutelage through the agency of a
bemficent animal or gnome figure and his eventual reappearance into
the world of men as a potential hero is analogous to the symbolic
death of the infant, his tutelage by medicine men or priests, and
his rebirth as a man in ritual. (At this point it may b, necessary
to take up the question of the analogies. among the various myths, as
suggested at the end of lesson #1.

B.

C. When the discussion of analogies between myth and ritual is concluded,
ask the class what the existence of such analogies proves.

1. Does the existence of analogies prove conclusively that a parti-
cular myth arose directly from ritual?

2. What are some other possible explanations of the existence of
analogies?

3. Is it possible that one myth arose from a ritual and that another
myth was patterned after the first myth rather than the ritual?

14. On the.basis of analogy only what sort of statement can be made

about the relationships between, myth and ritual? (Answer: We
can admit'the analogy and assume that some sort of" relationship
exists between ritual and the pattern of the heroid myths.
Whether a particular myth developed from or concomitantly with
a particular ritual we cannot say.)

5. 'What sort of evidence would be necessary to justify a more specific
statement of relationship?

D. From this discussion the problem of whether a more specific relationship
exists between myth and ritual will. arise. The teacher may answer this
question in as much detail as he wishes, but briefly the answer is that
some evidence exists to demonstrate a specific relationship between
ritual and myth.
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P

1.

1 T. H. Gaster has shown conclusively in Th that maw Near
Eastern myths were the actual counterparts o regularly enacted
seasonal rituals. Joseph Campbell has demonstrated a similar
relationship betieen ancient' Egyptian myth and ritual (in The
Masks of God: Oriental Mythology, Viking Press, New Yorks762s).................... -a..

2. The case for the Greek myths is not so strong in all cases but a
number of scholars feel that the rise of the EniautOs-daimon
year spirit or king of the year had an important inTIGEce on
many Greek heroic myths.

a. Gilbert Murray in IlDis' Geniti,ft Journal of Hellenic Studiesp........

1951 emphasizes the importance of thtsl-=-tero of m71-1-thancTintral
as a cleanser of past pollution and 'as the founder of a new
aeon. He describes the sequence of the Eniautos-daimon as
follows. The old king was an enemy to .his childr;ir
frequently tried to kill them. The mother of his son, how-
ever, conspired with her son for his overthrow. The son
overthrows the old king successfully, cleanses the pollution
of the past, delivers the mother from her sorrow brought
about by the old king, and becomes the founder of a new

aeon. As part of . this pattern, the babyhood of the hero is
dwelt upon. The infant hero is endangered by his father,
but carried away from the danger and hidden by a' benefactor.

Zeus for instance was about to be eaten by Cronus, but Rhea,
Zeus's mother, presented Cronus with a 'stone wrapped in
swaddling clothes, while the infant Zeus was carried away
by the Kouretes who danced around him to ,conceal his cries

from his father. Jane .Harrison in ThemisshoWs how this
myth. is directly related to.the rite a-initiation.
Gilbert Murray goes on to point out how this ritual pattern
is true of Zeus, Ouranos, Cronos, Heracles, Asclepio, and
a number of other Greek heroes. .

b. In Themis, Jane Harr. ison demonstrates in detail the develop-
,. menr OrCertain Greek myths from group rites to the pantheonic

Greek myths of Zeus, Dionysus, Erectheus, Asclepios, and
others.

E. When this brief discussion of evidence is complete, ask the students
how the analogy of myth to ritual' illuminates the importance of the
hero.

1. what is the central importance of the Greek mythic hero?
2. To what (*tent is the hero of T.V. melodrama (especially the

Western) important in the same tidy:? A discussion based on these
questions Can be very stimulating in itself, but .is extremely
Important not only for the next lesson but for the units on epic,
tragedy, and comedy.
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LESSON #4: ANALOGY OF CHEEK MYTHS TO -TALES FROM OTHER CULTURES

OBJECTIVES: To determine the extent to which tales from other cultures are
similar to the pattern of the Greek myths studied.

To determine how the details of the tales reflect the cultures
from which they arise.

To determine the primary function of the hero in the various tales
and in modern popular culture.

To write a composition analyzing the role of the hero and his
analogy to myth in a work read independently.

MATERIALS: "The Boy in the Floating Coffin3
liThe Giant with the Three Golden Hairs"
Beowulf
Bibliography

PROCEDURES:

A. Distribute copies of "The Boy in the Floating Coffin" and "The Giant
with the Three Golden Hairs" with the study guide. When the students
have completed their independent reading and analysis, the class
discussion may proceed in the direction indicated by the study guide.

B. Distribute copies of Beowulf. Ask the students to begin reading and to

prepare notes for an analysis of the following:
1. mythic elements

2. ritual elements
3. Beowulf's chief function as a hero

When the reading and notes are complete, the class may discuss Beowulf
in terms of the study gulde.

Tell the students that usually the values and ideals of a culture will
be. reflected in its tales of heroes. To examine the ideals and values
reflected in the various tales read by the class and to examine the
ideals and values reflected by the heroes of American T.V. plays, ask
questions such as the following:
1. What virtues were important in the Greek culture from which the

myths sprang?
2. What was the role of the Greek mythic hero?
3. Why was he important to his people? What was his function in

relation to the people?
is. In which of these respects is the Eskimo hero different from

the Greek hero?
5. How is the role and function of the "luck-child" in "The Giant

with the Three Golden Hairs" different from that of the Greek and

Eskimo heroes?
6. What virtues are reflected in the "luck- child "?

I. Would the "luck-child" have been as important to his people as
either the Greek or Eskimo heroes to theirs? Why?

8. How does Beowulf compare to the Greek mythic heroes, the Eskimo
hero, and to the hero of the fairy tale?



....

D. Following this 'discussion distribute. copies of the essay ,10Beowule and
the Heron by Eric Hertf elder, a former ninth grade student. Abk the
students to read the essay and to note its organizational pattern
and its use of evidence tcp support individual points. 'When the class
has finished reading the essay, the teacher.may lead,a discussion to
evaluate the organizational plan, the adduction of evidence, and the
critical acumen of the essay. .Questions such as the following will
help in such a discussion:
1. What is the organizational pattern of the essay?

a. What does the first,paragraph of the .essay dO for the reader?
b. 'What devices does the author use throughout the essay to hold

the various sections together,,and to make the direction of r..
the essay clear? .

.

2. Are the major points of the essay made clearly and supported by .

examples or evidence of some kind?
3. Where does the essay require further clarification or' evidence?
14. Can you think of a different organizational approach to the topic?
5. Would the essay have been better if it had been confined to either

myth'Or ritual rather than both?
6: Is, the interpretation of Beowulf in light of mythic.and ritual

patterns sound?
a. Did'5rou find aitylieak points in the argument of the paper?

b. Can you thilak, of any points that might. have strengthened the
argument?

E. When the students answer question 14 above allow thed some time and
scope to suggest alternative organizational plans. Such plans might
be outlined on the chalkboard or with. the aid of an overhead projector.

After a thorough examination of the essay make the f011o.' ng assignment:

Read a collection of fairy tales, folk tales, or myths' (other than

Greek) or one of the following selections:
Perceval in Medieval Romances, The Modern Libra*, Random House,

a, New York, 1957=-1-
.Havelok'the Dane in Medieval Romances.,
Tristan and Isolt in Medieval ii(x1.--"nces.
Peredur, Son f York in Medieval WI. jis New American Library,

New York; X961.
or the story of one of the following heroes:

Fionn Macool, Cuchullain, Gilgamesh, King Arthur
If you find some other heroic tale or collection of stories you
would like to use, please check with the teach'er before beginning
your reading. If the tales you choose to work with have been
adapted or revised frog the originals °it will be' 'best to read more
than one version. 'When you have writ; a compuTii-

irM which you analyze the mythic elements; the ritual elements,
the major functions of the hero, or, some - combination of the three.
Let the essay you have just examined.serie as a model for your
writing but improve it wherever possible.

G. Some students may have special interest projects related to this unit
which they would like to pursue. As long as the projects are related
to the unit, it is wise to allow the student to follow up his interest.



STUD! GUIDE: ""The Boy in the Floating Coffin!'
"The Giant with the Three Golden Hairs"
.Beowulf'

.1. What are the primary inherent virtues of each of the heroes?

2. What powers or special virtues does each hero receive from supernatural
forces?

3. Which events of the stories are comparable to the events in the myths
of the Greek heroes?

4. Do the heroes of these stories possess qualities and powers similar to
those of the Greeklyths?

5. In what way is the status of these heroes similar to that of the Greek
heroes?

6. What seas to be the prbary function of these heroes at the.literal
and symbolic levels? Is this function comparable to that of the Greek
heroes?

7. To that extent are these stories similar to the Greek tales?

8. How areN the heroes of these tales different frOm ordinary men? Are
these differences in degree or in kind?

9. What is the relationship of the hero to his environment? Can he control
it? Does it control him? Is he ever able to rise above his-environment
or conquer it in any way?

10. Do the heroes of these tales differ from the heroes of Greek tales in
these respects? How?

11. Which details of the stories indicate the cultural peculiarities of
areas from which the stories were taken?
a. What is the social and political organization of each area?
b. What appears to be the basis of wealth and status in each story?
c. What natural abilities are particularly prized by the people of

the area? Why?
d. What supernatural abilities and objects appear to be particularly

prized?

12. How do these tales differ in these respects (see question 11) from the
Greek tales?
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Specific Questions for Beowulf

1. How do yoU react to Beowulf's boasting? How do the other
characters react to his boasting? How did the members of
his culture apparently react to boasting?

2. What is the genealogy of Grendel? Ilk. is Grendel so related?

What does such a genealogy suggest about the real nature of
Beowulf's task?

3. What is the function of the Mead Hall, Heorot, at the literal
level of the story, at the symbolic level?

4. What is the condition of the kingdom and the king when Beowulf
arrives? What do these conditions suggest about the nature of
his task?

5. Does Beowulf ever have supernatural power or a vestige of it?

If so, where?

6. that does Beowulf's death as a result of his fight with the
dragon indicate about him and values of the culture from
which the story comes?
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TEACHING THE UNIT

In The Greek:Experience, C. M. Bowra has commented on the idea of the heroic
in Greek civilization:

"The essence of the heroic outlook is the pursuit of honour through action.

The great man is he who, being endowed with superior qualities of body and mind,
uses them to the utmost and wins the applause of his fellows because he spares no
effort and shirks no risk in his desire to nake the most of his gifts and to surpass
other men in his exercise of them. His honour is the centre of his being, and any
affront to it calls for immediate amends. He courts danger gladly because it gives
him the best opportunity of showing of what stuff he is made. Such a conviction
and its system of behaviour are built on a man's conception of himself and of what
he owes to it, and if it has any further sanctions, they are to be found in what
other men like himself think of him. By prowess and renown he gains an enlarged
sense of personality and well- being; through them he has a second existence on the
lips of men, which assures him that he has not failed in what matters most. Fame
is the reward of honour, and the hero seeks it before everything else."

The same might be said for the heroic ideal in nearly all of western litera-
ture. But the hero of epic poetry is heroic in stature not simply because of how
he acts but because of what he accomplishes. He overcomes the powers of evil and
darkness, the powers that strive to contain man and keep him from reaching the
fullness of his personal integrity as a human being. And in doing this he increases
his own stature and that of his fellow a_

The unit on the epic hero is part of a sequence of units that begins spe-
cifically with a unit on the mythic hero, relates in general ways to seventh grade
units on courage and justice, and uses techniques of analysis developed in seventh,
eighth, and ninth grade units on symbolism. Therefore it is difficult to delineate
a precise beginning for the unit except to say that the first work read is The Sown.
of Roland. However, the unit on the a 'c hero makes some specific preparations
for reading this unit. The final work read in the unit on the mythic hero is
Beowulf, and while it is examined for its reflections of myth and ritual, it is
rarEamined as heroic poetry. The students examine Beowulf's heroic character
and function, the values that he represents, and the goals toward which he strives.
The next assignment opens the epic unit and students are asked to examine Roland in
the light of some of their discoveries about Beowulf. They make as many significant
comparisons and contrasts as reasonable.

The second assignment in the unit is a large portion of the Spanish epic of
The Cid. Once again, in addition to studying the poem itself, comparisons and
contrasts are in order, this time to Roland. The teacher explains to the students
that these three works, Beowulf, Roland, and The Cid, are regarded as heroic poetry
and asks the students to determine the characteristics of heroic poetry. This
synthesis, which should lead toward a composite picture of the heroic poem, might
take place in small group discussions, whole class discussions, or both. The
discussion leading to this composite should include analysis of the action of
heroic poetry; factors influencing the hero, such as the omnipresence of death,
the desire for honor, the influence of religion, love of country, and loyalty to
liege lord; the degree of the hero's superiority to other men; the hero's motives;
the ideals of heroic man; and the role of fate. From this discussion, the students
can formulate a series of general questions to apply to The Odyssey.



The tug must be introduced. with considerable care to avoid confusion and
resafirig redom with the first three or four books of The Odyssey. A careful
reading of the first two or three pages provides the student with a summary of what
has happened to Odysseus, an idea of what has happened in Ithaca during the absence
of Odysseus, and the present location and situation of Odysseus. As the reading
proceeds, the discussion will center in the idea of the heroic but will include
reference to a number of other aspects of the poem.

When the reading of The Odyssey is finished, the teacher may end the unit, ask
students to do outside reading individually, or examine mock heroic poetry. If
the unit is ended at this point, the teacher may wish to use The Odyssey as a point
of departure for the study of tragedy. If the class is to do outside reading, it
may be interesting to examine mock heroic stories first. Mock heroic retains the
general form and the sequence of events of heroic poetry but changes the content.
The hero becomes a well-meaning bumbler who succeeds quite by accident. Learning
something of the mock heroic will provide additional sleections for outside reading
as well as an opportunity for creative writing.

Through the course of the unit, the student should come to see and understand
the role of the epic hero. He is not simply an ideal man who should be emulated.
He is one who overcomes the sinister, shadowy ogres that exist in the minds of men,
one who battles the unknown successfully and reintegrates the forces of his society
to give it new life. He at once demolishes and purifies. He succeeds where even
a slightly lesser man would fail. In accomplishing what we could not, he gives us
new faith in life and in man.

MATERIALS

Beowulf, in The Medieval Myths, ed. Norma Lorre Goodrich, The New American
Library, New York, 1961.

The Cid, in The Medieval Nat.
The als of Roland, in The Medieval Myths.

Homer, The Odyssey, tr. W. H. D. Rouse, The New American Library, New York, 1963.

Grahame, Kenneth, The Wind in the Willows, Charles. Scribner ts Sons, New York, 39514.

(Materials are listed in the order in which they are utilized in the unit.)



LESSON #1: PREPARATION FOR READING EPIC

OBJECTIVES: To prepare for the reading of the unit

MATERIALS: None'

PROCEDURES:

A. This discussion, in preparation for what is .to come, should be based

on the preceding unit. If .the teacher, does not wish to teach the

unit on the mythic hero, he may wish to. include Beowulf in the unit

on epic and begin the unit with a discussion of ge,tCeaZr ideas that

the students have about heroes. .Such a discussion should proceed to

questions, such as the following:

1. :What is a hero? .

2. Why do people honor and admire heroes?

3. What are the typical accomplishments of heroes?

4. What do the heroes of T.V. westerns have in common?
5. Do you think man's conception of the hero has changed through

the years?

B. If the unit follows the one on myth, the discussion should proceed
from what the students have already learned of.. the mythic hero and
Beowulf. The teacher might begin the discussion by asking students

what they might. expect to find characteristic of longer works that

tell the stories of specific heroes. The students Should develop a

series of general questions to apply to the epics they will read.

The questions ought to include items such as the following:

1. Do mythic patterns exist in epic?
2. What is the role or task of the epic hero?

3. How is the epic hero different from the mythic hero?

4. How do the ideas of pride and honor affect the epic hero?

5. Is .Beowulf an epic hero?
6. Do ritual patterns exist in epic ?..
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LESSON #21 THE SONG OF ROLAND

OBJECTIVES: To examine the form and content of an epic.
To compare the form and content of Roland to Beowulf and myth

MATERIALS: The Song of Boland

PROCEDURES:

A. After one of the discussions of lesson one the teacher should assign
Roland, explaining a bit about the treachery of Guenes (Ganelon) who
asks that Roland lead the rear guard and then betrays him to the enemy.
The teacher might wish to give the students background about the Moorish
invasions of Spain and Charlemagne. The amount of background information
necessary will depend largely upon the sophistication and knowledge of
the class. The teacher can easily check this by asking the class a few
questions several days before the assignment.

B. As a second step in the assignment distribute the study guides to Roland
and examine the general questions in class. Call to mind the general-'
questions devised earlier by "the class. The students can be expected
to complete the reading in a single assignment.

C. The ensuing discussion of the poem might take place in small groups or
for the entire class. If the small group technique is used, the groups
should be heterogeneous. The most profitable use of groups is for the
final question of the study guide, in which the students compare Boland
to Beowulf. If students discuss this problem in small groups, each
group s'h'ould be required to report part of its ideas to the class. If
one group reports its comparisons of the action of the poems, the members
of the other groups should be encouraged to comment and expand upon its
remarks.

D. This class discussion of `the final question should emphasize the single
action of each poem, which pits the hero against a foe who threatens
not simply the hero, but the entire community. The discussion should
contrast the facts that while Beowulf acts largely as an individual,
Roland is a leader nd that while Beowulf is motivated almost purely
out of a desire for honor, Roland is motivated by his loyalty to his
liege lord and to France, by his piety, and by his desire for honor.
The discussion should touch upon the hero's willingness to take risks
and his fearlessness in the face of death. In examining the values of
the hero, the teacher should ask what the hero values above all things,
why he is willing to take risks, and why he is fearless in the face of
death. The answers to all these questions involve honor. The hero
would rather attain and keep his honor than live. If he takes great
risks, his honor will be that much greater. In regard to Roland a
moral question arises here: Is the hero justified in taking risks when
it may involve the lives of others as it does when Roland refuses to
blow his horn to summon Charlemagne to his aid? The teacher may wish
the students to debate the question. When the debate has become heated
and extended, the teacher might seek a resolution of the problem by
asking whether or not the poet approved Roland's action.

litharel



STUDY GUIDE: The Song of Rolm&

1. What are the two primary conflicts in which Roland is involved?

2. How is Roland betrayed?
3. Why does Roland refuse to sound his horn?

4. Why does he nearly quarrel with Oliver?
5. What are the heroic characteristics of Roland?
6. What are Roland's family, social, and political relationships to Charlemagne?
7. What sort of society existed at the time of the poem?
8. What concept of the heroic exists in the Song of Roland?
9., In what respects is the poem analagous to BeoWaf? In what respects is it

different? (Compare the two poems using the following outline as a guide.
You should make comparisons in addition to those suggested below.)

a. Plot or action
1) What conflicts do the plots involve?
2) On whose behalf does the hero fight?
3) How is the action unified?
4) What kinds of incidents and things does the poet describe?

b. Characteristics of the hero
1) What are the major traits of the heroes as far as battle goes?
2) How do they regard danger and death? Why?

3) What do the heroes prize above all? Why?

4) How do the heroes behave toward enemies? toward friends?
c. Theme

d. The society and cultures which the poems reflect

1) What is the nature of the prevalent religious institutions?
2) What institution is of primary importance in both poems?

What is the basis for the hierarchy of that institution?
3) What is the structural basis of the society reflected in the poems?
4) How does this social structure contribute to the importance and

power of the hero?

STUDY GUIDE: The Cid

1. What are the two primary conflicts in which Mio Cid is involved?
2. How does Mio Cid act out the paradox of medieval Christian love?

(Love (agape) is basic to Christianity, but such love was not readily
extended to those outside the cultural group.)

3. What is the structure of society as revealed in The Cid?
4. What are the heroic characteristics of Mio Cid?
5. Haw is the concept of the heroic in The Cid similar to that in Roland and

Beowulf?
6. In what other respects is the poem analagous to Roland and Beowulf?
7. What is the concept underlying trial by combat in Roland and The Cid? How

might this concept be related to the combat in Beowulf?

8. What is the concept of justice reflected in the trial by combat and in the
other incidents of the poem?

nvr...w.m.7.1144,x-...s.cam-nswoor



LESSON #3: DEFINING EPIC

OBJECTIVES: To examine the form and content of an epic about an actual

historical figure
To determine whether or not such an epic bears similarities

to Roland and Beowulf despite its historicity
To define epic or heroic poetry

MATERIALS: The Cid

PROCEDURES:

A. Before assigning The Cid, the teacher should, provide some historical
background about the a .stence of numerous small kingdoms in Spain,
the constant power struggles among Spanish rulers, the Moorish
inhabitants of Spain, and the historical aspects of the Cid. Much
of this information is available in the introduction to Poem of the
Cid, edited and translated by W. S. Merwin and publishedW.-TM rirw
American Library.

B. The reading of The Cid can probably be accomplished as one assignment
and followed *7. discussion of the study guide questions.

C. The teacher should lead a discussion comparing The Cid to Beowulf

and Roland. Questions such as the following will aid in showing an
hisEFIB-Fersonage can take on epic qualities.

1. In what ways is the Cid similar to Beowulf and Roland?
2. What heroic qualities do they have in common?
3. What kinds of situations and actions do they have in common?
14. What motivates the three heroes? Are their motives the same

on all counts?

5. What incidents and situations in The Cid are known to beM
historical? Which aspects of the poem are fabricated?

6. What is the historical basis for the battle of Roncevals in
Roland? (See the introduction to Roland.)

7. What of Beowulf may be historical? Which are fabricated?
8. Why was it natural that the Cid should become the subject of an

heroic poem?

D. By this time the class will be ready to begin gathering ideas together
from their reading and discussion of the three poems for a definition
of heroic or epic poetry. To this point the terms heroic and epic
have been used to refer to Roland, Beowulf, and The Cid in a very
general way. The definition which the students develop will not be
concerned with literary epics of the kind modeled on the Iliad and
Odyssey, such as The Aeneid and Paradise Lost. Rather be
concerned with the weal-Wad which might best be termed heroic, but
which are traditionally called epic.

The definition may be formulated by students working in small groups
or as a class. If the students work in small groups, there is more
likelihood for full participation. The teacher may wish simply to
ask the groups to define heroic poetry as reflected in the three works,

or he may wish to provide a guide to aid in developing the definition.
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Such a discussion guide follows. Whenthe groups have compiled
their idead, they should report them to the class for evaluation
by other members of the class and by the teacher.

Deriving a Definition of Heroic Poetry

1. What is the social and cultural environment from which heroic

poetry arises in the western world?
2. How do the poems reflect this environment?
3. What elements are constant in heroic poetry?

a. Plot or action
1) What conflicts do the plots involve?
2) On whose behalf does the hero fight?
3) Haw is the action unified?
4) What kinds of incidents and things does the poet describe?

b. Characteristics of the hero
1) What are the major traits of the heroes as far as battle

goes?

2) How do they regard danger and death? Why?
3) What do the heroes prize above all? Why?
4) How do the heroes behave toward enemies? toward friends?

c. Theme

d. The society and cultures which the poems reflect

1) What is the nature of the prevalent religious institutions?

2) What institution is of primary importance in the poems?
What is the basis for the hierarchy of that institution?

3) What is the structural basis of the society reflected in
the poems?

4) How does this social structure contribute to the importance
and power of the hero?

4. What is the relationship of the hero of heroic poetry to ordinary
men?

5. What significance dces the hero have for the racial or national
group?

6. What sort of incidents and things are most likely to be described
in heroic poetry?

7. What is the single most essential quality of the hero?
8. What is the hero's chief goal? In what ways does he attain it?
9. What is the hero's greatest significance to others in his cultural

group? to men in general?
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LESSON #4: ORGANIZING THE COMPOSITION

OBJECTIVES: To learn methods of organizing a composition

MATERIALS: None

PROCEDURES:

Note: Although this lesson has specific reference to this unit, it may be
developed in the context of other units. This lesson assumes that
the class as a whole displays little skill in organizing composi-
tions. If the majority of the class organizes well, the teacher
should use another procedure to teach methods of organization to
the few who have difficulty.

A. The class has just completed discussing the nature of heroic poetry.
This lesson builds on the immediacy of the last. Begin by assigning
an essay in which the students analyze the nature of heroic poetry or
begin by asking students how best to priment the ideas they have
developed. In either case the students develop a partial model and
outline in class for at least one method of organization. This lesbon
plan will suggest two methods of organization.

B. In order to build the models and outlines inductively, lead the class
in the following activities:

1. Ask the class to write a good sentence to introduce a definition
of epic poetry. As the students begin to write, circulate
among the members of the class and make suggestions.

2. When each student has written something, ask five students to
read their sentences aloud and ask the class to decide which
sentences are the best. Write these sentences on the board.

3. When each student has read his sentence and the class has selected
the best ones, help the students select one or two to develop
or to use as opening statements for the models which the class
will develop. Look for two kinds of sentences: one which
enumerates some of the characteristics of epic and one which
declares the most salient feature of epic. Each of these
sentences can lead to a different organizational pattern.

It. First choose a sentence such as the following which enumerates the
qualities or elements of epic. "The main characteristics of the
epic hero are courage, strength, daring and a strong desire for
honor." Ask the students what the sentence does. (It enumerates
characteristics.)
a. For the time being ignore the quality of the sentence and

ask the students to write another sentence which follows
this one logically and mentions other aspects of epic.
Continue this procedure until the class has suggested
several sentences which summarize all the aspects of epic.

b. Unless the class is highly skilled, it is likely that the
sentences are disjointed and that the ideas do not flow
together smoothly. Help the class to revise the paragraph

so that it flows smoothly. At this time the class may also
develop a more stimulating introductory sentence.

-....,=10701;
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c. Ask the class what a first paragraph should do -- what

function an opening paragraph serves.. The students are
led to see that the paragraph generalizes about eptc
without supplying details, evidence, or departures froi
the general rule. Tell the class that the remainder of
the composition should supply evidence and details and
that the first paragraph should serve as a chart to the
location of the details and evidence in the body of the
composition.

d. The class then proceeds to an outline of the body of the
composition. This outline includes the general statements,
details, evidence, variations from the general statements,
and explanatory comments wherever necessary.

e. When the outline is complete, the students attempt writing
concluding statements which both summarize and emphasize
the major ideas.

5. Next choose a sentence that states the most salient feature of
epic. "The epic hero seeks honor through combat."
a. Help the students build an opening paragraph which

summarizes what the hero does and how he does it.
b. The previous outline was based on a list of the features

of epic. The one developed here is based on the action of
epic in general. It follows the action as the hero prepares
for, meets, and conquers the enemy. Comments on the
characteristics of the hero should be made during analysis
of appropriate phases of the action.

c. Ask the students questions such as the following, which
will allow the student to comment on the character of the
hero as he discusses the action of the poem.
1) 'Why is the hero fit to meet the enemy?
2) Mat actions does he take, if any, to prepare for the

combat?
3) How does he behave during the combat?
4) How does he behave after the combat?
5) What is the effect of his victory?

d. Additional questions may be added to fill out the outline
if necessary. Once again, the outline includes variations,
evidence, detEil, and interpretative statements.

C. When the models and outlines for both approaches are complete, assign
the composition. Tell the students to use either of the two approaches
or any other they might develop. They might discuss the relative merits
of the two approaches. The second is more difficult but much more
forceful.

D. When the students have turned in their compositions, select the best
organized to be reproduced and used as models by students who failed
to organize well. These students should analyze the good compositions
inductively and compare them to their own essays. Ask the students
having difficulty to revise their compositions on the basis of their
findings or assign them a new composition topic.



LESSON #5: APPLICATION OF THE EPIC CONCEPT

OBJECTIVES: To determine in what respects The Odyssey is an epic poem
To analyze the significance of The Odyssey at the literal and

symbolic levels.

MATERIALS: The Odyssey

PROCEDURES:

A. Before assigning any reading, the teacher should tell the class the
objectives stated above and ask if they can suggest any additional
ones. The class might also be supplied with some slight background
on the Trojan war. This need not be much, since the war is not central
to the study and because much of what happened at Troy is narrated in
the Odyssey.

B. The reading and discussion should proceed at a rate best suited to the
time and ability of the students. A very bright class will read rapidly,
but may extend the discussion because they see so many ramifications of
what happens and because they have so many questions. With a very bright
class the teacher should allow the discussion to unfold from the class
and can use the study guide only as a stimulus. With a slower class
the teacher may wish to use the study guide consistently to focus on
the important aspects of the poem.

The teacher will find that the study guide must be supplemented by
additional questions for some students. For instance, question 4 in
the study guide for Book I deals in part with the situation at Ithaca.
The students will realize that the suitors ought not to be in the house
of Odysseus, but they may not realize the full significance of their
presence there. The teacher should add questions which wil]. bring the
students' attention to the fact that their presence violates the
hierarchical organization of society. The students should also see
that the specific crime of the suitors is their devouring of Odysseus's
wealth. If the single question will not elicit these responses, the
teacher should add questions. On the other hand, the answers to some
questions will be so immediately obvious to the brightest students,
that the questions need not be asked.

C. The following adumbration suggests the major emphases which might be
made as the discussion progresses. The comments are necessarily brief
and should not be regarded as a complete analysis.

1. The social organization of Ithaca is disrupted. The suitors
are gobbling up Odysseus's wealth. When Telemachos visits Pylos,
he views a kingdom which is well ordered and which therefore is
indirect contrast to Ithaca.

2. Odysseus has overcome the temptation to remain with Calypso,
who keeps him on the island against his will. In resisting
this temptation, he can retain his masculinity and continue
his pursuit of honor in the world of men. Had he wished to
remain he would have been the captive of sensual pleasure.
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In short, he would have become effete. On Calypso's island
Odysseus is in a position identical to that of the suitors, but
their reactions are diametrically opposed. The suitors allow
themselves to luxuriate and become effete.

3. All of the ogres whom Odysseus encounters wish to possess him in
one way or another -- to incorporate him into their existence.
The Laistrygonians and Polyphemous intend to eat him. Circe
_intends to make him captive and destroy his masculinity. The
lotus eaters and the Sirens attract him through sensual appeals.
Scylla and Charybdis attempt to swallow him. He overcomes all
of these and in doing so frees himself of all those things which
would make him captive. He frees himself not only physically
but spiritually. In overcoming the ogres and the temptresses,
he adds to his stature and his powers.

11.. Odysseus's men consume the cattle of Helios just as the suitors
consume the wealth of Odysseus and as many ogres have tried to
consume Odysseus. The ogres could not be destroyed because
they are lasting forces in man. But Odysseus's men are destroyed
and the suitors will be.

5. Through the trials and frustrations of his journey, Odysseus never
despairs. He submits to the will of the gods without complaining,
but he never surrenders. He continues to strive toward a goal
which, at times, seems hopelessly far away.

6. Odysseus's return is marked by a series of revelations which
reaches its climax when Odysseus reveals himself to the suitors.
His disguise is both conventional and appropriate. His experience
has made him a different man$ and his powers must be disguised
until such time as full vengeance can be taken.

7. Throughout the book there is a contrast between imagery of devour-
ing and that of giving. The truly noble man gives of himself and
his substance, but the monster, the ogre, the evil man devours.

8. Odysseus is the good man, the generous but just man. His retri-
bution is not simply for himself but for his family and his
community. His major task upon his return is to reorder and
revitalize his society. In destroying the suitors he expunges
the effete and the decadent and establishes a society in which
heroic man may flourish.

D. The summary questions are intended to help the student to integrate the
parts of the book into the whole. These questions may be disoussed in
small groups or may be answered by individual students working alone.
Some of the questions may serve as composition topics if the teacher
desires.

E. Upon the completion of the reading, a test such as the following may be
administered.



STUD! GUIDE: The Odyssey

Book I

1. The first few lines of Book I summarize the Odyssey. What happened to
Odysseus after the fall of Troy? What happairii; his companions on their
journey home?

2. Where is Odysseus at the time the story opens?
3. The first scene of the book is the council of the gods. In what ways are

the gods anthropomorphized? What god is responsible for Odysseus's plight?
Why does he bear grudge against Odysseus? According to Zeus, to whom or
what should men attribute their sufferings?

Ii. How does Athena contrive to help Odysseus? What is the situation that Athena
finds at Ithaca? What is wrong in the situation she finds there?

S. In what ways does Athena help Telemachos? Why is Telemachos unable to handle
the situation? What journey does Athena suggest that Telemachos make? For
what purpose?

6. For what characteristics is Penelopeia. notable?

Book II

1. Whom does Telemachos remonstrate at the council meeting? Why? How are his
remonstrations received? What suggestion is he given to make an end of
the trouble?

2. Whom does Mentor denounce? Why? In what way is Mentor's comment universally.
true?

Haw does Athena continue to help Telemachos?
What characteristics do the suitors display in the first two books of the
Odyssey?

Book III

1. What is the first sight that Telemachos sees on approaching Pylos? How does
this scene and the general political and moral situation of Pylos contrast
with the situation in Ithaca?

While at Pylos Telemachos hears the tale of Agaxaemnon which Zeus has already
commented upon. How does Agamemnon's plight parallel that of uclyboolls?
How is it different?

3. How does Nestor's prayer to Athena illustrate the greatest desire of Greek
rulers and nobles? What actions does he take to implement his prayer?
Compare and contrast Nestor's goals and actions with those of Telemachos,
the suitors, Aigisthos, and Orestes.

Book IV

1. What does Telemachos learn of Odysseus's deeds at Troy?
2. Why is Helen free of moral responsibility for her part in the Trojan war?

3. What is the allegorical significance of the Old Man of the Sea?

4. What had Menelaos learned from Proteus, the Old Man, about Odysseus?
The Old Man tells of one Greek, Aias, who boasted that he had "escaped
the devouring 'God willing or not?t" What does this tale tell us of
the Greek view of the relationship of man to the gods? What, in essence,
was -Aias s crime?

5. What is the etymological relationship between Proteus and protean?

6. What virtues does Penelopeia attribute to Odysseus? What evidence is there
that the suitors lack these virtues?
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STUDS GUIDE: The Odyssey (Continued)

Book V

1. What is Calypso's reaction to the message borne by Hermes? What does her
accusation against the gods reveal about the gods' view of morality?
If her accusation is true, how can the inconsistency in the behavior of
the gods be resolved?

2. Calypso warns Odysseus of all the difficulties he will have before he
reaches Ithaca and wonders that he should prefer Penelopeia to her.
Odysseus answers, commenting on his ability to endure afflictions sent
by the gods. What has Odysseus learned from his hardships? What has
he learned about man's relationship to the gods that Aias did not learn?

3. What further suffering did Poseidon bring upon Odysseus?

Book VI

1. When Odysseus gets ashore in Phaiacia, what aid does Athena give him? How
does this aid compare to the aid she has given him and Telemachos previously?
How does this aid compare to that given mythical heroes? Does Athena's aid
make Odysseus superior to other men in kind, in degree, in both, or in
neither?

2. What does Odysseus's first speech to Nausicad reveal about his qualities?

Book VII

1. How does the reception and treatment of Odysseus by AlcinoBs compare to
the reception and treatment of Telemachos by Nestor and Menelaos? What
are the procedures of such hospitality?

2. In answering a question of Arete, Odysseus describes Calypso in paradoxical
terms. What are the terms of the paradox2 What qualities and behavior of
Calypso make his assessment correct? What does this paradoxical description
suggest about Calypso's allegorical significance?

Book VIII

1. The Phaiacian games became a model for inclusion in later literary epics
such as the Aeneid. What do the games reveal about the attitude toward
the heroic irthgpoem? Why are the games fitting for inclusion in epic?

What does Odysseus's response to Broadsea reveal about his attitude toward
pride and honor?

Book IX

1. What is the primary objective which has sustained Odysseus through his
journey, his trial, and his tribulations?

2. What is the danger of eating the lotus fruit?
3. What might the land of the lotus eaters symbolize?
4. In what ways does Polyphemos personify the opposite of the epic hero?

What does his single eye suggest about his nature? How does he treat
Odysseus and his companions?

5. By what machinations do Odysseus and his friends free themselves?
6. Is Odysseus's treatment of the Cyclops just? Is Poseidon's vengeance just?

Could or should Odysseus have foreseen the consequences of his treatment
of Polyphemos? What does this incident reveal about the nature of the
gods as conceived by the Greeks? about fate as conceived by them?
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STUDY GUIDE: The Odyssey (Continued)

Book X

1. What gift did Aiolos give Odysseus? How did Odysseus's companions lose the

gift? What was their motive in doing what they did?

2. How does Odysseus react? In what other situations has he had similar reac-

tions?
3. How are Odysseus's men received by the Laistrygonians?

4. How did Circe treat Odysseus's men?
5. How did Odysseus avoid such treatment? How did he free his men?

6. What do Circe's actions and her later intentions toward Odysseus suggest

about her nature?
7. What is the difference between Odysseus's and his men's reactions to the

news that they must journey to Hades? What do these reactions reveal

about Odysseus and about his men?

Book XI

1. What ritual must Odysseus perform before he may converse with the dead?

Why must he perform it?
2. Why was it necessary for Odysseus to speak with Teiresias? What instructions

did Teiresias give? What prophecy did he make? What virtue or character-
istic does Teiresias emphasize in his instructions to Odysseus? Has Odysseus

shown that he possesses this virtue? What is Odysseus's reaction to what

Teiresias reveals? How does this reaction compare to other reactions in

similar situations?
3. What news does his mother give him? How does his reaction differ from his

reaction to the revelations of Teiresias? Is this difference in reaction

appropriate or does it reveal an inconsistency in Odysseus? Explain why

the reaction is appropriate or inappropriate.

4. Agamemnon tells his story to Odysseus. The incident has been mentioned a

number of times already. Why does it receive so much emphasis in the poem?

What additional emphases are given in Agamemnon's account? Why?

5. What is Achilles' comment on Hades? If this typifies the Greek view of the

after-life, what significance has his remark for the Greek hero? What must

the hero do during his lifetime? Why? How might the opposite view of the

after-life affect the hero during his lifetime?
6. What punishments do Tantalos and Sisyphos suffer? What do they have in

common? What is the essential element of these punishments? What does

this reveal about the nature of man? Haw does the punishmAnt of those

men, of Sisyphos especially, parallel the trials of Odysseus?

Book XII

1. What is the danger of the Sirens?

2. Who or what are Scylla and Charybdis? What special problem do Scylla and

Charybdis present?

3. What warnings does Circe give Odysseus?

4. What crime do his men commit? What does the commission of the crime reveal

about the men? How do they rationalize their guilt? If their action in

itself is not criminal, what makes it criminal?



STUDY GUIDE: The Odyssey (Continued)

) Book XIII

1. What revenge does Poseidon take upon the Phaiacians?
2. What help does Athena give Odysseus after he arrives in Ithaca?

Book XIV

1. Despite his low estate, what virtues does the swineherd possess?
2. How does the swineherd react to the prophecy made ,by Odysseus?
3. In what ways is Eumaios's treatment of Odysseus honorable and noble?

Book XV

1. How does the story of Eumaios reflect the vagaries of fortune in the Greek
world? What does this precarious existence compel the hero to do?

2. What quality does Eumaios possess in regard to misfortune that Odysseus
also possesses?

Book XVI

1. Why does Odysseus first conceal his identity from Telemachos? Why does he
reveal it?

2. How do the suitors react to the news that Telemachos has returned safely?
3 How does Eurymachos display his depravity in answering the charges of

Penelopeia?
4. Penelopeia uses the word swallowing to describe the suitors: "'And now

you are swallowing up the house of Odysseus....'" What relationship does
the word suggest to the ogres and fabulous creatures whom Odysseus has
encountered? to the heroes and good rulers?

Book XVII

1. By this point in the Odyssey, Homer has displayed a number of characters
of varying status, some of high degree and some of lam. How is virtue
distributed among them? What characteristics do the low characters display
that makes them convincing? What is the special sin of Melanthios, the
goatherd? How is it displayed?

2. How is Odysseus received in his home -- by the suitors, by Penelopeia?
3 How do Telemachos and Odysseus react to the behavior of each of the various

suitors?

Book XVIII

1. How is Odysseus's speech to Amphinomos true of various characters and
incidents of the book?

2. How does Odysseus taunt the suitors?



The Odyssey

Summary Discussion Questions

Books I -XII

1. What heroic qualities does Odysseus exhibit under conditions of stress and
in situations of ease? How does Odysseus differ in these .respects from
his men?

2. What are the admirable qualities displayed in the persons of Nestor,
Menelaos, and Alcino8s? In what ways are these men ideal rulers?

3. What do the following have in common: Calypso, the land of the Lotus,
the Cyclops, the Laistrygonians, Circe, the Sirens, Scylla, and Charybdis?
In what way is each a different aspect of the same thing? What is the
peculiar quality of each which makes it different in kind from the others?

4. In what way do they present hazards for the hero? What is the significance
of these hazards at the symbolic level?

5. In confronting these hazards what does Odysseus learn? How does he change?
At what levels of meaning do these changes take place?

6. In what ways are the various monsters or supernatural beings antithetical
to the hero?

7. What qualities and behavior do the suitors display that is parallel to that
of the monsters and supernatural beings?
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STUDY GUIDE: The Odyssey (Continued)

Hook XIX

1. Why does Odysseus continue to conceal his identity from Penelopeia? About
what does she question him? What replies does he give her?

2. Haw does the nurse recognize Odysseus?
3. What reasons does Penelopeia give for not making a decision about the

suitors?

Book XX

1. What portents did the gods send?
2. What are the prophecies of Theoclymenos?

Book XXI

1. Who suggested the contest with the bow? What are the conditions of the
contest?

2. How do the suitors rationalize their failure?
3. Why are the suitors angry when Odysseus asks to try his hand at the bow?
4. What is the significance of the contest? Can you think of any similar trials

in myth or legend? In what way is Odysseus similar to King Arthur and to
Theseus in this respect? What purpose does the contest serve in relation
to Odysseus's disguise?

Book XXII

1. How does Odysseus trap his enemies? How does he fight and defeat them?
2. What is the significance of the fight and the cleansing of the hall in

terms of Odysseus as husband and father, as ruler, as hero? Does the
significance go beyond this?

Book XXII/

1. Odysseus has revealed himself to a number of people -- one at a time. How
had these revelations affected them at first? (Telemachos, the swineherd,
the nurse, the suitors) How does Penelopeia react immediately? later?

2. Which of the scenes between individuals is most touching? Why? Which
reunion appeals to you most?

3. Why can't the story end with this book?

Book XXIV

1. What of importance takes place in the final book?
2. What does the reunion of Lagrtes, Odysseus, and Telemachos the three

generations -- suggest?



The OdYsseY

Summary Discussion Questions

Books I -XXIV

1. C. M. Bowra has said, "The essence of the heroic outlook is the pursuit of
honor through action." To what extent is this true of the Odyssey?

2. What characteristics of Odysseus stand out in contrast or comparison to
those of other characters in the book? What effect is achieved by contrast
and comparison of this kind?

3. To what extent is Odysseus heroic because of the specific deeds he performs
rather than because of his general characteristics of strength, courage,
resourcefulness, etc.?

Ii. What characteristic and behavior patterns do the suitors and the ogres
(including witches and sirens) have in common? What aspect of life or
humanity do they represent? What is it that they do to men and to life?
In overcoming them what does Odysseus learn? literally? symbolically?
Over what kind of evil force has he really conquered?

S. Why is it fitting and significant that Odysseus should return in disguise?
What is the significance of the disguise and revelations at the literal
level of the poem? at the symbolic level?

6. What does Odysseus's action in the great hall have in common with Beowulf's
action in the meadhall?

7. What effect does the presence of the suitors in Odysseus's home have upon
the established order of society? How does his vengeance change this?

8. In what literal and symbolic ways have Odysseus's trials been a preparation
for his final action against the suitors?



FINAL TEST: THE ODYSSEY

I. Match the items in column B to those in column A. (20 points)

A.

1. Odysseus
2. Penelopeia
3. Eumaios

4. Sisyphos
5. Tantalus
6. Telemachos

7. Teiresias
8. Aigisthos

9. Nestor
10: Achilles
11. Iros
12. Orestes
13. Hermes
14. Athena
15. Calypso
16. Alcino8s
17. Poseidon
18. La8rtes
19. Menelaos
20. Agamemnon

II. (10 points each)

B.

nay advice to you is this...Get the best ship you can
find...go and find out about your father..."

B. "If you knew what troubles you would have before you get
to Ithaca, you would stay where you are .and keep this
house with me, and be immortal...

C. "Death shall come to you from the sea, death ever so
peaceful shall take you off when comfortable-old age
shall be your only burden, and your people shall be
happy round you."

D. Parallel to Telemachos.
E. Never could he say, "Eat, drink, and be merry."
F. "I would rather be plowman to a yeoman farmer on a small

holding than lord paramount in the kingdom of the dead."
G. "Scrambling with his feet, and pushing with his hands he

heaved the stone up the hill.n
H. "But please listen to my dream and say what it means.

There are twenty great geese about the place that come
out of the water to be fed...But a great eagle from the
mountains swooped down and broke their necks with his
curving claws andicilled them."

I. The king of a well. ordered land.

J. "And so your husband is safe, and he will come soon; he
is very near...and it will not be long before he returns..

K. "0 my friends Noman is killing me by craft and not by
main force."

L. nI will reveal to you all the malign arts of Circe."
M. "...we are fine oarsmen and the best of seamen; our

delight is in feasting, in music, and dancing
N. "I was only a child before. But I cannot think always

of the right thing to do, for these men fairly daze me."

0. "Get away from the door, veybeardl unless you want to
be dragged out by the leg! Don't you see that they are
all squinting at me. and telling me to drag you out?"

P. Father of one-eyed monsters.
Q. Servant and swineherd. to Odysseus.
R. Lived'on a farm, self-exiled from: Ithaca.

S. Murdered by his wife and avenged by his son.
T. Parallel to the pretenders.

Comment briefly on the allegorical significance of two of th
following:

A. The Cyclops episode
B. The circe episode
C. The Helios episode

III. (10 points each) Comment briefly on two of-the following:
A. -The Homeric concept of fata and the afterlife.
B. The Homeric political institution.
C. The characterization of the pretenders.

IV. (40 points) Discuss the various levels of meaning or the heroic aspects
iinnlved in Odysseus's journey, his return home, and his
ultimate triumph.
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LESSON #6: THE MOCK EPIC

OBJECTIVES: To examine the form, content, and effect of mock epic.

MATERIALS: The Wind in the Willows

PROCEDURES:

1m7^^..,r,71,177mr,

A. When the reading of The Odyssey is complete, tell the students about
the adventures of Tim in The Wind in the Willows. Toad journeys
about, escaping from dungeons Mi'inroadliliig, trading horses,
and finally being washed ashore near his home. After all his trials
he joyously arrives at the home of a friend only to find that his awn
mansion has been taken over by the stoats and the weasels. Read the

students a few selections of Willows that tell of Toad's adventures.
Then read them the final chaiteralitled "The Return of Ulysses."

B. Discuss the portions read aloud using the following questions as guides:

1. What resemblances does the story of Toad have with the story of

Odysseus?
2. In what ways is Toad like Odysseus? In what ways is he different?
3. What effect is gained by using a subject such as Toad in an epic

form?
4. Would it be possible to achieve a different effect by depicting

a national political figure in mock epic? What effect might
this produce? How might this effect be different from that
gained in The Wind in the Willows?

5. Are there any characters in the book who are more nearly like
Odysseus than Toad is?

C. Even this brief look at the mock heroic will afford most classes an
opportunity for creative writing.
1. Ask students if they can think of any situations which might be

considered mock heroic.
2. If they cannot, make suggestions such as the following:

a. Heracles is really a coward who triumphs only by luck.

b. Boys are trapped in the cave of a monster. They make
elaborate plans to escape only to find that they are not really
trapped and that the "monster" is really some harmless creature.

c. A political figure thinks of himself as an epic hero who will

travel about to observe conditions. When he tries to take

action, he only bumbles.,
d. Odysseus is really meek and afraid. He gets out of scrapes

because his captors feel sorry for him.
e. A high-school football player sees himself as heroic. When

he is ensnared by a modern Calypso, he is offended and wishes
to escape. When she lets him go, he is angry.

After these-suggestions ask the students to plan mock heroic

situations which they may complete as homework.
4. Allow the students to share the situations they have invented and

create some more in class by suggesting specific incidents in the

Odyssey or particular heroic qualities to use as springboards.
5. When a number of situations are available, ask the students to

choose one to develop.
6. Allow students to berin writing in class. Some students may wish

to develop their mcok with anol,her stldent. As the stude;
write, teactcr 611012:.d ol.cculate to ekve suggestions and

encourageaent.

7



4) LESSON #7: =mama, READING

OBJECTIVES: To apply the concept of epic to a work in an individual reading
situation

MATERIALS: Bibliography

PROCEDURES:

A. Distribute the bibliography.

B. Comment briefly on the various books la the list.

O. Tell the students that some of the books are epics and that some are not.
but that all are somehow related to epic. The general problem that they-
are to deal with is nil what way is the work similar to epic ?" As the
students read they should refine this problem to suit the special
qualities of the work they have chosen to read.

D. Allow the students to choose whichever book they wish and encourage
them to read the first several pages of their books overnight, and to
prepare a list of questions to ask themselves as they read the book.

E. Devote one or two periods to class reading while conferring with
individual students on their outside reading. These conferences
will provide an opportunity to assess the students' comprehension
of the book and his interest in it. The conference should also
provide an opportunity to evaluate the students' understanding of
the unit concepts and his ability to apply them to his outside
reading. The list of questions he has developed will indicate the
latter.

OP
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Epic - Bibliography

Appolonius of Rhodes, The Voyage of the Argo
Arnold, Matthew, Sohrab and Rustem

Benet, Stephen Vincent, "John Brown's Body"
Conrad, Joseph, The Heart of Darkness
Cooper, James Feillidg7The Deers Ayer

Faulkner, William, The Old Man
Fielding, Henry, JogePh-EdRib

Tom Jones

Grahame, Kenneth, The Wind in the Willows

de Hartog, Jan, The Inspector

Homer, The Iliad

Malory, Sir Thomas, The Death of Arthur

The Tale of King Arthur

Poe, Edgar Allan, The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pyymm

Pope, Alexander, "The Rape of the Lock"

Shakespeare, William, Henry IV, Parts I and II

Henry!
Twain, Mark, uckHe Finn

Virgil, The Aeneid: Books I-VI

The Aeneid: Books VII-XVI

Anon., Gilgamesh

, Havelok the Dane

p Job

, Niebellwgenlied

, Njalls Saga

, Quest of the Holy Grail

, Sir Gawain and the Green Knight
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TEACHING THE UNIT

The Tragedy Unit is predicated on the idea that if a student is to understand a
concept, he must encounter it in its variety of shapes and contexts. A young child,

j after learning the word slog for the first time, may tend to call cats, goats, horses,
bears, and cows do s. Or he may only apply the word dog to the particular animal to
which he first applied the word. Similarly reading a single tragedy such as Macbeth
gives the student only a minimum background in tragedy. lie will have only a vague
idea of what the form of tragedy is. lie will know about only a single tragic hero.
He will be unaware of the possible range of heroes, situations, and plot structures
available to tragedy. By examining a number of plays, however, the student can
begin to comprehend not only the actions of a single hero involved in a particular
situation, but the nature of the tragic view of man. If the student reads a number
of plays, he can consider questions such as the following: What kind of man can
become involved in the tragic situation? Uhy does the pursuit of what man believes
to be his destiny result in tragedy? What is the view of man that tragedy conveys?
If the student reads a number of plays and examines problems such as those above, he
will be better equipped to understand the next tragedy he reads.

The emphasis on extensive reading, however, does not and should not prohibit
intensive study of appropriate works. In the course of the unit, the class reads
three plays as a group, each of which is read and studied in detail for plot, charac-
ter, themes, patterns of imagery, major conflicts, philosophical and cultural ideas,
etc.

The first activity of the unit involves background reading in the library about
the Greek and Elizabethan theaters and about major Greek and Shakespearean play-
wrights. Following reports on the library reading, the class, already familiar with
the Oedipus legend from the unit on the mythic hero, proceeds to an intensive study
of Sophocles' Oedipus Rex. The discussion of the play centers in the plot, the
characters, the themes, and the ideas. The broader questions concerning the nature
of tragedy are reserved until the students have read additional plays. As the study
of Oedipus Rex draws to a close, the students select a Greek play from a list to
read individually. Usually from four to five students read a given play and these
can be grouped for discussion after having completed their reading. It is sometimes
very helpful to ask various faculty members to read and discuss a play with one of
the small groups. This technique assures a reasonably intensive study of even the
outside plays.

The next step in the unit involves the intensive study of Marlowe's Dr. Faustus
followed by the selection of another Elizabethan play for outside reading. The
approach in this section of the unit is similar to the approach to the Greek section.

By the time the students have read four plays, they can begin to approach the
larger questions concerning the nature of tragedy. A class discussion at this point
attempts to isolate significant elements such as the nature of the hero, the struc-
ture of the plot, and the use of irony. The class as a group then begins to exatine
each of these elements. After the examination of the various elements is under way,
a composition is assigned in which the students attempt to define tragedy. Two
approaches are possible: 1) Either the student analyzes all the various elements or
2) he chooses that quality which he feels is most central to tragedy and builds his
essay around that central idea.

When the students have completed their own definitions of tragedy they examine
a few excerpts from published critical writings on tragedy to determine what aspects
they had not considered.

The final section of the unit serves as the test of what has been accomplished,
for here the student reads modern plays which may or may not be tragedies. The first
modern play, The Emperor Jones, is examined by the entire class as a play. The

2) students are on their own to decide whether or not it is tragic. Their conclusions
are usually of three kinds. Some wish to call it tragic. Some say that Jones is
far too ignoble to be a tragic figure. And some say that in some respects the play
is tragic, while in others it is not. Following his analysis of The Emperor Jones',
the student chooses a second modern play and analyses it by himself without the



help of the teacher or other students. Once again he asks himself the question,
can the play I have read i.e considered tragic? The conclusions reached are important
only as they reflect the method used in reaching them. If the student examines the
play carefully, brings what he has learned about tragedy to bear on this particular
play, and presents evidence to support his argument, the unit and the student has
been successful.



LESSON #1:

,..0

OBJECTIVES: To identify the differences in periods of drama.
To write an outline of an oral report.

PROCEDURES:

A. To give the students a background in different periods of drama" and to initiate
the research work, ask the class if they know the differences between Greek,
Elizabethan, and Modern staging. .Ask them if they know what changes might have
to be made in a play if it were produced.on each of these three stages.

After a brief discussion, tell the class that in order to understand the Greek,
Elizabethan, and Modern theater they must understand not only the kind of stage
the dramatist had at his disposal, but they must also understand what kind of
audience the dramatist wrote for, what kind of costuming and actors were avail-
able, and what the role of the dramatist was in hii society.

List the topics on the board in the following manner:

Role of the dramatist in all three societies.
What is drama?

Greek stage Elizabethan stage
Greek audience Elizabethan audience
Greek actors & costuming Elizabethan actors & costuming

Modern stage
Modern audience

.Modern actors &
costuming

:I)

Have the students choose topics and group the class according to their topics.

B. Tell the students that the information they gather will be presented to the
class by their group. To insure that the other students are able to follow
the talk and have notes torefer to after thetalks,'the groups will be expected
to make outlines for distribution to the class.

C. Take the students to the library, or tell them to go to the library in the
evening and get three or four books apiece on the subject they are workinton.
The next day group the students to discuss their topics or to read. When. the

groups have gathered enough information on their topics, have them make a rough
outline of how they are going to present their)material.

Go over the outline with each group and make suggestions for improvement. After
the outlines are satisfactory, duplicate them.

D. As each group presents its discussion, allow the class time to ask questions
and draw parallels. If the students giving the talk leave ovt important in-
formation, ask questions that will bring it out, or supply the information at
the end of the *discussion.

, 7.



LESSON #2:

OBJECTIVES: To identify the characteristics of Greek tragedy.

MATERIALS: ptdipusexR
Mythology (selection)
Reading list

PROCEDURES:

A. To give the students a background for reading Oedipus, Rex distribute copies,of
Edith Hamilton's account of the Oedipus legend as it appears in her book,
Mythology. Have the students read the selection and answer any questions they
may have.

B. Pass out Oedipus Rex and its study guides. Have the students read the study
guides. Answer any questions they may raise. Start the reading of the play
together asking a few questions about the plot along the way. After they are
well into the plot, have them finish the reading on their own.

C. Group the class into small groups to discuss the simple plot questions. Have
them appoint a recorder to write down their answers. Circulate to be sure that
the students do not get too involved in any one question to the detriment of
the others.

D. Discuss with the class the essay and discussion questions. It is helpful
for students to refer constantly to specific sections of the play to support
their answers. For variety it may be useful to have the class work on a few
of the questions in groups. Question number 11 is useful as a writing assign-
ment. Its directions are self-contained.

E. To allow students a chance to work on their own and to draw comparisons between
plays, distribute the list of Greek plays and let the students select the play
they are interested in. Give the students a brief synopsis of each play to
help them in their choice. Form groups of not more than five students on the
basis of their play selections. Distribute the general study guides and the
study guide for the specific plays. Allow them sufficient time to read the
study guides and ask questions and then give them the rest of the class time
to read.

F. After the students have read their plays, have them discUss the specifiC study
guide questions first, followed by the general study guide questions. Circulate
among the groups to insure that the students draw comparisons between the plays.
The important thing is the nature of tragedy as it is exhibited in the plays.
The students should begin to formulate a definition of tragedy from the com-
parisons they make.

G. After the class has finished its group discussions, begin whole Class discussion
of the general study guide. As the students point out characteristics that are
similar, write them on the board. Then have the students summarize in a short
paper the characteristics of Greek tragedy. Tell them to use specific examples
from the plays they have read to support their position.



STUDY GUIDE I: OEDIPUS REX

The following plot questions will give direction to your reading of the play.
They will help you discover principal events and important details.

1. In the beginning, what dies do we get to OedipUsl character?

2. What faults in his character are revealed as the play progresses?

3. How is Creon related to Oedipus?

4. According to Creon's report, what was the cause of Thebes' misfortunes?

5. Upon what gods does the chorus call in its prayer for help for Thebes? Why
is each one significant?

6. Oedipus' proclamation sets what form of punishment for the murderer of Laius?

7. What is Oedipus' reaction to Tiresias' prophecy? Does he believeit?

8. Whom does Oedipus blame for the supposed plot against him?

9. What, says Creon, are his reasons for not wanting to be king?

10. What is Oedipus' physical defect? What caused it? How does he feel about it?
What does his name mean?

11. How and why had Oedipus killed Laius?

D12. What seems to be Oedipus' chief reaction to the news of PoIybue.death?

13. How does he think he might have been the cause of Polybus' death?

14. How does Oedipus interpret Jocata's reluctance for him to learn his true
identity?

15. Why are Oedipus' children referred to as "monstrous"? Vor which of them is
he most concerned?

16. According to Oedipus, what superhuman power urged him to blind himself?

17. Describe Creon's attitude toward the blinded Oedipus.

18. What final warning and advice does Creon give Oedipus?

19. How does each of the points of Tiresias' prophecy come true'?

20. What moral does the chorus draw from Oedipus' story, at its close?



STUDY GUIDE II: OEDIPUS REX

Essay and discussion Questions

1. Why is it important to know the legend before the play begins? What does the
priest tell of present conditions in the city? What kind of leader does the
situation call for? Before the play begins, what has Oedipus done? Locate
the references to support your answer. What does this reveal about the
character of the man? Is Oedipus this kind of leader? Is Oedipus a heroic
character? Support your position.

2. What importance to the play is Oedipus' decision to have.Creon give the
oracle's reply in public? In questioning Creon, what trait does Oedipus
reveal? What does Oedipub do as a result of the information that Creon brings?

3. How does the decision to send for Tiresias influence the plot? In his
questioning of Tiresias, what additional character trait do we diecOver in
Oedipus? Note especially the speech on p. 27. What is his reaction to what
Tiresias tells him? What accusations does he make? Why?

4. What does Jocasta's speech on p. 50 reveal about her attitude toward religion?
Oedipus' speech on p. 66-67? How are they similar? What other references by
them do you find in the play which support your inference?

5.. When does Oedipus turn from interest in finding the murderer to interest in
learning his own identity? In what sequence does Oedipus learn his fate?
How does Oedipus react to the revelation of the shepherd?

6. What is the ultimate irony of the play? List the plot episodes and show how
each results.from the preceding one except In the arrival of the messenger
from Corinth.

7. How is the play unified in terms of time, space, and character? How do these
refer to spiritual or to intellectual blindness? flow do they relate to the
interpretation of the play?

O

8. How does the phrase in mediae res relate to this play?' What are two important
roles played by the chorus?

9. Take notes on each of the prophiCies and put down exactly what is predicted
about Oedipus' life. What in the play is not predicted about Oedipus? Since 1

the play proves the truth of the prophecy, how can Oedipus be said to have
acted as a free agent with a free will?

10. Apollo is the god of light, of the sun, of intellectual achievement, the god
who controls disease and health. Analyze Oedipus' relation to these aspects
of Apollo.

11. When one knows the Oedipus legend, most of what Oedipus says before he finds
out the truth about himself is ironic. Examine the play to find five incidents
that support this statement and explain how these passages are ironic.

12. Who appears to have controlled destiny--Oedipus and Jocasta, the prophecy, or
the gods?



STUDY GUIDE: PROMETHEUS- BOUND.

1. What is the nature of Prometheus',punishmeni?
7 2, Why is he to be punished? Could he have avoided punishment?

3. What is his immediate reaction?
4. Is Prometheus greater before or after he bringsi man fire? Why?
5. How does Genesis react? Which other puniihments does Prometheus enumerate?
6. Describe the Wanderer.
7. What is the main problem of the actress who plays the role?
8. What doom for Zeus does Prometheus prophecy?
9. For what reason does Hermes visit Prometheus?

10. Describe Prometheus' final punishment.'
11. Does Prometheus at any point regret his earlier action?
12. Who triumphs in the end, Prometheus or Zeus? Defend your position.
13. Compare Zeus and Prometheus. Which would you rather be? Why?

STUDY GUIDE: MEDEA

1. Who is Medea's husband?
2. Why is Medea in despair?
3. What is the order Kreon gives to Medea? What is his reason for giving this

order?
4. Who is Aigeus? What agreement does he make with Medea? (When Aigeus exits,

we see the chorus in one of its classic roles; it comments on Aigeus, the

comment having nothing at all to do with the play. What do you suppose is

Euripides' purpose in so flattering Aigeus?)
5. By what method does Medea plan to kill her rival?
6. Why does she plan to kill her children?
7. As a director, how would you develop the murder-of-the-children scene?
B. What is Jason's reaction?
9. What does Medea finally refuse him?

10. Many critics believe that tragedy is resolved with a final suggestion of
nobility (or affirmation). How is this view substantiated or repudiated in
Medea?

STUDY GUIDE: HIPPOLYTUS

1. What is the purpose of Aphrodite's prologue?
2. Which goddess does Hippolytus worship and whom does he refuse
3. Which member of the household is ill?
4. What is the reason for her illness?
5. What is the nature of the cure the nurse suggests?
6. What is Phaedres reaction when the cure fails?
7. Who is Theseus and why does he turn against Hippolytus? What

element in his return?
8. What are the circumstances of Hippolytus' injury?
9. Who intercedes for Hippolytus and what are the results of the

10. Explore the positive notes on which the play ends.

to worship?

is the ironic

intercession?



STUDY GUIDE: OE_ DUPUS AT COLONUS

1. Why is Oedipus asked to leave the sacred grove and then the town?

2. How does Oedipus regard his fate?
3. What message does Ismene bring to him?
4. How does Oedipus feel about having been banished from Thebes? Why?

5. What bargain does Oedipus make with Theseus? ,

6. What reasons does Creon give for asking Oedipus to return to Thebes?

7. What is the situation which prompts Polyneices to go to his father?

8. Why is it important to Oedipus that he successfully deny the requests of both

Creon and Polyneices?
9. In what and/or through whom does Oedipus find peace and tranquillity at the

end of his agony?

10. Is this play a tragedy in the same sense as Reim the K& is? In what

sense is it similar or different?

STUDY GUIDE: ANTIGONE

1. Why does Creon decree that Polyneices must not be buried?

2. Why does Antigone insist on disobeying this decree?

3. How does Sophocles raise this specific conflict to a universal one?

4. What is the conflict between Haemon and Creon?

5. Why do we tend to sympathize with Creon?
6. What part does Tiresias play?
7. Creon relents of his decree and of his sentencing ofitntigone. Why is it too

late?
8. Who is the real tragic figure of the play,- Antigone -or Creon?

9. What are the multiple causes of Creon's tragedy?

10. Near the beginning of the play the guard bringing news of the burial to Creon

says, "Tis sad, truly, that he who judges should misjudge." In what respects

does this apply to Creon?

STUDY GUIDE: GREEK TRAGEDIES'

1. What specific problems do the major characters of the play confront?

2. Is each problem due to external forces, forces which are internal to the

characters, or both? What precisely is the nature of'these forces?

3. Do the events of the play lead to a resolution of the conflict? IS the

resolution external in the events, internal in the,minds and emotions of

the characters, or both? What is the precise nature of the resolution?

4. If there is no resolution, a continuing unanswerable question must be

presented. What is the precise nature of this question?

5. What is the theme of the play? State the theme as precisely as possible.

6. What role does each character play in the enactment of this theme?

7. In what way is the play similar to Oedipus Rex--in plot development, in

character, and in theme?

8. How is the play different from -Oedipus, Rex - -in plot development, in character,

and in theme?



LESSON #3

OBJECTIVES: To identify the characteristics of Elizabethan tragedy.
To compare Elizabethan and Greek tragedies.
To formulate a tentative definition of tragedy.

MATERIALS: Doctor Faustus, book and record
Macbeth
Othello
2itus Andronicus
Hamlet''
Julius Caesar
Romeo and Juliet
King Lear

PROCEDURES:

A. To begin the analysis of Elizabethan drama, review with the class their notes
on the Elizabethan theater, paying particular attention to Marlowe and the

history of the Faust story. Distribute copies of Dr. Faustus along with the
study guide.

B. To aid reading comprehension, have the students read the play in class along

with the recording, The Tragic History of the Life and Death of Dr. Faustus.
Advise the class before they begin that the record omits some of the scenes,
telling them which scenes to pass over as they follow along. Following the

class reading, assign the students to re-read the play at home, using the

study questions as a guide.

C. To insure knowledge of important details and simple inferences, conduct a

whole class discussion based on the first 16 study guide questions.

D. To begin interpretation of the play, divide the class into groups and assign

each group two or more of the essay questions. After the groups have discussed.

the questions, ask them to prepare a report of their ideas for the class. As

each group reports, involve the whole class in discussion of the particular

questions answered by the group.

E. To compare the tragedy of Faustus to the Greek plays read in the previous

lesson, ask the class questions which will lead them to select similarities and

differences.
1. How does Faustus' situation at the beginning of the play compare

to the situation of Oedipus? Other Creek heroes?

2. What is the general movement of the action in Dr. Faustus? How

does this compare to the general movement of Greek tragedies?

3. In Oedipus, what is re-established by the fulfillment of the hero's

fate? Is there a similar re-establishment in Faustus?

4. How do Oedipus and Faustus differ in their attitudes toward their

destinies at the end of the play? Does this affect the audience's

interpretation of the two characters?
5. Compare the problem of man's free will and fate in Faustus and the

Greek plays.
a. To what point is man in control of his destiny?

b. Can the gods defeat man?
6. Compare the characteristics of Faustus and Oedipus. Are they in

any way similar?
7. Is the fluctuation of Dr. Faustus's will parallel to the action of

Oedipus? Does Oedipus at any time doubt himself or his intentions?
What effect does this characteristic have in each of the plays?
What portions of the ElizabethamAlAsy assume the function of the
chorus in Greek tragedy?



9. What elements common to all the plays read thus far would
indicate the essential nature of tragedy?

F. To provide for individUal analysis of an Elizabethan tragedy, list the titles
of supplementary plays on the board. After the students have selected the
plays they wish to read, distribute the corresponding study guides. After
the students have read the plays,'issign the compOsition of a short essay in
which they discuss the tragic elements of the play they have. chosen and make
pertinent comparisons with previous readings. Allow, time for individual
cpferences during this part of the unit to discuss problems which arise in
tRe reading giving students an opportunity to test the Ideas they have formed.

0



Assay and Discussion questions

1. Who are the principal characters? What is the function of each character, that
is, what does he contribute to the drama?

2. What are the outstanding traits of the principal characters?

3, What is the principal conflict in the drama? What is the course of the develop-

ment of the conflict? List the six episodes in which Marlowe tells the tragedy

of Faustus,

4. What is the story of Lucifer? Why is it related? In whit respects does

Faustus resemble Lucifer?

5.- How is"Wigner's part in the drama a comic commentary on Faustus? Make the

parallel.

6. What le.the irony of Mephistophilis' remarks about God, hell, heaven, etc.,

to Dr. Faustus in Scenes III and V?

7. Make an.analysis between what Faustus gets from his bargain with Mephistophilis

and what he gives.

8. What is the allusion of p. 28 when Faustus says "Consummatum est."

9. What powers had Faustus been granted by Mephistophilis? Pow does he employ

them? What sort of impression do these scenes leave with us?

10. "Prove that Faustus' corruption is not simply the outcome of his act with evil,

that the seeds Of.decay were in his character.

11. Find all mention of spirit or spirits in the play. Are they good and/or evil

spirits?

12. Could Faustus have been saved by repentance? Find the lines which support your

answer? Why was he unable to. repent?

13. What analogy can be drawn between Faustus and contemporary scientific investi-

gation? Which of the two.can be justified? How? In this consider knowledge

apart from moral considerations, then as part of moral considerations.

14. Is Faustus glorified, that is, made to be a superman? Explain.

15. In what ways does the play.indicate,the"medieval and Elizabethan, view of free

will and fate?



STUDY GUIDE: DR. FAUSTUS

1. Where was Faustus born? Is he lowborn or of high, birth? How do you know?

What is the connection between Faustus and Icarus?" Dols thia give a clue to

Faustus' tragic flaw? What do you expect it to be?

2. In Scene I, where is Fauitus?' What is he doing? What do the good angel and

the evil angel represent? What are Faustus' ambitions? What do they reveal

about him? About the civilization of his time?

3. In speculating on the power he seeks, Faustus imagines the spirits doing 'what

for Germany? for Wittenberg? the public schools? What do you think would

be the purpose of such acts? Would they be at all practical? .

.

4. The First Scholar refers to Faustus as a man "that was wont tp make our,schools

ring with is Orobo." What does this indicate about his character?

5. Does Faustus oppose or give, in to temptation? What shape does Faustus order

the deVil to take? Why? How does the incident reveal a quality in FauSiWs

which later determines his fate?
.

_

6. Why does Mephistophilis appear before Faustus the first time? tatatls the-

tone of Faustus' conversation with Mephistopilis? How does-the spirit react

initially to Faustus' desire to sell his soul. to the,devil? What is

Mephistophilis' definition or description of hell? Faustus' reaction'?

7. What do Wagner and the clown discuss?

8. What is the purpose of the good and of the evil angels in Scene V? As Faustus

writes his pact with Lucifer his blood ceases,to flaw from the wolund. HOW

does he interpret this? Do you agree with his interpretation? What remedy'

does Mephistophilis offer? Is it successful? What two forces are conflicting

for Faustus' soul?

9. What means does Mephistophilis use to distract Faustus? Does he succeed ?,

10. In the agreement, what benefits will Faustus receive? tiat must he do in

return?

11, why will Mephistophilis not tell Faustus who made the, world?

12. Whose spirit does Faustus conjure up for Emperor Carolus?

13. After he buys the horse from Faustus, what warning is the horse-dealer given?

What happens to the horse when the man disobeys?' How does the man "pay" for .

his disobedience at that moment? Later? What moral would you form from this

incident?

14. What does the Old Van tell Faustus? What is the meaning of Faustus' request

to see Helen of Troy? What does this show about the depth of Faustus' sin?

15. Did the scholars approve Faustus' bargain? What is the unpardonable sin

Faustus commits?

16. What is the moral drawn by the chorus at the end?

a,

$
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STUDY GUIDE: ROMEO AND JULIET

1. What is the situation which prevents Romeo and. Juliet from being:married?
2. How does Romeo discover that Juliet loves hie,
3. What do the two ill-fated lovers plan to do?
4. Who performs the marriage?
5. Why does Romeo not wish to fight Tybalt?
6. Why does Romeo finally duel with Tybalt?
7. What does the Friar suggest that Juliet do to escape marrying Paris?
8. What goes awry with Juliet's plans? What does Juliet do as a result?

9. How do the following people regard Romeo and Juliet's love: Mercutio, the
Capulets,.Friar Lawrence, the nurse?

10. What modern musical play uses the Romeo and Juliet theme?

STUDY GUIDE: KING LEAR

1. Why does Lear disinherit Cordelia, but not the other two girls?
2. Why is the Earl of Kent banished?
3. How do Goneril and Regan treat their father after they have inherited his

kingdom?
4. How does the subplot revolving about Gloucester, Edmund, and Edgar parallel

the action of the main plot throughout the play?
5. Why does King Lear become mad?
6. It has been said that King Lear is about the relation of mankind to the

universe. At this level of interpretation what do Lear, the Fool, Edgar,
Goneril and Regan symbolize?

7. G. Wilson Knight has said that the "Lear universe" is "purgatorial." In what

sense is the world a purgatory for Lear and Gloucester?
8. A. C. Bradley says that the bad characters are swiftly demoralized and

brutalized by their success. How does this apply to Goneril, Regan and Edmund?
9. What new experience does Lear's reunion with his daughter bring him?

10. Why must he suffer the final tragedy?
11. In what ways are Edmund, Lear, and Cordelia the chief symbols of the play?
12. How best can we summarize the essential nature of Lear's tragic experience?

STUDY GUIDE: JULIUS CAESAR

1. What is the setting of the play? (time, place, length of time covered)
2. What warnings of being murdered does Caesar receive?
3. Why do thc: conspirators fear Caesar?
4. What arguments does Cassius present to sway Brutus?
5. Why do the traitors want Brutus on their side?
6. Why do the conspirators discuss the funeral oration?
7. Discuss how Antony uses "mob psychology."
8. Compare and contrast Julius Caesar to Oedipus, Rex and Faustus. Include

development of tragic figure, presence of tragic flaw, presence of fate, down-,
fall of the tragic figure, and unity of the play.

9. Brutus and not Caesar is the tragic figure in this play. Support or refute

this statement by giving specific examples.
10. What are the symbolical elements of the play? Do they add to or detract from

the major theme?
11. The ghost of Caesar returns and demands vengeance. What other plays have

either a ghost or a parallel spirit? Is this significant? Why or why not?

12. Prophecy is a part of this play, and it is also a part of Oedipus, Rex. Does it

appear in other plays? In what form? Does it appear to be a necessary element

of tragedy? Why or why not?



STUDY GUIDE: HAMLET

1. Why was Hamlet called home from the university?.
2. What followed that increased his sorrow?
3. What incident establishes the conflict and begini the action of the drama?
4. The "revenge" play was a common type in Shakespear's day. What duty of

vengeance was placed on Hamlet? on Laertes?
5. What did Polonius believe was the cause of the Prince's supposed madness?
6. Why were Rosencrantz and Guildenstern employed?
7. What was Hamlet's motive in having the strolling players perform a murder play?

8. Who took over rule at the end of the play?
9. Hamlet's downfall has been attributed to indecision or inaction. Name

situations where he might have acted and didn't.
10. Some good advice came from the old fool Polonius. Name the lines.

11. How does Hamlet change after he hears of his mother's and his uncle's crime?

12. It has been said that the line which.says there is "something rotten in the

state of Denmark" is significant in terms of the action of the play. Some

critics hold that Hamlet is the focal point of the disease. Explain how this

is true of Hamlet. How do his values become perverted? How doei his per-

version affect Hamlet's view of Polonius, Ophelia, his mother?
13. How can yoU explain Hamlet's hesitation in slaying his uncle?

14. Ultimately what is the cause of Hamlet's tragedy?
15. Can Hamlet be viewed as an essentially noble character?

STUDY GUIDE: TITUS ANDRONICUS

1. Why did Tamora wish to seek revenge on Titus?
2. Of what did her revenge consist?
3. What part did Aaron play in this revenge?
4. What did Titus do to avenge himself on Tamora?
5. Why does he feign madness?
6. The final:scene of the play seems to resemble a slaughter house. Do you feel

that this makes effective tragedy?
7. Does Titus ever become a tragic figure?
8. What is the difference between Oedipus and Titus as tragic figures? Between

Faustus and Titus?

STUDY GUIDE: OTHELLO

1. In acts I and II what qualities of character does Othello display?

2. What evidence is there in the first two acts that he will be prone to

jealousy and vulnerable to Iago's insinuations?
3. What basic qualities does Iago possess? Is he the cause of or contributor to

Othello's downfall?
4. How does he "use" Roderigo?
5. What are three of Iago's self-proclaimed motives for plotting Othello's doom?

Which of these seems the most convincing?

6. By what means does Iago feed .Othello's jealousy?

7. What significance has the handkerchief?

8. Why does Othello find it necessary to kill Desdemona? Why does he think of

himself as an honorable murderer?

9. What does Othello mean when he says that he is one "that loved not wisely,

but too well"?

10. What are the basic causes of Othello's downfall?
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STUDY GUIDE: MACBETH

1. With what information did the witches greet Macbeth?
2. What followed to confirm what the witches had predicted?
3. Who was Macbeth's fellow plotter?
4. What natural emotion got completely out of control and destroyed Macbeth

and Lady Macbeth?
5. What did Lady Macbeth do to "put the finishing touches" on one of Macbeth's

crimes?
6. What happened at the banquet?
7. Why was it necessary to kill Banquo?
S. When Macbeth met the witches in Act /Vs. what did they tell hid?
9. How were the witches'prophesies borne out?

10. Aristotle said that irony is a necessary element of tragedy. What is ironic 1

in Macbeth?
11. The dis integration of the hero's world is expressed by the symbols of fear,

blood, and sleeplessness. Find the lines which create these images and inter-
pret them in terms of the tragic action.

1M-



LESSON #4.;

OBJECTIVES: To write a paper defining tragedy, using examples from the plays
as supporting evidence.

MATERIALS: Model essay

PROCEDURES:

A. Before assigning the composition, a number of procedures should be followed in
order to prepare the students for the assignment. A general synthesizing
discussion of tragedy, based on the works read in previous lessons is the
first step in such a preparation.

B. Divide the class into small groups and distribute copies of the following
general discussion questions to the, groups. Assign each group the discussion
of one of the questions, since an adequate discussion of each question would
require too much time. When the groups have finished their discussions, ask
each group to report its ideas to the class. Along with each report there
should be an open discussion of the material presented and of the question
which served as a basis for the report. Require each group to make specific
references to plays as supporting evidence, and to provide quotations for the
class in their reports.

General Discussion Questions -- Tragedy

1. What are the qualities common to the tragic hero? How is he a type which
can be identified in literature?

2. What is the role of fate in tragedy? How is it related to the free will of
the hero? In what forms can it appear?

3. What common elements are found in tragic plot structure? What is the movement
of the plot from beginning to end"

4. How does tragedy make use of irony? How does irony contribute to the tragic
experience?

5. What emotions are experienced by the audience in tragedy? How are the emotions
aroused by the writer?

6. What is the tragic writer's view of the universe and mates place in it? Does
it change from play to play, or is there a basic philosophy consistent with
tragedy? Explain.

C. Once the entire class has had an opportunity to discuss the previous questions
in some detail, explain that each student will be required to write a paper
defining tragedy. There are several approaches to the topic, and time should
be spent discussing various methods of organization and topic formulation.

D. Some students may wish to write an aver-all view of tragedy, enumerating each
of the major elements of the genre and then giving examples and other evidence
to support their thesis. Others may wish to choose the one element they con-
sider central to tragedy and focus on it, showing all other elements in
relation to this one. (Lesson #4 in the Epic Hero unit explains in detail an
approach to teaching organization through the development of a whole class
model.)

To provide a model for analysis of structure and theme, distribute a student
composition, such as "The Nature of Tragedy," by Karen Heckert. In addition tc

'.. commenting on organization, the students should discuss the validity and
clarity of the content.

O



Sample outline of "The Nature of Tragedy," as part of the analysis of the
model essay.

I. Introduction - problem of definition..

II. Aristotle's theory - summary and examples.

III. Specific tragic flaws and downfall.

A. Oedipus
B. Creon
C. Faustus
D. Hamlet
E. Macbeth

IV. Tragic emotions - pity and. fear.

V. Tragic Irony.

VI. Ennobling of hero throUgh suffering.

VII. Conclusion - summary of major points. Final statement on

essence of .tragedy.

E. Assign the composition on tragedy, allowing time in class lor,formulating
topics and outlining. This enables the teacher to assistfitudents who, have
difficulty getting started. ConferenCes should also be arranged with.
individual studemts to discuss. their progress on -the assignment.



THE NATURE OF TRAGEDY
by Karen Heckert

One of the hardest words to define in the English language is "tragedy." What
is tragedy? We will here attempt to explore the dramatic aspect of tragedy and
formulate a definition for it.

According to Aristotle, the first great drama critic, tragedy is essentially
the drama of a noble person overthrown by a flaw in his character. Not mere mis-
fortune or chance determines this downfall, but the intervention of a supernatural
power, such as the Greek gods, Fortinbras' ghost, or Macbeth's Weird Sisters. These
powers put the tragic figure's character to the test, and that tragic flaw betrays
him. This can be clearly seen in all five of the tragic figures I will use as
examples, Oedipus, Creon, Dr. Faustus, Hamlet, and Macbeth.

Oedipus is overconfident and arrogant. He believes he stands so high that not
even the gods can shake him. His character is such that he cannot afford to doubt,
even a little. When the test comes, his fear of uncertainty drives him to discover
the truth that destroys him.

Creon is proud, too proud to admit a misjudgment. By refusing to admit his
error, he condemns his pretentions to death along with his noble niece.

Dr. Faustus craves infinite power and knowledge. To repent his bargain with
Mephistopheles would be to admit his fallibility and relative unimportance beneath
God's will.

Hamlet is burdened avenging the wrongs of a whole country, symbolized by his
decadent uncle. He becomes disillusioned and disheartened by his relatives' conduct
and loses faith in himself, and his sense of justice.

Macbeth yields to ambitions stirred by a wife possessed by evil. He allows
himself to be pushed into crime, yet cannot fight his conscience when it returns to
haunt him. He is unable to stand firm, like a sapling that bends with the wind, yet
he is torn out by the roots by the very powers to which he yielded.

One of the most essential elements of tragedy is the evocation of pity and
sorrow in the audience called empathy. To understand the tragic figure we must be
able to identify ourselves with him, to feel his fears and sufferings. Yet, we can-
not feel too much. To lose that sense of objectivity that allows us to relate the
play's characters and events to our own values would result in mere melodrama. We
must realize that the misfortunes that afflict the tragic figure are of his own
making and not those of heedless chance.

This brings us to another element of tragedy, irony. The main character acts
in such a way that he defeats himself. Oedipus discovers his guilt in trying to
disprove it. Creon loses his pride through trying to retain it. Dr. Faustus'
bargain to gain power gives him none, but delivers him into the power of Lucifer.
Macbeth's crown only gains him strife and death.

All these men are destroyed by a fault in their characters, yet the destruction
would be futile if it did not in some way correct the flaw. Therefore, to give a
tragedy a satisfactory ending we must again raise this noble figure brought low,
caulk the cracks in his character, and demonstrate that his suffering has not been
in vain. False pride must be replaced by humility, doubt and indecision by courage.
Good defeats evil, and the tragic figure is no longer truly tragic, for he has not
suffered and died in vain.

We conclude that tragedy is the drama of a noble man inadvertently destroying
himself through a flaw in character. The tragic figure is purified by suffering,
his flaw is burned away with pain, and he is left more noble than before. During
this catharsis the audience experiences empathy with the protagonist but does not
become completely involved.

We see on the stage a reflection of life. The good suffer, as they do in
reality, yet the suffering is for a purpose. The essence of tragedy is the nobility
of man and his final triumph over pain and circumstance.
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LESSON #5

OBJECTIVES: To analyse and compare some theories of tragedy.
To examine various tragedies in the light of critical essays in
order to revise the definitions of tragedy establiShed by the
students.

MATERIALS: Selection from The Poetics - Aristotle
"Of Tragedy" - Hume
"The Tragic" - Emerson

Selection from Shakespeare's Problem Plaits Tillyard
Selection from Principles of Literary, Criticism - Richards
Selection from The Tra ic Fallacy Krutch

PROCEDURES:

A. Distribute copies of the selection from The Poetics with the study guides.
When the students have read the selection, conduct a class discussion using
questions such as,those on the study guide.

B. The essays by Emerson and Hume are difficult so it would be helpful to read

the essays aloud while the class reads along. Questions as to Emerson's
and Hume's meaning should be asked while the reading is in progress. Use the

general questions in the study guide for whole class discussion when the
reading is completed.

C. Have the students read both Richards' essay and Krutch's essay in small groups.
Have them answer the study guide questions and prepare to present a summary
comparing all the essays they have read. They should select those points in
the essays. they agree with and attack logically those that seem inadequate or
incorrect. Each presentation should focus on one particulayselection while
taking the others into account. Whether they agree or disagree with the
writer is less important than the discussion which should arise during and
after each presentation.

In addition the group reports and the ensuing class discussion should re-
examine and revise the definitions of tragedy constructed in the previous
lesson. The teacher can direct this re-examination and revision by asking
questions such as the following:

1. What do the critics say about tragedy that your ditfinitions neglected?
2. Are these elements important to tragedy?
3. Should your concept of tragedy be revised in light of these comments?
4. Do your definitions disagree with what the critics say? How?

5. Are your ideas about tragedy reinforced by what the critics say? Hour:'



From The Poetics -- Aristotle

Translated by L. 3.,Potts

VOCABULARY: dithyramb constituent choleric

lyre purgation phlegmatic

spontaneous amplitude obstinacy

Mise en scene innovation

1. What does Aristotle say the difference between tragedy and comedy is?

Explain.

2. According to Aristotle what is inherent in man? How does Aristotle

support his assertions?

3. In paragraph five what definition of tragedy does Aristotle give?

What are the six elements of tragedy according to Aristotle? How do

they work together? Explain the importance of each.

5. What is meant by "imitation of a whole"? "Amplitude"? "Unity"?

6. Under the sub -title "Probability' in The Poetics what does Aristotle

say about the audience's. knowledge of the story being acted upon the

stage? Does his statement agree with our previous findings"

7. What distinctions are made between simple and complex fables?

8. How does Aristotle define irony and disclosure? How are.they related?

9. What things does tragedy imitate according to Aristotle? Explain their

importance.

10. What is the cause of the misfortune of the tragic hero according to

Aristotle?

11. How do we experience fear and pity in tragedy according to Aristotle?

12. How should the chorus be used?

C
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VOCABULARY:

"Of Tragedy" by David Hume

languid insipid lethargic
indolence tranquillity subordinate
tincture feigned irreparable
augment atrocious elocution

Cicero

1. According to Hume, for what reason does the poet write tragedy?

2. What do the members of the audience expect tragedy to do for them?

3. How does Fontenelle account for the enjoyment that people derive from
tragedy? Does Hume agree? Explain and give proof.

4. When Hume discusses Verres' butchery of the Sicilian captains he states
that he "believes none will affirm, that the being present at a melan-
choly scene of that nature would afford any entertainment. Neither is

the sorrow here softened by fiction. For the audience were convinced
of the reality of every circumstance." Do you agree with the argument
he sets forth? Why or why not?

5. What is it according to Hume that makes one enjoy a scene like this
upon the stage?

6. Do you agree with Hume's statement that sentiments of beauty are the
predominant emotion? Explain.

7. In paragraph 10 does Hume make any statements that show an agreement with
Aristotle? Explain.

8. What does Hume mean when he says, "Difficulties increase passions of
every kind, and by rousing our attention, and exciting our active powers,*
they produce an emotion which nourishes the prevailing affection"?

9. What according to Hume is necessary if one wishes to produce good
tragedy? What are some of destroy the tragic effect?



VOCABULARY:

"The Tragic" by Ralph Waldo Emerson

analogous
profligacy
encroaches
felicity
prevalent
predestination
thwart
querulous
obtruding

ebullition
perversity
reprieve
alien
simultaneous
diminution
circumscribe
malignity
longevity

elasticity
Cat elinarian

alleviating
calamity
sombre
vivacity
arbitrary*
contravening
mithridatic
dishevelled.
primeval

1. Does Emerson believe pain is necessary? Why?

2. What does Emerson say is the meaning that lies at the base of Greek

tragedy and makes it horrible?

^ ^ 3 -= ilk

3. In paragraph two what. does Emerson say is the "faith" that the ancient

Greeks held? What is his attitude toward this "faith"? Do you agree

with him? Explain,

4. What according to Emerson is "the proper tragic element"?

5. What does Emerson mean when he says, "...tragedy seems to consist in

temperament, not in events"?'

6. What does he mean when he says, "Tragedy is in the eye of the observer,

and not in the heart of the 'sufferer"?

7. What in paragraph six are some of the things that are not tragedy according

to Emerson? Why aren't they?

8. What does Emerson mean when he says, "We must walk as guests in Nature;

not impassioned, but cool anddisengaged"?

9. What does he mean by, "Time the consoler, Time the rich carrier of all

changes..."?

10. What does he mean by, "The intellect is a consoler, which delights in de-

taching or putting an interval between a man and his fortune, and so

converts the sufferer.into a spectator and his pain into poetry"?



From Shakespeare's Problem lam

by E. M. W. Tillyard

1. What are the three types of feelings or situations which Tillyard says
produce the tragic?

2. Which one does he say is the most important? Do you agree? Why?

3. Which of the three types apply to Oedipus Rex?' Doctor Faustus?
Emperor Jones?

4. Which of 'these three explanations would Aristotle agree with? Hume?

Emerson?

From Principles of Literary Criticima

by I. A. Richards

VOCABULARY: catharsis subterfuge agnostic

unintimidated sublimation Manichean

1. What two things are brought to a reconciliation in tragedy according
to Richards? Do you agree? Explain and give examples.

2. What does he mean when he says that, "...in the full tragic experience
there is no suppression"?

3. According to Richards what is the essence of tragedy?

4. What is meant by, "Tragedy is only possible to a mind which is for the
moment agnostic or Manichean"?

5. What gives tragedy its specific character according to Richards? Can

they be altered? Why?

6. Would Oedipus Rex qualify as tragedy, not pseudo-tragedy, according to
Richards' definition? Doctor Faustus? Emperor Jones? Why?

At.'ogd



VOCABULARY:

From The Tragic Fallacy

by Joseph Wood Krutch

esthetician
calamitous

genre

1. Why does Krutch take exception with the word "imitation" as found in
Aristotle's statment about tragedy? How would Krutch change the defini-
tion?

2. In paragraph two what does Krutch say most critics would agree art is
fundamentally concerned with?

3. What does Krutch mean when he says tragedy, "is certainly a representa-
tion of actions considered noble"? How does this differ from Aristotle's
definition?

4. What according to Krutch is the essential thing that distinguishes
between real tragedy and pseudo-tragedy?

5. In paragraph five what else is essential to tragedy?

6. How should one feel according to Krutch after. viewing a tragedy? Does
he agree with Emerson? Explain and give examples.

7. Do you agree with Krutch's statment that, "all works of art which' deserve
their name have a happy end"?. Explain.

8. What does he mean when he says that, "...the distinctions between the
genre are simply the distinctions between means by which this reconcilia-%
tion is effected"?

9. What according to Krutch is the function of all art? How does tragedy
fulfill this function?

10. What according to Krutch is more important than believing that "the good
are happy and that things turn out as they should... "?

11. According to Krutch what must a tragic writer believe in? Why?

12. What does Krutch say is the purpose of tragedy?. What does it do for us?

1



LESSON 06:

OBJECTIVES: To apply the theory of tragedy to a modern drama.
To write an argumentative paper on the tragic qualities of a
modern drama.

MATERIAL: Emperor Jones
Selected Bibliography

PROCEDURES:

A. The purpose of this lesson is to present the students with a problem which
will force them to make use .of what they have already learned about tragedy.
The problem is first to decide to what extent particular modern plays adhere
to and deviate from traditional tragic patterns and then to decide what effect
such adherence"or deviation has on the play. For instance while the plot
structure of O'Neill's The Emperor Jones is very like the structure of Greek
and Elizabethan tragedies, the nature of the Emperor as a ruler and as a man
differs markedly from that of the heroes of most Greek and Elizabethan
tragedies. This combination' of character and plot produces an effect which
is far removed from the effect of Greek or Elizabethan tragedy. In the
process of dealing with this problem the student reinforces his previous
learning as he'uses it in making rather complex inferences.

B. Distribute copies of En2e1...:or Jones and the study guide questions. Following
the reading of the play, either orally in class or as a homework assignment,
conduct a class discussion involving characterization, plot, dramatic tech-
niques and interpretation of specific passages. The study guide questions
will be useful as a basis for this discussion. Avoid any question of the
play's categorization as a tragedy as this will be treated by the students
in individual compositions. A review of the description of modern theater
as presented in the first lesson may be useful at this point.

C. To evaluate student comprehension of the tragic drama, assign the writing
of an analysis of Enjperst Jones. The students may take various positions:
the play is a tragedy or it is not, or it is tragic in some respects but not
in others. The composition will give evidence to support one of the positions
drawing on not only the drama in question, but also the other tragedies read
in the unit.

D. To evaluate individual ability to read, analyze and interpret'a modern
tragedy and place it in its relationship with the other dramas read in the
unit, ask the students to select an additional play from the selected biblio-
graphy. Following the' reading of the play, ask each student to write a
critique on the play as a tragedy--giving his definition and description, with
examples, of a tragedy and then going on to state why or why not the parti-
cular play may be considered tragic.

The best papers from this assignment may be dittoed up and made into a book-
let. This should, in addition to recognizing those who have done well,
stimulate others to read-other.drsmas on their own.



STUDY GUIDE:. EMPEROR JONES

1. How might you describe Jones' personality? His ambitions?

2. How does Jones view his subjects, How do they view him?

3. What is the relationship of Jones to his society on the island?

To his society in the United States?

4. How does O'Neill reveal significant events in Jones' past?

5. Consider each of the events. What does each of the events reveal

about Jones' personality? What does each event reveal about Jones'

relationship to his society? How has each event contributed to
Jones' ambitions, his attitudes towards the islanders, and his
attitudes toward others in general?

6. In what ways is Smithers like Jones? What advantages does he have

that Jones does not have?

7. Does Jones change during the course of the play? If so, hour?

8. Why does Jones fail in his attempted escape?

9. In what ways is his failure ironic?

10. Will things be better without Jones? 'Why or Way not?

11. To what extent is society responsible?
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